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ABSTRACT
Parental Involvement in Educational Decision-Making
(February, 1980)

Jonathan Daitch, B.A., University of Massachusetts
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Jeffrey Eiseman

The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a set of opera-

tional definitions which can be used in further research on the causes
of long-term success of parental change efforts in the field of education.

This is accomplished by developing a hypothesis regarding the

long-term success of parental efforts to introduce change into local
public school systems; operationalizing the definitions contained in
that hypothesis; applying the operationalized definitions to an actual
case study; and discussing the adequacy of the definitions.

The hypothesis is developed in Chapter II after a discussion of

conventional and radical analysis.

The distinction between convention-

al and radical is based on the difference in emphasis on economic

factors in determining the nature of schooling:

conventionalists do not.

The hypothesis

,

radicals emphasize it,

based primarily on the Marx-

ist analysis of schools of Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis
in Capitalist America

,

New York:

David McKay, 1975)

(Schooling

states:

efforts
The higher the congruence between parental change
will
and the social relations of production, the greater
be the long-term success of those efforts.

vii

Chapter III discusses three major aspects of the social
relations
of production, and develops ten dimensions of those aspects
and ten

specific school -practices, the presence of which in parental change

efforts would indicate high congruence.

There are then developed several independent measures of long-term
success
In Chapter IV there is a presentation of a case study involving

three parental change efforts.

There follows a discussion of the

specific school practices and independent measures of long-term success
as they apply to the case.

This is followed by a discussion of the validity of the operational
This discussion is necessarily limited by the size of

definitions.
the study.

It is determined that in terms of the three efforts, the

application of the operationalized definitions leads to a confirmation
of the hypothesis.

It is also determined that the hypothesis cannot

fully explain events in the case study and other factors must be taken
into account.

Chapter V draws conclusions for theory, research, practice, and

parental action.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Historians and analysts of education in America have traditionally
viewed the evolution of schooling in the United States as a function
of
the progressive development of a liberal democratic society.

Emerging

‘

notions of justice and human relations, increasingly sophisticated and

extensive scientific understanding of the learning process, and the

professionalization of the education field are identified as major
contributors to school systems (Cremin, 1965, 1977).

This is a part of

the view of schooling in the United States which sees it as serving

individual needs for mastery, growth and upward mobility, and societal
needs for cultural unity and economic growth (Cremin, 1965, 1977;
Goodlad, 1975; Havinghurst and Neugarten, 1975)
In this context, educational policy making is seen as either
(1)

public relations efforts on the part of professional educators and

their supporters to establish the goals of professional educators and
to maximize community support for the schools
(2)

a

(Ashby, 1968; Saxe, 1975);

series of tactics to cope with sporadic, short-term, individual

and group dissatisfactions with particular aspects of the local school
system;

(3)

longer range strategies to cope with the more serious

demands for reallocation of school resources from minority and other
large pressure groups (Fantini, Gittell, and Magat, 1970; Lipham, Gregg,
and Rossmiller, 1967); or

consider politics

— that

(4)

is,

a particular version of what we usually

the struggle for control and maintenance or

(in
a governmental system with resources for patronage, status, money

1
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the form of contracts, etc.), and implications
for broad impact on a

community's development (Agger and Goldstein, 1971;
Rosenthal, 1969;

Vidich and Bensman, 1958).

From "cookbooks" on school open houses to

guidelines for insuring bond issue passage to reports on
desegregating
entire school systems, the assiomption is that schools function for
the

benefit of individual and society, and we are all really just trying
to
figure out how best to carry out that function.

Parental involvement is a part of this.
seen as serving three purposes.

tion about the children.

In general, parents are

First, they are a source of informa-

Second, they serve as a channel of informa-

tion from the school to the community.

Third, if satisfied, they can

provide a major source of support in the form of consumer approval
More specifically, parents are seen in several capacities.

First,

in the area of public relations, parents are seen as having a signifi-

cant impact on the community, and their support is actively sought.
Second, in terms of adjustment tactics, parents are usually the source
of demands which professionals would argue they are quick to accommodate
if "reasonable."

The open classroom, individualized instruction, spe-

cial education programs, etc., are evidence of the school's willingness
to accommodate a variety of student needs and parent demands (Barth,

1972; Nyquist and House, 1972)

The third aspect or type of education-

al politics, which deals with dem*ands for more basic change, is a bit

more problematic.
tion,

Since the requested solutions, such as decentraliza-

frequently require substantial changes in given school structures,

the schools are not so accommodating, and parents are seen as being

3

anywhere from rightly concerned but misguided or naive to malcontents
and unreasonable revolutionaries.
cal or educationally unsound.

Their solutions are seen as impracti-

The history of urban education, is, for

the most part, a history of these problems (see, for example, Wasserman,
1970)

.

Finally, regarding the fourth form of educational decision-

making, until recently most professional educators have denied the

notion that educational decision-making is a form of politics as usual.

Given the assumptions of traditional views of the evolution of
schooling, then, the successes or failures of parents in satisfying

their particular demands on the schools is primarily a matter of the

extent to which they can be accommodated by a system whose fundamental
goal is the maintenance of its stability as a socializing agent.

Parents can be more or less effective depending upon their organizational and political sophistication.

But even so, the typical practice

is to respond to style and not substance, thus reducing the substantial

long-term impact which parents have (Wasserman, 1970)

.

And win or lose,

the outcome of the educational political process is seen as progress

brought about by the orchestration of reforms and innovations by professional educators.

Beyond the general assumption that schools pre-

pare youth for productive lives in the culture, there is little in

traditional analysis to suggest that policy decisions in education
have any connection with concerns broader than those which illuminate
(or obscure)

methodological conflicts of a purely educational nature.

children in public
As a former school principal, the parent of two
politics,
schools, and an active participant in local school

I

have
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found that the traditional analysis process
does not adequately explain

"reality."

I

have seen (and participated in bringing about) a
number of

outcomes of the local decision-making process which would
be unpredictable using any of the four traditional analyses.

I

have talked with

many others at national conferences who have also found this to be
the
case in their communities.

account for national trends.
example.

In addition, traditional analysis fails to

Alternative education is an excellent

Discussions of the fates of individual schools and of propo-

sals for schools have usually been cast as essentially matters of local

politics (Fantini, 1976, sections IV and VIII; Lauter, 1968) and the
implication is that the movement as a whole is defined by the sum of
these individual fates (Fantini, 1976).

But in the light of the simi-

larities of these individual fates from community to community, it

appears that the whole may be greater than the

s\im

of its parts.

Recent

discussions of alternative education relative to the purpose of schools
(e.g., Graubard,

1972; and Nathan, 1976)

seem to account for a missing

ingredient which gives their analysis more accuracy and is in accordance

with revisionist and radical interpretations as described below.
In the last twenty years, the semi-isolationist, somewhat naive

assessment of the place of schooling in American society by traditional
analysts has been challenged by a variety of critics and students of
education, from disaffected teachers (Holt, 1964, 1967, 1969; Kohl,
i

1967; Kozol, 1967)

to the more academic social scientists (Friedenberg,

1965; J. Henry, 1963; Jencks et al., 1972) and research-oriented revi-

sionist historians (Karier, Violas, and Spring, 1973; Katz, 1969, 1975;
Spring, 1976)

.

The common theme is that, as in any society, schooling
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is embedded in the cultural, political, and economic
nature of our soci-

its social function is to transmit the culture, prepare
individu-

als to work and consume in the existing economic matrix, and to
instill

the necessary values and moral imperatives.

From this perspective,

questions about educational decision-making can only be answered in a
context broader than that of teaching philosophy, public relations, or
local politics (although all these clearly influence the process)
I

take the view of Bowles and Gintis (1976), Carnoy (1974, 1975),

and Carnoy and Levin (1976) that the broader context is defined by the

economic system and the nature of production and consumption.

(Much

of what will be said here may apply to some or all of the national

economic systems.

However, it is not within the scope of this paper to

explore this and the work will be related solely to the United States.)

Consistent with the view that schooling is a cultural phenomenon defined
primarily in terms of national economic purposes is the idea that
educational decision making, although a local phenomenon, has a national character.

Using alternative education

(a

form of educational

process with a high degree of parental participation) as an example,
the fact is that local public alternative schools across the country

have gone through almost identical political lives, even though the

political process in which each has been involved can be considered
strictly local in terms of personalities and the power structure.
Schools
(Probably the best source of information on this is the "New

on a
Exchange Newsletter," published from 1968 to 1978, variously

biweekly and monthly basis.

As the only national organ of communication

alternative school
between individuals and schools in the free and

6

movement, it provides a wealth of material mostly in the form of
long

letters and accounts about schools across the country.

Its editorial

policy was inclusive and so the range of experiences, successes, and
failures reported was not artificially limited.

In spite of the vast

array of accounts, the similarity of the political fates of the indi-

vidual schools is obvious, and their general development follows that

discussed by Graubard, 1972).

A theory of educational decision-making

should be consistent with this broader view of the role of schooling in
the United States if it is to allow for an accurate analysis of points

of access to the decision-making process for those who wish to make

fundamental, long-term change.

More specifically,

I

will hypothesize

that the success of parental attempts to influence schooling depends

upon whether or not the parental demands will increase the congruence

between particular schooling processes and the larger processes of
production, consumption, and the maintenance of the class structure.

Problem Statement

My ultimate goal is to test the above hypothesis; however, testing
hypotheses requires operational definitions that tie theoretical constructs to the empirical world.

Since operational definitions do not

exist for the constructs in the above hypothesis, the focus of this

dissertation will be on developing them.
^

Justification
have been devel
After the requisite operationalized definitions

7

oped, it will be possible to test the
hypothesis, relating the success

of particular influence attempts to the impact
of those attempts on
the congruence between schooling processes and
the larger processes of

production, consumption, and the maintenance of the
class structure.
It is important to parents and students, school
administrators, and

concerned citizens to know whether or not this hypothesis has
validity.
It is important to parents and students for at least two
reasons.

First, it gives insight into the purpose of schooling and its impact
on children.

Second, it provides a perspective for developing effec-

tive strategies for change for those who wish it.

For administrators,

any successful analysis of schooling is useful in helping them to do a

better job.

The unfortunate consequence here is that this information

can be used to thwart rather than encourage change.
For concerned citizens, it can provide a rational theory on which
to assess the possible consequences of broad policy decisions, espe-

cially in the area of resource allocation.

With tax money becoming

dearer, there is less room for "mindlessness" and more need for the

development of schooling processes which either deliver on their
promises or lead to a clearer understanding of why they don't or
can t
'

Method

After developing tentative operationalized definitions,

I

propose

to test their adequacy by attempting to utilize them in the discus-

public
sion of an actual case involving parental attempts to create

9

ten years, with jobs and school board elections won and lost over
the
issue.

Parents have been very active in these struggles, and the

history of this involvement provides a rich source of data with which
to examine educational decision-making.

As an active participant in

the school district and as an administrator, a parent, and confidant
of key people,

I

feel

I

am in an excellent position to make use of

this data.
To reiterate, the major purpose of this dissertation is to develop

operationalized definitions relating some of the theoretical constructs
contained in recent revisionist and radical analysis of the purpose of
schooling to the empirical world and to test the adequacy of those

operationalized definitions in an actual case.

I

propose to organize

the dissertation as shown in the outline below; the outline is followed

by some clarifying remarks.

I

II.

Introduction

Theoretical Perspectives on Educational Change: Conventional
and Radical Views

Theoretical Positions
Factors that Influence Changes in Educational Policy

Central Hypothesis

III.

Operationalization of Concepts
Relations
Congruence Between Parental Plans and the Social
of Production

8

alternative schools in the city of Ithaca, New York.

I

propose to focus

on parental attempts to establish alternative schools for several
reasons.

First, such attempts started out as a political movement aimed

at gaining access to equal educational opportiinity for disenfranchised

minorities through control of the educational process (Howe, 1965;
Kozol, 1972; Nathan, 1976) and therefore provide a clear statement of

purpose and represent an effort at fundamental change in the schooling
process.

Second, there has been a very high degree of parental involve-

ment in alternative education causing the life and death of individual
schools and programs to appear to be local phenomena and providing an

excellent contrast to the national character of forces pro and con.
Third, although it is a relatively recent national phenomenon (starting

about 20 years ago)

,

enough change has transpired in the alternative

school movement to suggest a process of transformation which is suscep-

tible to definition and analysis (Fantini, 1976; Nathan, 1976).

Com-

bined with the clarity of its purpose and the effectiveness of the
public school's response, it provides a compact issue for study.
Fourth,

I

believe that the alternative education movement effectively

demonstrates the ability of a corporate capitalist system to maintain a
correspondence between a major social institution and itself (Carnoy
and Levin, 1976)
I

propose to use the parental experience in Ithaca for several

reasons.

Ithaca, New York, is a medium-sized (22,000), very hetero-

within
geneous community which has been offering alternative education
its public school system since 1969.

It has been an extremely stormy

10

Independent Measures of Long-Term Success of Parental
Change

Efforts
IV.

Test of the Adequacy of the Operationalized Definitions

History of Alternative Education in Ithaca

Application of Operationalized Definitions to the Case Study
Discussion of the Adequacy of the Operationalized Definitions
V.

Implications for Theory, Research, Practice, and Parental

Participation

The first two divisions of Chapter II contain the literature
review.

Recent radical analysis differs significantly from convention-

al analysis and the first two parts of Chapter II will delineate those

differences to provide a rationale for the development of the Central

Hypothesis in the last division.

With the theoretical framework developed, it will then be necessary
to develop operationalized definitions

— to

identify the key concepts of

that theory to be measured and then to operationalize them by putting

them in measurable, at least identifiable, form as they would occur in
the real world.

This is the purpose of Chapter III.

Chapter IV contains the actual case study on which the operational
definitions will be applied.

CHAPTER

II

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATIONAL CHANGE:
CONVENTIONAL* AND RADICAL VIEWS

Theoretical Positions

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a rationale for the

analysis of educational change which is carried out in Chapters III
and IV.

Conventional and radical analyses will be examined with the

purpose of demonstrating that

a)

conventional analysis is insufficient

for an accurate explanation of change because it minimizes economic

forces in accounting for the nature of schooling, and

b)

that certain

aspects of radical work can make up for that deficiency by taking into

account those economic forces.

Conventional views

.

Conventional analysis attempts to explain the

evolution of schooling in the United States in terms of the progressive liberal development of society based on emerging views of justice

and humanitarianism, and on the increased ability of technology to

meet the needs of more and more people.

For conventionalists, educa-

tional change is inevitable, and the task is to understand that

change process.
School Lawrence
In the Introduction to The Transformation of the

Cremin states

here being used to avoid
*The terms "conventional'' and "radical" are
as auand "revisionist,
the difficulties of the terms "traditional"
been
have
and radical
thors whom I consider to be conventional
o
pp. 131-34, and Sloan,
1977,
Cremin,
(See
called revisionists.
^

11
c
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Actually, progressive education began as part of
a vast
humanitarian effort to apply the promise of American life
the ideal of government by, of, and for the people to
the
puzzling new urban-industrial civilization that came into
being during the latter half of the nineteenth century.
(p. VIII)

—

And in spite of the caveat that the history of progressive education
was

clearly a part of a much larger worldwide response to industrial-

ism..."

(p.

X)

,

the entire book is a chronicle of the rise and fall

of progressive education as a sequence of forceful personalities and

interesting ideas doing battle in professional journals, at conventions, in the popular press and in the halls of congress, to see which

educator's (or social scientist's) view of humanitarianisra would prevail.

Nowhere do we get a sense that larger economic or political

forces have much of a role in determining the winner.

In the discus-

sion of Horace Mann in the chapter "Traditions of Popular Education,"
we find five pages (8-13) on Mann's philosophy and three paragraphs

on the struggle to implement it, including this one:
The fight for free schools was a bitter one, and for twentyLocal elections were
five years the outcome was uncertain.
The tide of educafought, won, and lost on the school issue.
in another.
ebb
to
only
state,
one
in
flowed
tional reform
the next.
repealed
sometimes
was
Legislation passed one year
the local
by
ignored
were
State laws requiring public schools
and again
Time
communities that were supposed to build them.
bitter
the partisans of popular education encountered the
disappointments that accompany any effort at fundamental
social reform.

(p.

13)

conThere is nothing here which tells what really went on, in sharp

trast to Cremin's usually detailed and thorough documentation.

Unfor

the arena of
tunately, this is true whenever Transformation leaves

the school and school people.

Toward the end of six pages (14-20)

13

on William Torrey Harris, we find,

Ultimately Harris s social philosophy became an apology for
the new urban industrial order, while his pedagogy, rendered
service to its educational needs.
(p. 19)
,

'

There is no explanation for how this happened or why; no sense, for
instance, that the graded school and student progress based on regular

examinations would come back to haunt the progressives precisely

because it served the needs of that industrial order.
In Traditions of American Education

,

a collection of three lec-

tures, summarizing his three-volume history of U. S. education, Cremin

again leaves too much unsaid.

After reading that the theme of the

third volume, American Educat ion

;

thus, of chapter

)

3

of Traditions

The Metropolitan Experience (and
is "the transformation and prolifera-

tion of American educative agencies under the influence of industrialization, urbanization, technological innovation, and transnational

expansion" one looks mostly in vain for connections between these
forces and the school.

What one finds is that by educative agencies

Cremin means not only the school, but media, church, work, travel;
in short, almost anything we do, and that the prime force is really

urbanization which served to increase the diversity of these agencies.
About schools one finds only that
The schools, I believe, were transformed significantly,
partly by the political prodding of a diverse group of publics, partly under the influence of progressive educational
theory, and partly by the fact of their own increasing
(p. 100)
holding power.
.

.

in
In the very influential and popular Crisis

^

Classroom,

contemporary schooling to
Charles Silberman undertakes an analysis of

14

develop

practical" suggestions for improvement.

At a time when the

schools and the nation as a whole were indeed going throuah a crisis,

Silberman
ly.

s

work was designed to have a direct impact on policy, guick—

As a result, his work is much less studied than traditional

scholarly analysis and much more polemical and action-oriented.
The two quotes below provide excellent examples of how traditional

analysis is severely limited by its view of the relationship between
schools and society (although, unfortunately, as description. Crisis in
the Classroom

is all too accurate in its portrayal of many schools

as "joyless").

.what is mostly wrong with the public schools is due not
to venality or indifference or stupidity, but to mindlessrtess...by and large, teachers, principals, and superintendents are decent, intelligent, and caring people who try
If they make a botch of
to do their best by their lights.
never
occurs to more than a
it,... it is because it simply
what
they are doing...
handful to ask why they are doing
(pp. 10-11)
.

.

Our most pressing educational problem... is how to create
A society whose schools are
and maintain a humane society.
(p. 203)
inhumane is not likely to be hiamane itself.
The image of schools portrayed in the first quote as mindless is
c};ia.llenged

by radicals who would maintain precisely the opposite

that

schools are indeed very purposeful and have accomplished their tasks

quite effectively.

To suggest, as Silberman does quite explicitly,

trained in
that we simply need mindful teachers and administrators

decent departments of education to ensure
is too simplistic.

a

decent public school system

Of course we need mindful and sensitive teachers.

Of course we need better teacher prep programs.

However, the probleit

however eloquent, demand for
is too complex to be solved by a simple,

15

"better” teachers and methods.

The focus must be on why

questions about what they do?

Why don

.

'

t

most educators ask critical

What possible purpose does it serve to

have "mindlessness" and, indeed, "joylessness" in our schools?

I

believe that Silberman cannot ask these questions because of the

premises underlying his analysis.

From the second quote above,

infer

I

that he sees schools as the creators of society rather than the other

way around.

As we shall see, authors such as Bowles and Gintis would

probably rephrase the quote to read:
A society which is inhumane itself is not likely to have
humane schools.
In fact, the terms humane and inhumane are themselves examples of

the kind of mindlessness which Silberman decries.
for the most part not inhumane.

School people are

Kids are hardly ever beaten, abused,

threatened, or in fear of physical or serious emotional damage.

people do not hate kids.

School

They may hate the conditions of their work,

the bureaucracy and insensitivity; feelings which may then be reflected
in their actions.

But as serious a situation as that is, it is not
For our purposes, the central issue is in

even the central issue.

the very nature of the tasks of school
d^^irry

out with kindness

,

:

tasks which most teachers

devotion and attention to the individual

needs of their students.
of the
John Goodlad takes us another step closer to the heart

matter in his The Dynamics of Educational Change
Schools.

:

Toward Responsive_

reflects
Goodlad is a practitioner, and his academic work
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an intimate knowledge of the day-to-day problems of
schooling.

He is

not unaware of the socializing functions of school.

Pervasive in the expectations for and conduct of schooling
are the functions to be performed: prepare for college;
contribute to the GNP; keep an age bracket out of the
job market; produce a labor force; instill a competitive
drive; maintain a certain homogeneity of values; curb
juvenile crime. These are not stated as explicit aims
or goals. They are functions more or less assumed.
Performing these functions justifies schools in the eyes
of many policy makers and groups.
Schools are to
serve these functions.
8)
(p.
And he appears to be aware also of the limits of change efforts focused

only on the schools.
Those who believe the schools can and must be reconstructed
so that they become much more educational in the conduct of
their activities, and, therefore, in their functions, probably have responded too little from the cerebrum. Even
though we may dislike or reject the deschoolers' solution,
there is much to be learned from their analyses. The implicit agenda of the schools pertaining to their sociopolitical functions overshadows their educational agenda.
The reconstruction of schooling calls for the balance to
Clearly, this is a
be shifted in the other direction.
task the schools cannot do alone. Conceivably, this may
(p. 9)
be a task that cannot be done at all.
Of course, Goodlad doesn't believe that it is an impossible task.

What happens is that his prescriptions avoid the source of all those

sociopolitical

expectations and focus instead solely on those at

whom those expectations are directed:

school people.

They in turn

have an impact on the community and the whole things moves ahead
slowly, but surely.
the
As stated earlier, this book is organized around
premise that schools, wid&v OBVtdin condivions can
become more vital than they currently are and that
those
most of the reconstruction must be effected by
reconstruction
The
day.
each
who work and live in them
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must occur school by school. This means that it will
move forward on a broken front and not as part of a
national grand strategy. But there must be help and
support from outside. There must be created a productive tension between inner- and outer-directed forces.
(p.

20)

By outside support, Goodlad is speaking of peer support from outside
the immediate school, and not from outside the educational community.

As a result of recognizing that the pervasive sociopolitical

functions of schooling are a part of the problem, Goodlad proposes a

two-step strategy of change based on a kind of professional "up-bytheir-bootstraps" philosophy.

Step one consists of trying to minimize

the sources of pressure on the schools to fulfill those sociopolitical

functions.
First, every possible effort should be made to maximize
the educational and minimize the sociopolitical functions
of schools.
To do this, schools must rise above the
parochial concerns of their immediate communities in seeking to serve a much larger constituency a democratic
society, if you will...', (pp. 21-22)

—

In this way he does not have to deal with the system which produces

these forces.

Actually he goes a step beyond minimizing.

to those very social forces which he, himself

(on pp.

8

and

He ascribes
9)

,

assumes

making
to be the source of what he wishes to change, the rationale for
the change

.

Schools must take their direction from the educational
goals articulated for them by the state and nation and,
with their communities, interpret their meaning and
(p. 22; emphasis in original)
implications.
from a source of educationThat larger constituency becomes transformed
al stagnation to a source of change.
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Second, like Silberman, he focuses on the development
of a cadre
of enlightened educators as the ultimate solution.

The book is essen-

tially about the efforts of Goodlad and his associates
to develop a

network

The League of Cooperative Schools

— whose

purpose

it was to encourage change within its eighteen member schools,
pri-

through staff development in individual schools and through

disseminating the learnings from and collaborating on individual
school directed change efforts.
I

am particularly sympathetic to Goodlad 's two-pronged, grassroots

strategy

— focus

on the individual school and build a community of

shared interests between such schools.

What free and alternative

school movement there has been in this country was based on that
strategy, and for a time

I

was in the vanguard of that movement.

But

the results of that movement have been extremely limited, and in no

small part because, in spite of our own personal liberation, we were

unable to deal with those sociopolitical "agendas" of public schools.
As

I

argue below, the correspondence between schooling and the economic

structure is too close to allow the school to be susceptible to trans-

formation by a minority of well-intentioned and informed educators.

Radical views.

As indicated above, radical analysts place considerable

emphasis on economics in accounting for the development of schooling.
In spite of their differences, authors such as Carnoy

(1974), Bowles

the ecoand Gintis (1976), and Karier, Violas and Spring (1973) see

co-equal social
nomic system as not just one of a variety of relatively

institutions or forces.

Carnoy (1974) and Bowles and Gintis (1976) most
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clearly develop a Marxist, materialist analysis.
nomic base is the foundation.

For them the eco-

The social relations of production lead

to class conflict which is the engine of social development, including

the establishment of social control mechanisms (e.g.

,

schools), as

well as the generator of forces for change and destabilization.

Bowles

and Gintis present this position first with a general statement.

Capitalist production, in our view, is not simply a
technical process:
it is also a social process.*
Workers are neither machines nor commodities but,
rather, active human beings who participate in production with the aim of satisfying their personal and
social needs.
The central problem of the employer
is to erect a set of social relationships and organizational forms, both within the enterprise and, if possible, in society at large, that will channel these
aims into the production and expropriation of surplus
value.
Thus as a social process, capitalist production
is inherently antagonistic and always potentially
explosive. Though class conflicts take many forms, the
most basic occurs in this struggle over the creation
and expropriation of surplus value... (pp. 10-11)
They then propose five implications regarding schooling.

First we find that prevailing degrees of economic inequality and types of personal development are defined
primarily by the market, property, and power relation(p. 10)
ships which define the capitalist system.
,

Second, the educational system does not add to or subtract from the overall degree of inequality and repressive personal development. Rather, it is best understood
as an institution which serves to perpetuate the social
relationships of economic life through which these patterns are set by facilitating a smooth integration of
(p. 10)
youth into the labor force.
In line
*This is true of any form of production, not just capitalist.
berelationship
a
find
with a Marxist analysis, one would expect to
It
nation.
any
of
tween the economic base and the social organization
could
One
relationship.
is not capitalism per se which creates this
in the United States fol
production
of
relations
argue that the social
the scope of this
low inevitably from capitalism; it is not in
dissertation to prove such claims.
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Third the educational system operates in this manner
not so much through the conscious intentions of teachers and administrators in their day-to-day activities, but through a close correspondence between the
social relationships which govern personal interaction
in the work place and the social relationships of the
educational system.
(pp. 10-11)
,

Fourth though the school system has effectively served
the interests of profit and political instability, it
has hardly been a finely tuned instrument of manipulation in the hands of socially dominant groups. Schools
and colleges do indeed help to justify inequality, but
they also have become arenas in which a highly politicized egalitarian consciousness has developed among
some parents, teachers, and students.
(p. 11)
,

—

Lastly the organization of education in particular
the correspondence between school structure and job
structure has taken distinct and characteristic forms
in different periods of U. S. history, and has evolved
in response to political and economic struggles associated with the process of capital accumulation, the
extension of the wage-labor system, and the transition
from an entrepreneurial to a corporate economy.
(p. 12)
,

—

Thus there is a direct and powerful relationship between the economic
base and schooling in which the base is determinative.

Carnoy presents an explicitly Marxist analysis of schooling in
Education as Cultural Imperialism

.

In Chapter

2

he embraces Lenin's

theory of imperialism, and Raskin's theory of internal colonialism
in arguing that internally or externally, schooling is a function and

servant of the economic base.
In the Roots of Crisis

,

Karier attempts to state a less material-

ist position than that of Bowles and Gintis, or Carnoy, while still

recognizing a critical role for the economic sphere.
The school, as a formal vehicle of education, exists as
an instrument of social and economic power for the most
influential elite groups as much as for the political and
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social organizations through which the society
is managed.
Thus in the twentieth century schools became
important
instruments of power under capitalism and fascism, as
well
as under communism.
The educational state that emerged in
twentieth-century America did so ultimately as an instrument of those economic and political elites who managed
the American corporate state. The values and attitudes
making up the complicated matrix of that school system
'to a considerable extent, products of
the economic
and social development in American culture. Although none
of the authors of these essays accept an economic deterministic position, they do agree that economic concerns
have played a major role in shaping our values and attitudes which, in turn, shape our perception of ourselves
and our community.
(p. 6)
,

,

'

Spring is much more an idealist than his coauthors.

In discuss-

ing the model of social change which he espouses in A Primer of

Libertarian Education

,

Spring states that

This model rests on the conviction that a great deal of
the power of modern social institutions depends on the
willingness of the people to accept the authority and
legitimacy of these institutions.
In this context the
question becomes, not how to fit the individual into
the social machine, but why people are willing to accept
work without personal satisfaction and social authority
which limits freedom. This condition of acceptance, as
has been argued in this volume, is primarily the result
of the ideals, beliefs, and ideologies in the mind of
the child.
(pp. 130-31)
His emphasis on personal liberty and autonomy throughout the book puts

him closer to the anarchist tradition than other radicals discussed
here, and a year later in The Sorting Machine he takes the position

not inimical to an anarchist view, that the major influence is the
state.

I

The importance for history of all these potential routes
is not whether they would have been better in some fashion
but that they were not taken in favor of some other path.
Choices and conflicts existed, but in the end the major
decisions added up to a national educational policy that
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sought to turn the schools into major instruments of
social sorting and control for the national state.
(p.

265)

This ideological view is nevertheless tempered with the realization
that economic forces are intimately related to the establishment of

state policy and action.

This book grew out of my interest in the relationship
between American education and American foreign policy
in the years that followed World War II.
Originally I
thought the use of educational institutions and programs during the cold war added a new dimension to the
social uses of schooling in American society. As my
research progressed, I began to realize that foreign
policy and education could not be isolated from more
general economic and social trends and that American
foreign policy had a significant impact on educational
development within the United States. This led to a
closer look at the manpower discussions, militarytraining debates, and national school controversies
From these events I began to underin the early 1950s.
stand more clearly the economic and social forces
that produced the National Defense Education Act and
the new mathematics and science curriculums of the
latter part of the decade. All these events seemed
to serve the needs of a foreign policy designed to
contain communism and protect the interests of American
(p. 1)
corporate expansion into foreign markets.

Katz (1975) also provides a class analysis which is idealist

rather than classical Marxist materialist.

That is, the structures

of schooling (for Katz bureaucracy is the central feature) are a

function of people's ideas about what should happen rather than of
of society.
a direct correspondence with the economic structures

We know that education is bureaucratically organized;
we know that it reflects class bias in its purposes
at
and operations. Are the two features independent,
form?
present
their
in
not
least in their origins if
men
The answer is no. Bureaucracy came about because
with
problems
confronted particular kinds of social
particular social purposes. Those purposes reflected
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class attitudes and class interests. Modern bureaucracy is a bourgeois invention; it represents a crystallization of bourgeois social attitudes.
(p. XXI)
If,

indeed, bureaucracy is a function of bourgeois ideology, then a

different ideology would allow for some other structure.
Sociological and administrative theory generally assumes
a functional
and, implicitly, inevitable relationship
between urban industrial society and bureaucratic
organization. Given the complexity of society, it is
believed, business cannot be arranged otherwise. However, it is not impossible to imagine different arrangements for social institutions, such as schools, as
contemporary exponents of decentralization are proving.
In fact, bureaucracy is inevitable only if social complexity is approached with certain particular values
and priorities.
(p. 108)

—

—

What is important here is that although Katz does not take a

materialist position, his connecting the development of bureaucracy

with class considerations implies an acknowledgment of an important
role for economic forces in shaping American schools.

explicit in his review of Ravitch (1979)

,

This is made

where he associates himself

with the radicals in accepting a class analysis of schooling with
strong economic determinants.

Factors That Influence Changes in Educational Policy
policy
This section will develop an analysis of the education
central hypo
making process which will provide a rationale for the

thesis presented on p. 53.

The analysis will stem from the discussion

the role of schooling in
above on conventional and radical views of

society.
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For the purposes of this dissertation, the analysis of changes
in education policy might best be approached by asking the question:

what accounts for the kind{s) of educational policy

(s)

in use by

school districts that have attempted educational change given the

similarity of change attempt outcomes throughout the nation?
the question in this way serves two purposes.

Posing

First, it recognizes

that indeed educational decision-making is a political process involving many individuals and groups at many levels.

Second, it also

suggests that there may be certain underlying and consistent themes
that transcend local and state idiosyncracies

,

and which, if not

directly the cause of particular decisions, at least may set certain
parameters.

Radicals and conventionalists would answer this question differently.

Conventionalists would argue that changes in schooling come

about through well planned efforts by policy-makers and those who

wield power.

Recently, they have come to see this as a political

process as opposed to a technical or professional one (Rosenthal,
1969, pp. VIII-XI; Zeigler and Jennings, 1974, p. xiv)

.

Today, most

administrative, local board of education, state, and federal positions are assumed to demand a good deal of political sophistication.
need only refer
The literature on this is now very extensive, and one
and observe the proto the journals which are read by school people

concerns as community
liferation of "how to" pieces on such political

with pressure groups
relations, conflict resolution, and how to deal

educational policy making.
to confirm the political nature of

My own
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conversations with principals over the last few years, primarily at
the National Council on Junior High/Middle School Administration

annual conferences

,

have shown an almost unanimous agreement that the

principalship is a far more political than educational position (see
Ashby, 1968; Barth, 1972; Krist, 1970; Nunnery and Kimbrough, 1971;

Rosenthal, 1969; Saxe, 1975; Wasserman, 1970; and Zeigler and Jennings,
1974)

.

Consistent with this approach, students of the educational
decision-making process usually point to particular individuals and/or
groups which are dominant in setting policy, and assign various levels
of influence to others.

Within the formal structure, most researchers

identify the superintendent as the key figure (Kirst, 1970, Pt.

Zeigler and Jennings, 1974).

I;

After that, there is some question

about who really controls things, although the formal role of the
local board of education is seen as at least a universal if not always

determinative factor (Kerr, 1969; Kirst, 1970; Vidich and Bensman,
1958; Zeigler and Jennings, 1974).

Here, also, we find studies of

local school bureaucracies (especially in big cities)
Schrag, 1967; Wasserman, 1970)

.

(Rogers, 1969;

Others see the teachers as an

increasingly important source of power in decision-making (Wasserman,
1970, pp.

307-368; Rosenthal, 1969).

superintendents
Still others, while conceding the central role of
to which they are
and boards, focus on the informal pressure groups

of those groups
susceptible and analyze school policy as a function
(Gross, 1969; Hillson,
which are most successful in applying pressure
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1977; Kerr, 1969; Nunnery and Kimbrough, 1971; Stein, 1971; Vidich
and

Bensman, 1958; Wasserman, 1970, Pt. II).

Finally, there are those who look to state and federal policy as

important determinants in the formation of local policy (Kirst, 1970,
Pts. II and III; Spring, 1976).
(1974)

In the legal area Kirp and Yudof

provide a particularly good analysis.

Out of all this literature, however, few generalities can be
drawn, and very little remains to explain the similarity of educational

process and content throughout the land.

The most consistent theme,

aside from the above-mentioned centrality of the superintendent, is
that the decision-making process is most significantly influenced by
local conditions, and that actual policy is mostly a function of power

relationships at the local level.

Even those who study state and

federal levels agree:

Although the local educational agencies depend on the
support of state and federal levels, they normally exert
decisive influence over the selection of teachers, operation and building of school facilities, and curriculum.
(Kirst, p. vi)

Radicals, on the other hand, look beyond strictly power politics
practice.
for an answer to the question of what determines educational

insignificant.
They do not suggest that political machinations are
instance, go
Carnoy (1974), Katz (1968, 1975), and Spring (1976), for

that led to the adopinto great detail about the political struggles

tion of particular policies.

Spring would also agree that specific

impact.
nationwide organizations and agencies had great

Katz

(1974)

bureaucracies was significant
develops the theme that the evolution of
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The agreement ends, however, at the point where
conventionalists
leave out economic or class considerations.
(1975)

Both Katz (1974) and Saxe

view bureaucracy as a hindrance to developing effective schools,*

but for very different reasons.

For Saxe, bureaucracy is a foolish

impediment to maintaining the status guo, primarily because it is too
rigid and "no longer able to respond to current needs in school-

community relations"

(p.

17).

For Katz, it is the embodiment of domi-

nant class ideology whose effect is to help maintain that class
position.
For Spring and Carnoy, the evolution of national education policy
and forms of schooling is connected to specific class interests within
the economic and political spheres.

Spring focused in on national

manpower needs, while Carnoy sees education as serving the broad goal
of "the economic and political control of the people in one country by
the dominant class in another"

(p.

3)

.

He goes on to expand this

theory to include class relations within a single nation.

Referring back to the question posed on
for the kind(s) of educational policy

(s)

p<age 24,

what accounts

which come about as the

result of the political process?, the answer given by conventionalists

would seem to be that policy is a result of the normal political

facilitates/
*A comparison of conventional and radical views of what
frequently
also
they
that
fact
the
by
complicated
limits change is
or
differ on the content of change. An analysis based on liberal
A
progressive ideology seeks to reform or adjust the system.
Bowles
(see
it
revolutionize
radical or Marxist analysis seeks to
and Gintis, 1976, Chapter 11).

process which until recently has been assumed to hold only in those
areas dealing with "governance"
government.

— cities

and towns, state and federal

In Baily and Mosher's words, educational policy

increasingly is bound to reflect the extended interaction
of all levels and types of government and of a wide
variety of private and professional forces.
(quoted in
Kirst, p. viii)
The difficulty with such a conclusion is that it does not speak to that

part of the question concerned with the natural character of educational policy.

It does not explain progressive education, back to

basics, special education, gifted education, vocational education or

career education as national phenomena adopted by local education
agencies through local decision-making processes.

Nor does it explain

the similarity between school districts throughout the U. S. from

actual classroom environments to district-wide organization (Coleman,
1966; Silberman, 1970).

Some of this can be explained in terms of

federal and state mandates, such as P. L. 94-142 (federal req'airements
for education of handicapped)

for men and women)

;

;

Title IX (equal educational resources

or such state laws as those stipulating length of

school day and year, school district organization and safety require-

ments for school buildings.

But for the most part, these requirements

in deterprovide a great deal of discretion to local school districts

mining just how they will meet particular guidelines.

For instance,

content (except
there is no state which requires specific curricular
high school students take
for the requirement in some states that

course on the history of their state)

,

teaching methodology, or dally

these areas there is a great deal
class organization, although in all
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of similarity across the land and from school district to school
dis-

And beyond the question of the impact of these laws and regu-

lations on local policy, the question of why the laws themselves were

adapted needs to be raised.
The causes of the national character of educational policies

developed by some 15,000 local boards of education are still left
largely unexplained by an examination of educational politics alone at

any and all levels.
ture.

I

Such an analysis explains only part of the pic-

believe a much more inclusive explanation can be developed

by applying radical notions of the relations between economic forces

and school.

In particular

will focus on the correspondence princi-

I

ple, and on the concept of "ideological hegemony" as discussed by the

Italian Marxist, Antonio Gramsci, some fifty years ago (Gramsci, 1971,
pp.

5-23,

323-43).

The correspondence principle

.

The correspondence principle provides

a means of describing and explaining the relationship between the world

of work and those institutions and forces which constitute the social

superstructure.

In Marxist terms, human beings organize themselves in

particular ways determined primarily by the historical development of
This organization

the material forces of production.
of production

the relations

— constitutes

foundation on
the economic structure of society, the real
superstructure
political
which there arises a legal and
of social
and to which there corresponds definite forms
life
material
consciousness. The mode of production of
life
conditions the social, political and intellectual

processes.

(Marx, 1976, p.

3)
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If this is so, then we shall be aible to see, in Carter's
words,

the mechanisms and structure through which schools ... .contribute to

the reproduction of existing structures and social relations on the
job"

(1976, p.

55).

There are two forms of correspondence which we need to distinguish.
The first deals with directly preparing students to move into the
labor force with the proper skills and attitudes.

In this case there

is a direct correspondence between external rewards for work and for

achievement in school
other is one example.

— money

and status on one hand, grades on the

The hierarchical nature of work and of school

organization is another.

In addition, individual school patterns pre-

pare their respective student populations for particular job futures.

These differences in the social relationships among and
within schools, in part, reflect both the social backgrounds of the study body and their likely future economic
positions. Thus blacks and other minorities are concentrated in schools whose repressive, arbitrary, generally
chaotic internal order, coercive authority structures,
and minimal possibilities for advancement mirror the
characteristics of inferior job situations. Similarly,
predominantly working-class schools tend to emphasize
behavioral control and rule-following, while schools in
well-to-do suburbs employ relatively open systems that
favor greater student participation, less direct supervision, more student electives, and, in general, a value
system stressing internalized standards of control.
(Bowles and Gintis, 1976, p. 132)
In this context, the treatment of Black students by both Black and

White teachers as described by Kozol (1967) and Rist (1970) fits a
logical pattern, and enables an analysis of teacher behavior to go

beyond the psychological or idiosyncratic level.
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On a more subtle level, Bowles and Gintis (1976)
compared per-

sonality traits which were found to be desirable and
undesirable in
industry and in high school and found
a truly remarkable correspondence between the personality

traits rewarded or penalized by grades in Meyers study
and the pattern of traits which Edwards found indicative
of high or low supervisor ratings in industry.
(p. 136)

There are many other examples in the area of discipline, school
finance, and curricula content, but the point is that direct corre-

spondences do exist between schooling and the economic base.
The second form of correspondence has to do with the school's

role in mediating certain contradictions in the relations of production.

The term contradiction refers to those dimensions or results of

the relations of production which work against themselves or come

into conflict with other dimensions.

For instance, increasing automa-

tion leads to increased unemployment in contradiction to promises of

improvements in life style.

Or increased centralization in the name of

efficiency leads to a decrease in worker participation in decision-

making and an increase in alienation leading to decreased efficiency
and citizen satisfaction.

Or the contradiction between the promise

of better jobs with more education and the reality that the greatest

number of jobs are at the low end of the scale regardless of how well
the population may be educated.

In terms of the latter example, the

cause of
school helps mediate the contradiction by locating the
the system
individual failure to get ahead in the individual and not

stratification,
through the use of testing, grading, and educational
by students (Bowles and
the legitimacy of which is internalized
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Gintis, 1976, Chapter

4;

Dreeben, 1968; Henry, 1963, Chapter

Violas and Spring, 1973, Chapter 6).

8;

Karrier,

In addition, school transmits

social expectations which reinforce class structures.

These expecta-

tions are also internalized so that students come to believe that they

get what they deserve (Keddie's The Myth of Cultural Deprivation discusses one particularly widespread and potent piece of social ideology.
See particularly the introduction and Chapter 2.

and Rist, 1970).

See also Holt, 1967;

In cases such as these, the school does not directly

correspond to a particular dimension of the world of work, but does
serve very important functions in preparing citizens to accept life
in a social system built on capitalist relations of production.
•

Much of the work which lends support to the correspondence theory

is historical.

Essentially radical analysts have found that examin-

'ing educational policy in the light of its impact on class, industrial

development, and social control has proven extremely fruitful in

explaining its development.

Thus, Katz

(1975), in his analysis of the

reasons why "incipient bureaucracy" became the major mode of educational reform in the 19th century United States, finds that the

causes are closely linked to class and economic issues:
We have seen that bureaucratic forms developed early in
the history of public schooling; we have observed as well
that class bias was reflected in the educational aims of
Bureaucracy was the form of organization
the same period.
best suited to the realization of those aims, and it is
and
in this fact that the relationship between class
bureaucracy lies.

Perhaps the strongest impulse behind the founding of
call
public educational systems was what today we would
to socialize
the urge for law and order, or the attempt
crime.
decrease
will
that
the urban poor to behavior
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diminish expenditures on public welfare, promote safety
on the streets, and can contribute to industrial productivity.
(pp. 108-109)
While there is not an explicit statement here about a correspondence

between school and work, it is implicit in the notion that bureaucracy
supports certain class interests, and that the schools were, in part,

designed to aid economic development.*
In Roots of Crisis

,

Karier, Violas and Spring provide a collection

of essays directed at demonstrating the function of schooling as an

agent for social control, serving particular economic (industrial

and emerging corporate) interests.

In Chapter 1 Karier traces the

historical development of schooling in terms of its service to a
changing economy.
It is my intention that the school throughout the history of American education have been used as instruments
to teach the norms necessary to adjust the young to the
changing patterns of the economic system as well as to
(p. 7)
the society's more permanent values.

After Karier'

s

overview, the other essays attempt to demonstrate

specific philosophical and methodological connections between schools
and the world of work.

For example, Violas, in Chapter

3,

looks at

"progressive social philosophy" and its fit with the emerging cor-

porate state based on

*Katz goes on to suggest that the promises held out by the second
quote have been largely unmet, a suggestion which is not entirely
consistent with the facts. Schools may not have diminished welfare
contributed
costs or increased street safety, but they have surely
(1978)
See Violas
to industrial productivity.
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ever-increasing functional specialization in a rationalized social system. .. [which] required ... the establishment of a meritocracy and the assignment of each
individual to the functional slot for which he was
best suited.
(p. 42)
Karier, in Chapter 6, examines testing in terms of its function as a

means of sorting as the bulwark of the meritocratic system referred
to above.

The point is that the meritocracy was, and is, a system

of sorting students essentially by class and the need for particular

functional positions to be filled, and that it does so under the
guise of objectivity based on intelligence and aptitude testing.
A final example is Grissom's examination of James B. Conant and
the cold war in Chapter 10.

Although Grissom cautions about the

extent to which one man's philosophy can be ascribed influence over
policy, it is clear that Conant had enormous influence, and, at least,

was able to articulate a position consistent with national corporate

economic needs.

Grissom sees that reforms such as the further

rationalization of society through increased reliance on science, the
meritodevelopment of an intellectual elite (through a more rigorous

cratic system)

,

and the development of individual growth based on

not seriously
national economic (job market) needs, themselves, do

inequities.
confront the premises underlying our economic

They need

based on socio-economic standto take into account power inequities
interests.
ing, or the goals of corporate

people whose interest
In fact, the premises and those
premises are
depend on the continued acceptance of the
it is demonwhen
invested with new appeal and vitality
causally related
strated that they are necessarily and
political goals.
to the society's widely accepted
(p.

192)
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In short, ths rsfonns articulated by Conant, and in luany cases

carried out across the country, especially after publication of the

Conant Report in 1959, essentially helped to reproduce the social
relations of work of an increasingly centralized, corporate-welfare
state economy.

Machine

This is well documented by Joel Spring in The Sorting

.

The Sorting Machine describes the influence of federal policy on

maintaining the sorting function of public schooling since the end of
World War II.

The justification for federal intervention was based

first on national defense, and foreign policy needs, especially during
the cold war, and later, in the 60 's and 70'

domestic order.

s,

on the need to maintain

In the former case. Spring found that reforms such
r

as the National Defense Education Act of 1958, manpower development

programs, the National Science Foundation's support of programs in
the sciences, and the "new" curricula of the late 50 's

seemed to serve the needs of a foreign policy designed
to contain communism and protect the interest of Amer(p. v)
ican corporate expansion into foreign markets
Of the latter. Spring says
The one outstanding contradiction to these trends during
the 1950 's was the civil rights movement with its concerns about inequality in schooling and its potential
for organizing the poor and creating social class conrevoI wanted to understand how the potential
flict.
I
contained.
was
movement
lutionary nature of this
class
denied
which
poverty
found this in a theory of
conflict and used education as an instrument for mainfound
taining social order. This theory of poverty
and
Act
expression in the Economic Opportunity
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Elementary and Secondary Education Act of the 1960 's*
(p.

Thus

,

vi)

to the extent that there was one

,

national educational policy

maintained the correspondence between schooling and the world of work
by shifting educational resources to meet the changing needs of a

changing economy.
In Chapter 8 of Schooling in Capitalist America

,

Bowles and Gintis

use recent changes in higher education as one demonstration of the

correspondence between schooling and the world of work.

Essentially

they argue that the stratification of higher education from two-tofour year colleges through the large and prestigious multi-versities

and research centers has followed both the stratification of the

highly technological and rationalized world of work, especially at
the white collar level, and the need to develop a system which

could handle a rising demand for educational credentials without pro-

ducing a disproportionate number of workers whose education prepared
them for a level of work beyond that which the job market could provide them.

In addition, they show (chart, p. 210)

that the strati-

fication of higher education in terms of job preparation is closely
followed by the stratification of attendance patterns by family
high- income
income, with disproportionately more low-income and fewer

does not claim that schools
*It is important to note here that Spring
effective, in fact,
are ineffectual. Quite the contrary. They are
relations of producessential in supporting existing and emerging
attempting to
They would be and have been ineffectual in
tion.
to those essential to the
develop social relations which run counter
economy in which they are embedded.
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students at 2-year colleges with the proportions reversing themselves
up through 4-year private institutions.

The correspondence between schooling and the economic base mani-

fests itself in three ways.

First, there is the direct correspondence

between the general organizational, methodological and attitudinal
patterns of work and those of school as manifested in hierarchical
organization, external reward systems, daily routines, etc.

Second,

there is the sorting and preparation of students to fill particular

hierarchical levels of employment, primarily through the use of an

ostensibly objective meritocratic achievement system and the stratification of the schooling process.
.

Finally, there is the assignment

of students in that sorting process primarily on the basis of socio-

economic background as a means of reproducing the class structure.
This correspondence is not complete.

There are, first of all,

contradictions which arise which sometimes cannot be accommodated.
In addition,

methods, etc.

schools have their own sources of motives, goals,

There is a pedagogy, as well as a public humanitarian

sentiment about schools which constitute a dialectic with the economic
base and its demand for correspondence.

Within this dialectic

each sets limits on the other
process, then, the
In terms of the educational decision-making
changes.
correspondence principle does not establish specific

How-

the local politiever, it does set certain limits and directions

cal processes operate within.
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We turn now to a discussion of the third factor (in addition
to

educational politics and the correspondence principle) influencing

educational decision-making:

Ideological hegemony

.

ideological hegemony.

The concept of ideological "hegemony" was devel-

oped by an Italian, Antonio Gramsci, as part of his work on the dual

problems of the relationship between intellectuals and the workers

within a socialist revolutionary "movement," and the role of
Communist party within that movement.

a

Ideological hegemony is the

transformation of the ruling class's ideology into the general cultural and individual perceptions of reality in a particular society,

based on that class's organization of the forces of production.

It

"is objectified in and exercised through the institutions of civil

society, the ensemble of educational, religious, and associational

institutions," as distinguished from the "coercive organs of the state"
(Femia,

1975, p. 30).

He was particularly concerned with what he

saw as two major errors in the prevailing expression of Marxist
analysis.

The first was the scientific economism of the 2nd Inter-

national which saw the development of a socialist world as a very

mechanistic process bound by ironclad laws of historical materialism
(Karabel, 1966, p. 130).*

For Gramsci, this simply didn't square with

the facts.

In addition
places.
*Gramsci discusses Marxist methodology in several
be found on pp. 419 ff
to Karabel 's reference (note 15, p. 130) to
same volume, for a brief
in the Prison Notebooks, see pp. 386-392,
outline of his concerns.
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The

objective conditions for proletarian revolution,
[Gramsci] once observed, had existed in Europe for fifty
years or more.
(Genovese, 1970, p. 291)

Yet there had been no revolution.
out (pp. 129-130)
1917

,

,

On the other hand, as Karabel points

Gramsci saw in the Russian revolution of October,

evidence that a willful party could bring about a revolution in

contradiction to the laws of historical materialism.

For Gramsci,

historical materialism alone was incapable of providing an accurate
sense of revolutionary potential.

In addition, a strict materialism

violated one of Gramsci 's fundamental beliefs, that of the person as
a force in history,

active, as much as acted upon.

Thus man does not enter into relations with the natural
world just by being himself part of the natural world,
but actively, by means of work and technique. Further:
these relations are not mechanical. They are active and
conscious. They correspond to the greater or lesser
degree of understanding that each man has of them
(Gramsci, 1971, p. 352; emphasis mine)
.

It is this understanding or consciousness then which leads people and

groups to revolutionary action, provided the material conditions are
right.

But as long as people's understanding is dominated by the

ruling class's ideological hegemony, there will be no revolution,

regardless of the material conditions.

There is, of course, a relationship between material conditions
Gramsci
and consciousness, and there is no implication here that
sees

them as unconnected.

He is clearly 'not an idealist.

^-Jhat

he

part of the material
does do is posit consciousness and ideology as a
process,
world, or at least subject to the same dialectic

ideological and social
he unifies the economic base and the

In a sense.
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superstructure by recognizing that material reality must be
translated
into ideology and consciousness which then lead to action.

Who con-

t^ols the translational process and its content develops a hegemonic

position which then becomes in turn a piece of the material reality.
It isn't just the ideas that require to be confronted but
the social forces behind them and, more directly, the
ideology these forces have generated and which has become part of what Gramsci calls 'common sense.'
(Hoare
and Smith, in Gramsci, 1971, pp. 321-322)

The major problem in attempting to apply Gramsci 's hegemony to
the contemporairy situation is that of determining just how total the

ideological position of a class

must be, to be hegemonic.

this problem has never been squarely

faced',

Although

and it is not in the

scope of this work to provide a definitive set of guidelines for

determining when an ideology is hegemonic within a society, it is
possible and necessary to develop some conceptions on which an
hypothesis regarding the impact of ideological hegemony on the
educational decision-making process can be formulated.

Although hege-

mony is developed and maintained through a variety of means, it
will be necessary to confine the present inquiry to the role which

schools play.

(There are a number of works which lend themselves to

a theory of the hegemonic role played by other institutions.

For the

1973;
family see Aries, 1962; Brown, 1973, pp. 51-60; Rowbotham,

and Zaretsky, 1973.

Chapter

3.

For media see Goldsen, 1971; and Henry, 1963,

For culture and ideas, generally, see Fox-Genovese

Henry, 1963, Chapters

2

and

3;

and Marcuse, 1972, Chapter 3.)

,

1978;
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It will be difficult here to avoid developing a circular argument

of the nature of "society produces schools

(and other civil institu-

tions) which develop consciousness which produces society which pro-

duces schools, etc."

And yet, such a scheme, although simplistic in

its appearance, has within it a certain logic, the dynamic of which

becomes evident if we reconsider the correspondence principle discussed above.
In short, as a result of the correspondence between school and the

structures of the workplace, students internalize the values and
assxjmptions of the workplace, thereby contributing to ideological hege-

mony.

It is difficult to determine what dimensions of hegemonic

ideology are initiated by schools (if any) and what ones are merely
reflected by them (Bowles, 1975, p. 60).

For our purposes such a

determination is not necessary, although clearly such information

would have a huge bearing on how to bring about change in schools.
What is important is the identification of those ideas and forces within schools which do support hegemony.

focus on three "forces"* which

I

This thesis will suggest and

believe enhance ideological hegemony.

These will be discussed as they function in the United States.
The first is the meritocratic system of labeling and sorting

students by the process of testing, grading and evaluating discussed

hegemonic
*The term "force" will be used to convey the strength of the
of hegeconcept
the
to
Central
processes or historical development.
force
actual
to
mony, however, is the concept of consent as opposed
the
from
derives
The power of a hegemonic position
or coercion.
the
extent to which the society and its members have internalized
hegemonic ideology.
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on pp. 30-31; and in Bowles (1975); Bowles and G intis (1976), Chapter
Karier, Violas and Spring (1973), Chapters

Raskin in Carnoy (1975); Rist (1970)

Wasserman (1970), Part

1,

Chapter

;

4.

1,

and

2

6;

4;

Levy (1970);

Spring (1976); Stein (1971) and
In addition to its service of

providing an appropriate labor force, the meritocracy legitimizes in
the minds of the potential worker her or his position and potential,

along with those of their peers.

This occurs when the individual

student is confronted and overwhelmed by the system of objective
criteria, institutional and professional sanction to its judgments,

limited and controlled options, and pervasive rewards and punishments,

which locate her or him in the educational achievement hierarchy by
grade average and years (and kinds) of schooling.
The second hegemonic force to be found in schools is the scientific and professional theory and ideology which supports a pedagogy

consistent with a liberal, individualist philosophy which is, itself,
consistent with the social relations of production (see Carnoy and
Levin, 1976, Chapter 6; Freire, 1970, Chapter

2;

Keddie, 1973; Ryan,

Part 1, Chapter 6).
1976, particularly Chapter 2; and Wasserman, 1970,
and Jacoby
Wolff (1968) gives a general critique of liberal ideology;
(1976) of post-Freudian psychology.

For some particularly destructive

pedagogy and its consequences see The Way

^^

of the Task Force on Children Out of School

(1971)

School, the report
.

This theory

rewards and punishment
includes such concepts as the use of external
of knowledge, and hence curricula
to motivate learning, the division

discrete units; an evaluation
and subject matter, into relatively
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system based on a narrow range of "objective" criteria, which themselves may be subjective; and a theory of knowledge which posits the

object to be known as separate from the learner in a way which leads
to Freire's "banking concept* of learning.

least twofold.

The impact of this is at

First, it puts the student at the mercy of the teacher

and the subject matter, substituting professional and institutional

evaluation for personal knowledge and intuition.

Second, it legiti-

mizes the school as an enterprise, including the meritocratic system,
to the public, and to itself, leading to the establishment of a self-

perpetuating professional management of the schools which, for the
most part, has been held in awe by the lay public.
The third hegemonic force

I

would describe as the delegitimiza-

tion of the individual in favor of institutional sanction (Dreeben,
1968; Holt, 1964; Kozol, 1967; Raskin in Carnoy, 1975; Rist, 1970;

and Wasserman, 1970, Part

1,

Chapters

5

and 7).

This may be the

most critical aspect of the work done by schools, since without the

individual's availability to internalize an ideology consistent with
force is
ruling class needs, hegemony is impossible and some form of

structure
necessary to maintain the economic base and the class

which arises from it.
the work of a group
A key understanding to this process lies in

connections between Marx and
of analysts who have been developing the

teacher who fills" the student
*The student comes empty-headed to the
manipulation or humanitarian means.
with knowledge by force, coercion,
See Freire (1970) Chapter 2.
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Freud and who are identified as "critical theorists" (Brown, 1973,

Chapter 1).

In particular,

and Eric Fromm (1962)

.

I

will be using the work of Bruce Brown

Almost all of their work has been done in

the area of early childhood development within the context of the
family.

I

believe, though, that some of their concepts can be applied

to school impacts on children, and that certainly schools help to

reinforce much of what the child comes to be and expect as a result
of early family life.

Brown and Fromm see Marxist analysis

aind

Freudian psychology as

central components of critical theory* for three reasons.

First,

each in its own way confronts the historical development of the social

order in a very concrete, non-ideological and revolutionary manner.
To quote Brown:

Whereas with Marx human society became historically and
sociologically self-conscious for the first time, it
was with Freud that the parallel tendency toward a new
self-knowledge of the individual, which had its roots
in the romantic protest against industrial civilization,
(p. 39)
finally achieved the status of science.
It is not surprising, then, that in the 1920 's revolutionary intellectuals ... saw psychoanalysis, with its
dynamic conception of mental life and of the development of the individual personality, as adding a new and
vital dimension to the "unmasking revolution" begun by
(pp. 40-41)
Marx in his critique of ideology.

of fundaSecond, both Marxism and psychoanalysis share a number

mental similarities as theoretical constructs.

They are both

"critical theory" to refer to the
*I will continue to use the term

although the term
Marxist-Freudian analysis as described by Brown,
theory or
specific
as generally used, does not refer to any
author (s)
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dialectical.

Freud developed a

dialectical psychology which sees psychic life as the
product of mental conflict, much as Marx's materialism
sees historical life dialectically as the product of
social conflict.
(Brown, p. 41)

Both are historical, Marx's materialism being concerned with social
history while Freud's psychoanalysis with personal history.

Both

also offer a "radical critique of alienated society."
To the socio-economic critique of capitalism begun

by Marx, psychoanalysis added an uncompromising attack
on the traditional values of bourgois society and its
(Brown, p. 42)
institutions....
Third, both are humanists.

Both share

the sense that each man represents all of humanity: hence
that there is nothing human which could be alien to him.
(Fromm, p.

17)

For Freud this humanism was a function of the idea of the unconscious.

assumed that all men share the same unconscious
strivings and hence that they can understand each other
once they dare to delve into the underworld of the uncon(Fromm, p. 17)
scious.
[Freud]

,

of
Marx, in the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts

18^

(the 1964

references) is very
edition, edited by E. T. Bottomore, is used for

experience and of our
explicit about the universality of the human

common bond with nature:
in practice and
Man is a species being, not only because
his object but also
in theory he adopts the species as
living species;
because he treats himself as the actual
and therefore
because he treats himself as a universal
(p- 126)
a free being.
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The statement that the physical and mental life of man,
and nature, are interdependent means simply that nature
is interdependent with itself, for man is a part of
nature.
(p. 127)

One of the major thrusts of Marx's critique of capitalism is that it
has alienated the individual from the species and from nature

Finally Marx and Freud go together because they complement each
other.

Where Marx was unable to account adequately for the development

of individual, psychological components
ture)

(the ideological superstruc-

through historical materialism, psychoanalysis
implies an entirely new extension of the dialectic to
encompass cultural representations and the psychic
makeup of individuals as factors which, instead of
merely "reflecting" material constraints, are integral
and defining aspects of a historical situation and can
themselves act either to constrain the development of
material processes or to anticipate new material possi(Brown, p. 70)
bilities in these situations.*

'On the other hand, a Marxist orientation was able to free Freudian

psychology from its "unhistorical" reliance on certain static biologiC31
.

.

givens (especially the original murder of the father as the root

of the Oedipal complex:

see Totem and Taboo

)

,

by developing

'

specific

socio-histor ical components" of the reality principle vs. pleasure
(Marcuse,
principle dialectic of individual psychological development

develop
Compare Brown's notion that the psychological dialect can
s

with Gramsci
both "constraining" and "anticipating" individuals
There is some similardiscussion of the nature of man (pp. 551 ff)
Gramsci 's idea of 'man as a
ity between the dialectic in Brown, and
Both also see the possiseries of active relationships" (p. 352).
conditions, provided they
bility of individuals influencing material
help to account or some
have the proper consciousness. This may
short-term parental successes.
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1955, pp.

34

35).

The ascendancy of the reality principle over the

pleasure principle in individual character development becomes, then.
as much a function of the historical organization of society, in

Fromm

s

terms.

Social Character," as of bio—psychological development.

"Social Character" is a function of the fact that,
[e]ach society is structuralized and operates in certain
ways which are necessitated by a number of objective
conditions. These conditions include methods of production which in turn depend on raw materials, industrial
techniques, climate, size of population, and political and
geographical factors, cultural traditions and influences
to which the society is exposed.
(Fromm, p. 78)
It is the function of the social character to shape the
energies of the members of society in such a way that
their behavior is not a matter of conscious decision
as to whether or not to follow the social pattern, but
one of wanting to act as they have to act and at the
same time finding gratification in acting according to
(Fromm, p. 79)
the requirements of the culture.

This development of individual character in the image of social

character begins during the early development of the child's psyche

within the family.
Inasmuch as this process of repressive socialization

carried on, above all, by the family through the paternal
authority's suppression, frustration, and redirection of
the child's pleasure-seeking impulse provides a "natural"
basis for institutional authority as the collective form
through which society organize the further pursuit of
siabstitute gratifications..., and which, by associating
these earliest impressions, with later patterns of experience in which there is a larger element of conscious
control, extends childhood dependency by transforming it
(Brown, p. 73)
into social domination....

—

where critical
It is precisely in the "later patterns of experience"

theory becomes applicable to schooling.

For most students, school is

outside the home.
the first long-term, institutional experience
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It is the first opportunity an individual has

(after television)

for

comparing her or his intimate family life with "the real world," and
society's first chance to confirm the fit of the emerging individual
to the "social character."

It is at this point where society initi-

ates the process of transforming paternal dominance into social control.

And since family structures, like school structures, are a function in
part of the social relations of production, the fit between family and
school is already close, developing in the mind of the students, and

adults, a sense of the inevitable "naturalness" of things as they are.
Thus, for most children fear is the dominant, if not always conscious,

form of "motivator" at home and at school (Fromm, 1962; Holt, 1964;
Kozol, 1967).

From this, schools in general reinforce and reproduce

hierarchical structures which are paternalistic

authoritarian, almost universally male-dominated
.

if not fundamentally

,

,

with the child-

student-learning-to-be-worker citizen in a relatively powerless position (Henry, 1963; Wasserman, 1970, Part I).

Raskin (Carnoy, 1975, Chapter

1)

describes the power of the school

power to legitimize
to transform student self-doubt into institutional
the student through

about
...the synthetic process of tension with themselves
in a
are
They
pyramid.
the
in
who they are supposed to be
come
they
which
profiles,
dialectic with their records and
(p. 26)
are.
to believe are the definition of who they
class and consequent
In addition, a student's socio-economic

anticipated employment level determine

the manner in which his school

hierarchy-authority structures.
prepares him to function in the
the more the school provides
higher the socio-economic standing,

The
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opportunities for individual and group decision-making, and uses
persuasion rather than direct authority to control students (Carnoy
and Levin, 1976, Chapter 9).
In sum, the result of the operation of the "social character" and
to a lesser extent, of hegemony, in general is,

...a fundamental connection between the "ontogenetic"
process by which the repressed individual has been
created and the "phylogenetic" process by which repressive civilization has been produced.
(Brown, p. 73)

Overview of the context for educational decision-making
dialectic between politics

,

and correspondence and hegemony

.

;

the

As

suggested above, neither correspondence nor hegemony determine specific

outcomes of a change process.

In the dialectic with local political

machinations they do set limits, primarily by limiting the options
to existing school organization and methodology which people believe

'are possible or desirable.

The correspondence between schools and the world of work has

meant that schools and school systems have come to be structured and
regulated in certain ways.

These structures and regulations limit

organizathe available options in a material way by defining specific

requirements and
tion, procedural, legal, financial, and professional
extr-emely
prohibitions which render some pedagogical possibilities

difficult to implement, if not impossible.

Thus, for instance, in most

of teachers certified in
states, a school must have a minimum number

subjects required by
specific subject matter offering at least those
and facilities are required to meet
the state. New school design, size,

specific state requirements.

construction
For example, in New York new
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of secondary schools of less than 700 is not allowed, and in
Massachu-

setts the state will not help fund school construction which does not

meet size and grade requirements

.

Old buildings also are required to

meet specific health, safety, and pedagogical requirements.

There are

also state regulations on the length of the school year, instructional
day, and the amount of teacher-pupil contact time which constitutes a

credit or unit of instruction.
Local school districts also have their requirements in such areas
as standards for moving from one grade to the next, including gradua-

tion from high school; and specific curricula and evaluation pro-

cedures at each grade level.

Within state guidelines, there is also

at the local level the establishment of funding categories and tax

limits which limit the amount of money available for experimentation

and the way in which available monies can be spent.
In addition, three particular, closely related concerns at the

local level have a large impact on the degree of divergence in curricu-

lum content and teaching methodology which a school district would
see as tolerable.

One is the need for uniformity of instruction

between multiple classrooms at a particular grade level.
be absolute uniformity.

There cannot

Frequently a school district will look for

to meet
divergent teacher personality and classroom management styles

student needs.

However, the classroom must be close enough to allow

instructional materials
for intra- level transfers, bulk purchase of

and "equality" of the educational environment.
to the first, and
The second local concern is closely related

levels.
refers to the "articulation" between grade

Essentially, the
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whole system has to fit together

— each

grade must prepare students for

the next, and must also build on what has been done in the previous

grade.

Within a single-school system, the process is relatively easy

to manage through constant teacher contact and evolving staff uniformity.

Multiple-school systems, however, require formal guidelines and

limits, especially where there are two or more feeder schools, say from

elementary to junior high.
The third concern has to do with the need for preparing students
for life after graduation.

Depending upon the community, the schools,

especially the secondary ones, may be specifically geared to prepare
the majority of students for immediate work in local industry or agri-

culture, or for further education of one kind or another, or a combi-

nation of work and further education.

Whatever the expectation, the

pedagogy will be directed towards a particular outcome, and will
influence the educational environment at all levels.

All three of

these limiting factors are heavily influenced by correspondence.

Hegemonic limitations manifest themselves in terms of people's
perceptions, expectations, and assumptions about school and change.

The most frequent example of this which

I

have observed is the willing-

and interness of people to accept official or professional judgments

pretations of limits and requirements as being accurate and final.
certain subject
Thus, although New York State education law requires
specific curricuareas to be covered, there is wide latitude regarding

lum content.

about spec it ic
Yet frequently, in response to questions

are "required by the
courses, the official justification that they
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state" is accepted as a legitimate limit.

Even more fundamentally, the very terms we use to describe the

institutions and changes limit our possibilities.
a good example.

stitute "school."

The term "school" is

It conjures up specific images and feelings which con-

These probably include buildings, classrooms,

desks, materials, teachers, time sequences, activities, relationships,
etc.

Removing or altering enough of these components removes the

"schoo.lness" of a situation and makes it something other than school

play, regular life, or recreation.

thing not worth certifying.

What you are doing becomes some-

Thus, when people think of changing schools,

they are still limited by the conception of "school" at the historical
moment.

Change it too much and it is no longer school.

Correspondence and hegemony set limits on what can be achieved
even by the most sophisticated political practitioners.

Correspondence

limits change through the existence of particular material structures

related to the world of work

— the

specific organization of schools.

Hegemony achieves its impact through shaping people's ideology about
what schools should be and do.

Central Hypothesis

correspondence
The examination above of the functions of the
possible educational
principle and of ideological hegemony in limiting

change leads to the following hypothesis:
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The higher the congruence between parental change efforts
and the social relations of production, the greater will
be the long-term success of these efforts.

The next chapter will develop operational definitions with which
to apply the hypothesis to the case study.

CHAPTER III
OPERATIONALIZATION OF CONCEPTS

In order to test the central hypothesis, it will be necessary to

put into measurable form the key concepts contained in the hypothesis.
These concepts are

1)

congruence between parental plans for change and

the social relations of production, and

2)

long-term success.

The first section of this chapter will deal with congruence.

From

three major aspects of the social relations of production, ten dimensions will be developed, each of which is subsumable under one of the

three aspects.

For each of the ten dimensions,

the nature of the social relations

of'

I

shall describe both

production on that dimension and

the nature of the educational practice that would be indicative of con-

gruence with the social relations of production to be found in the

U. S.

In terms of the central hypothesis, their presence would lead one to

expect that parental plans for change which included these would be
durable.

There will then be a statement on the method of measurement

of the degree of congruence.

Section two will develop independent measures of long-term success.
In this discussion, methods of measurement will be included in the dis-

cussions of individual measures.

Congruence Between Parental Plans and Social Relations of Production
work
A number of authors have identified salient features of the
Bowles,
place and discussed their relation to schools (Behn et al.,1975;

1975;

Bowles and Gintis, 1976, Chapters
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4

and

5;

Edwards,

1976; Gintis,
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1971)

.

Bowles and Gintis

(p.

126)

suggest three major aspects of the

social relations of production:

The patterns of dominance and subordinance in the produc-

I.

tion process.
The distribution of control of productive resources.

11*

The degrees of social distance and solidarity among various

III.

fragments of the working population

— men

and women. Blacks

and Whites, and white- and blue-collar workers.

The first aspect, the patterns of dominance and subordinance, has
to do with authority and decision-making.

The fundamental question is

to what degree do workers have control over their working conditions,

and their relationships with others in their work situation?

For

instance, what role do workers play in the selection of supervisors, or
the determination of production schedules or what will be produced?
Do groups or classes of workers consistently have power or lack of

power in the work place?
The second aspect, the distribution of control of productive

resources (raw and processed materials; capital goods, e.g., machinery,
buildings, and the like, as well as financial resources; and hiiman
resources)

,

usually implies ownership, but may also involve such things

as the power to make or influence laws

arid

regulations; the ability to

influence the economy through financial maneuvers; and the ability to
influence attitudes and actions through media and advertising.

question here is who has this control?
of a relatively few people?

The

Is it concentrated in the hands

It is distributed according to some sort
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of class system?

Is ownership and control a matter of national demo-

cratic processes?
The third aspect, the degrees of social distance and solidarity

among various fragments of the working population, has to do with the

extent to which various groups share common interests, values, and
goals.

It especially refers to the extent to which these groups work

together to develop and institute mutually beneficial policies.

[Dominance and Subordinance .

Everyone in the workplace has a job to do

and an individual to whom they must report or be responsible.

It is

safe to say that most in the all but universally hierarchical struct\ire

of our productive enterprises have a boss.
in the structure of our schools.

This is certainly reflected

Students are responsible to teachers

who are responsible to department heads who are responsible to princi-

pals who are responsible to central administrators, right up to the
local school board which itself corresponds to the corporate board of

directors.

Within both school and work structures, authority is from

the top down, and we are accountable to those above us.

There is an

hierarchical authority structure.
In schools, the key to this element is in the nature of the

decision-making process.

Since most schools or programs are required

by law or orcanizational pattern to have a principal, or head teacher
of some sort, the presence of such a position is not an automatic
a posiindicator of absolute hierarchy, although the absence of such

sign of attempts to
tion in favor of a collective leadership is a sure
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move away from a hierarchical structure.

The question is whether or

not principal and staff are expected to or required to share the power
and authority which is vested in them by the very nature of school.
To what extent do staff, students and parents share decision-making in

at least the crucial areas of staffing, distribution of monies, internal

organization, and discipline.

The less equal the participation, i.e.,

fair representation and equal voting rights, the more hierarchical the

structure.
1.

The first practice which indicates hierarchy then is:

authoritarian decision-making, especially in the areas of
staffing, finances, organization, and discipline.

This is not a uniform hierarchy, however, and two more concepts

must be introduced.

First, while everyone may have a superior, all

superiors are not equal, and not just because of a mechanistic hierarchical structure.

There are varying degrees of autonomy and parti-

cipation in policy formation within the structure.
]_iT^0

Thus an assembly

supervisor essentially transmits work expectations to his subor-

dinates with no say about what is to be produced or how many.

His

supervisor may help set rates and schedules, and his supervisor may
help determine what is appropriate to produce.

As participation in

be more
policy making increases, so does the individual's chance to

about physicreative and thoughtful, as well as their chance to move
of work activities.
cally, to be less tied down to a narrow range
of the worker as
Schools correspond to this change in the autonomy
the hierarchy in two ways.
a function of her or his position in

First,

increases from student to
in the structure of schools this autonomy
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teacher to principal, etc. and second, in the
content of the instructional process itself there are corresponding changes.

As students

move up through the grades, their choices to curriculum
and daily routine expand.

Also, those higher up in the academic meritocracy have

fewer restrictions, and more choice than those lower down.

This is

reflected not only in tracking within a single school, but also between
schools which serve differing student populations in terms of social

class origin and job expectation (Behn et al., 1975; Bowles and Gintis,
1976).

This brings us to a second school practice:

2.

a narrow range of participants in the decision-making pro-

cesses selected on the basis of dominant hierarchical
position, either explicitly, or by criteria which produce
the same results.

The second concept which deals with hierarchy has to do with

Edwards'

(1976)

discussion of bureaucratic control.

As hierarchical

power becomes institutionalized, the "rule of law" replaces the "rule
of command."

Formalized work criteria and institutional sanctions

replace personalized power.

"constitutional monarchy."

The institution moves from "absolute" to
It becomes necessary to have not only

formal rules, but that the institution legitimize formal rules and

structures as acceptable and necessary concepts in and of themselves.
The institution legitimizes and perpetuates itself.

(The movie "High

School" provides some explicit, frightening, and all-to-common examples
of this.)

Individuals must learn to accept institutional judgments

about themselves and their situations and not see it as "personal."
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Conflict resolution, especially, must be consistent with the needs of
the institution, and not suggest to individuals that their rebellious
3.

behavior may be justified.

In support of the institutionalization of

hierarchical power, then, we would expect to find
formal rules and expectations governing behavior and relationships, including institutional consequences for not

adhering to those rules and expectations, and standardized

procedures for handling conflicts.
The institution, to be effective, must not only be there, but must
be seen by the individual as necessary, and even desirable.

The school,

as a representative institution, and in its own right, must be seen as

indispensable to the individual, by the individual.

To this end

schools have adopted a pedagogy which, aside from any educational or

psychological justification, serves to bind the student to institutionalized learning.

Thus, one can only learn when taught; only certified

teachers can teach; certifiable (and by implication, "real") learning
takes place only in school or under school auspices; schools teach only
the important things and if you don't learn them you are a failure;

school tells you when you have learned; and so on.

There is a vast array of practices which support such ideas.
a few need be identified for our purposes, however.
4.

Only

They are:

instruction carried out almost entirely by certified personand
nel, with minimiim peer teaching and independent work,

5.

student evaluation on the basis of institutional criteria,
and/or preand placement in courses and curricula by staff

student selection.
set program requirements with little or no
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distribution of Control

.

In our society, ownership or control of pro-

ductive resources is limited to a relatively small group.

Through an

elaborate system of interlocking directorates, corporate and financial

holding structures, legal structures, caretakers, managers and limited

distribution of power and rewards, this group is able to maintain
control, if not outright ownership, of the productive resources,

including labor.

While it would be absurd to posit the notion that

those who own or control productive resources own the schools or even

directly control them, it is a very defensible position that the legiti-

macy of their power and ownership in relationship to workers is supported by particular school structures and practices.
ideological and structiiral

:

they relate to the content

of the school and to the structure of the school.

These are both

— the

curriculum,

Since several

school structures have been already developed, this section will focus
on curriculvun.
In this nation, curriculum for the most part glorifies the indus-

trialization of the United States in terms of the rise of capitalism,
as opposed to the tyranny of socialist industrialization in other

nations.

The self made capitalist, through personal initiative and

the face
foresight triumphs over less well endowed individuals, and in

undeserved wages and
of illegitimate worker opposition and demands for

benefits helps to build a mighty United States.

Labor, immigrant,

token inclusion in the
women's and minority history are given, at best,
in response to concurriculum, usually as a forced short-term reform

as the school
tradictions in the social relations of production,

social disturbances.
attempts to mediate and "cool out"

Socialism and
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Coromxinism are included,

but usually with specific instructions to teach

the "evils" of these philosophies.
Curriculiom which supports an ideology consistent with existing

social relations of production tends to rely on standard texts as the

basic student resource, in traditional self-contained courses in

American history, civics, social studies, and literature.

There is a

minimxim of Black and women's history courses, or courses on the native

American experience.

When such courses or units of courses are

offered they are not presented from the perspective of the group being
studied, but are viewed as part of the "American" experience of growth

and progress.

Labor history and the radical tradition in this country

is rarely touched upon except to identify "riots," "uprisings," and

other troublesome and interesting bumps along the road to greatness.
(For detailed discussions on this see Anyon, 1979; Elson, 1964; and

Council on Interracial Books for Children, 1977.)
A second aspect of cxirricula congruence has to do with the mode of

involvement and response on the part of the student which the curriBriefly, in a hierarchical

culum and teaching methodology demands.

school, seeking to preserve its own dominance and control, knowledge is

viewed as the possession of that school, to be gained by students only
after they have met certain criteria.

Knowledge is external to the

student, to be distributed by the school

again (see note,

p.

43)

.

— Freire's

"banking" concept

The student is encouraged to memorize rather

conformance rather
than interact with the material, to demonstrate
than mastery.
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Boiling this down to specific practices, it would be
expected that
schools and programs which correspond to social relations
of production
found in the United States would have:
a narrow and traditional range of courses in the social

6.

studies, history, and literature fields, with little emphasis
on women's and minority studies, and
7

a methodology which emphasizes student acceptance of cxirri-

.

cular and teacher defined knowledge as opposed to student

exploration and questioning of the material presented.
Since the ability to control the relations of production rests in

part on the control of sanctions, schools, if they are to help reproduce this situation, must reflect this.

Thus the widespread use by

schools of grades and status rewards as "motivators."

Students come to

rely so heavily on grades that they internalize not only the judgment

which grades supply, but more importantly the legitimacy of the grading process itself.

Even where letter or number grades have been

replaced by "levels of competence" or knowledge, the determination is
still made by an authority figure, based on criteria which the student

did not select.

(To the extent that students keep certain records on

their own progress, it can be argued that they simply participate in

their own oppression since they neither set the criteria nor make any
final or permanent evaluations "for the record."

They are just helping

t

the teacher do it to them.)
In addition, in reflecting and legitimizing the \inequal distribu-

give out
tion of status and power in the "real world," schools can only
a limited amount of high status and grades.

In short,

students compete
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for limited jobs, upward mobility, and power.

This provides the third

specific school practice within the Distribution of Control
category
and the eighth overall
8.

a variety, but limited number of institutional rewards,

grades, awards, and status positions, assigned

on the basis of student competition in academic and

extracurricular activities.

Degrees of Social Distance and Solidarity

.

This third set of social

relations might be seen as part of a divide and conquer strategy.

We

need only reflect on the economic damage wrought by a limited strike
of only a small group within the work force, say steel workers or truck
drivers, to see that a general strike of even 10% of workers in our

economy would be disastrous.

A work force which sees itself united in

an effort to gain power over the productive machinery of the country
is certainly an enormous threat, if not the greatest threat to existing

social relations of production.

One of the requirements for the effec-

tive reproduction of the social relations of production is for workers
to feel that their well-being is tied to the continued growth of exist-

ing enterprises, and to see other groups of workers, potential workers
and the unemployed as their worst enemies.

Schools have helped develop these attitudes in a couple of ways.
The most dramatic demonstration of the role schools play in maintain-

ing social distance between classes has occurred during disputes over

whom the schools will serve, especially in regards to desegregation.
Whites see Blacks as major threats to hard fought-for social and
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economic gains, small as they might be.

Blacks will lower standards,

drain teacher and school resources, mess up the schools, and wind up

competing for jobs.

Neither Blacks nor Whites are able to band to-

gether and demand better education for everyone, focusing their efforts
on the system as a whole, rather than on each other or each other's
schools.

The attempt to institute community control in New York City in

1968-69 provides an excellent example of the phenomena of choosing the

wrong enemy (see Wasserman, 1970)

.

At the time, the teachers saw

community control as a threat to job security.

For some, the threat

was indeed real, but was not without justification:
of racist teachers.

there were a lot

But this and other issues could have been re-

solved if teachers and parents had been able to identify some common
goals.

They never got that far, and the teacher strikes effectively

ended any real community control.

Today, teaching in the vast majority

of the city's schools is not a very pleasant job, with parents and

kids alienated and uninvolved

or angry, and the teachers desperately

trying to control violence through contractual arrangements with the

Board of Education which look like a set of Geneva conventions.

conceivable that with community control

a

It is

genuinely collaborative

a
effort between teachers and parents could have developed, providing

much different scenario today.

,

distance
At any rate, one means whereby schools maintain social
parents, students, and
is by precluding collaborative efforts between

spheres of influence
teachers, and identifying very specific and narrow
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for each, i.e., coke machines for students, curriculum for teachers,

and concerns about individual student progress for parents.

One prac-

tice in the aspect of social distance would be, then:
9.

use of non-collaborative decision-making processes.

The other way in which school has helped to maintain social dis-

tance between groups is through the tracking system.

Tracking, or

homogeneous or ability grouping in elementary levels is familiar to
anyone who has studied schooling, and we need not go into detail here.
The point is that whatever the justification, the result is to isolate

groups primarily by social class.

Tracking is so effective in this

regard that many groups literally never come in contact with each other
during the school day.

In addition, most students accept their assign-

ments as both natural and a result of their own abilities or failures.
Thus, the final specific school practice is:
10.

use of tracking and grade levels.

There is now a list of ten specific school practices, the presence
of which in parental plans for change and subsequently adopted pro-

grams or schools would indicate a degree of congruence between those
found
plans, programs or schools and the social relations of production
in the United States.

Figure

1

displays how these practices fit into

the larger scheme of social relations of production.

Effori^
Independent Meas-ures of Long-Term Success of Parental Cha^_e_
parent success.
There are two independent measures of long-term
They are:
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Figure 1.

I.

Major Aspects of the Social Relation of Production and the
Specific School Practices Indicative of Congruence with
These Relations

Patterns of Dominance and Subordinance in the Production Process
1.

authoritarian, decision-making, especially in the areas
of staffing, finances, organization and discipline,

2.

a narrow range of participants in the decision-making

processes selected on the basis of dominant hierarchical
position, either explicitly, or by criteria which produce
the same results,

II.

3.

formal rules and expectations governing behavior and relationships, including institutional consequences for not
adhering to those rules and expectations, and standardized
procedures for handling conflicts,

4.

instruction carried out almost entirely by certified personnel, with minimum peer teaching and independent work, and

5.

student evaluation on the basis of institutional criteria,
and placement in courses and curricula by staff and/or preset program requirements with little or no student selection.

Distribution of Control of Productive Resources
6.

a narrow and traditional range of courses in the social

studies, history and literature fields, with little emphasis on women's, minority, and labor studies,
7.
10.

a methodology which emphasizes student acceptance of curricular and teacher defined knowledge as opposed to student

exploration and questioning of the material presented, and
8.

a variety, but limited number of institutional awards,
including grades, awards, and status positions, assigned
on the basis of student competition in academic and extra-

curricular activities.
III.

Degrees of Social Distance and Solidarity
9.

use of non— collaborative decision-making processes, and
use of tracking and grade levels.
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I.

II.

durability, and
goal achievement.

Two categories of change efforts will be examined

— those

currently ongoing, and those which have been terminated.

which are

For efforts

in the former category measures of success will have to include pro-

jections of success in addition to measures of success achieved so far.
This will be dealt with in the discussions below of each of the two

independent measures.

Durability

.

Beginning point
a change lasts.

.

Durability will be measured by the length of time

To determine length of time it will be necessary to

establish when a change begins, and when it ends, the interim period
being the temporal measure of durability.

On this scale, the longer a

change lasts, the more successful it will be considered.

The starting

point for measuring time will be the date on which the highest authorizing body (usually the superintendent or board of education) gives
formal approval to a plan acceptable to parent supporters.

There are

times when implementing activity begins prior to official approval,

usually when informal approval has been given, and formal approval
cannot be given in time to get change in place by particular deadlines.
These gaps are too brief to be worth adjusting for, and formal approval

will always be the starting point.

Acceptable plans include not only those for full-blown, long-term
projects, but also those which involve experimental or trial projects

which after a given period require additional formal approval.

In
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fact,

in most cases it is this latter form of project which is insti-

tuted when a system is adopting change.

Acceptable plans do not include those which allow for planning
prior to formal approval of the change itself.

Thus, for instance,

board adoption of a parent-approved policy encouraging multigraded
classrooms, and giving parents and staff permission to draw up several

plans which the board will review later would not be a starting point.
(Eventual board approval of one of those plans would be.)

However,

board adoption in May of a parent-approved policy establishing a vocational education program in September and directing the administration
to set up a parent-staff committee to develop and implement such a pro-

gram with monthly progress reports would be the approval of an acceptable plan and thus a starting point for measuring time.

End point

.

Determining the end point for measuring time for change

efforts which have been terminated by formal action is a simple matter.

For all others, it is not, for two reasons:
ity

— the

1)

the question of fidel-

adherence of change efforts over time to the intent or spirit

of the original plans, and

2)

the projection of future durability.

Change efforts can evolve voluntarily or unconsciously

can be under-

,

personnel or can
mined or coopted by administrators or other school
into modifications.
be forced by pressure from significant groups

The

the efforts to tne
evolution, cooptation or modification can alter

original intentions of their
point where they no longer represent the

proponents.

over
At that point the change efforts are

is to identify that point.

.

The problem
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Fidelity.

There appear to be many ways of attempting to
identify

the point at which a change effort has terminated de
facto,

if

not

administratively (that is the point at which the fidelity of a
change
effort to the original plans no longer obtains)

.

While such altera-

tions of the original efforts as the absence of many or significant

participants, the taking on of additional time consuming or

marginally related responsibilities, the elimination of key responsibilities, positions, or resources, or the removal to inadequate facilities can severely compromise the change efforts, they are not adequate

measures of fidelity.

They are, at best, indicators of a degree of

difficulty in maintaining fidelity, but not of fidelity itself.
I

suggest two direct measures of fidelity for determining the

de facto or spiritual life of change efforts.

The first measure is

the evaluation by parents involved in the effort, of its fidelity to

original plans, as expressed in meetings, newsletters, communications
in the media, and private conversations.

The second is the congruence between program generated documents
(i.e., curricula, reports to administrators in charge, and newsletters
to participants and parents)

and original or implementing plans.

While

both of these measures separately suffer from problems of reliability,
together

I

believe they can present to a knowledgeable observer suffi-

cient data for determining as accurately as necessary for this study
(within one-half a school year)

original intentions.

the end of change effort fidelity to
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Since we are ultimately concerned with parental attempts at long-

term successful change,

I

believe it is to this group which we must

turn for confirmation of our findings.

As a position consistent with

my belief that the individual or group is ultimately the locus of
responsibility and knowledge of self,

I

believe that parents who initi-

ate and struggle for the implementation of particular changes

are the

ones who must at least agree with a determination of success or failure.

Because of problems discussed below

I

do not feel that parents can or

should be the sole determiners of success or failure.

Parent evaluation of fidelity may be held suspect for several
reasons.

First, most likely not all parent evaluators would have been

involved in the original planning and initiating efforts.

Their under-

standing of the original intentions would come secondhand.
Second, many parents see program quality as a function of current

decisions and actions, and not of historical development, as well.
This may be especially true of newcomers, who have not experienced that

development.

Concern for fidelity would be of low priority to them.

(Divisions between old and new participants may exacerbate this.

New

participants may resent what they see as elitism on the part of oldtimers and come to oppose the ideal of fidelity to original plans.)
effort
Third, parent proximity to and participation in the change

almost always leads to biased observation and evaluation.

Parents, like

of concern to themany parties with vested interests, emphasize areas

selves, and de-emphasize others.

forest for the trees.

They may not be able to see the
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Finally, there may be
that there would be

in fact

oije

could reasonably anticipate

lack of unanimity and perhaps even the development

of contradictory positions in parent assessment of fidelity.
Thus, when gathering data from parents about fidelity, the

researcher must take into account,

a)

the potential knowledge about

and attitudes toward the original plans and intentions of parent pro-

ponents of the change effort, by individual parents, and

b)

the poten-

tial for inaccurate or incomplete observation and analysis by

individual parents.
The second measure of fidelity (the congruence between program

generated documents, and original or implementing plans) helps to offset the potential errors of parental reports by providing relatively

objective data for comparison.

In addition, documentary evidence in

its own right can be extremely accurate.

While many reports espe-

cially to important sources of support tend to be self-supporting, the

combination of a variety of documents over time inevitably reveals a
great deal about what is really going on in a project.

Errors of posi-

tive exaggeration tend to be offset by patterns of concern with parti-

cular issues and the frequency with which particular problems occur.

Changes in curriculum and in the quality and quantity of communications
with parents reveal much about the direction which change efforts are
taking.

Consequently, documentary evidence allows the researcher to compare and evaluate the quality of parental evaluations of fidelity.

Especially, it is useful in determining what issues are controversial,
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^nd ovsr

tiins

^

ths sscsndsncy of psirticulair philosophiss or positions

amongst parents.

This information is useful in assessing the subjec-

tive positions of parent evaluators.

On the other hand parent evaluators provide information which

allows the researcher to determine what in the documentary evidence

reflects the real state of affairs, and what doesn't.

Projection of durability

.

The second difficulty that arises in

respect to ongoing change efforts is the projection of durability

beyond the time of the research.

This is especially important if this

research is to be of any use to people currently involved in change
efforts.

For currently operating programs, questions of the relation

of future stability to fidelity to original plans and intentions are

critical
The projection of durability involves two measures.

The first is

the level of change effort acceptance, and the second is the degree of

change effort institutionalization.

The assiomption is that the higher

the level of acceptance, and the greater the degree of institutionalization, the more likely that the change effort will remain durable.

Levels of acceptance can range from active opposition to toleration and lack of active opposition, to neutrality, to approval, to

positive and enthusiastic support.

Another dimension of acceptance is

favor of the
the range and significance of those who are or are not in

change.

Some may actively oppose a change, yet not have sufficient

others, in key
power or influence to modify or eliminate it, while

may effect the
positions, through mild opposition or even indifference,
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demise of a change.

Thus both the level of acceptance and the
signifi-

cance of the acceptors must be established.

Depending on who is exhibiting it, a level of acceptance can
be

determined through public statements, voting records, interviews,
and
''^i^ten materials,

from formal reports to letters to the editor— —in

short, in whatever form participants express themselves.

For school

officials and personnel these expressions are usually available in
docximentary form.*

For parents and other community participants inter-

views and local newspapers provide the bulk of the material.
The broader the range of those accepting the change efforts, the

brighter the future.

Support from key individuals and groups, i.e.,

superintendent, board of education, perhaps PTA and union leaders,

would be necessary.

In some communities media support is crucial.

Equally as important as the presence of support is the absence of
opposition.

Religious and business leaders, politicians, union offi-

cials, and local interest groups, while not directly or regularly

involved in education can have profound impacts when they do become
involved.

This involvement frequently occurs around controversial

issues, usually because a colleague or group member has raised an objec-

tion to some particular practice or potential practice.
in and of itself,

Since change,

is viewed by many as controversial, the potential

for this kind of citizen involvement is high in change efforts, and

*I am aware that school officials can be duplicitous, for instance
public support for a superintendent-supported change by a principal
who is privately opposed to, and surreptitiously vindermining the
Such duplicity is usually revealed in interviews with other
change.

participants.
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increases with the scope of the planned change.

Absence of opposition

from non-educatronal citizen and professional groups, then, is a
good

indicator of acceptance.
The second measure for the projection of durability is the degree

of change effort institutionalization.

Yin (1979) measures institu-

tionalization (or routinization) in terms of the number of organizational "passages" and "cycles" which an innovation survives.

Passages

are irregularly occurring transitions in the life of an organization,

such as personnel turnover and reorganization.

Cycles are regular,

periodic, organization events, i.e., budget adoption, and inventorying.

Both are related to five major institutional resources which are

necessary to sustain an innovation:
c)

training, d) governance, and

e)

a)

budgetary,

b)

personnel,

supply and maintenance.

Yin iden-

tifies three stages which a successful innovation passes through:

the

improvisation or experimental stage, an expansion stage, and a final
disappearance stage when the innovation loses its "innovativeness" and
becomes routinized within the organization.

While there are no speci-

fic levels or degrees of institutionalization, as an innovation sur-

vives certain key passages and cycles, it moves from one stage to the
next, and becomes more entrenched.

Thus, an innovation whose budget

was originally adopted by the board of education as an experimental
item and was scrutinized apart from the "business-as-usual" budget

would be considered more institutionalized when its budget became
incorporated into the regular budget and was passed routinely.
three
Of the ten critical passages and cycles which Yin lists,

institutionalization
seem particularly relevant to the analysis of the
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of alternative schools.

Niombered according to Yin, with higher num-

bers indicating a higher level of routinization, they are:
2.

transition to support by local funds

3.

establishment of appropriate organizational status

10.

attainment of widespread use

Below follows a discussion of each item.
Transition to support by local funds

.

Since many public alterna-

tive schools are supported from the beginning by local school district

funds this concept must include a transition from special or experi-

mental funding to normal or routine funding.

Schools whose budgets

are not considered expendable or significantly modifiable because of

their "unusual” status will be considered more institutionalized than

those whose budgets are yearly in danger.

Establishment of appropriate organizational status
transition

from experimental to "regular" status

— the

.

This involves

recognition

that the program is a legitimate educational \indertaking.

To the

extent that the leader or director is on the appropriate level within
the system given the number of students and staff, the school is listed
Vi/ith

other schools and programs in district material, and professionals

within the district see the program as legitimate and wish it to continue then the program or school will be considered institutionalized.

Attainment o^ widespread use

.

The very nature of alternative

alternative
education precludes the widespread use of a particular
student participation
mode, although some principles, such as increased
in decision-making, could be adopted system-wide.

Widespread use
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here refers to the acceptance of the idea that
alternatives should be

available, and that parental and student choice of educational
environ-

ments is legitimate in and of itself.

Thus, the more variety within a

school district, the more it would be expected that a particular
school

would be institutionalized.
For the purposes of this dissertation, it will not be assumed that
any of the three criteria are more or less indicative of institutional-

ization than any of the others.

Simply, the more evidence of institu-

tionalization that is found, the more will be the expectation of
projected durability.
Returning to the central hypothesis, it would be expected that
high congruence between parental plans for change and the social relations of production would lead to a high level of acceptance and a high

degree of institutionalization, leading to a high expectation of projected durability.

Goal achievement

.

Goals are established by each parental plan for

change, and few universal goals can be posited by this dissertation.

One is durability, which was covered in the first section of this
chapter.

A second is some measure of student success.

This could

range from student satisfaction or happiness with the "experience
an increase in reading scores to higher grades.

particular change effort.

to

It depends on the

A third goal is parent satisfaction with

and others
the program both in terms of their sense of their own
for information,
children's success, and their access to the program

support and in influence direction.

Ultimately, however, the parental
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plans must give the researcher the goals whose
level of achievement is
to be measured in determining long-term
success.

The independent

measures of long-term success may be outlined as
follows:
I.

Durability

— length

of time an effort lasts.

For terminated efforts
A.

Beginning point
to

B.

End point

For ongoing efforts
A.

Beginning point
to

II.

B. l.

Loss of fidelity to original parental plans

B.2.

Length of projected durability as determined by
1.

level of change effort acceptance

2.

degree of change effort institutionalization

Goal achievement

The hypothesized relationship among the operationalized concepts,
i.e.

,

the relation between the Congruence Between Parental Plans and

the Social Relations of Production and the Independent Measures of

Long-Term Success is shown schematically in figure

2.
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CHAPTER

IV

TEST OF THE ADEQUACY OF THE OPERATIONALIZED DEFINITIONS

In this chapter the operationalized definitions will be applied to

an actual case study with the purpose of determining whether or not

those definitions are useful in analyzing real situations.

The case in-

volves parental attempts to create public alternative schools in the
city of Ithaca, New York.

There are several reasons for focusing on

parental attempts to establish alternative schools.

First, such

attempts started out as a political movement aimed at gaining access to
equal educational opportunity for disenfranchised minorities through

control of the educational process (Howe, 1965; Kozol, 1972; Nathan,
1976)

and therefore provide a clear statement of purpose and represent

an effort at fundamental change in the schooling process.

Second, there

has been a very high degree of parental involvement in alternative edu-

cation causing the life and death of individual schools and programs to
appear to be local phenomena and providing an excellent contrast to the

national character of forces pro and con.

Third, although it is a rela-

ago)
tively recent national phenomenon (starting about 20 years

,

enough

to suggest a
change has transpired in the alternative school movement

definition and analyprocess of transformation which is susceptible to
sis

(Fantini, 1976; Nathan, 1976).

Combined with the clarity of its pur-

school's response, it provides
pose and the effectiveness of the public
a compact issue for study.

Fourth,

1

believe that the alternative edu-

the ability of a corporate
cation movement effectively demonstrates
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capitalist system to maintain a correspondence
between a major social
institution and itself (Carnoy and Levin, 1976)
I

sons.

propose to use the parental experience in Ithaca for
several reaIthaca, New York, is a medium-sized (22,000), very
heterogeneous

community which has been offering alternative education within its
public school system since 1969.

It has been an extremely stormy nine

years, with jobs and school board elections won and lost over the issue.

Parents have been very active in these struggles, and the history of
this involvement provides a rich source of data with which to examine

educational decision-making.
Finally, the Ithaca situation provides at least three* distinct
(although closely related) efforts, providing a unique opportunity to

compare within a single community and time span parallel parental attempts at change.

These attempts represent varying degrees of success

as defined in the previous chapter.

A major test of the usefulness of

the central hypothesis of this dissertation

(p.

53)

will be its ability

to account for the differences in the outcomes of the three parental

efforts
The three efforts, in chronological order, are:
1.

East Hill School, September 1969

-

June 1978.

A K-6

school until its final year (77-78) when it was 1-4.
It was established by converting an already existing

school, and terminated by combining it with another

its history
*There is also a fourth, on the senior high level, but
the New Junior High
does not differ significantly enough from that of
Program to be useful for this study.
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existing program in a different building.
2.

Markles Flats Alternative Junior High School,
September
1970 — June 1973.

Established as a new and separate

school and closed with the idea that it would be replaced
^ less controversial cind more strongly supported

program.
3.

The New Junior High Program, September 1974 - present.
The replacement for Markles Flats.

The first two provide examples of terminated efforts, and the

latter one of an ongoing effort.

History of Alternative Education in Itha.ca

Introduction

.

Ithaca (population 22,000) is located at the foot of one

of the Finger Lakes, Lake Cayuga, in central, upstate New York, in

Tompkins County (population 81,000).

It is at once a college town,

rural county seat, location of several major industrial plants, and

tourist center.

This diversity in activity makes Ithaca an interesting

microcosm of our nation's social and political life.

In many respects,

the ebb and flow of national issues is played out on a small scale in

Ithaca, making it possible to examine more closely the process, while

not losing too much of the reality.

and political intercourse, that

I

It is in these terms, of social

wish to describe Ithaca, setting the

context for the decision-making regarding alternative education.

Education is the chief activity of Ithaca.

Cornell University,

three-county Board
Ithaca college, the Ithaca City School District, a
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of Cooperative Educational Services* and several small, private elemen-

tary and secondary level schools provide the major source of economic

activity
ty,

,

both in terms of employment and of money spent in the communi-

including that spent by the some 20,000 students who double Ithaca's

population each September through May.

This dominance is felt not only

through the control of resources, but also through ideological influence.
Cornell University dominates the resources of the community.

In

addition to the approximately 230 million dollars pumped into Ithaca
cind

Tompkins County by Cornell, it is also the largest landowner, with

holdings from its several thousand acres of research and teaching farmland, to the central campus, to off-campus student housing, gas sta-

tions, movie theaters, parking lots, undeveloped city land, office

buildings and private homes.

It owns or is a partner in several locally

based agricultural and scientific research and development corporations.

In addition. University officers and administrators occupy

of
several significant positions on the boards of directors of all four

the local banks.
Cornell's,
Ithaca College, with a budget one-tenth the size of

controls insignificant resources beyond its own campus.

Several admin-

prestige or numbers of
istrators serve on bank boards, but without the
the Cornell people.

York, established oy the state
*There are twelve BOCES (bo-sees) in New
services, i.e., vocational
Department of Education to provide special
teacher training, and co
and special education classes, in-service
which could nor support
puter services, for small school districts
a BOCES region Purchases
sucrservices in their own. Each school in
which it needs. There is also a
from tie cooperative the services
good deal of state aid.
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The ideological impact of these two colleges on the life of the

community as a whole cannot be overestimated, as anyone who has lived
in a college town is well aware.

position.

It is consistent with their economic

Of the five local radio stations, two are owned by Cornell,

one by a Cornell student group, and one by Ithaca College.

Faculty and

administrators from both institutions constitute the largest single
group of participants in local governance, not so much through the

electoral process as through membership, sometimes as a majority, on

virtually all appointed committees, boards, and commissions at the city
and county level.

Cornell's use or disposal of its off-campus property

affects the entire community, as for example recent decisions to sell a
large tract to shopping mall developers, and to reclaim the largest
r

office and shop building in a small business district for dormitory use.
Ithaca College and Cornell both have had national champion sports

teams which provide significant community identity, possibly even more
among the "townies" than on campus.
has its impact as well.

The college student life style

Most of the local bars cater to student tastes,

genuinely
and one has to travel several miles out of town to find a

working class or rural bar.

Stores, restaurants and entertainment are

also oriented towards "the college crowd."

Secondary school students

and carry a
manage to blend in quite easily with college students,

and schools.
mock sophistication and "cool" into their homes
the local daily paper.
News from both campuses is prominent in

about grants, gifts, faculty pro
Hardly a day passes without some news
campus, trustee action, and the
motions, budgetary matters, events on
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like.

There are frequent featxires on faculty superstars and
significant

research.

While Cornell clearly has a greater impact and reputation than
Ithaca College, it is the College which is the more acceptable of the
two in the eyes of the rest of the community.

For 80 of its 90 years

Ithaca College was located in several buildings spread around downtown
Ithaca.

It was a conservative small private school originally a music

conservatory.

It fit into the essentially conservative nature of rural

upstate New York

—a

place where it was safe to send your children.

Cornell, on the other hand, was "far above Cayuga's waters," removed
from the community.

There developed the usual antagonisms which exist

in communities dominated by one institution or business:

that institu-

tion provides the wherewithal and with it an unpleasant dependency.
In -the case of Cornell,

I

would almost call it paternalism.

In addi-

tion, because of its semi-isolation and size Cornell is seen as some-

what "foreign."

To go up on campus is to leave Ithaca proper, and to

go to "Collegetown," a ten or so block business and residential area

bordering on the campus and serving students, is to go to dangerous
territory.

Drugs, sex and bad attitudes

student life abound there.

— the

usual evils of degenerate

You keep your kids away from it.

All of this was greatly exacerbated by events of the late 60
and early 70'

s.

s

of
Cornell, much more than Ithaca College, was a place

over into the commustudent and faculty turmoil, much of which spilled
nity.

political activism
Protest marches, sit-ins, demonstrations and

from Cornell stirred up a
by "radical" students and faculty primarily

good might have come of it
good deal of resentment in spite of whatever
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Public school students were affected by this and the radical
influence
on high school students and on Ithaca High itself was a further
source

of antagonism.

It was out of this turmoil that some of the impetus for

alternative schools came

^

leading to a good deal of difficulty

,

espe~

cially at secondary level, as will be discussed further on.
The Ithaca City School District, itself, is also a major local

employer and object of unusually intense community interest.

The dis-

trict is actually much larger than the City of Ithaca, having incor-

porated through consolidations in the last twenty-five years several

outlying rural districts, so that the district now covers more than half
of the county's area and three-quarters of its population.

Conse-

quently, four of the thirteen elementary schools (all K-6) serve also
as important rural community centers, and there is a strong sense of

"ownership" within these communities for the schools.

And since each

school has had relative autonomy in staff selection and a good deal of

curriculum development, there has developed over the years

a close iden-

I

tity between each of the thirteen elementary schools and the areas they
serve
The several small private schools have a negligible impact on the

economy of the area.

They are significant in that they absorb some of

the discontent with the pijblic schools.

manufacturing and
After education comes the half dozen or so major

industrial concerns in the economic hierarchy.

They and the small array

have spawned provide a
of sub-contractors and suppliers which they
to free the community
significant blue collar base for Ithaca, serving

from total reliance on the colleges.

More than any other institutions.
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these industries serve to bring together both urban and rural groups
as they draw heavily from both the central city and rural county areas

for their blue collar work force.

Two other sectors bear mentioning.

Professionals, and public and

governmental employees, aside from educators, form a significant group.
As the county seat, and center of a lively economy, and as locale of a

highly sophisticated population with high expectations for public and

private social services, Ithaca has developed a large cadre of doctors,
lawyers, social service personnel, architects and other professionals

who frequently serve on the Board of Education.

Agriculture is the other sector which must be touched upon.

In

line with a national trend, the number of farms in the School District
is declining.

However, the agricultural roots of the School District

are not without force, providing both a strong commitment to local con-

trol as well as a conservative pressure which serves to help offset the

more liberal trend of the suburban academicians and professionals.
The political and ideological struggles which are inevitable given
out in the
the heterogeneous nature of Ithaca are frequently carried

arena of public education.
reasons.

I

believe this is so for at least three

well-being of
First, because education is so central to the

its citizens than would
the community, it is much more in the minds of

normally be the case.
here.

visible
Second, education and its rewards are so

elementary schools,
There were, until June of 1977, thirteen

per school.
with an average of less than 250 students

schools" is a very real concept here.

"Neighborhood

In addition, all the significant

in Ithaca and the
post-secondary school options are represented
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consequences of which of those options one is in
are very clear.
has:

a)

Ithaca

the local BOCES for high school vocational and
job training

geared to local industry, b) a private prep school for
"under achieving*'
high school kids who want to go to college,

c)

a community college with

vocational training and liberal arts preparation for possible transfer
to a "real" four-year college

(those who make it to Cornell get nice

write-ups in the Ithaca Journal)

,

d)

Ithaca College, an expensive pri-

vate, but not prestigious, four year college and

e)

Cornell, at the

top of the academic ladder, although with clear gradations between its

several state and privately endowed units.

The third reason for the public schools serving as perhaps the

most central arena for community power struggles is what
Ithaca's ideological nature.

I

would call

The chief business of Ithaca is ideology.

More than in any other areas I'm familiar with, issues here are fought
out on ideological as much as "practical" or economic levels.

People

are more sensitive to (though not necessarily more conscious of) class

and ideological issues here, and seem inescapably drawn to the schools
in their quest for a sense of community well-being.

It is within the context of the above analysis of the Ithaca City

School District, and the idea of the centrality of the public school

decision-making process in the life of the community that the case
study and its analysis will be presented.
i

The initiation of

£

new program at East Hill School

.

At least since

school in the
1964 the question of the need to maintain an elementary

Board of Education concern
East Hill section of Ithaca was a matter for
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As Cornell's enrollment expanded, the
pressure on the Collegetown-East

Hill areas bordering the campus to convert from
single family resi-

dences to rooming and apartment houses for students
became considerable.

Families were moving out and college students in, contributing
to a

declining enrollment at East Hill School (henceforth referred
to as
E.

H.).

By the 1968-69 school year enrollment was down to 89 and had

to be augmented with special education and nursery school classes to

justify use of the building.
the oldest

This, along with the fact that E. H. was

(at least 90 years old in 1969)

of the thirteen elementary

schools in the district, led to the announcement in February, 1969,
that the Superintendent (Roger Bardwell) would recommend to the Board

of Education that E. H. be closed at the end of that school year.
This was the first serious threat to E. H., and was accompanied by
a parental defense of the school which was very intense, sophisticated

and professional.*

Bardwell based his recommendation on three concerns,

all of which were to become the most frequently used rationales for

closing the school.

They were first, a decline in enrollment; second,

the age and inferior condition of the school; and third, the resulting

cost per pupil which supposedly greatly exceeded the district average.
In response to this, the E. H. parents

(supported by other residents,

businesspeople, and landowners as well as members of the larger

*This was to become an annual response. Almost all of the East Hill
section non— student population was and continued to be Cornell faculty
and other professionals. They were thorough in their research and arpreticulate in their presentations. They were almost always better
the
about
more
knew
not
pared than their adversaries, and as often as
year
each
which
administration
issues than the district's central
source
seemed ready to close the school. This ability was itself a
of antagonism at times.
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community
themes:

)

rested their case on what were also to become
recurrent

the critical role the school played in holding
the East Hill

community together, the need for children to attend a
neighborhood
school, and the unique kind of education available at
E. H.

In addi-

tion, they presented considerable material designed to refute
or at

least dilute the superintendent's major objections to keeping the
school
open.

It has been in this latter area, responding to the position sup-

porting closing, that parents were and have been strongest.

They

demonstrated that the decline in enrollment was primarily caused by
redistricting, and not by an absolute decline in the local population.

They demonstrated that the age of the building had less to do with its

condition than neglect on the part of the school district, and that
needed repairs and updating of safety measures could be done for much
less than district estimates.

And finally, they were able to show that

cost-per-pupil figures were subject to a good deal of manipulation and

depending upon which of several equally plausible baseline figures,

population estimates, and school staffing arrangements one chose to
use, a favorable or unfavorable picture could be presented.

The first conflict was resolved in the late spring of 1969.

A

group of E. H. PTA and East Hill Civic Association members formed an
East Hill School Committee and drew up a 70-page proposal for continuing

parents were initially supported by what was then the
Ithaca
only organized conservative voice in the school district, the
schools
Taxpayers Association. The Association favored neighborhood
and
Association
The
communities.
and the maintenance of neighborhood
study.
this
in
its views will be discussed later (pp. 173-74)

*Significcintly

,
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E.

H.

which they submitted to the Board of Education on May

5.

After

presenting the case for keeping E. H. open as a neighborhood school,
the proposal presented in great detail the kind of school parents wished
to see in the building.

It was essentially an "open education" prograim

based on the British "integrated day" model so much in the forefront of
innovations at that time.
a.

Its main features were:

curriculum based on student and teacher interest, with
emphasis on interdisciplinary activities/

b.

methodology based on discovery and problem solving
methods, with students developing much of the material,

c.

a large measure of student choice in courses and class

attendance

,

/

d.

major emphasis on affective rather than cognitive development,

e.

multi-graded, open classrooms, with students working in
interest areas,

f.

evaluation by teacher-parent conferences and written
reports rather than grades,

g.

extensive use of teacher aides, student teachers, and

parent and community volunteers.

a good deal of ambiva*It must be noted here that there was actually
be, and how much freedom
lence about just what the adult's role was to
Throughout the two sections dealing
a child could be trusted with.
is a strong sense t at
with the actual workings of the school there
the intellectual and
the role of the school is indeed to shape
way to do this
development of the child and that the best
with the proposed
example and kindness. This conflicted
and was to become perh p
time,
dom of choice in studies and use of
the most serious internal conflict.

U
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h.

a high level of parent participation
in the intellectual

life of the school as aides and learners.

(There was a

strong sense of collegiality between teachers and
parents
the school was seen almost as an extended family.),
emd
i.

open enrollment to attract enough students (with a quality
to bring its enrollment in line with the rest of

the district.

Also included was a detailed budget, and a timetable for developing the

program out of the school as it currently existed.
emphasis on teacher training.

There was a strong

(See Appendix A for those parts of the

proposal germane to this study.)
'

One week later (May 12)

,

at the request of the Board,* the Super-

intendent presented a response to the parent proposal.

He made it

clear that he was still in favor of closing the school, but that in
the light of the desire of E. H. parents to stabilize their community
he would be willing to support the "continued maintenance" of the

school provided E. H. abided by the same fiscal, safety, legal, and con-

tractual arrangements that the other district elementary schools did.
It was necessary to include these limitations since until that time,

the Superintendent contended that E. H. was costing much more than the

*Much of the interaction between parents. Board, and Central Administration was much less formal than this brief account can relate.
the Central
E. H. always had friends and contacts on the Board and in
Administration, at times in the majority. Very little of what was
presented at public meetings by either side came as a surprise, and
not infrequently tacit agreements were reached beforehand.
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average per pupil cost of the district,* and that only if the school
served enough students could he justify the repair and safety upgrading expenses.

In addition, the extensive use of aides could be con-

strued as violative of the union contract and state education law.
(E.

H. was

never able to demonstrate to everyone's satisfaction that it

did not cost more to run than other elementary schools.

The use of

aides never became an issue, although the part-time classification of

most E. H. teachers in spite of full-time work denied them seniority,
a factor which became significant in later years.)

The Board gave its approval for a go-ahead, but reserved final

approval until final plans and enrollment figures were in.
,

The school was given final Board approval on June 23, with 128

students enrolled, Dan Lee, principal of one of the other elementary
schools, named head teacher,** and approved plans which were essentially
the same as the original parent proposal.

dollar bond
*In addition, the district had just passed a 7.5 million
a long and
after
highs
Junior
issue for the construction of two new
to
consultant
hired
a
and
It took three elections
bitter struggle.
AssociTaxpayers
Ithaca
finally pass it over opposition led by the
the fore'
At this time, financial concerns were very much at
ation.
no
promised
had
front of any proposed changes, since the district
also
had
and
schools,
tax increases during its campaign for the new
bond.
a degree of poverty to justify the

pleaded

administrator, to keep cos s
Originally there was to be no on-site
full principa s
Yet Lee, from the beginning, received a
down.
®
of the first year.
salary and was made principal at the end
function of internal politics,
original head teacher designation was a
not significant to this study.

**

,
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HiU

School

^

a controversy . During the period of
adoption,

and the first year of carrying out the E. H.
proposal, three other con-

troversies were developing in the district which both
overshadowed the
E.

H.

issue, and at the same time produced a sense of
guilt by associa-

tion for E. H. in the minds of a large segment of the
community.

The

first of these controversies was the introduction of the "Trump
Plan"
at the high school.

The plan was a way of reorganizing staff and

involving teachers in counselling students.

Although it was really not

a dramatic change, it was opposed by a significant number of teachers,

was never really understood by the parents and the community, and was

mostly viewed as change for change's sake.

It died a quiet death from

lack of enthusiasm and use after about three or four years.

It did not

give innovation a good name in Ithaca.

The second controversy was far more volatile and significant in
the community.

The social studies staff at one of the two Junior Highs,

DeWitt, had introduced guest speakers as a regular part of the program
in response to what they felt was a need for Ithaca students to deal

with the controversial issues of the day.

Among those who came to

speak were representatives of Students for a Democratic Society from
Cornell.

Especially since the takeover by armed Black students of

Cornell's student union in April, 1968, the University was synonymous
in many townspeople's eyes with radicalism.

SDS, at this time, was

also developing a rather infamous national reputation.

This invasion

much for most
of the public schools by radical Cornell students was too
faculty
townspeople and also for conservative and moderate Cornell
a function of housing
(most Cornell faculty children attended DeWitt as
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patterns in the district)

A great outcry ensued with letters to the

.

local press, heavily attended special meetings at
DeWitt and regular

Board of Education meetings.

To their credit, the staff and principal

of DeWitt stood their ground in defending the right of all
sides to be
heard, and the policy continued although with somewhat of a less
con-

troversial list of speakers.

The effect of this was to heighten the

fear in many people's eyes of the "radical" influence of Cornell on the
life of the community.

E.

H., as a "school for Cornell professors'

kids," was considered suspicious, although not as much as the yet to be

developed alternative junior high.
The third controversy developed over racial discrimination in the

district in the areas of staffing and curriculum.

Although racism in

the district was considered by Blacks to be an ongoing problem, it was

not until the beginning of 1970 that things came to a head, with the

dismissal of a Black teacher from Central Elementary School, which had
(and still has)

the highest Black enrollment in the district, and with

mild confrontations between Black and White students at the secondary
schools.

The problems were never dealt with to the satisfaction of most

members of the Black community, although the public meetings and confrontations went on through the spring.

One of the significant results

of this situation was to raise the issue of "special interests" in

public education.

The question became how much should the District be

socially
prepared to provide for the needs and interests of particular

public and are
and self-defined groups, given that the schools are

supposed to serve all, equally?

Many people felt that if Blacks or

they should start
East Hill parents wanted "special" consideration,
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their own private schools.

Specifically, Board member Howard Andus and

the Taxpayers Association* had both begun
raising concerns about the

introduction of new programs without proper Board
evaluation prior to
their being given the 0. K.

Superintendent Bardwell had become more

convinced of the need for change and was encouraging a great
deal of
innovation on the part of individual schools, and was gradually decenthe administrative process and increasing parental involvement.

Many people felt that a firm, central hand was necessary to keep the

District from becoming fragmented and radicalized.
The result of all this was that by the time school board elections

were held on May 5, 1970, exactly a year to the day from the presentation of the E. H. parent propqsal to the Board of Education, the central

issues in the school district had become the legitimacy of change and

innovation in the schools, and the fear of radicalization.

For E. H. itself, the school year was one of anonymity and success.
Less than a half dozen letters (one critical and several responses) and

only one (very positive) piece appeared in the Ithaca Journal

.

Even

the participants remember that they did not need to concern themselves

with defending the school.

In part, they attribute this to Bardwell,

who had become a champion of E. H.

,

and was encouraging national recog-

nition, in contrast to keeping a low local profile.

For the only time

Education
*Earlier, the Black community had established a Black Board of
and firing
to negotiate the demands which arose from the disturbances
by estabMarch
in
responded
Association
The Taxpayers
in February.
lishing a Taxpayer's Board.
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in its eight year history E. H. did not have to fight for its life for

the following school year.

With enrollment up to 175, plus a waiting

list, its continuation was never an issue.

Events had not yet caught

up with it.

Thus, while E. H. went through a rather quiet first year, forces

beyond the school were establishing a difficult environment for the survival of change efforts.

And although other events had occupied people's

minds for the year, giving E. H. a chance to get started, as one of the

more significant change efforts, E. H. was to become a prime target of

conservative and some moderate criticism as being too radical and
"special" for the District.

The Journal of April 27, 1970, contained a critical letter about
the schools, and the Superintendent's response.

The letter was the most

comprehensive statement of concerns to that date listing 20 questions,
including:

Are many of these aides students from the Human Affairs Department of Cornell University?

habited by
Is this Human Affairs Department a "new-left" haven
one
people like Jack Goldman who runs Dateline Ithaca, and was
weekend?
of the organizers of the "American Is Hard to Find
the recipient
Is it true that the administration was recently
one of these
that
and
use,
of six new automobiles for personal
card used
credit
Education
visited Florida with the Board of
for expenses?
to children
What is the meaning of the word "relating
children?
this more important than teaching

?

±s

room' for students
Are there plans under way for a 'recovery
high on narcotics or
that during school, or come to school
are sent to class.
drugs can go to recover before they

When the recent bond issue was defeated by the taxpayers
didn t seven people on the administration staff receive
pay increases?
The letter gave a very accurate sense of the growing downtown and
conservative fears about what was happening in the district.

(Bardwell's

reasoned response had little impact on the emotional fears of those

whom the writer represented.)
(The radio call-in show,

"Your Opinion Please," of which the

writer of the letter was host, was extremely influential in the community.

.

WTKO was the only radio station not affiliated with Cornell or

Ithaca College. It was, and is, considered the downtown and working
class station, and effectively appealed to the non-academic community.
'Its news and editorial policies could be labeled as "sensationalist,"
r

with mild muckraking.

The daily "Your Opinion Please" became the most

popular and frequently used outlet for conservative and occasionally
•right-wing opinions in the district.)

Internal developments at East Hill

.

Internally, the school was

going through a very typical first year for alternative schools (see

Elizabeth Cleaners Street School People, 1972; Great Atlantic and
Pacific School Conspiracy, 1972; and Graubard, 1972).

When allowed to

fluorish, the combination of the enthusiasm, idealism, and sense of

mission of staff and parents, and the realities of dealing with kids
experience
on a day-to-day basis produces an extraordinary learning
for all.

Out of it comes an inevitable "settling down," as certain

expectations and routines develop.

Ideally a school will evolve its

conscious sense of liberaown structures and expectations based on a

replicate traditional school
tion, rather than gradually coming to
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structures and expectations, even if somewhat
modified by "humanistic"
or "liberal" pedagogy.

Fortunately, the anonymity enjoyed by E. H.
that

first year removed a great deal of the pressure
which moves a school

towards replication, and the school was left to evolve
primarily

through internal pressures.

Nevertheless, there were clear signs that

first year that the school was inclined towards replication,
and that

those who wished a more libertarian scheme would have a hard time.
The central issue over which these forces most frequently and

heatedly clashed was the extent of freedom the children were to have.

During the first year, there was a good deal of freedom, mostly by
default

— no

one knew how to translate their felt needs into an organ-

^ized environment.

Especially in the upper unit

(4, 5, 6)

there was a

f

lot of rowdyism and little "learning."

One group, with head teacher,

Dan Lee, saw the chaos of the first year as a function of lack of
structure* and wanted to introduce a regular schedule of activities and
times, reduce the number of adults in the school, assign specific

*One example of the power of ideological hegemony in the field of education was (and still is) the phony issue of structure v. non-strucFor libertarian educators it is a no-win argument: to be in
ture.
favor of no structure is to abandon the role of teacher and deny the
legitimacy of experience and learning. Both students and teachers become equal even in areas where it is obvious that they aren't. To
favor structure is to contradict one's position and be accused of being
just as authoritarian as those one criticizes.
The reality, it seems to me, is that all situations have structure,
and the debate should come over how that structure is to be deterOne continuum on which most debates, including the one at E. H.,
mined.
on a
take place (even if its participants are unaware that they are
democratic,
to
imposition
continuum) goes from unilateral authoritarian
collaborative agreement.
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responsibilities to qualified teacher, and develop a set of academic
and social expectations for students.
Bob Hersey

(a

The other group, formed around

teacher, and the person who actually conceived the origi-

nal E. H. plan), saw the first year as a natiiral step in the evolution
of an institution based on a social structure arrived at through per-

sonal interaction rather than hierarchical imposition.

While there may

have been excesses, these could be handled without giving up the

openness of the school and without seriously interfering with its
organic development.*
It would take about three more years for this issue to become

resolved, but the direction that resolution would take was indicated by
the departure under pressure of Hersey at the end of the first year.

There was a general "tightening up" through a reduction in the number
of free-floating adults and the hiring of staff for specific duties, in

addition to the natural development of a more stable social system.

The early developitent of Markles Flats

.

Markles Flats Alternative

Junior High School (Markles) was open for three years, from September
of 1970 to June of 1973.
flx’st year,

It never enjoyed the anonymity of E. H.'s

and actually became a major focal point in the struggle

for control of the schools between a "liberal-radical coalition,

moderates, and conservatives.

were ambiguous about
*It should be remembered that the original plans
the issue of student freedom.
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Protagonists and antagonists

.

I

hesitate to use the terms in the

last sentence since they have really lost all descriptive
usefulness.

They are here used only as labels.
sisted of a number of groups.

The liberal-radical coalition con-

Their individual strength and involvement

shifted over the years, and the coalition became much less radical than
it started out as time passed.

There were first, radical faculty and

students almost all from Cornell.

Leftists all, they ranged from very

knowledgec±»le theoreticians who were approaching educational change

with a clear, if not widely understood, perspective, to enthusiastic
but naive student activists who knew only that their own schooling was

miserable and who were determined to make schools democratic by giving
students equal power in all matters with staff and parents.

Regardless

of the level of sophistication of their analysis of change processes,
the radicals thoroughly condemned the traditional public schools and

saw Markles as a utopian replacement.

Then there were liberal faculty and professionals, who saw the
schools as unnecessarily unpleasant and stifling to the creative and

intellectual potential of kids.

were discriminated against.

Their critique did not include the econom-

ic and social context of school:

more decent and equitable.

Their kids were unhappy, and others

they wanted simply to make the schools

They were unprepared for the extent to

provided by
which their kids were to take advantage of the freedom
Markles.

were the real
They had assumed that boredom and irrelevancy

than lack of control
evils which their kids were opposed to, rather

over the environment and a sense of impotency.

The choices kids made
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when given the chance dismayed and sometimes shocked these liberal
parents.

For most, the response was to demand tighter control and more

adult defined structure.
Finally, there was a significant group of mostly blue collar and
rural parents for whom Markles was the last, and not very desirable,

chance for their kids.
in trouble

The kids did poorly in school, were frequently

(mostly for truancy)

,

were uninvolved and headed nowhere.

They were ignored or rejected in the larger schools.

Markles was the

last stop before dropping out, and sometimes the first stop on returning after suspension or long periods of non-attendance.

For their

parents, the hip, articulate and liberal-radical style of the school
was alien, and they initially saw little in it of worth, except that
it was better than hassles with school personnel.

But as their kids

began to enjoy school, attend regularly, and learn, many of these
parents became strong supporters of the school, even its most unusual

practices
The moderate-conservative coalition consisted first of rightand
wingers initially organized as the Ithaca Taxpayers Association
J

later as the John Birch Society.

They were adamantly and loudly

a return to
opposed to almost all change in the schools, demanding

the teacher as absotraditional curriculum and the reestablishment of

lute authority.

control, but
They demanded a greater centralization of

tendencies of the State Educawere hostile towards the "socialistic"
Bardwell.
tion Department and Superintendent

They would also dec y

some parent groups, in school
involvement of special interests; i.e.,
to review curriculum and materials
matters, but insisted on their right
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especially at the secondary level.

Fortunately for them, their posi-

tion rested more on unexamined emotions than reason or logic.

Their

real appeal came from their defense of the schools against radicalization, and on this point they probcibly expressed the feelings of most

working class and rural Ithaca.

They have been a negative force in the

community, and in terms of developing or implementing specific educational practices they have been completely ineffectual.

(See the dis-

cussion of the proposed traditional alternative on pp. 140 - 41 .)

Next in the conservative group came what

conservatives
all good job.

— successful

I

would call the real

people who saw the schools as doing an over-

For those who are unsuccessful or bored in school, the

answer is more diligence, and not more freedom.
about radicalization

,

Although concerned

these people seemed to have a position of sub-

stance, not one of only reaction.

Finally came the moderates, who, when joined by "retreating"
liberals, form what

I

consider to be the strongest group in educational

decision-making in Ithaca.

For these people, the schools simply were

not efficient or effective enough.

They were interested in finding

/

costs and
ways to decrease student unrest, raise teacher morale, lower

get kids into college or jobs.

In many ways they were most open to

product of whatever
innovative plans, but saw as the only legitimate end

system was adopted, a well socialized citizen.

Their opposition to

it did keep kids in
Markles was based on the realization that while

"properly socialized.
school and involved, they were not being

The

an excellent example of one
current superintendent, Richard Backer, is

from this group.

at first, as a
He gave guarded consent to Markles
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school to help kids with social adjustment problems, but soon became

mildly and then strongly opposed because of its radical tendencies and

because he saw it as serving perfectly able kids, rather than the discipline problems and low track students.

He now supports the alterna-

tive secondary schools because he sees them as moving towards a voca-

tional education model serving those low track kids, whom he recognizes
as not being well served by the regular schools.

As suggested above, the moderates are at times joined by liberals.
In my eight years participating in and observing Ithaca schools,

found the liberal position to be the least dependable.

when push comes to shove, they back off.
three reasons.

I

I

have

In most cases,

believe this is so for

First, the liberals seem to have a reputation to pro-

tect, of being "reasonable."

Their fear of being perceived as radical

or irrational is almost paranoiac.

I'm not sure where this fear comes

from, but it is possible that in the mid- seventies when the power in

academia was shifting back to more conservative forces, liberals had to
be particularly careful.
on
Second, the liberals in Ithaca frequently took their stands

the "disadvanbehalf of others' kids and other groups, most notably

taged."

positions than when
It was therefore easier to abandon those

their own kids were involved.
because, as Bowles and
Finally, liberals have been inconsistent

Gintis (1976, Part

I)

is incon
point out, the liberal position itself

contradiction.
sistent and ultimately leads to

If social problems,

economic organization, are
which are the inevitable consequences of
then the solutions to those
viewed as merely temporary aberrations,
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problems will be insufficient.

Frequently those solutions, because

they are still in line with the fundamental source of the problem, only

exacerbate things.

Many of the innovations popular in the sixties, in

the areas of curricula and instructional reform, suffered from this,
v?ith the result,

for instance, that in spite of (or because of) vast

amounts of money poured into urban school reform. Blacks and other

minority and poor students were becoming worse off each year.
point liberals have three major options:

At this

a more radical reassessment of

the problem, which is ideologically unacceptable; a search for other

"reforms," which is what happened in the early seventies; or a retreat
from even a serious reformist position, which is what appears to be

happening now.

In Ithaca the latter two routes have been the ones

taken by most liberals, with the result that there is an almost frantic

search for a politically inoffensive educational reform.
The initiation of Markles

.

The proposal (see Appendix

B)

for an

alternative junior high school (7-8) came from a professor and students
in a seminar of his at Cornell in the spring of 1970.

Professor of

Education Fred Stutz was former Board president and widely respected in
Ithaca, a kind of "elder" in the field.

The particular seminar he was

teaching was a part of the Human Affairs Program (HAP) at Cornell.

HAP

at Cornell as a
had been established at the height of student unrest

program which would
means of providing an experimental community-based
I

and politically active
meet student demands for a relevant, involved

education.

faculty and commuHAP became the major effort of leftist

change in Ithaca.
nity members to bring about fundamental

There were

and welfare rights, energy and
courses in community organizing, tenant
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^'^^i^oriinents.l

help areas.

issuss^ politics! snslysis snd in other conununity self™

HAP was rightly viewed as a hotbed of radicalism.

Initially, it was probably Professor Stutz's standing in the

community and his reputation as a moderate which got the proposal in
the door.

District teachers were a part of the class and thus in on

the planning from the beginning.

The Superintendent was supportive,

but laid down very specific demands for broad support from teachers,

parents and community.

Since this was a district-wide junior high, and

since the level of controversy surrounding change efforts had risen

considerably since the introduction of
tiously than previously.

E.

H.

,

he was moving more cau-

The proposal was presented to teachers in

late April, and then to the Board which, after extensive debate,

approved the plan on May 25.
The plan which the Board approved was the central administration's

rewrite of the original, but was not substantially different from it,
and in some areas was identical.

The rewriting was politically moti-

not
vated, designed to give the appearance that the school district and

HAP was in control.

Basically the plan called for an 80-student 7th

fifteen Cornell
and 8th grade separate facility with four teachers and

student aides.

classThe focus was on independent study rather than

through mutual staff and
room or group learning, and social development

student respect and collaborative decision-making.

The actual struc-

offerings, and space utilizationture of the school— schedules, course
summer by staff, students, and
was left open, to be defined over the

parents.

school.
This was to be a genuinely democratic

As a condition

the
regular reports or evaluations of
of approval the Board insisted on
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school with the implication that the school
never had "final" approval.

Although the plan had the support of some
secondary teachers and administrators, there was lacking any substantial
parental involvement or

community support.
It is difficult to give an adequate sense of the
intense contro-

versy surrounding the approval of Markles.

In the five weeks between

its first presentation to the Board and its final approval, seven
^^'^icles and four letters appeared in the Ithaca Journal about the pro-

posal.

The major concern was the radicalization of the school disof which Markles was only the latest and most serious example.

From the beginning, the opposition was led by Board member Howard
Andrus

.

While there was no substantial parental involvement in the planning, there were three or four parents in the seminar who were involved,

and parental approval of the prograim is evidenced by the fact that by
the cutoff date of June 12, the necessary 80 students had enrolled.
In fact, enthusiasm would be a more accurate description of parent and

student attitudes toward the school than approval.

It was a time of

discontent and agitation in schools, and people were willing to take
risks on untested ventures.

The people planning the school were

*From the written record, remembrances of verbal comments at Board and
other meetings and the history of institutional relationships at Cornell, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that much of the initial
opposition to the proposal by Professor Andrus was a function of the
both
internal politics of Cornell's Department of Education, to which
Andrus and Stutz belonged.
,
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excited and convinced that they could do it right, could
build a school
free from the joylessness and hostility of the other, larger
junior
highs.

Many of the families which signed up early were from E.

there was a confirmed sense that things were happening
tion" at last.

— the

H.

and

"revolu-

The liberal-radical coalition was at its peak, and the

grapevine was humming with information and enthusiasm. about the new
school

Markles was off to an enthusiastic but shaky start.

While within

the liberal-radical camp there was enormous support and energy, moder-

ates and conservatives were growing angry over the extent to which

change was being introduced in the school district.

innovativeness was by now an issue itself.

Bardwell's growing

The attempts to be "politi-

cal" about the introduction of Markles, including the proposal rewrite,

were ineffectual and perceived by the opposition as coverups, and
there was never developed the broad community support which Bardwell

had earlier insisted on.
The 1970-71 school year

.

As is so often the case in Ithaca, the

school year of 1970-71 opened in a relatively quiet manner, as com-

pared to the atmosphere at the end of the previous year.

Both E. H.

/

and Markles enjoyed a quiet first half year.

The major issues were

increase,
the settling of a teacher contract dispute with no tax
of
developing a smoking area at the high school, and the development

written notification to
a Board policy introduced by Andrus requiring
in the academic
Board and parents prior to any proposed "major" changes

programs of a school.

between parents
In addition, public discussion

should not be abridged ror
and school officials about proposed changes
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any reason.

Impetus for this proposal came from a controversy
in one

of the elementary schools over the introduction of
open classroom con-

cepts over the summer at the upper levels.
In addition, with construction of the two new junior high
build-

ings which would be occupied the next fall, there was the guestion
of

what to do with the two older buildings to be abandoned.

Bardwell had

proposed using one to consolidate three of the four downtown schools,
including E. H.

The plan was short-lived, but started up a lot of

activity, and gave the E. H. parents considerable anxiety over the

security of their school.
Then, in January, internal problems at Markles became public

issues with a report by the Superintendent to the Board outlining

problems and attempts at solutions.

Markles was going through its

first year of development, but unlike E. H.
sure not to make mistakes.

,

was constantly under pres-

The Board wanted a report and recommenda-

tion regarding the school's continuance for the Spring by the first

week in February.

There were three concerns in particular.

was the status of the Cornell student aides (called T.A.'s).

The first
As the

school was established, they were accountable to a Cornell supervisor

and not to district personnel.

Since they acted essentially as

teachers (itself a concern) this lack of district control was a problem.

diffiIn addition, they were a headstrong, rambunctious group,

cult to control, rather like bulls in a china shop.

The second problem

had to do with the behavior of the kids themselves.

Unlike the case

with the elementary school kids at E.

H.

,

the consequences of giving a

fairly visible to the community.
lot of freedom to junior high kids were
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The Markles kids could be found downtown a lot, and one
could never be
sure they were there on official business.

(And even if they were,

what kind of school was it that didn't teach in a classroom?)

Around

the school itself, there was a lot of noise, smoking, snowball fights,

and general hanging out.
no one was.

No one seemed to be in control, and

This was the third concern.

in fact,

The school was supposed to

be run by a committee of the school's teachers and the Cornell T.A.

supervisor.

The concept proved unworkable, and Bardwell looked to one

of the teachers, John Caren, to provide leadership and began acting as
if Caren were, in fact, the "principal."

This aggravated most others

since of the three full-time teachers, Caren was felt to be least

"alternative" in teaching and personality.

At any rate, the school was

reorganized, giving teachers specific responsibilities and making Caren
the administrator.

Student accountability procedures were developed,

along with a regular schedule of classes.

The plan was worked out

within the school, but with pressure from Bardwell.

Parents meanwhile

rallied to put pressure on Bardwell and the Board not to close the
school.

At this time also, the district was facing a good deal of tension
at the secondary level.

At DeWitt Junior High and the high school

racial tensions and disturbances led to conflicts over disciplinary

resignation of the
actions taken, and Black parents were demanding the

DeWitt principal.
criticism.

parent
This opened up a pandora's box of student and

The debate became one of discipline v.

permissiveness in

authority over the
general, and to what extent schools had legitimate
lives of the students.

issue
Always during these turbulent years the
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which underlined any school controversy was the question of the
school's role as socializing agent.

The fear of the radicalization of

students either through poor professional judgment, or worse, the taking over of the schools by radical or even liberal elements in the

community was very strong through the mid-seventies.
E.

H.

enjoyed another year of relative anonymity while Markles and

discipline took the brunt of public concern.
election campaign

(3

However, in the Board

out of 9 members elected the first Tuesday of May

to take seats the following July

1)

,

H. was

E.

with Markles, much to the chagrin of many E.

continuously associated

H.

parents and staff.

The Board elections were particularly important to the alternative

schools this year.

The current Board had a comfortable

5

vote majority

(including the Board President) which favored, or at least could be

counted on with some pressure to vote in favor of, E. H. and Markles.
There were two uncommitted, but inclined against, and two unalterably
opposed.

The elections could completely reverse this, and there was a

good deal of parental activity in the campaign.
running, two were alternative school parents.

Of the six candidates

Supporters of both

next eight
schools were, as they would be in every election for the
years, the organizers of the liberal campaign.
of registered
The election turnout was less than expected (28%

contested campaign.
voters) after a widely publicized and hotly

One of

(and impressive) number of
the liberal candidates polled the largest

to win the other two positions
votes, but conservatives had managed

(including the re-election of Andrus)

what differently on the two schools.

.

The Board now lined up some-

There were now four votes which

1

.

Ill

either E. H. or Markles could count on, and three which would
vote con-

sistently against them.

Of the two remaining, E. H. could count on

both with the Superintendent's support but Markles would have a struggle
to get only one.

For E. H.

,

which still had strong support from Bard-

well, the battle was over with the election and it was never up for

consideration.

For Markles the struggle had just begun.

The second year of Markles Flats

Again, it is difficult to cap-

.

ture the intensity of the battle which was fought during the summer of
1971 over the fate of Markles Flats.

Over a dozen articles, including

a whole page following one Board vote, appeared in the Journal

with another dozen letters and an editorial.

,

along

Hundreds of students,

parents, staff, and supporters turned out to a half dozen Board
meetings.

All the resources of the "liberal" connection in Ithaca were

brought to bear, bringing a great deal of pressure on individual Board
members and the Superintendent.
Briefly, here is how the events occurred.

On May 26, the Board

and Superintendent were presented at a closed meeting with an outside

evaluation (The Bruce Report) of Markles.

It was done by a Cornell

professor who had previously evaluated other programs for the disor
trict, and who was not considered to be biased in regard to HAP

other Cornell politics as they might relate to the school.

Within the

view as one
District, his was probably as "objective" a professional

could get.

program Markles
The report suggested that as an experimental

areas which needed improvewas a success, but that there were several

experimental status and become
ment, especially if it were to lose its
system.
a more established part of the

These needed improvements
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included better preparation and control of volunteers,
more accurate

student record keeping, and more direction and accountcibility
for students.

Bardwell was to make a recommendation to the Board in time
for

its next regular meeting on June 9.

On the afternoon of June 9, Bardwell recommended that the school

not be continued, but that there be a study made of ways of incorporating some of the practices suggested in the Bruce Report into the two

new junior highs, and that if new alternatives were proposed, that they
be housed in the larger junior highs, and that extensive planning take

place prior to their operation.

That night almost 200 Markles support-

ers came to the Board meeting and debated with the Board for three
hours.
16.

The meeting ended in the postponing of the decision until June

At this point, discussion centered around financial problems and

the question of staff organization.

As with E. H.

become the major rationale for closing Markles.

,

finances would

Although it cost the

district 25% less (in part because of Cornell funding) per pupil for
Markles during its first year than the other two junior highs, improvements recommended by Bardwell for the second year theoretically
raised the costs to above those of the other two.

Although costs were

always lower, the opposition was able to convince the public that it
was not so.

which
Then, at the June 16 meeting, Bardwell introduced a new plan
and
would place the program in different, and less costly, facilities

school principals
under the leadership of one of the current elementary
until June 29, giving
Again, the Board postponed a decision, this time
plans.
the Board and others a chance to digest the new

The result of
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the deliberations was a rather mixed memo from Bardwell to the Board

again recommending the closing of the school.
three problems.
developed.

Bardwell identified

First, no acceptable organizational structure could be

The Cornell Human Affairs Program had to be involved first,

because its students were such an integral part of the program and
their supervision needed to be acceptable to HAP and the District, and

second because HAP would be financing part of the administrative costs.

While HAP accepted the idea that the District should have ultimate

responsibility and power over the school, it was unwilling to vest that

power in proven establishment types such as the elementary principal
suggested by Bardwell.

In addition, many parents expected to be

involved in choosing staff and this had not been the case with Bard-

well's recommendation.
The second problem Bardwell identified was financial.

Basically,

the expectation was that the expenses for the school not exceed those

of the other junior highs.

Renovations necessary to the Markles build-

ing and administrative costs (if not supplemented by Cornell) would

push the total expense beyond the acceptable level.
Finally program location was a problem.

In addition to the cost

carrying-ons had
of maintaining the current location, the past year's
the program
raised a number of objections from neighbors who wanted

moved.

involved utiliThe only two alternatives seriously considered

zing space in one of two elementary schools.

This was vigorously

opposed by the two schools' parents and staff.
the concept, but could
Bardwell maintained he was committed to

financing or facilities.
not support continuation with inadequate

In
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effect, he was caught between an increasingly
conservative Board and

community on the one hand, and the liberal-radical
block which still
had a great deal of power on the other.

Unable to satisfy both groups,

he also recommended a study group which would come
up with plans for
a new alternative.

By this time, however, parents had focused their

efforts on Board members and had secured the backing of at least
six
of the nine members.

Thus they were in a very powerful position,

especially considering that Bardwell was, in fact, personally in favor
of alternative education.

The problem, of course, was that with a

shift in the Board (that could occur within one election) things could
be quite different.

At the June 29 Board meeting, the Board essentially turned things

over to the parents by directing Bardwell to try again.

The actual

resolution referred to a letter from 11 Markles parents which requested
approval of the school pending the finding of an acceptable administrator and program location, and the enrollment of 90 students.

Included

was a proposed budget and indications of Cornell funding agreements.
In effect the Board adopted the letter as its policy.

over.

Parents then took

Working at first on their own they recruited for the administra-

tor position and negotiated with HAP.

By July 21, 90 students had

enrolled, it was agreed to use the current location with greatly

reduced capital investment, and after interviews with parents, HAP
staff, the Superintendent and the Board,

I

was hired as principal and

District
Cornell lecturer, thus bringing the Cornell students under

supervision in a manner acceptable to HAP.
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It had been a hard-fought battle,
and left those Board members

who were opposed quite bitter at what
they felt was a clear case of

power politics.

For the next seven or eight years many
of the indi-

vidual conflicts, major and minor, which the
Board would go through
could trace some of their roots to the hard lines
drawn in the

summer of 1971.
The school year of 1971-72 started with considerable
controversy.
In addition to the Markles issue, which remained intense
through the

summer, there was the opening of the two new junior highs, a highly

lawsuit against the District over the price and conditions
of the sale of one of the old abandoned junior high buildings, charges
of conflict of interest against a conservative and a moderate board
r

member, both of whom had spouses teaching in the district, and

finally on September 15, the resignation of Superintendent Bardwell to
take effect January 1.*

*One of the principal reasons for his leaving was Bardwell 's feeling
that he had become a liability to those programs and individuals which
were innovative. He saw an increasingly strong conservative shift on
the Board as a reaction to his own style, and felt that the various
innovations which had been established during his tenure stood a
better chance without him: that the focus would be on the content of
the change efforts, and not on their being a part of some larger
effort to "do something" to the District.

While he was right that he and his administrative style were controversial, he was wrong in thinking that the storm would subside with his
In fact it got much worse, as the district began a long
departure.
period of leadership crisis. During his five years, Bardwell developed
the principals as a significant decision-making group for the entire
district. Each school was to be fairly autonomous, with principals
meeting weekly to keep the system together and to provide broad
direction and resource allocation. Most in the central administration
saw this as a good thing, and were hoping to continue the practice.
There were, however, some principals who were uncomfortable in the
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These controversies helped to provide Markles
with a respite from

public scrutiny, although alternative education
was always in the back
of People's minds as an on— going issue.

(footnote continued from p. 115)

situation and were looking for "strong" leadership in the next superintendent.

A new superintendent was not to be hired until the following summer,
and on December 1, one of the assistant superintendents became acting
superintendent until a permanent replacement was appointed. The acting
superintendent had been in the district for over thirty years, and was
neither a strong leader nor effective in helping the principal's group
to function. Most significant of all, he was unable to prevent the
Board, collectively and individually, from unduly influencing the dayto-day administration of the district.
By mid-summer of '72, at a time of intense public concern about the
schools reflected in a sharply divided Board, that Board had become
heavily involved in the administration of the district. Unable to set
united broad policy, individual Board members directly contacted and
pressured individual administrators and teachers to effect change and to
blunt change. The problem was further aggravated by the fact that a new
superintendent was appointed by the Board in late March, but didn't
begin until July, when a new, and much different Board (as a result of
elections) began its year's work. The appointing Board was evenly
divided between liberals and conservatives since one moderate member
had resigned. The new Board, however, had taken a decidedly conservative shift, lining up 4 against alternative education, 3 in favor, 1
opposed, but willing to listen to parents, and 1 who would go with the
majority or the superintendent. In time, the two "leaners" joined the
conservatives. Thus, a compromise superintendent (who saw himself as a
"possiblist" was faced with a conservative Board.
)

In seeking an acceptable superintendent, the divided Board chose a man
more a manager than an educator. Dr. Sturgis saw his strong points in
the area of public relations and compromise. He would insist that any

changes have substantial, if not unanimous. Board approval, a position
which he felt would insure at least a modiciim of success for programs
in a very volatile community.
support. For
It might have, but for the problem of achieving that Board
was
controversy
projects,
anything other than the most bland and safe
Sturgis
addition,
In
attendant, and there would be no Board action.
take risks necessary
to
unable
personally
even
perhaps
was unwilling
worthy or unworthy.
to move with divided support and prove a project
He and the
Unlike Bardwell, he insisted on holding the reins himself.
issues while the
Board soon become consumed with trivia and procedural
leadership.
District continued without effective educational

—
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The school enjoyed its single most successful year.

Most of the

internal problems were being worked out, and all involved felt good
about "putting it all together."

Unlike E. H., it would be mostly

external forces that would eventually end the school.*

Those forces began to manifest themselves in mid-March when the
Board appointed an evaluation committee (the Millman Committee) to prepare recommendations for the school for the following year.

obvious that nothing would convince Board members

It was

Andrus, Culligan and

Tillapaugh that the school should continue; and that the upcoming election would have more to do with the survival of Markles Flats than the

most glowing of reports.

Once again, parents became centrally involved

in the campaigns of several individuals.

(Due to a resignation,

four

•

seats were up, and parents helped organize two and gave open support
to a third candidate out of a field of eight)

.

For the last three

months of the year, parents and staff were as much concerned and in-

volved with district politics as with education, while at the same time

undergoing an extensive evaluation.

was totally
*It would be misleading to give the idea that the school
narrow-minded
and
unreasoned,
the victim of a group of unfeeling,
insensipersons. Markles, itself, was frequently irritating, brash,
and
diplomatic
more
We could have been much
tive, and outrageous.
But
press.
bad
own
much less threatening. We did create a lot of our
rather
but
issue,
were really the
I do not believe that our mistakes
unforgiving or misrepresentative
be
to
people
the willingness of some
For instance, on an all-school four -day
in their responses to Markles.
the last night, and word got
trip, a lot of kids used drugs heavily on
to deal with that inciout to the community. In spite of our attempts
support and praise of P^^^nts
dent, and drugs in general, which had the
were quick to P^^^t an
and youth agencies, elements in the community
other secondthat
accusatory fiugsr at the school. And the fact
problems which they were
ary schools had equally serious drug-related
community feelings.
not doing much about did not alter
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There were several issues in the campaign, but all ultimately
focused on the question of who controls the district.

Liberals, who

were faced with an increasingly conservative Board focused on issues of

conflict of interest. Board intrusion in administrative areas, and the

imposition of narrow standards of legitimate educational practice.

For

them, the Board should represent a cross-section of the community, make

only broad policy decisions, and leave the pedagogy to the professionals.

Conservative candidates, on the other hand, focused on the "qual-

ity" of education, the need for evaluation, and a return to the

traditional forms and goals of schooling.
The election produced a decidedly more conservative Board (see

footnote, p. 116)

with the result that any decision in favor of

Markles would have to be made prior to the constitution of a new Board
on July 1, 1972.

Once again, the school's supporters marshalled their

forces and produced a 6 to

3

vote on May 24 in favor of continuing the

school, with five conditions.

But the issue would not die with that vote.

In July, with the

of the new Superelection of Andrus as Board president, and the arrival
to Markles and inintendent, conservatives began raising objections

guidelines to the
sisted on updates on the application of the new
school.

submitted a very positive
In August a cautious Superintendent

critics, put them in a position
report which, while not convincing the

appearing
to close the school without
of not being able to do anything

unreasonable.
had won for at least another
At this time it appeared that we
be very
the coming school year would
I felt that although
year.
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difficult— we would be under constant scrutiny
by hostile Board members
and a not very sympathetic Superintendent-we
would at least survive

it,

if not another year.

Such, however, was not to be the case, for on
August 28th a lawsuit

against the School District over the continuance of
Markles was filed
in the state courts.*

Claiming that the school was violating state

and district regulations, the suit sought to close the school
on the

grounds that it was illegal and insufficiently educating students.

While the suit itself and several appeals eventually were dismissed
entirely,** the effect of the action was to stir up a hornet's nest

*The suit was filed by the same woman who had unsuccessfully sued the
district over the sale of the old DeWitt Junior High building (see p.
She was an extremely vigorous opponent of innovations, and had
115).
what I would have to call a fetish about Markles. She was fanatical
in her opposition, and it was the edge of irrationality which attended
her public appearances and statements which seemed to both attract
audiences and at the same time render her personally ineffective on
substantive issues.

While there is no direct evidence that she acted in concert with conservatives on the Board, it is clear that she served their purposes
well, primarily by stirring up latent community hostilities towards a
supposedly radical domination of the schools. At Board meetings, for
instance, she was given much opportunity to harangue by Board president Andrus, who was always slow to apply Board guidelines for acceptShe seemed to play
cible citizen participation to her when she spoke.
an Agnew to Andrus's Nixon.
The legal issues actually turned out to be quite complex, and the
dismissals were based on technical rather than substantial issues, primarily on the basis of improper procedure or the court's lack of
jurisdiction over the case. Substantially the issues had to do with
local Board powers to approve innovations, the distinction between a
"program" and a "school," state power over specific curricula, distinctions between "qualified" and "certified" teachers and supervisors
of instruction, and the meaning and necessity of state certification
and "approval" of a public school.

**
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between local and state officials,* and to give the
Board and the
Superintendent reason to close the school at the Board
meeting the
night before school was to open.

The action taken by the Superinten-

dent, and approved by the Board, was to give the school time
to correct

any possible irregularities

,

so that it could reopen on a more stcible

basis.

The assumption at the time was that it would take two to three

weeks.

It was to take 4

%

months.

What happened was a classic case of "Catch 22," applied quite

deliberately by both state and local officials to avoid the reopening
of the school.

The suit, and the controversial nature of the school,

was brought to the attention of the State Education Department which

would not approve the school without local Board support, and the local
Board would not support the school without state approval.

Since most

of the adults working in Markles were uncertified, the state needed to

waive that requirement, and also several involving space and facilities.
They were also requested to approve certain curricula, although this
was not technically necessary.

The state was very hesitant to act for

*There is some question about how state officials obtained information
about Markles and the district. Supposedly the state first heard
about the problem when District officials contacted the State Education Department to check on the legal issues raised in the initial
After several written and personal contacts, however, it
suit.
became clear that other knowledgeable people in the district were
contacting some state officials. There was a level of suspicion and
and a
hostility which was unwarranted by the case on its surface,
in
degree of knowledge of and prejudice about the political scene
people unIthaca which only could have come from direct contact with
that Board
sympathetic to Markles. Specifically, there was evidence
officials
State
with
president Andrus spoke on several occasions
sympathetic to his position.
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fear of setting a precedent for the burgeoning number of
alternative

schools in the state.

They did not want to lose control at a time

when there was a lot of pressure across the state to give students and
parents a great deal of power in the schools.

At the same time they

could not be too literal in their application of their requirements, as

most public schools in the state were probably in violation of several
of the literally thousands of state laws and regulations.*
On its side, the local Board was under enormous pressure from con-

servatives who could taste blood

to close the school once and for all.

Liberals were beginning to worry since without state approval the
school really did appear "revolutionary."
all, was not going to get definitive.

The Superintendent, most of

He was as yet unsure of where

the community, once the hysteria went away, really stood.

In addition,

in his old district he had recently lost two administrative tenure

decisions at the state level and was not going to risk further antago-

nism at that level.

Finally, in September, one of the three liberal

Board members resigned, making it impossible for liberals to gain a

majority even if the two "leaners" joined them.

The most they could

do with the "leaners" would be to block action.

uncertified staff.
*For instance, a major bone of contention was over
area, or a
The law requires either certification in the teaching
if a) no certiState Education Department waiver which is only given
and b) the individual
fied staff could be found to fill the position
attested to by the
was working toward certification (both to be
had not met these
local Superintendent). Markles' uncertified staff
approval process.
conditions, a fact which was to hold up the state
that 20% of its
found
District
Yet, on examining its records, the
schoo s
other
no
although
staff were also in the same situation

closed as a result.
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The issue was finally resolved on December
13th with a compromise

resolution opening the school for the remainder of
the '72-73 school
year, closing it permanently that June, and establishing
a "study com-

mittee

to be chaired by the Superintendent to study the needs
of alter-

native education in Ithaca.

Markles parents and staff

,

Although it was vigorously opposed by
it gained support of the two remaining

liberal Board members, giving it unanimous Board approval.

The idea

was to remove the pursuit of alternative education from the controver-

sial position it was in, and the Superintendent was able to convince
the two supporters of Markles and the three "leaners"

(a new,

unaligned

member had been appointed to fill the unexpired term of the resigned
Board member) that there could be alternatives without controversy.
This was the first step in the transformation of radical alter-

native education at the secondary level in Ithaca to an acceptable,
liberal alternative education.*

Up to this point, the lines of support

and opposition to Markles were quite clear, as the school itself was

quite clearly radical.

Since it would not be possible to simply close

the school, it would have to be modified.

Once support for Markles

softened, that modification became possible.

*This is really the heart of the matter. The basic hypothesis of this
dissertation is that innovative and change efforts will be successful
only if they serve to enhance the school's role in maintaining the
appropriate social relations of production. Markles Flats clearly
did not, and was closed. The central feature of the to-be-developed
acceptable alternative was to be its ability to satisfy the remnants
not
of the liberal-radical (now mostly liberal) coalition while
disrupting the sorting function of the schools.
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Prior to the vote on December 13, this softening
was made possible
first, by the first half year when the school was
neither permanently

closed nor available to students.

A special program had been set up

at one of the other junior highs and was not very successful.

Less

than half of the originally enrolled students "attended," many of them

quite irregularly.

Thus, the number of students and parents directly

involved with the school had been reduced, and there was no opportunity
for the school to prove itself to the 20-30 families who were new to
the school at the beginning of each school year.

There was no real

"school" for people to rally around.
Second, at the same time, the Superintendent was supposedly doing

his best to reopen Markles, and the Board was actually not doing much

publicly to antagonize Markles supporters, since no action was as good
as negative action in this case.

Opposition Board members could, and

did, simply claim that the matter was out of their hands.
all, they hadn't actually closed the school

give it a legitimate existence.

— they

And after

were simply trying to

For Markles supporters, it was diffi-

cult to point to specific actions and policies which would be clearly

anti-Markles in the eyes of the community.
A third cause of the softening of the liberal-radical support
were
was the disaffection of many important liberals from what they

beginning to see as an unreasonable situation.

Each time a piece of

became more
Markles was questioned by state officials, the school

difficult to defend.

And as arguments with the State became more a

unwillingness to give in
question of pedagogy than of law, the school's
its "true," radical nature.
on certain points was seen as evidence of
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More than any other admonition

I

heard, the one to "be reasonable"

was expressed, in many cases in support of actions which the staff
and

strong parent supporters felt would violate critical tenets of the
school.*

Most of us knew all along that the legal business was just
another tactic of those who really were opposed to our philosophy and
methodology.

But we felt that it was only a tactic, and once overcome,

we could continue, since there would be no legitimate way, then, to

close the school.

But by December it had become evident that the more

we were able to deal with the legal issues, the more determined the

opposition was to close the school any way, especially with the lack of
important liberal support for the school.

Evidently they thought they

had us on the legal issues and they were simply not going to give in

again when it looked as if we could become "legitimate."

By December

13, then, when the Board voted, most were willing to admit that the

school was being closed because it was "too controversial," and not

because of any legal shortcomings.

have
*Markles supporters have debated quite a bit about whether it would
that
on
been possible to save some remnant of the school if, early
including
fall, we had been willing to give in on certain key points,
uncertified
required attendance at all classes, replacement of all
buildings and
high
junior
other
of
the
one
staff, incorporation into
June of
administrative structure, and my resignation (by January or
we would have had
Of course, we will never know, but obviously,
1973).
our own naivete, perhaps,
a much different school, and although, through
in terms of actually
we never actually weighed those considerations
we did contemplate
when
keeping the school open or closed, the times
(East Hil* was to
such compromises, they were rejected out of hand.
“ "
of
because
partly
undergo a transformation rather than close,
because the ^ajority of .. H.
perience which Markles underwent, partly
rn therr demands,
pLents and staff, especially, were less radical
and partly because the kids were younger.)
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With the December 13 vote, two other actions
were taken which
further altered the nature of the support for
alternative education in
Ithaca.

The first was to limit enrollment in the school for the

remainder of the year (January to June 197 3) to the 48 students
enrolled in the interim special programs.

This effectively limited the

Markles "community” and prevented a strengthening of the forces.
The second action was the establishment of a "study committee"
to study the needs of alternative education in Ithaca and make recom-

mendations to the Board for programs for the 1973-74 school year.

The

recommendations were to be made by the end of April, 1973, at which
point the Board would then appoint a planning committee which would
plan the actual school or program to open in September of 1973.

The

appointment of this committee, under the chairmanship of the Superintendent, effectively removed any significant decision-making about

alternative education from parents, students and staff
and most directly affected participants

— and

— the

original

placed it squarely in the

hands of district professionals who had little or no concern with

alternative education per se (some, in fact, were quite hostile).
the 22 members

(12

district staff,

7

parents, and

3

students) only

had had previous experience with alternatives and probably

5

Of
5

or 6

could have been considered sympathetic to the concept of participant
control of the educational process.

As one Board member put it in

parents,
defending the membership selection to a group of dissatisifed

philosophies."
the committee represented "a diversity of educational
its first
By the end of January, when the new committee held

meeting, it was obvious that not much would happen.

Between eroding
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support, and bureaucratic cooptation of
the decision-making process and
Its content,* the Superintendent and
the Board majority which was hos-

tile to Markles were assured that there
would be no Phoenix arising.
Thus, by June 30, when Markles officially closed,
there was still no

report from the Study Committee, and it was not
until mid-July that
Sturgis recommended to the Board that they postpone the
opening date to
January, 1974, for more planning time.

All that was presented was a

planning timetable, and a few suggestions for enrollment and recruiting.
A second, smaller committee was appointed to actually plan the school.
In addition, as a concession to parents and some Board members, an

interim program" was to be set up in one of the other junior highs for
20 students until January to be run by a former Markles staffer, who

would also chair the school planning committee.**

*The first task of the Study Committee was to "define alternative education," and establish the need for it in Ithaca.
Since Markles had by
its very existence done both had been serving an obvious need and
partly by that process had defined the term it was evident that some
other, more "professional" and less political definition was needed.

—

—

**As with all human endeavor, things are much more complicated than can
be recounted. The personalities and machinations of particular individuals play a significant role in determining outcomes of larger
events, if only because they serve larger forces. An example of this
is the appointment of the Planning Committee Chairman and interim program director. He was a former Markles staffer, and so would appear
In fact, he had been hired in the
to have been a supportive choice.
fall to appease the State Education Department and Superintendent by
virtue of his certification and past experience. He turned out to be
an extremely ambitious person, who saw in the school's dilemma a chance
Unbeknownst to the Markles staff he served
to advance his own cause.
and set himself up as the logical
informer,
as the Superintendent's
choice to head whatever new program might come up in the future.
Parents still had enough power to prevent that, and he eventually
But while he was involved, his presence served
faded into obscurity.
the Superintendent well.
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The eventual development of the new alternative
(called the New

Junior High Program

— NJHP)

will be discussed below, but at this point,

we shall return to the discussion of East Hill.

E^st Hill from 1971-72 through 1973-74

The fate of E. H. during these

.

years was much different than that of Markles.

While Markles became

more radical as it began to respond to student needs and a rising

political consciousness, E. H. became less radical and more "open" in
its response to parental demands and the politics of the district.
In the spring 1971 Board election campaign, E. H. and Markles were seen
as two versions of the same animal.

Within two years E.

H.

had dis-

associated itself from that image by both a conscious public posture
and by internal curricular and staff developments which had really

begun by the end of its first year (1969-70).

(See pp. 98-99.)

Thus, E. H. was not caught in the throes of town-gown

"liberal-radical"-"conservative" conflicts as was Markles.

and

There were

two major criticisms of E. H. neither of which was that it was a

radical threat to the community.

The first, and more widespread, criti-

cism was that it was an unnecessary frill

—a

private school at public

expense.

The second criticism or fear was significant because of who

felt it.

Many principals. Superintendent Sturgis and his successor,

especially
Richard Backer, and several Board members over the years,
that parents played in
the conservatives, resented the significant role

governance and decision-making within

E.

H.

Regardless of its very

the fact that parents had a
tame and frequently conventional pedagogy,
in exercising
great deal of power (and were extremely competent

it)
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was enough to put off many professionals in the
district.
In addition, since it was one of 13 elementary
schools, each of

which claimed its own uniqueness, the principle of choice at the
elementary level extended a degree of legitimacy and protection for
E.

H.

Opposition to E. H. was not nearly as strong as that to Markles and
E.

H.

supporters had a much easier time of it.

Board members and com-

munity people who were opposed to Markles would support E.

(as long

H.

as it did not appear to be in league with Markles in pedagogical and

political terms) and it was easier to elect members who would at least
not oppose the school even if they didn't agree with it.

This is not to suggest that E.

was secure.

H.

Never in its ten-

year history had it been given more than one year at a time, formally
or informally.

A sympathetic or at least non-hostile Board was essen-

tial for survival, and parents played significant roles in District

electoral politics during the school's existence.

During the "Markles years,"

parents were successful at the ballot box.
'70-71,

For the most part,

'71-72, and '72-73, the Board, in terms of E. H. support, held

its own, and in the crucial year of '73-74 after Markles had been

permanently closed and the Board could turn to other matters
posted their most significant victory.

,

liberals

None of this, however, would

have been enough in itself to insure continuance had not the school
free
moved away from both a leftist political orientation and a radical

school pedagogy.

As indicated (pp.

98-99

)

there was early on a

favoring an
split in the school, and an ultimate victory by those
"open," as opposed to "free," school pedagogy.

This shift is clearly

reports of E. H. from
reflected in a comparison of the end of the year
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69—70 to the '74—75 years.

the

(The reports included a prospectus for

the following year and came out in late summer.

and '74 reports are being compared here.

The summer '70,

'72,

See Appendices Cl, C2 and

Although prepared almost entirely by the staff, it is fair to say

C3.)

that they represent the feelings of a majority of the parents at the
time.

Of particular interest are the sections on math, language arts

and discipline.

In September, 1970, the math program was seen as sup-

plementary to an essentially project-oriented, experimental curriculum.
Attendance at Math was voluntary

(p.

By September, 1974, Math

3).

was required as a course regardless of student interest (pp.
and one gets the impression (correctly) that the pedagogy

2

and

4)

— teacher

grouped students; teacher initiated, content structured, compartmentalized curriculum; and a traditional methodology

Language arts suffers the same fate.

— is

pretty standard.

In September, 1970, it is

clearly experimental, based on student interest and "natural
ment in the world.

involve-

There is a good deal of creativity in the curricu-

lum, and it was probably pretty hectic

(pp.

4-6)

.

Again, by September,

program for all 3rd
1974, reading is required, and there is a testing

graders to "determine further needs"

(C3, p.

2).

And again, the

with
impression is one of a general "tightening up" of things
structure (C2, p.
teachers taking more of a role in determining the
#3)

.

of the shift from a
Both of the above examples are a f’onction

approach to curricular
project-oriented, experimental, "wholistic"

more traditional disciplinedesign based on student interest, to a

3,
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oriented, academic program based on teacher assumptions
about what

should be learned, and the structure of the content of what
is to be
studied.

This entailed a move away from the homerooms and projects of

'69-70 toward the classes and learning centers of '73-74.

The '72

report is midway through this transition period and reflects the mixture of homerooms (Sunny, p. 6; Mirror, p. 10, and Picture, p. 12) and

learning centers and classroom activities (basic skills programs,
13;

p.

school organization chart, p. 1).

Equally instructive in understanding this transition is the list
of "Things we have learned during the past three years" on pp. 3-5.

This list reflects the pressures, frustrations and anxiety that come
from trying to develop truly innovative and child-centered programs in
an atmosphere of institutional hostility and uncooperativeness.

Almost

all of the 26 items deal with problems of adult cooperation and under-

standing or with anxieties about kids really learning.

Clearly the

move is away from significant parent and student involvement in school

governance and curricular design in favor of the professional, experienced judgment of staff.
for this.

And one cannot really "blame" staff or parents

Staff were always overworked (Cl, p. 13), underpaid, and

never sure of a job for more than a year at a time.

They were working

to guide
in a never-never land of educational change, without much

support.
them, and without solid community or collegial professional

professional securityIt is little wonder that in seeking personal and
acceptable.
sanity, they turned toward the more familiar and
level alternative
Thus, by September of 1974, when a secondary
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returned to the District in the form of the New Junior
High Program,
the

alternativeness" of East Hill was not a serious problem.
advent of the New Junior High Program

.

As indicated on pp. 125-26

the Study Committee (on alternative education) which was set up by
the Board when it closed Markles at the December, 1972, meeting was
to report to the Board in April, 1973, with recommendations for plan-

ning a program for the following September.

Under the chairmanship of

the Superintendent, there was no report until July 18th, and that was

merely a proposal by him with no indication of committee participation,
approval, or objection.

This was a critical point.

Superintendent

Sturgis was pursuing a course which would give him a large degree of

control over alternative education, in line with his efforts in general
to run the district from his office.

The Study Committee, in fact,

never made any reports, even declining to define "alternative education" as specifically proposed in its mandate.

When the Board over-

whelmingly approved his proposal* he was in control of the process.
In addition to further postponing the opening of the school until

January, 1974
ber, 1974)

,

(it would be put off again, and didn't open until Septem-

the most significant feature of the proposal was the

establishment of a five- or six-member Planning Group

(as

required xn

members who were
the original December 13, 1972, Board proposal) with

down a pro
*Earlier in the meeting the Board, by a 7 to 1 vote, turned
been
had
posal for a specific program to begin in September which
of
not all
drawn up by a group of parents and staff, many but
Markles.
vi^om had been associated with
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controllable by or at least in sympathy with the
Superintendent.
These included the principal of East Hill whose own
school was itself

undergoing a "softening"

(see pp. 127

Ithaca Teachers Association

—a

ff

)

the president of the

supportive but meek individual, and the

Markles staffer who was being set up to head the future program (see
second footnote, p. 126)

,

and was very much the Superintendent's man.

This committee added three more people:

a district guidance coun-

selor from one of the other junior highs, a district social worker
(the most independent of the group)

,

and a parent who was "interested"

but did not intend to send any of her children to whatever emerged.
Both the Superintendent and supporters of "Markles -type" alternative education each were faced now with dilemmas which would put them
in a position of relative equality with each other in the struggle to

shape a program which they wanted.

For the Superintendent the dilemma

was to appease the supporters of alternative education, while not
losing control of the school, at a time when the majority of the Board

was not in favor of alternatives.

Although liberal support for

alternatives had indeed modified, it was still there.

Many East Hill

supporters looked to the fate of secondary alternatives as a forecast
of things to come for their school, and so the pressure was on.

Sturgis could not afford a negative Board vote on a proposal.

How-

parents
ever, if he allowed an obviously empty proposal to pass those

might cause a
still actively involved might blow the whistle and this

general loss of liberal support.

This possibility, in conjunction

parents a good deal of
with the Superintendent's insecurity, gave the

power
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The parents, however, had their own problems.

For one, many of

them had children who were out of school, or in programs that
were

unsatisfactory.

Although they were not willing to accept anything

(there was low enrollment in and dissatisfaction with the interim
pro-

gram at DeWitt Junior High
thing going.

— see

p. 126),

they were eager to get some-

Another problem was the need to maintain liberal support

and whatever general inclination there might be to "meet the needs of

kids who couldn't function in the larger schools."
Thus, the Superintendent and the parents needed each other, but

didn't particularly care for or trust each other, and there was a good
deal of verbal maneuvering during what was to become a nine-month, two-

phase planning period between the July 18, 1973, Board meeting and
April 17, 1974, when a new administrator was hired.

went from July 18 to November 28, 1973.

The first phase

During that time the Planning

Group was to plan the outline of the program which would open in January of 1974 (but was delayed until September, 1974).

As the major

"consumers" of whatever was to evolve in Januairy, the parents put a

good deal of pressure on the Planning Group through personal contacts
Basically what they wanted, or at

and presentations at open meetings.

least hoped to salvage from a not very strong position, were first,

certain organizational features, and second, an acceptable administrator.

(Parents were aware that the former Markles staffer was being

set up for the position.)

were

a)

The organizational features most wanted

curricular and staffing autonomy,

approval for at least 80 students,

d)

b)

separate location,

an adequate budget, and e)

c)
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approval for

3

5

years.

On

3

V2 points, parents were successful.

Approval would be for only 60 students for the first year,
although the
school would be staffed for 80.

In addition, the question of autonomy

was still very much up in the air since the Superintendent's proposal

which approved ^he Planning Group's report also established a Selection

Committee to select the administrator and initial staff.

This commit-

tee was strongly weighted towards district staff, with only

members being parents.

3

of 11

It appeared unlikely that such a committee

would select an independently minded staff.

What happened, though, was

that the Board, before it would approve the proposal, demanded two

significant changes.

The first was that the composition of the Selec-

tion Committee be altered to give better representation to consumers
of alternative education, including students.

The second, which would

have an impact much later on, was that the idea of a senior high

alternative be explored, also.

What was even more unexpected was the

support of the program by a Board member who until that vote had
•appeared to be unalterably opposed to alternative education.

Later

she attributed her switch to the support for the concept expressed at
the meeting by the PTA Council, representing all 16 of the district's

schools; the Ithaca Teachers Association; and Interim Families, a

major county service for children with parental and school problems.
Thus far parents had been as successful as they were for three
reasons.

First, Markles had been a success educationally and the

were very close
structures and methodologies which were developed there
to what,

most likely
in fact, would work best with the kids who would

attend the new program.

of
In short, much of the bare bones structure
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Markles was adapted wholesale by the Planning Committee.

Second was

the inability of the committee chairman to control the functioning
of

the committee or its public relations.

Nor was he able to deal effec~

tively with those parents and students who would be the bulk of those
served by the emerging program.

Parents were able to convince,

cajole, and embarrass the Planning Committee into accepting what was

pretty clearly what they felt they needed.

The Superintendent,

through this committee, was unable to control the process as he felt
he would be able to do back in July, 1973

(see p. 131).

This, in

turn, led to his realization that the former Markles staffer was not

the person he wanted.

This was of considerable relief to parents,

but also led to the Superintendent's attempt to establish a Selection

Committee which strongly favored the district professional establishment.

He would have to find a new administrator to serve his needs.

When the Board displayed independent support of "alternatives" and

modified the Selection Committee, parents were encouraged and undertook to do some recruiting of their own, hoping to come up with a

candidate sympathetic to their position who would be too qualified to
turn down.

In the end their job was less difficult than it looked,

not only because a very strong and sympathetic candidate did emerge,
alterbut because the committee itself saw the need for some sort of
if not for
native, and was willing to give it solid support, even

all the same reasons as the parents.

cially at the secondary level

,

For district personnel, espe-

the need for a program to deal with

become evident during
disruptive students and potential dropouts had
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the year when only the "interim program" at DeWitt
Junior High was

available.

Whatever else Markles had done, it had taken these kids

off of the hands of other junior high personnel, and they didn't
want
to lose the service.

They were aware that their large

cind

frequently

impersonal schools could not meet the needs of all students.

At the

same time, they did not really want to get involved with the running

of the thing, and were quite willing to leave it to those who were
interested, even if they were a little off the wall pedagogically

.

The third reason for parental success was the change in people's

perception of alternative education from viewing it as a radical
alternative to traditional schooling, to viewing it as a complement
to regular schooling to serve the needs of students who couldn't

achieve in the regular schools but who could be helped by small, informal, and personal programs.

"Alternative education" became a euphe-

mism for "special education" of a particular type, providing the
rationale for increasing professional control at the expense of

parents and students.

This is a critical point, perhaps the single

most important factor in establishing the legitimacy of "alternative"
secondary schools in Ithaca and elsewhere.

For this reason,

I

would

say that the November 28th Board vote, including the establishment of
the Selection Committee

,

was the pivotal vote in the history of

Ithaca's alternative schools.

It firmly established the development of

with a short-lived plan
*The DeWitt principal reluctantly went along
in order to meet state reto put the New Program under his bailiwick
won the day
quirements, and was very happy when parent objections
and other arrangements were made.
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alternative education in the mainstream of the evolving
"needs based,"
learning disability," "diagnostic" approach to providing
learning
•

*

Thus, on April 17, 1974, the Board approved' the

appointment of Dr. David Lehman as administrator of the New Program.
He came with considerable experience in private and public alternatives

much of which was radical.

He was also committed to providing a

decent, libertarian education to kids usually found on the bottom of

the school success pile.

He was at the same time crazy enough to work

with the fringe which supported alternatives, and was willing to provide some kind of special or remedial or compensatory education for
the failures of the regular system.

With Dave's appointment, the

struggle to establish secondary alternatives in the district was essentially over.

There would be skirmishes here and there over location,

space, specific staffing arrangements, and other administrative issues,

but the concept itself had ceased to be an issue.
The New Prograim Junior High opened its doors on September 4, 1974,

operating under the guidelines as established in the report of the New

Program Planning Committee which the Board adopted at the November 28,
1973, meeting (Appendix D)

.

It is now in its sixth year of successful

operation without having had to face any significant Board, community,
teacher, or administrative opposition.

As an ongoing program, its

Needs-Based Program
*The District had recently established an elaborate
diagThe idea was that each school would have a
in June of 1973.
diagnosis
After
difficulty.
having
nostic team for children who were
school personnel with an
an educational prescription would provide
children would go
educational plan for the child. Eventually all
through a diagnostic process.
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level of acceptance and degree of institutionalization will be dis-

cussed on pp. 175-77.

East Hill from 1974-75 to 1977-78

.

The demise of E. H. in June of 1978

is more difficult to explain than that of Markles five years earlier.

For Markles, it was a clear case of eliminating a radical program.
In June of 1978, E. H. was hardly radical.

In fact, it was very close

to what other schools were doing, with one central administrator able

to honestly state, from an establishment perspective, that the E. H.

experiment had been a success since most of its pedagogy had been
adopted by the other 12 elementary schools.

That was a pretty accu-

rate assessment with two significant exceptions.

First, parents still

played a much more significant role in school governance of
than at any other elementary school.

E.

H.

Second, at E. H. the kids were

extended a larger degree of respect than at other elementary schools.
Their perspectives were taken more seriously, and teachers were more

attentive and responsive to individual needs.

It was, simply, a more

relaxed and enjoyable school than the others.
1978.
In addition, E. H. was not simply terminated in

merged with another downtown school in a two-step process,

It was

begm

with

1-4 in September of 1978.
K and 5-6 in September of 1977, and with

The building was closed.

that
In terms of this dissertation, however,

of fidelity (pp. 69-72)
merging effectively eliminated any vestiges

years.
that might have existed in previous

was not the cause of its
If the "alternativeness" of E. H.

demise, what was?

I

contributing factors,
would suggest at least four
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any one of which was probably necessary, but
not sufficient, itself
to shift the balance.

The first of these causes was the shift in
the

definition of alternative education discussed

adaove on p.

136.

The

same shift which made the New Program possible removed
an important

educational rationale for

E.

H.

In defining alternative education

as special education, designed to meet specific student
needs, the

need for separate schools to serve particular interest groups was no
longer viable educationally to the general public.
This attitude toward separate schools was clearly brought out in
the debate over a proposed traditional alternative in 1974-75.*
In the fall of 1973, when the Superintendent and parents were

struggling with the design of the New Program (the crucial Board vote

would take place on November 28

— see

pp. 134, 136), one of those

unexpected issues exploded on the scene to completely disrupt things,
ultimately causing greater impact than the "significant" issues in the
district.

In this case it was a parent's objection to Christmas

carols at required music and assembly programs.

The issue was raised

by two previously unheard from members of the liberal establishment
in town, and resulted in a set of guidelines drawn up by district

personnel banning the singing of carols at compulsory activities, but
allowing them in voluntary ones and as part of a legitimate curriculum

of educational change,
*In terms of the development of my own analysis
political analysis was
this debate convinced me that traditional
The supportreform.
inadequate to explain the limits of educational
were supposed to have done
ers of the school had done everything they
It was an ah-ha
politically, had the votes, and lost anyway.
concept or ideological
experience for me, bringing to reality the
(See pp. 38-49.)
hegemony.
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teaching about religion.

conservative community.

This policy raised a furor, and set off the

Although the policy itself remained, the

fallout resulted in an "examination" of various schools by conservative parents, and a barrage of criticism in the Letters to the Editor

column and on the radio talk shows.
In March of 1974, in a downtown school serving the most conserva-

tive community in the district (an older, blue and white collar

neighborhood)

,

conservatives mounted an intense campaign against the

social studies curriculum, Man: A Course of Study.

The principal

came under enormous pressure as a large group of parents demanded her

resignation, and the MACOS curriculum was dropped.

In addition, the

parents requested that the Board set up a traditional alternative.
That request was tabled in April, in favor of first establishing a

procedure for dealing with requests for new programs, a procedure

which was developed and adopted in May.

By that time, as a result of

very heavy campaigning by conservatives (including politicking from
the pulpit as a result of the carol controversy)

,

a slate of five

conservative candidates (there were two resignations, adding to the
victory
usual three vacancies) won election to the Board in a solid

out of a field of ten.
was assured.

It looked as if the traditional alternative

supportIt was not, and in spite of strong community

interest in the
277 families representing 352 students expressed
of looking for sites and plan
idea in a Fall '74 survey— after a year

suggestion of the Superintenning, the Board in April, 1975, at the
of any new programs until
dent postponed Indefinitely consideration

considered.
after district reorganization was

They did, however,
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agree to "work out some accommodation with district schools."

This

position was in fact perfectly consistent with the current thrust of
the district, and sharply undermined the position of East Hill.

A second cause of East Hill

'

s

demise was a public perception of

the school as elitist, privileged, and not really necessary.

This was

partly a result of the general shift in the perception of what alternatives were for, as described above.

supportive of E. H.

,

For while parents were very

they could point to no "needs," as opposed to

"desires" or "likes" which the school was serving.

Since other

schools' parents were also pleased, since there was the growing Needs-

Based Program which was helping all students
E.

H.

,

and since much of what

was doing pedagogically was being done elsewhere, E. H. increas-

ingly took on the appearance of an elitist private school for faculty
and professional kids.
In addition, the public and many Board members were resentful and
a little fearful of E.

H.

The sight of numerous, articulate and

aggressive parents, who seemed to always get their way was a sore spot
which grew worse after the denial of the traditional alternative.
A third cause for the demise of E. H. was that it was becoming
the
increasingly difficult for the district to justify maintaining
E.

H.

building.

It was the oldest in the district

years old) and was badly in need of repair.

(approximately 100

In addition, although it

located downtown schools
was one of three relatively old, closely
good deal of capital investment in
any one of which would require a
the Blach community, and could
the next few years, the other two served
state and federal equal
not be closed without threat of violating
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education guidelines or Black community sensibilities.
All of this converged on E. H. during the years of 1975-76 and
1976-77, as the district considered and then partially undertook

reorganization.

As early as May of 1974 the Superintendent had raised

the problem of declining enrollments, and suggested that the Board

might eventually want to consider closing several schools.

The

enrollment problem was exacerbated by a potential loss of over

1

million dollars in allowable taxes brought about by a suit challenging
certain taxing procedures used by districts similar to Ithaca.

There

is a state constitutional limit on the amount of money a district can

raise through taxation in the form of a percentage of the value of

taxable land.

Some items in the budget are excluded from this limit

which effectively allowed the district to tax in excess of the constitutional limit.

The "Hurd" decision disallowed these exclusions,

which in Ithaca amounted to about 1.2 million out of a 17.5 million
budget.

So far, the affected districts have been able to put off the

with
effects of the decision by getting the state to monkey around
the case
various budgetary and accounting procedures, but at the time

might be
was decided there was a real fear that drastic measures

necessary
began a long-term
In October, 1974, the central administration
that no plans would take
study on reorganization with the assumption

effect prior to Fall, 1976, two years later.

At the time it was not

issue although followers of the
a particularly dramatic sounding
ready to admit to its primacy
education scene in Ithaca were always
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as a long-term development.

Essentially, as a public issue it was

buried under renewed controversy over Christmas carols, complaints by
the Black community over curriculum, dropouts and racism, the Tradi-

tional Alternative proposal, and the resignation of Superintendent
Sturgis.

When, at the April 18, 1975, Board meeting, he suggested

postponing action on the traditional alternative until after redistricting, it was the first time that redistricting struck the public
as a significant issue.

On June 4 the administration came forth with its first written

material on reorganization.

They listed six new patterns of school

organization, all of which implied the closing of one or more ele-

mentary schools, and provided an outline for Board consideration of
reorganization.

New to the picture was the concept of redistricting

the combining of two or more elementary schools, or the shifting of

school populations.

E.

H.

supporters did not miss the significance

of this for them since logistically

,

the three downtown schools would

be easiest to consolidate, and the E. H. building would have to go if

that were to happen.

At the July 18 Board meeting, E. H. supporters

attempted to convince the Board to undertake needed renovations to
and
the school, primarily to establish the school on firmer ground,

also to test the waters.

While the renovations were approved, they

eventually
amounted to less than 5% of what the administration would
that the
claim was necessary, and Board members made it clear

E.

H.

building was a prime candidate for closing.
split the E. H.
Thus began a long and frustrating battle which
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community and eventually saw the building
closed and the program
merged with one of the other downtown schools
beginning in the 1978-79
school year.
By mid-October,

'75,

after long negotiations between the Board

and the teachers, the Board finally was able to concentrate on
reorganization.

A recent report of state education department inspectors

had singled the E. H. building out as the most appropriate to close
of five schools examined, and E. H. parents again were pressuring the

Board to leave E. H. alone.
The position of E. H. supporters got worse in December of 1975

when Richard Backer, one of the junior high principals, was appointed
Superintendent.

He had been named Acting Superintendent that May, and

during the recruiting process that followed had made it clear that he
was in favor of closing schools as a solution to the problems of

declining enrollment and dwindling resources.

It came as no surprise

when, on March 9, 1976, the Superintendent recommended to the Board

that four buildings, including E. H.

,

be closed.

(Of the other three,

one was the old Markles building which housed the New Junior High
Program, one was a book storage facility, and one was rented space for

part of the district’s pre-K program.)

E.

H.

supporters considered

two of their arguments to be especially persuasive.

The first was that

because the Board had not yet developed a district-wide reorganization
any
plan, or even a set of parameters, it was premature to close

buildings.

And since the Board was to have such plans by the spring

of the decision
of 1977, a year was not much to ask given the gravity
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to close a school.

The second argument was that there was no place in

which to house the program as a whole.

If E. H. parents were willing

to give up the building, they should get in return another adequate

facility.

Two other points were also significant.

One was the argu-

ment that in fact little or no money was to be saved by closing

E.

H.

certainly not enough to justify the upheaval which the kids would
have to go through.

The second was that the school itself served as

the most significant stabilizing influence on the East Hill residential
In fact, it was argued, if the school were closed the resultant

area.

exodus of homeowners and decline in property values would cost the

district more in lost tax revenues than could be saved closing the
building.

Through an intensive campaign of public pressure on the Board

through presentations at meetings, letters and articles in the Ithaca
Journal, and personal contacts with Board members, E. H. supporters

were able to prevent the Board from actually closing any buildings.
Several community groups and the City of Ithaca were also instrumental
in blocking Board action.

Instead, a consultant was hired on March

31st to help the district reorganize.

This, combined with an excel-

strong supporters
lent showing in the May Board elections by the three

of E. H.
E.

H.

(first,

gave
second, and fourth out of 9, for three seats)

supporters cause for some optimism.
That optimism was to be short-lived.

By mid-summer it appeared

had been hired to legitimize
to E. H. supporters that the consultant

closing schools to save money.
the Superintendent's general policy of
cutbacks or joint occupancy
NO other solutions such as administrative
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of under-utilized buildings had been or were to be explored.

A

questionnaire sent out in May to all district residents and a series
of fall "workshops" for district personnel and parents all focused on

closing buildings and reducing programs, attempting to develop a com-

munity consensus.

As parents in individual school communities became

aware that indeed the district was intending to close schools, the

district moved away from consensus to a posture of defensive selfinterest on the part of each school community.

By the time a "reor-

ganization task force" of some 7^ district staff and parents representing all schools had been chosen in late October to come up with
at least three recommendations to the Board by year s end
'

become a matter not of whether or not to close schools

,

,

it had

but of which

to close-

in spite of the consultant's efforts, this politicization of the

decision-making process erupted into an intense public debate for the
two months the Task Force debated the "options" for reorganization.

The focus of this debate, which for some time prior to the establishment
nature of
of the Task Force had been on E. H. itself, shifted to the

supporters
the process used to arrive at a decision, as E. H.
school, and others
attempted to build a coalition which could save the

which would also be in danger.

Basically, critics saw the process as

a secretive and manipulative one.

Although there was broad community

participation, it was fractionalized.

And the large Task Force was

consultant directives and
unable to organize itself in the face of

preplanned agendas.

the
Information and process were controlled by
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consultant, and any single group, such as

E.

supporters, was

H.

prevented from generating a counter flow by the use of small group
sessions, minimal large group time with packed agendas, and a flood
of information, much of which was complex and even irrelevant.

The upshot was that E. H. supporters were unsuccessful and on

December 15, 1976, the Task Force recommended one primary and two
optional plans, all of which involved closing

E.

H.

The primary plan

was, in fact, the Superintendent's original plan of March, 1976, which

closed the two alternatives

book storage building.

E.

(E.

H.

H.

and NJHP)

,

the rented pre-K, and

students were to merge with another

elementary school, and the NJHP students would be moved elsewhere,

probably to the high school building.

The other options .involved
This

closing additional schools if financial restraints so required.

recommendation itself was not that damaging.

By the time it was made,

people recognized that the process had been pretty much a travesty
and that it was clearly a political decision.

support for not closing any schools.

There was still public

This was true even in the face

picture.
of administrative efforts to paint a bleak financial

People

simply didn't trust the consultant.
some force.
Two things did serve to give the recommendation

supported
in spite of a good deal of evidence which

^

f inane ial_

First,

^

closing schools in favor
well as educational terms the wisdom of not
the administration was going to
of other options, it was evident that

close some buildings.

others
Since E. H. was already on the block,

preserve their own schools.
were not unwilling to let it go to

No
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schools really had to be closed, but if one had to be, then "better
E.

H.

than us."

(See pp.

140-41.)

The second factor which gave the recommendation force was that

shortly after it had been made, the principal (Dan Lee) and a few staff

began to see some kind of move as inevitable, and perhaps even
desirable.

In the next few months they were able to develop a signifi-

cant following within the school community in favor of their position,

including two key Board members.

As meetings and discussions carried

on amidst a widely publicized debate about reorganization, a plan

emerged which was acceptable to both Superintendent Backer, and Dan
Lee and that segment of E. H.

The original recommendation had called for the E.

H.

program to

move to one of the other suburban schools to share facilities.

Since

the inception of the alternative at E. H. in 1969, the building and

the program had been inseparable in the eyes of the school and its

supporters.

During the months of reorganization debate, the adminis-

be the
tration constantly pushed the idea that this did not have to
to the program,
case, and that closing the building was not a blow

which they were willing to relocate.

For E. H. supporters, there

the location and flexiwere, first, no other buildings which offered

require the hind of
bility and, second, to "share" facilities would
cooptation.
compromises which would lead ultimately to

Both E. H.

adamantly opposed to the
and the suggested receiving school were
idea.

location for
The search for another possible
School.
to a consideration of Central

E.

H.

led inevitably

Central was located in one
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of the old junior high schools which had been extensively renovated

and converted to an elementary school.

Several factors made it a

desirable location from the administration's point of view.

It was

under-enrolled with 250 students in a building rated for 600.
was centrally located and close to the E. H. community.

It

It served

the vast majority of Black elementary students and racially was way

out of "balance" when compared to the other elementary schools.

With

E. H.'s almost all-white population that disparity would be allevi-

ated-

What made it desirable to Lee and his supporters was the fact

that it was a predominantly working class and Black school in contrast
to the middle class professional cast of E. H.*

In addition to pro-

viding a better mix of students, the move to Central would provide the
staff with a chance to carry forth E. H.'s philosophy to a wider

community.

It would also provide a never-before available job

security for those E.

H.

staff who would teach in the new school.

and
(Who and how many would be determined both by internal politics
school.)
the number of E. H. students who would enroll in the new

many as
This shift in position by Lee and others was seen by

simply traitorous and not a little self-serving.

It sharply divided

the other racist.
the E. H. community with both sides calling

Those

to move in and take over
in favor of the merger were seen as willing

^^nrfithe human factor
•Again, as in most political controversy,
He d been fight
tired.
There is no question that Dan Lee was
clnt.
pressure
enormous
and was under
ing the E. H. battle for 8 years
bad
pretty
a
frL the Superintendent who had just givenof him
"
a
favor
He hL never really been in
tion.
pressure
less
be
would
there
fplt that in Central
and his wife separated.
he
time,
this
the sJhoo? irad^ition, during
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the only one of two schools which even came close to serving Black

students, or they were seen as patronizing

— bringing

liberal education to down-trodden, unknowing Blacks.

the great white

Those opposed

were portrayed as White racists unwilling to send their kids to school

with Black students.

While there was ample evidence to support both

sides, the claims (made in anger but nevertheless couched in polite

and reasonable rhetoric) were hardly the basis on which the final

decision was made.

For, whatever the motives, the support of Lee,

and some staff and parents, was enough to convince the administration
On

and the Board that this was the plan that would be do-able.

March 28, 1977, the Board voted to merge
in September,

1977.

E.

H.

with Central effective

Although the actual vote to merge was 7-2, with

the two members objecting to a merger without giving a year to test

"parallel programs" in the same building, the three enabling resolutions which followed were approved unanimously.
This was not yet the end, however. The split in the E.

nity had the potential to kill the merger if enough E.

chose not to send their kids to the merged program.

H.

H.

commu-

parents

Just who would

what the
and who wouldn't wasn't clear, since no one really knew

merger would be like.

There were two groups at the extremes:

those

who would fight to
who would go to Central no matter what, and those
their kids to the merged
the end to save the school and never send

program.

Between those two positions, most of the E.

was unsure of what to do.

H.

community

There followed four months of political

court to challenge the
schizophrenia as E. H. parents both went to
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Board

s

decision and participated in discussions and meetings where

the merger was to be worked out.
The legal battle was lost in late June, but E. H. supporters again

had managed to capture two out of three seats in the May elections,

with the most outspoken supporter of rescinding the merger coming in
fourth.

Shortly after the elections, three conservative Board members
I

resigned, for reasons not entirely known, but believed to be a result
of long hours and much grief.

decidedly liberal turn.

In addition, the Board had taken a

At any rate, the three were replaced by the

strong E. H. supporter, a conservative

(a

defeated incumbent)

moderate, all of whom had run in the last election.

,

and a

The Board now

lined up, five who originally voted to merge, three who would probably
•

vote to reopen, and one new member who would probably not.

Of the

original five no votes, two had actually been opposed to the method
of the merger, and a good deal of pressure was now put on them, and a

third member also felt to be "pressurable

.

"

The result was that the

original merger was rescinded in favor of a two-step process:

for the

coming year ('77-78) K and 5-6 would move to Central, with 1-4
staying at E.

H.

The following year ('78-79) would see 1-4 joining

Central provided the K, 5-6 merger was successful.
The '77-78 year saw the 1-4 program at E.

original intent of

E.

three or four years.

H.

H.

come closer to the

than what had been going on for the previous

older
The 100 students and 6 staff represented the

the pressure of
and more "radical" of the East Hillers, and without
to open things up
Dan Lee and the moderate faction, they were able
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somewhat.

The merged program, now known as simply Central, was much

more traditional; the E. H. people had to accommodate themselves
to a

very adult structured, fairly rigid elementary program.*
In late winter of 1978 a campaign was again directed at keeping
E.

H. open.

Previously, E. H. supporters felt that their best chance

of success lay with the arguments in favor of E. H. as a neighborhood
school, with its "alternativeness” as a secondary and supportive factor.

Now, however, there were several Board members who had been long-

time supporters of alternative schools, and in its vote to keep the
1-4 program at E. H.

,

the Board had also passed a "commitment to alter-

native education" resolution.

Because of this, the focus of the

argiaments now shifted to an analysis of whether or not the merged pro-

grams at Central were or ever could be alternative.
said no.

E. H.

supporters

For many others, however, under the circumstances it was

alternative enough not to require a reversal of a Board action.

In

spite of the election of another firm E. H. supporter, a majority

could not be achieved which would be willing to completely rescind
the action of March, 1977.

Thus, on June 23, 1978, E. H. school closed

its doors for the last time on Ithaca's only public elementary alter-

native school

of staff*The merger, itself, was extremely complex, raising problems
relations, and communiing, curriculum development, methodology, race
In terms of appearance of original
ty relations and traditions.
teachers resigned,
programs. Central lost a great deal— 5 out of 12
the E. H. parents and
and
Lee,
Dan
the Black principal was replaced by
the other hand, many o
staff, who did go, pretty much took over. On
H.
of the
transformation
us who were opposed to the merger saw the
acceleration
the
just
program to a fairly traditional one as really
ago.
of a process which had begun several years
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Application

Operationalized Definitions to the Case

In this division, the specific school
practices indicative of

congruence between parental attempts at change and the
social relation of production (pp. 132 - 36

term success (pp. 148 - 56

)

)

and the independent measures of long-

will be applied to the three efforts dis-

cussed in the case study in the previous division.

For each of those

three efforts there will be a discussion of the ten specific practices.

For the terminated efforts (East Hill and Markles) there will

be a discussion of both beginning and end points in regard to the

independent measures of long-term success.
(the New Junior High Program)

For the on-going effort

there will be discussions of the

beginning point and of

a)

projected durability.

For ail three efforts there will be discussions

of goal achievement.

Thus there will be somewhat more than forty

parts to this division.
follow.
in

^

the degree of loss of fidelity, and b) the

These are outlined on the two figures which

The numbers on the two figures are meant only to schematize

general way the discussion which follows

.

They are not based

on any mathematically developed data, but are merely my own estimates

of how the schools and variables compare with each other.

East Hill

.

East Hill has had the longest and most complex life of

the three efforts to be examined.

Over its eight-year life, the form

and goals of the school shifted in response to both external pressures
of
for survival and internal changes in parental and staff concepts

what "good" education was.

In some respects,

occurred prior to the school's termination.

loss of fidelity
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Figure

3.

Extent to Which Each of the Parental Change Efforts
was Congruent on Each of the Ten School Practice
Dimensions

Specific School Practices
Indicative of Congruence

Parental Change Effort
E. H.

Markles

NJHP

1.

Authoritarian decision making

0-3*

0-1

0-3

2.

Narrow range of d-m participants
based on heirarchical dominance

0-3

0

0-1

3.

Formal rules and expectations,
institutional consequences,
standardized procedures

0-4

0-1

0-2

4.

Instruction predominantly by
certified personnel

0-5

0-2

3-5

5.

Student evaluation and placement
by institutional criteria and
program requirements with minimal
student input

0-5

0

1-3

6.

Narrow and traditional curriculum

0-4

0

1-4

7.

Teacher dominated methodology
with students in passive role

0-4

0

1-3

8.

External rewards based on competition

0-2

0

0-1

9.

Non-collaborative decision-making
processes

0-4

0-2

0-2

0-3

0

0-1

l

10.

Tracking

aind

grade levels

*"5" means "high congruence" or, in other words, that the practice
"0" means
low congruence
indicative of congruence is fully present;
on the given dimension
or, in other words, that the practice in place
production.
of
is incongruent with the social relations
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Figure

4.

Status of Each of the Parental Change Efforts in Relation
to the Independent Measures of Long-Term Success

Independent Measures of
Long-Term Success

I.

E. H.

Markles

6/23/69

5/25/70

NJHP

Durability

—

Beginning Point plans
approved by BOE or superintendent if authorized

A.

,

Parental Change Effort

B.l For terminated efforts
end point

4/17/74
(11/28/73)

6/24/77

12/13/72
6/20/73

—

B.2 For ongoing efforts

II.

a.

Loss of fidelity

b.

Projected durability

0-1 *

1.

Level of acceptance

2-4

2.

Institutionalization

0-2

Goal Achievement

fiaelity,
*"5" means a high level of achievement, e.g., high loss of
accepof
level
low
e.g.,
and "0" means a low level of achievement,
tance
.
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A major problem in analyzing E. H. is that the school never had
a united philosophy or methodology.

proposal

(refer

The ambivalencies of the original

to footnote, p. 90, and Appendix A) were to remain

with the school throughout its life.
Specific school practices indicative of congruence
1.

Authoritarian decision-making
authoritarian.

.

Decision-making at

.

E.

H. was never

Although the students were not as involved in

governance as secondary students would be, they were given initially broad choices in curriculum and teacher selection (not
hiring).
2.

Parents and staff did participate in all decision-making.

Narrow range of decision-making participants
the students at E. H. were limited in

ment in decision-making.

the-

.

As indicated above,

extent of their involve-

There were no all-school meetings at

which major decisions would be made.

Generally large gatherings

or classroom meetings would be for the purpose of generating

discussion or getting student ideas and reactions.

The staff

would then establish policy or procedure.
had
As the years went by, the extent to which parents
a zero
influence over those policies lessened, but never reached

point.

parents got
There was always a staff-parent "board," and

staff made signifion most committees, although frequently the
by parents.
cant decisions which would later be ratified

By

of the range of parent
1976-77, there was a significant narrowing

began making more and more of
and staff participation, as Dan Lee
the closing of the building.
the political decisions regarding
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He was supported by two or three
staff and a minority of parents.
3.

^

F ormal

running" rule.

_expectations

.

The only written rule was the "no

Otherwise unwritten expectations and ad hoc,
class-

room level rules governed the school.

More than behavioral rules,

curricular expectations determined the quality of
school life, as
more and more emphasis was placed on teacher expectation
that

students engage in certain activities and achieve certain levels.

Instruction by certified personnel

Until declining enrollment

resources, and the threat of reorganization, most staff at
E.

H. were uncertified.

Money for staff was provided on a per

basis, and rather than hire 10 full-time certified teachers,

15-20 part-time, mostly uncertified staff were hired.

Volunteers

and parents also provided a good deal of instruction.

By the

time the school closed, most staff were working toward certification, the amount of volunteer and parent instruction had declined,

and most instruction was by certified people.
5

.

Student evaluation and placement by institutional criteria
tially, there were no forms of institutional criteria.

.

Ini-

Gradually

there developed the practice of grouping for reading and math, as

teacher expectations for student accomplishment developed.

Most

classrooms were multi-aged, and so there was little concern for
yearly passage from one grade to the next.

Projects, which con-

stituted anywhere from 20 to 50 percent of the school day or week
(depending on the teacher and "unit"
anyone

— K-3

or 4-6) were open to
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6.

Narrow ar^ traditional curriculum

.

The nature of the curriculum

at E. H. depended upon who was teaching, reflecting the wide range

of personal interests and philosophies of the staff.

For the most

there was choice within each classroom and unit both in terms
of projects and specific materials within an interest area.

The

curriculum was eclectic, within a wide range of fairly standard
materials.

The major difference between E. H. and the other

schools was the commitment to treating each child as an individual

whether in social or intellectual pursuits.
7.

Teacher-dominated methodology

.

In the instructional area, students

were for the most part in the position of reacting to teacher-

initiated activities.

In the upper

(4-6)

unit students had a good

deal of input into what the various projects might be, and occa-

sionally would teach a mini-course.

After the third year the majority of instruction took place in
self-contained classrooms.

The only counter to a teacher-dominated

methodology came first from the fact that students could choose
between two or three teachers at any particular "grade level."
Second, parents could (and often did) challenge the methodology

of particular teachers.

One of the major bones of contention with-

dominance of
in the school community was over the increasing
development
teacher-determined activities, goals and expected skill
of the school.
in the establishment of the educational program
8.

External rewards based on competition

.

There were none.

The one

student papers raised an
attempt of a new teacher to use stars on
two or three months
enormous outcry and was eliminated within
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after heated debate.*

Non-collaborative decision-making

.

always attempts to reach consensus.

Within the staff there were
Given the range of philoso-

phies within the staff, however, it was not always possible to
achieve.

The same was true within the parent community.

This was

especially true for both groups after March, 1976, when it was
clear that E.

H.

was slated for closing (see p. 144 ff)

as

political decisions about the fate of the school were becoming
coopted by the group headed by principal Dan Lee which was moving
toward supporting a more conventional school and eventually some

kind of merger.

By the spring of 1977 collaboration was impossi-

ble, as the most active elements of the E. H. community had become
r

sharply divided over the proposed merger with Central.
10.

Tracking and grade levels
used in clusters.

.

Within the school grade levels were

Thus there was the lower K-3 and upper 4-6

units, and within those units classrooms with various grade level

combinations, e.g.

K-1, 2-3, 5-6.

There was no tracking as such, although there developed homo-

geneous grouping in reading and math.

This grouping was another

source of controversy within the school in spite of what staff

claimed was its flexibility and fluidity.

fact that it
*This occurred in the beginning of the 1976-77 year. The
to resolve
days
few
a
had happened at all and that it took more than
had been
school
was, to many parents, one of the indicators that the
had
grading
moving toward a middle road for a couple of years. No
very
the
from
been a dearly held tenet of the school's philosophy
beginning.
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Independent measures of long-term success
I*

Durability

.

*

.

East Hill lasted for eight years and one day.

period included

2

^/^

This

months planning time prior to its opening in

June, 1968, and does not include the year E. H. was open as a
1-4 school
II.

(1977-78) during the two-step merger process.

Goal achievement

.

The initial impulse to develop E. H. as an

alternative school came in response to the threat of the school's
closing.

The idea of transforming an already fxinctioning "tradi-

tional" school into an alternative was seen as a means of attracting students, first, and as a genuinely desirable pedagogical

process second.

Maintaining E.

H.

as a neighborhood school re-

mained a goal throughout its life, and was, of course, achieved
as long as the school was open.

Any discussion of the pedagogical goals of E. H. is confused

There are two
H. in the form
E.
of
remnants
that
problems with this. The first isCentral
merged
the
in
of staff, students, and pedagogy can be found
be
should
school
the
It would be conceivable to argue that
school.
examan
with
effort
looked at as a transformed rather than terminated
With
issue.
I believe this begs the
ination of loss of fidelity.
was so severe as to render Centransformation
resulting
the move, the
the original
tral as different from E. H. as E. H. itself was from
year.
school
1969-70
East Hill School prior to the

*E. H.

is here being treated as a terminated effort.

was closed.
The second problem concerns the state of E. H. when it
early on,
H.
E.
in
involved
Most of those parents who had become
not all)^
(but
most
lost
including myself, saw the school as having
lost its
had
it
put,
Simply
of what had made it an "alternative."
fidelity.
of
loss
on
be
radicalness. Again, then, the focus should
should
shift
a
such
However, according to the central hypothesis,
thus
and
t,
wasn
It
the school.
(or could) have been enough to save
terminate
treated as a
the effort, to be useful here, must be
one
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by the internal ambivalence about what the school should be (see
J^obe,

p.

90

,

and pp. 98-99

and 156)

.

From the beginning, there

was no solid agreement about just how "free" or open the school
should be.

With this in mind, it is possible to isolate several

goals which were agreed upon by a significant majority of the parents and staff.
Probcibly the most widely held feeling was that kids should

be treated as individuals, and that the school should strive to

treat them as such.

While this conflicted occasionally with the

notion of minimal standards and expectations for all students,
the overwhelming sentiment was that the school should provide for
as wide a range of interests and abilities as was possible.
is clearly demonstrated in the first year report

The second paragraph of page

2

This

(Appendix Cl)

gives an excellent example of the

motives behind the constant movement toward a standardized structure.

It was always assumed to be in the best interests of each

individual child.

The "Art" report, pp. 6-8, gives another good

example of the centrality of student concerns in the planning of
the staff.

This attitude can be found in the 1974 report, for

instance, in the sections on "Interest Projects," p.

Primary Unit," p.

4.

3,

and "The

Early in 1977 during the reorganization

of the large
debate a committee which was established at one

some base line
parent-staff meetings was charged with developing

come up with a unified
goals so that the school community might

position to present to the Board (Appendix

E)

.

The second goal
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(behind parent involvement)

is that teachers recognize the child

as an individual

The only other goal which was as widely held as that of the

child as individual was that parents should be actively involved
in school governance.

The role of parents in initiating and main-

taining the existence of the school, as well as teaching, developing curriculum and providing support services such as transpor-

tation and clerical work cannot be overemphasized.

Parent meet-

ings were well attended, and dealt constantly with real political

and pedagogical issues.

Most staff meetings were attended by

parents, and all classrooms had at least one parent volunteer for
at least part of the day.

All reports stressed parent involvement.

The parent participation goal did not survive to the end,
however.

As indicated in parts

2

and 9 of the section on School

Practices (pp. 156 and 158), in the last 12 to 18 months, critical
decisions about the school were being made more and more by Dan
Parent participation became a

Lee and a small group of staff.

matter of reacting to decisions already made and frequently in
the process of being carried out.

Beyond these three goals (neighborhood school, students as
deal of
individuals, and parent participation) there was a good

disagreement.

with
A major area,, not yet referred to, had to do

students within the school
the dual notion of providing choice for
district.
and choice for all students within the
of choice was one of degree.

The question

The majority of parents felt that
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the school should provide a wide variety of
curricula and

methodologies for students, as long as they could
be carried out
under the rubric of "concern for children."

A significant minor-

ity felt that such a broad mandate included too much
that was

politically and pedagogically unacceptable.

They wanted the

school to be focused, with a leftist view, and to view education
as a political process with political considerations entering into

pedagogical decisions.

The idea that the school itself should be

an option within the district was fine, but they felt that it

should not try to be all things to all people.

Markles Flats
for analysis.

.

Of the three efforts, Markles is the least problematic
It is prototypical of the kinds of alternative schools

which had such short lives within public school systems in the late
sixties and early seventies.

It was radical from beginning to end,

remained consistent in its belief that schools should "liberate" as

opposed to "socialize" students, and received little institutional or

professional support, or broad community acceptance, and was quite

consciously terminated for precisely those reasons.
Specific school practices indicative of congruence
1.

Authoritarian decision-making

.

.

At no time could the process at

Markles be described as authoritarian.

With the exception of

those requirements placed on us by local and state officials, all

decisions were arrived at by consensus of those wishing to be
involved.

This included decisions about whether to accept state

and local mandates.

The major vehicle for decision-making was
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the weekly all-school meeting.
2.

Narrow range of decision-making participants

.

There were times

when it would be physically impossible, or simply impractical to
include all those who should be involved, as in vacation periods,
or periods of crisis requiring immediate action.

Otherwise

there were no criteria for involvement other than desire, and

efforts were constantly made to include all who wanted to or
should be involved.
3.

Formal rules and expectations

During its three years, Markles

developed a number of rules and procedures, none of which remained
in effect for more than a few months.

This was due partly to the

change in personnel and in personal perceptions over time, and

partly to a realization (not necessarily a self-fulfilling pro4.

phecy) that there probably was no single best or constant rule
for handling a particular h\iman circumstance.

For the most part

we were confident that in such a small setting the best rule was
to deal as honestly as possible with each other.

Appendix F, a

set of rules and procedures developed for the final half year of
the school, gives a good indication of the school's attempts to

balance societal (and our own learned) expectations about rules
and authority, and our own wishes to be as flexible as possible.

Instruction b^ certified personnel

.

Lack of certification was a

major bone of contention with state officials:

during the first

uncertified staff,
two years 80% of instruction at Markles was by

volunteers, parents, and students.

Even after school was reopened
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in January of 1973, much instruction was by uncertified personnel.
5.

Student evaluation and placement by institutional criteria.
dents were never graded or ranked.

Stu-

Nor were they evaluated accord-

ing to any standardized norms or expectations.

There were several

versions of a student evaluation form on which there were spaces
for course or activity description, teacher evaluation of student

progress (almost always a descriptive statement) and suggestions
for the future, and student self-evaluation and suggestions.

We

developed a credit/no credit system for use on official districtwide school transcripts.

Student placement was almost entirely by self-selection.
There was a good deal of guidance, but no courses were preemptively

closed to students either on the basis of subject area or level
of difficulty.

Grade levels were recognized only as a function

of the larger system of which Markles was a part.

This was par-

ticularly difficult when it came to retaining students in the

program beyond the "9th grade" when we felt that they could benefit from an extra year.

To the system they were 10th graders,

and we were only a 7th through 9th grade school.
6.

Narrow and traditional curriculum

.

The curriculum at Markles was

much of the
demonstratively non-traditional and unsupportive of
in the U. S.
ideology of the social relations of production

If

defined, chen
acceptable truth and knowledge are culturally
in the Freirean sense.
Markles' curriculum was revolutionary

kinds of courses and thei:
Appendix G1 gives a good example of the
During the
two years.
orientation which were o ffered the first
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last year (1/75 - 6/75), however, the curriculum was much less radi.

cal due to state and district demands.

offered during this time.

Appendix G2 lists courses

With the exception of "Politics" and

"Constitution," all courses were designed primarily to allow for

student transition to regular district or BOCES (see footnote

on

page 82) programs for the following year.
7.

Methodology

.

The methodology of the school, such as it was, was

based on the assumption that the students themselves must ulti-

mately legitimize their own sense of "knowing."

The staff believed,

or at least acted on a not too well articulated belief, that this

process of self-legitimization qould take place only if the
school provided real experiences and a community in which to test
and debate ideas and perceptions.

Thus, as much as possible, we

operated out of the classroom and in the "field."

Students were

constantly studying the community, off on trips, engaged in interviewing, recording, and exploring the world beyond the school.

Three prototype projects required the participants (about 25 each)
to be out of the building for five weeks:

they could

come to

meeting (see
school" only on Wednesday mornings for the all-school

Appendix H for an example)
exploring,
Within the school there was a constant questioning,

and pushing of the limits.

Even in the standard classes such as

at the students'
algebra, the staff was frequently frustrated

refusal to accept things on face value.

This constant need to see

as rational, terms, was one
the world clearly, in moral, as well

distinction usually found in
of the forces which blurred the
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schools between classroom activities and life, in general.

Part

of the "methodology" of the school included an active participa-

tion in the community of the school, and the larger community of
Ithaca.

By the same token that all-school meetings might go on

for three or four hours instead of the scheduled one, students and

staff also participated as

^

class or school-related group in anti-

war protests, community action meetings and activities, and as
advocates of positions which they saw as intimately connected with

what they were learning.

It was not only their teachers which

the students were questioning, but the whole society.

There were none.

8.

External rewards based on competition

9.

Non-col labor at ive decision-making processes

.

decisions were arrived at collaboratively

.

With rare exceptions
Even at all-school

.

meetings where most issues were dealt with, voting was infrequent,
as the feeling was that no one, where possible, should be left

really upset at a decision.
10.

Tracking and grade levels
designation.

Internally, we used no grade level

.

We very strongly opposed tracking and our schedule

was consciously developed with the intent of avoiding locking

groups of students into a particular set of activities.

prototype projects referred to in number

7,

The three

above, were developed

of culturally
with the specific goal of overcoming the inertia
staff, came to
developed class groupings which the students, and

school with (see Appendix

H)
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Independent measures of long-term success
I*

Durability

.

Markles Flats lasted for almost 37 months.

.

This per-

iod included three months planning time prior to its first year

and almost five months when it was temporarily closed in its

third and final year.
II.

Goal achievement

.

The goals listed below were taken from the

Tentative Proposal for an Alternative Junior High School in Ithaca
(Appendix

B)

which was adopted by the Board on May 25, 1970.

With the exception of the group related to Cornell University,
these goals remained those of the school throughout its three-

year life.
A.

The Students
To establish an open learning environment that:
1.

Allows each student to progress according to his own
needs and capacities.

2.

Encourages independent problem solving.

3.

Encourages each student to take more responsibility for
his own education by choosing his own studies.

4.

B.

Facilitates closer interaction between:
a.

Fellow students of different ages.

b.

Students and a large number of staff members.

c.

Students and interested adults in the community.

The Community
that:
To establish a center of interests
1.

in the school.
Allows for close invo Ivement of parents
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2*

Allows for active participation by interested community
members in the educational enterprise.

3.

C.

Provides tutorial service for elementary students.

The Ithaca City School District
To establish a learning situation that:
1.

Provides a follow-up to innovative elementary school.

2.

Prepares students for the high school's Model School Plan.

3.

Offers continuity of programs stressing autonomous learning.

4.

D.

Offers an alternative in-service training program.

Cornell University
To establish a program that:
1.

Offers a viable community service project.

2.

Provides an alternative accredited teacher-training
experience

3.

Offers an alternative educational experience for the
college students.

4.

Provides a unique environment for educational research
and curriculum projects.

of the goals
During the time it was open, Markles was meeting all
in sections A and B,

"Students" and "Community."

"School District," only goal

Model School Plan, was unmet.
Plan, see p.

2,

In section C, the

preparing students for the high school
We knew little of that plan (the

kids for it.
93), and had no idea how to prepare

Trump
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For the first two years all of the goals in section
D, "Cornell

University," were met.

However, those goals were only imperfectly met

in the third year, in that at the time of reopening in
January, 1973,

the Board had formally severed connections between Markles and
the Human

Program.

Cornell students and student teachers still parti-

cipated, but at a greatly reduced level, and it was made clear to the

public that we were not serving Cornell in any planned or contractual
way.

The New Junior High Program
examined.

.

The NJHP is the only, ongoing effort to be

In many respects it is the continuation of Markles, and

had originally intended to look at it as such.

I

But to do so would

have been to set up a straw man, since it was so much less radical than

Markles that loss of fidelity would have been obvious, and focusing on
that would have obscured the very processes which this dissertation
is attempting to analyze.

Specific school practices indicative of congruence
1.

Authoritarian decision-making

.

.

Although the range of decisions

which the school can make has been limited by district policy, e.g.,
certification of teachers and certain budget requirements
that range decision-making is by participatory democracy.

,

within
The all-

school meeting is the final authority with a variety of committees

and discussion forxims established in which particular issues are

dealt with.
Markles
Parents are not as involved in the NJHP as they were in
there is a lesser
or the earlier years of E. H., in part because
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sense of urgency, and in part because the principal undertakes a

good deal of responsibility which parents are willing to let him
do
2.

Narrow range of decision-making participants
from the decision-making process.

.

No one is excluded

Quite the contrary, the school

has developed several processes to maximize student participation.

As indicated in

1,

above, there lacks a general parental partici-

pation although there are several mechanisms for their involvement.
3.

Formal rules and expectations
rules and regulations.

.

The school establishes its own

At the beginning of each year, the previous

year's policies are reviewed and revised through the all-school

meeting and

"

family groups"
.

(a

group of 5-10 students and one staff

who form a year-long counselling, communications, and decision-

making group.

All students and staff belong to such a group with

membership based on a combination of choice and maintenance of
socio-economic and psychological balance.)

See Appendix

I

for

the rules for the 1978-79 year.
4.

Instruction

^ certified

personnel

Although all staff paid by

.

is by nonthe district are certified, about 10-20% of instruction

workers,
certified instructors, including volunteers, city youth

and students.
5.

Student evaluation and placement
Flats, p. 165).

one exception.

.

(See this section under Markles

Markles with
The NJHP is identical in this area to
letter
Students have the option of receiving a

grade in a course if they so choose.

So far only three or four

in the last three years.
ninth graders have opted for a grade
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6.

Na rrow

^

traditional curriculum

.

While not as

narrow as the

other junior highs' curriculum, the offerings at
the NJHP are in
many ways similar especially at the ninth grade level.
a great deal of independent study

,

There is

and students may use out-of-

school community-based activities to gain credit, especially in

science and social studies.

But most instruction takes place in

the classroom using texts available in the other schools.

While

the staff is much more radical in its analysis of society than

most of the other junior high teachers, that analysis is not
always reflected in the instructional organization or course con-

tent of the school.

See Appendix J for a listing of course

offerings
7.

Teacher dominated methodology

.

Although staff plays a major role

in determining the nature of the instructional process, they are

not dominant.

Students serve on the school's curriculum committee,

help plan individual courses, co-teach occasionally, and receive

instruction through programs and apprenticeships not controlled
by staff.
8.

External rewards based on competition

.

Except for those few cases

where 9th grade students have opted for grades (see

5

above)

,

there

are none.
9.

Non-collaborative decision-making processes
is identical with Markles

10.

Tracking and grade levels

(see p.
.

.

In this, the NJHP

167)

No tracking, and grade levels used only

for the purpose of ensuring proper high school credits.
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Independent measures of long-term success
I

.

Durability
A.

.

.

Beginning point

.

The NJHP began on April 17, 1974, with the

hiring of a principal to begin developing the school.
B. 2.For .the NJHP,

an ongoing effort, loss of fidelity and pro-

jected durability must be analyzed.
a.

Loss of fidelity

.

As indicated earlier, on pp. 69-72,

fidelity can be measured both by parental evaluation and
by documentary evidence.

One of the most outstanding

accomplishments of the NJHP has been its ability to remain

pedagogically consistent in the face of several major
changes including a move in September 1977 from its own

building to shared facilities in the high school.

(This

came as a result of the same reorganization vote which

merged E.

H.

and Central.

See p. 150).

Documentary evidence for NJHP fidelity can be seen
in two reports which span the life of the school.

NJHP report of March, 1977 (Appendix

K)

,

The

prepared by the

central administration, was actually the evaluation of the

three-year trial period required by the Board when it

established the school.

The report examines the extent to

which the school achieved the goals set in November of
1973 when the school's planning committee was established
(see pp.

5-10 of Appendix

being met.

D)

.

Virtually all goals were

Of particular interest are goal

1,

"To

openness.
establish a learning environment characterized by
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honesty, confidence, and mutual trust," and goal

3,

"To

provide for parental involvement and participation in the

education of their child."

Comments under goal

1

dealing

with personal relationships and staff qualities describe a
school very much in line with what parents who had been in-

volved with the struggle to establish and maintain secondary alternatives in Ithaca wished to see.

goal

3

Comments under

indicate a high level of parent involvement which,

when taken with the rest of the very positive report, indicate that parents have been successful in their efforts to

maintain a school which meets their expectations.
The Principal’s Report for the 1978-79 year (Appendix
f

L)

,

although brief, gives evidence that the school con-

tinued to adhere to original aspirations.
section

(p.

be" the NJHP

1)

'

s

The "strengths"

is a brief account :of what "continues to

strong points.

Such items as informal and

close relationships between students and staff, wide
range of curriculum, and participatory democracy are
still seen as central to the school's being.

On the same

about
page, the "needs improving" section raises concerns

school's
meeting goals which will further enhance the

fidelity to original intentions.
is the
An exaimple of potential loss of fidelity

(Appendix
establishment of a written discipline policy

too extensive and
Many parents felt that the policy was

"organic" interformal, and took away from a desirable

I).
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personal means of system self-control.

For the most

part, though, parents do not feel that the school has been

transformed in any significant way.

Some of the "old

timers" like myself do not feel that the school is radical
enough, but not because it violated its original intent.

We recognized that from the beginning the NJHP would have
to be much more liberal than radical in order to survive.

Over the years parents have been much more unified in
their praise than those of E. H. who were divided over
the desirability of the school's shift towards conven-

tional pedagogy.

This support has been consistently

expressed at all-school functions, small committee meetings, and non-school social gatherings.

There are not

factions within the parent community, nor is there a

strong dissenting view about how the school should be.

Parents are active in encouraging change where they feel
it desirable, with much of the debate, such as it is, over

the question of "academic" vs. "experimental" methodology.

None of it, though, could be construed as disapproval or

disappointment with the school,
b.

Proj ected durability
1.

.

Level of acceptance

.

The NJHP enjoys a level of accep-

has
tance which no other alternative school in Ithaca
had.

critThere has been almost no public community

has
icism of the program, and the Ithaca Journal

been particularly supportive

(as it was

with Markles)
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During the reorganization debate which led up to the
closing of the E. H. and NJHP buildings (see pp. 143
ff)

there was never any doubt that the NJHP itself

was not being intentionally threatened.

(Although

some saw the move to the high school as administra-

tive attempts to contain the school and keep it under

closer control.)
criticism.

In addition there has been no Board

The president and a majority have been,

for several years, firm supporters of the NJHP.

Amongst professionals within the district support
ranges from enthusiastic to grudging acceptance of the

necessity of having some such program, to a minority
who don't see justification for it in times of

diminishing resources.

Significant support has come

from the former high school principal, the principals
of the other two junior highs, the central administra-

tion and the counselling and guidance personnel of
the district.

The most significant support has come

from the Superintendent who sees the program as needed
for those students who are potential dropouts and

socially unadapted to the larger schools.

This

professional support has been tested several times
over issues of resource and space allocation.

The

with
move to the high school caused serious conflict
threatened.
the faculty there who saw their turf

both the
spite of very vocal and hostile feelings,

In
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administration and the Teacher
move.

'

s

Union supported the

Since then money for additional space altera-

tion and improvement has been provided as needed.

Significant opposition has come only from the

high school as a result of having been forced to share
facilities.

In particular, opposition comes from

depairtment chairmen and the new principal

(who

ironically enough was one of the original three district staff who helped initiate and then worked in
Markles)
2

Institutionalization

.

Funding
school.

.

Funding has never been a problem for the

.

Even during its initial three-year trial per-

iod (see below) the program budget was a part of the
It has never been considered

normal district budget.
otherwise.

Capital improvements have been handled in

a similar fashion.
I

Establishment of appropriate organizational status

.

At the time it hired Dave Lehman, the Board approved
the NJHP for a three-year trial period.

was up in June of 1977

,

That period

when the Board in an

8

to 1

the
vote approved the program as a regular part of

school district.
.

Both before and after that vote the

proceprogram functioned according to normal district

dures with one exception.

During the first year, the

would
NJHP was allowed more staff than enrollment
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justify, in order to get started.

Attainment

widespread use

of_

.

Although the NJHP is

accepted as a legitimate program, it is unique
in the
district.

There has been no district attempt to set

up a range of semi-autonomous programs or "schools''^ithin— a— school"

and needs.

to meet a wide range of interests

The NJHP is a good way of containing change

rather than providing a springboard for additional
change
At the same time, as indicated in the "level of

acceptance" section above, the school has achieved a

,

good degree of professional support.

Appendix K, p.
II.

Goal Achievement
76)

.

(See also

20)

As indicated in the section on fidelity (pp. 173-

the NJHP was very successful in meeting its goals, not only in

terms of district expectations, but also in terms of the original
intent of parents who were instrumental in getting the school
started.

After the 1977 report, the school began to consciously

shift its emphasis from the general area of district achievement
and "PR" goals to those dealing with the social and political

growth of students.

Issues such as classism, racism and sexism

within the school and the development of non-traditional career
training have become the focus of much of the school's energy (see

Appendix

L)

.

In this respect the NJHP is moving closer to some of

the goals of Markles as it gains more space and legitimacy within

the community.
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Discussion

the Adequacy of the Operationalized Definitions

The adequacy of the operationalized definitions will be discussed
in terms of the following five criteria:
c)

conceptual independence,

within the population.

marized in figures

3

d)

reliability,

b)

validity,

empirical independence and

e)

variation

a)

This discussion utilizes the information sum-

and 4.

Reliability

Stability over time

.

For successful efforts the hypothesis asserts that

the ten practices would remain stable.

For unsuccessful efforts,

stability is limited by the termination of the effort, although during
an unsuccessful effort's lifetime absence of the practice would be

likely to remain stable
None of the indices of congruence (specific school practices)

remained absolutely stable throughout the three efforts.

This was pri-

marily due to the conscious effort to shift from non-congruent to con-

gruent practices at E. H.

,

especially in the last two years.

index of congruence which was most stable was number

rewards based on competition."

8,

The one

"External

The least stable was number 4, "Instruc-

tion predominantly by certified personnel."

This instability reflected

all three
the fact that state and local regulations were imposed on

efforts in this area.

The rest of the practices were inconsistently

stable across the three efforts.

Figure

5

in descending order of stability over time.

lists the school practices
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Figure

5

Stability Over Time of Operationalized Definitions
(Refer
to figure 3 for full titles.)

Stable
8

.

2.

10.

External rewards

Narrow range of d-m participants
Tracking

Variable
7.

Teacher dominated methodology

1.

Authoritarian decision-making

3.

Formal rules

5.

Student placement

6.

Narrow and traditional curriculum

Least Stable

9.

Non-collaborative decision-making

4.

Instruction by certified personnel
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Objectivity.

Interrater agreement is the usual method of determining

objectivity, and that is not possible here.

I

will use instead face

validity.

3

and

Basically, the ratings in figures

pretation of

a)

4

represent my inter-

my participatory experience as an administrator, and

as a parent very active in school and district-wide activities; b)

docximentary evidence of specific practices and measures of long-term

success; and

c)

evaluations of these items by other participants.

Figure 6 represents my assessment of the objectivity of the operationalized definitions.

Internal consistency

.

This deals with the extent to which each of the

dimensions subsiamed under a particular major aspect of the social relations of production relates to both the other dimensions subsumed with
it and the superordinate major aspect.

See figure

1

for the groupings.

Normally, this is determined by applying a statistical formula to a
large number of cases.

The current Study does not provide a large

enough sample, but we can examine the extent to which there is a strong

common thread in each of the three groupings.

In the first grouping,

the common thread is the maintenance of structures and routines sup-

porting patterns of dominance and subordinance.

Each contributes to

such arrangements in its own way.
resources
In the second group, the common thread is the control of
(in school these are primarily ideas and rewards)

social
The two dimensions in the last group focus on maintaining

from each other.
distance by isolating groups of students and teachers
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Figure 6.

Objectivity of Operationalized Definitions (Refer to figures
3 and 4 for full titles.)

High
lA.

IBl.

Beginning Point
End Point

4.

Instruction by certified personnel

3.

Formal rules

8.

External rewards

10.

Tracking and grade levels

Medium
1.

Authoritarian decision-making

2.

Narrow range of d-m participants

7.

Teacher-dominated methodology

9.

Non-collaborative decision-making

5*

Student evaluation

IB2B2.

Institutionalization

Low
6

IB24.

IB2bl.
II.

Narrow and traditional curriculim
Loss of fidelity

Level of acceptance
Goal achievement
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Validity

Concurrent validity

This deals with the correlation between the meas-

.

ures of a phenomenon under discussion and accepted standards of measure-

ment of the same phenomenon.
The development and testing of the ten dimensions of congruence

represents the heart of the intellectual contribution of this dissertation, and a reflection of the fact that this is a recent area of study
is the fact that there are currently no standards of congruence against

which the measures developed here can be judged.
In contrast, measures of long-term success are not new, and at

least two standard measures were built into this study.

The first was

the evaluation of success by involved individuals, especially parents.

The second was the obvious measure of length of time an effort lasted.

Predictive validity

.

In this study, the question is, do the measures
In the case of

of congruence predict levels of long-term success?

Markles the answer is yes:
cessful long-term effort.

low congruence was associated with an unsucIn the case of the NJHP

,

the hypothesis

with a
also held, as a "medium" level of congruence was associated

relatively safe existence.

In the case of E. H., however, the impli-

congruence by an
cation of the hypothesis, that a shift towards
effort, was not borne
initially non-congruent effort would save the
out.

E.

H.

shifted, and was still closed.

A variety of additional

factors were involved.
heavily influenced the
For one, the economies of the district
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decisions about program maintenance.

For another, declining enrollment

appeared to require school closings.

It remains to be seen whether or

not such factors are influential nationally.

In addition, E. H. built

up a perception of itself as radical which had a certain momentum to
it:

the perception lasted past the reality.

This lag time may be

a problem for other schools, and may have to be accounted for in future

studies

Construct validity

.

The concern here is whether or not the concept of

congruence itself is valid.
struct.)

(Success is assumed to be a valid con-

To demonstrate construct validity, the measures of the con-

cept would have to correlate with a wide range of variables, some of

which would be hypothesized to correlate positively, some negatively;
and some would be expected to be irrelevant.

Construct validity is

demonstrated by a pattern of relationships, and not simply a relationship to one or two variables.

Therefore, to determine the construct

validity of the operationalized definitions here, there will need to
be a study which would involve both a larger number of variables and
made.
a larger number of efforts on which measurements could be

Face validity

of
Here we are concerned with the question, on the face
,

.

concept it is supposed to
it, does the procedure appear to measure the
t

be measuring?

The operationalized definitions were deliberately

success.
developed to focus on congruence and long-term

The reader

on the definitions
must judge the success of this effort, based

developed.
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Content validity

.

Do the definitions or measures actually encompass

the domain of what is to be examined?

Do they cover the features

which must be included if the concept is to be accurately measured?
In this study the operationalized definitions have mapped the important

aspects of congruence and long-term success.

A number of works dealing

with the social relations of production were examined in developing the
three major aspects of those social relations of production.
54-55.

See pp.

The ten dimensions of congruence were developed on the basis

of 15 years' experience in schools, several of which involved direct

experience with alternative schools across the country.

To challenge

the content validity of this ten-part definition of congruence one

would have to identify dimensions of the social relations of production
that had been excluded.

Conceptual Independence

Here the concern is with the extent to which the operationalized

definitions are independent enough conceptually to measure distinct
indices of the variables.

In developing the three major aspects of

of congruence
the social relations of production, the ten dimensions

the attempt was
and the independent measures of long-term success,

made to identify indices that would be distinct.

Those indices were

that each dimension and measthen mapped onto schools with the intent

ure would be distinct in significant ways.

Thus, the three major

production focus on different aspects
aspects of the social relations of
indices
the world of work. The ten
of the way people are organized in
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each focus on a particular dimension of schooling which
can be related
to one of the major aspects, and which is unique in
the schooling

process.

However, in my opinion, there is some overlap or lack of
con-

independence.

Certain pairs of dimensions or specific school

practices appear to be conceptually similar.
a.

"authoritarian decision-making"

They are:

(1)

"narrow range of decision-making participants"

"non-collaborative decision-making processes"
b.

"student evaluation and placement"

"teacher-dominated methodology"

(5)

(2)

and

(9)

and

(7)

Whether or not these dimensions do measure the same phenomena can only
be determined in an empirical study (see next section)

Empirical Independence

Is it demonstrated in an actual test that the operationalized defi-

nitions focus on distinct indices?
The determination of empirical independence requires a larger

study to provide enough data to develop clear evidence of empirical
However, some indications of what to look for are

independence.
available.

First, one of the groups (group "b") which appeared to be concep-

almost
tually similar (see previous section) prove to be empirically
identical.

curriculum"

In addition, a third dimension,
(6)

"narrow and traditional

is also almost identical with this group.

On exami-
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nation, the three appear related in their concern with curriculum, and

they may be able to be collapsed into one or two items.
Second, the dimensions "narrow range of decision-making partici-

pants"

(2)

and "tracking and grade levels"

close to "external rewards"

(8)

.

(10)

are identical, and are

It is hard to see any but a chance

connection between the three of them, although the latter two may be
indices of some kind of reward structure, or tracking which is a function of grades, may be related to external rewards which are, for the

most part, grades.
Finally, in general, a look at figiare

1

gives me the impression

that there are probably less than ten dimensions.

Within each effort,

the dimensions fall within similar ranges, and follow an up-down-up

pattern throughout.

There is undoubtedly some overlap.

Variation Within Population

The practices and independent measures of long-term success sig-

nificantly differentiate between the three efforts.
clearly the most distinct on all items.

Markles is

Although E. H. and the NJHP

achievement,
are similar in practices one, six, and seven, and on goal

groupings
there are significant distinctions within each of the three

and in terms of the measures of long-term success.
significantly distinPractice 8 is the only item which did not

guish between the three efforts.
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Universality

There are no schools which

I

have read about or with which

I

am

familiar which do not lie somewhere on each of the ten dimensions of
congruence, and which do not display some level of success as measured

by the operationalized definitions.

CHAPTER

V

IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY, RESEARCH, PRACTICE AND PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

Theory

At this point

I

suspect that this approach will be most useful in

complementing and helping to explain existing traditional research on
educational decision-making.

When

I

started this work

I

felt strongly

that conventional political analysis based on participant power, influence and control was to be avoided.

I

see now that the problem with

such analysis is that it takes place in a vacuum.

Work such as this

one, inspired by class and ideological analysis, provides a necessary

context for understanding the development and machinations of social
life.

In particular, this analysis of the application of the opera-

tionalized definitions to the case study suggests that the impact of a
specific school practice on the fate of a school is to a large extent
a function of the way that practice is perceived by significant people

outside of the school.

While such a statement seems self-evident and

trivially true, the role of ideology in how people perceive legitimate

educational enterprises makes this an important point.

Thus, in a

indepenschool such as Markles, perceived as radical, students doing

dent work in the commxinity are viewed as avoiding responsibility,
community.
ignoring rules, and disrupting the normal life of the

The

perceived as a rehabili
same activities under the auspices of the NJHP,
or other students with
tive or special school for potential dropouts
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special needs, are seen as providing students with
opportunities to

develop social interaction skills, self-motivation, and important
job and

community related skills.
This helps to explain why E. H., which by the time it had become a
serious candidate for closing

had also become quite conventional on

many of the school practice items
closed.

(2,

4,

6,

7,

9,

10)

,

was eventually

Public and board member perception of the school was that it was,

if not radical, at least unconventional.

of a "legitimate" alternative.

It did not meet the criteria

It also helps explain why Markles and

the NJHP had different fates although they are very similar on items
7,

8,

9,

2,

and 10.

At the same time, there is the question of the nature of local con-

ditions in influencing the success of educational change.

Such things

as declining enrollment, old buildings, and the "place" of education in

the community have an effect.

The theoretical problem, then, is to

distinguish between the role of hegemony and the impact of local conditions on the fate of educational change efforts.
In addition, there is the question of momentum and time lags in

regard to community perceptions of the nature of a particular change
effort.

An effort's "score" on the ten dimensions may not mean much if

case with
it is not perceived correctly by the community, as was the
E.

H.

This will have to be accounted for in a revised theory.
dimensions
Finally, work needs to be done in the area of the ten

of congruence.

of the
The list needs to be narrowed, and a weighting

of a change
dimensions is needed to accurately account for the impact
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effort on its community.

Research

This work has attempted to demonstrate the feasibility of accounting
for educational change by utilizing a Marxist model of the relationship

between schooling and the social relations of production.

The fact that

it was possible to apply some gross operationalized concepts to a case

study and come up with reasonable explanations for events, opens up a

number of avenues for further work.

Much of this work will have to be

in the area of refining and quantifying the operationalized concepts

themselves before it will be possible to determine just how useful this

approach can be.

Several of the School Practices appear to overlap each

other, and may need to be combined into a single dimension.

Part of the refining process will require a determination of how
the School Practices interact with community values and perceptions,
in line with new theoretical considerations.

Amongst the School Prac-

tices some have a greater impact on giving the school definition than
others.

Thus, there are primary and secondary "red flags" to the commu-

nity among the ten practices listed.

Within the community, those practices which most clearly challenge
"primary
the conventional wisdom about school are most likely to be

practices.

Ithaca
The major criticism about alternative education in

has been that it does not socialize students properly.

Community critics

curriculum which offers
point to a staff which "looks" suspicious, a

which is "permissive."
too much "fun and games," and a methodology
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Although Markles was considered a "socialistic" or
"communistic" school,
such a radical reputation is not necessary for a school
to be con-

sidered unacceptable.

One can be liberal or simply misguided.

In

Ithaca, primary practices would be "instruction by certified
personnel,"

"narrow and traditional curriculum" and "teacher-dominated methodology."

Secondary practices would be those dealing with internal governance and
organization.
The quantification of the School Practices will undoubtedly have
to be explored if this approach is to gain broad acceptance.

This
J

quantification will be affected by the fact that the correspondence
between schooling and the social forces of production is not total.

It

is tempered at least by the "independent" life of schools qua pedagogi-

cal institutions.

Therefore, one would expect that the patterns of

correspondence between particular schools and the social forces of
It may be possi-

production will vary and may in some ways be unique.

ble to establish broad categories of correspondence based on factors
such as age level, historical period, or location.

I

would suspect

that the most fruitful classification schemes would be based on class

considerations:

the predominant class which the school serves; and

parent, school, and community job expectations for students.

The current study developed findings, some of which were consistent with the hypothesis and others which were not.

What is needed

now is a revision of the hypothesis which must account for:

existence of local political forces,

b)

a)

the

community perceptions as

efforts (here
significant factors in determining the fate of change
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the phenomena of momentum and time
lag can be dealt with)
a modification of the ten dimensions,

,

and c)

including a narrowing of the

list and a weighting of the dimensions,
as discussed in the theory

section above
Such a reformulated hypothesis would have to be
tested in a large,

national study which would involve a broad range of
variables including community size, class composition, and major
economic base; school
type, including grade level, size, and population served;
and school

history, e.g., age and source of initial impulse and support.

Practice

For professional educators the implications of this study depend

upon the goals of the practitioners who seek to utilize this information.

For those who wish to maintain the status quo, the message is

not new:

presenting unwanted change in an undesirable light helps to

ensure its failure.

In terms of this study, that means identifying

the ways in which a change effort challenges the congruence between

schooling and the social relations of production.
For those practitioners who wish to foster change, the implications of this are clear, but more difficult to carry out.

The diffi-

culty arises in that the more radical a change, the more its lack of

congruence and the more difficult it is to defend.

This creates a

of
climate of compromise which usually works against the maintenance

hegefidelity because of the power of correspondence and ideological
mony.

ability
The NJHP provides us with a rare example of a school's
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to use current educational jargon and development
to justify the main-

tenance of a very non-traditional school.

Its siibtle use of "special

education," and overt use of vocational development as
rationales for
its program and methodology have been extremely effective
in gaining

community and professional support.

In short, educators who wish to

foster radical change are simply going to have to develop sophisticated
public relations strategies which include an analysis of the ideological

nature of their communities, and the presentation of their efforts in
terms which allow them to gain enough legitimacy and space in which
to develop their programs

Parental Involvement

This study confirms for me, a belief

I

have held for several years

now, that for parents who wish "radical" change in public schools

,

the

goal must be the development of relatively autonomous schools and pro -

grams within their public school systems

.

As difficult as such a goal

might be, it is not as hard to achieve as that of developing radical
alternatives within existing programs.

Simply put, the idea is to

isolate the effort as much as possible from the forces of correspon-

dence and hegemony, while still preserving access to the public
resources and monies of local school systems.
In working to establish such radical change efforts, what was

stated in the Practice section can be applied to parents.

Although

parents lack the specific resources and legitimacy of professional
have a
educators in fostering or hindering change, they nevertheless
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great deal of power to affect change efforts.

The fact that it is

their kids who are going to school and that they are perceived as mem-

bers of the community has in Ithaca provided a good deal of prima facie
legitimacy to parent participation in educational decision-making.

In

addition, parents, as voters in school elections, usually make up the

vast majority of participants and if well organized can have a profound
impact on the composition of the local board and its policies.

And

however parents are able to influence or shape educational decisions
in their particular district, an awareness of the nature of their com-

munity ideology and their school district forms of correspondence will
help enormously in increasing the changes of developing proposals

which will be successful in the long run.
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Appendix A

Original East Hill Proposal
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Excerpts

East IIin-L

TIE CASE FOR

All

EAST HILL SCHOOL

Will the schools serve people?

I.

The iaportance of the school to the residents of East Hill

The neighborhood served by the East Hill school is a uniquely

cohesive group of Ithacans, and a primary or elementary school is
’uniquely important to the maintenance of the area as a place to live
'

and vorh.
East Hill has evolved over the past century, first as the

home of the community's leading citizens, through a transitional

period when it contained large private homes, Ithaca College fraternitie^, dormitories, and sororities, and an increasing number of

rooming houses for Cornell students

.

With the removal of Ithaca

College to South Hill and the departure of many of the original first
families

,

young families have purchased the big old houses and

partially reversed a pattern of absentee landlords.

These families

have handed together in the five years since Margaret Harding
(Appendix A) reported relatively little neighborhood cohesion.

They

have waged an aggressive self-help program to enforce zoning, make
the streets safe, improve appearance that had deteriorated with the

advent of absentee landlords, and promote the area as a diverse

community in which to live and raise children.
Other neighborhoods In the city and surrounding area have

been offered and sought help from the continuing core of East Hill
leadership in their own efforts to maintain and Improve their sections
(notably South Side end northeast Ithaca).

The citizens of the hill
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personally conducted an extraordinary siurvey (Appendix B) to

promote development of the neighborhood, enforcement of building
codes, improved traffic flow and safety, and set the scene for planned

investment of public money in residential and business property in
and adjacent to the neighborhood.

Because of its closeness to the Cornell campus. East Hill is
sought out by absentee investors who want to divide the old homes

into warrens for the increasing number of students the university is

unable to house on campus.

The Ivill is too remote from

auiy

of the

other city elementary schools to make it an attractive place for young
families to live without a neighborhood school of its own.

The hill

is the main approach to Cornell and one of the main approaches to the

biisiness section; at school time is is relatively safe now with East

Hill school guards but woxild be extremely unsafe, particularly
Stewart, Eddy and College Ave., for pupils approaching Belle Sherman.

Besides, the uphill walk is a long and steep one for young children.

Given the immediate market for resale of houses for quickprofit rentals, and the unattractiveness of East Hill for children
if there is no school on East Hill, we are convinced the closing of

the school will mark the immediate destruction of the hill as a family

residential neighborhood (Appendix F).

neighborhood in the school district.

This is the case in no other

And once the large homes are

broken up for rooms and apartments, they will never be redeemable
for family housing.
to
Hot only are the present residents of the hill concerned

East Hill-3

retain the residential natxire of East Hill, the city housing and

planning bodies have both asserted the inportance of a school and
families on East Hill to the city at large (Appendices C and D).

These are related both to the present needs of the city and to the
expected increase in family housing in and Immediately adjacent
to the city (C.D. and H).

This concern is also expressed by

other interest groups in the city, who see longer range proolems with
the drift of elementary schooling out of the city toward the suburbs
(South Side residents for Henry St. John School; Taxpayers Assn.

Appendix

G;.

and other citizens - Appendix H.)

East Hill as a neighborhood has one other less obvious

importance to the school system and community.

‘It

is the home and

center of a great deal of political, civic, and school activity.

It

was the center of forces fighting recent city zoning, building

code, and garbage litter battles; a key district in each school

vote and one of its residents organized the tri -partisan effort
that was a key in passage of the operating limit TOte two years ago;
two of four mayoral candidates call it home, two of four school

board candidates; it was the hone of the New Politics effort on
behalf of Euguene McCarthy and of a congressional candidate.

It

is the home of disproportionate number of Journalists, broadcasters,

and public officials.
As a group, the residents of East Hill are disappointed to
that
think the sc'nool district might disregard their interest and
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of the city in maintoiniai; this as a healthy port of the city, and
for the vider implication that it might in its continuing flight to

the suburbs continue to disregard the needs of importance of neigh-

borhoods to the health of city and the life of city residents.

II. Good education

Superintendent Roger Bardwell told East Hill parents in

February 1969 that he planned to recommend closing East Hill School
this year for reasons of economy and because he felt the neighborhood's

children would get better education in other schools in the district.
The East Hill School Committee was formed of parents and

other residents of East Hill, and set about to

tendent's proposal.

lie

e.'qjlore

the superin-

had said improved educational ideas were in

use in other schools, and invited parents to check into them.

An

East Hill parents committee did this, and concluded its pupils would
not get as good schooling at Belle Sherman (where they would go next

year) as they do now in what the district considers an inferior

school (Appendix I).

The East Hill School Committee set out to put together the
best ideas in use in scattered places in this district and in other

districts into a plan that it proposes he put
Hill School (Appendix J).

i.nto

effect in East

Given the superintendent's proposal to

disperse the present East Hill teaching staff to other schools

.next

continued
vear, the Committee believes he has set the stage for the
of the best ideas
use of East Hill School as a school taking advantage

now being tried in various places in the district.

It

should be noted
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that professionaJ. personnel. In the school district now, have

approached the comnittee.

They would be very interested in

participating in the program at East Hill.
The proposal (Appendix J) would make better use of professional
teachers through the use of one aide per room, with professionals

instructing in the skills

.

Older children would be involved in work

with younger children, a technique that has mnay educational and
social benefits.

East Hill has particular advantages as the first

school in the, district to undertake this plan, in totality, most

especially the requirement of parent acceptance and participation.
The district recognized East Hill as having the greatest actual
f

parent interest and involvement of any of its elementary schools.

The wish to retain its school is an added incentive.
Experience here and elsewhere forces the conclusion that
many of' the planned improvements in education suffer when applied

piecemeal in schools

,

where the reluctance of some teachers to go

along ctipples realization of the potential of the innovations.

The

example of one school enthusiastically using new techniques will be
vaLiuable, as will its potential as training

introducing

change elsewhere in the district.
Parents axe behind the proposal (Appendix M) and have had a

chance to discuss it with several present practitioners within the
district, as well as others from outside.

The plan also moves in the direction of the economies
state
recuired by prudent fiscal management in a time of reduced
aid.

of the -^ast
At the outset, assuming the present population
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Hill school is maintained for the first year, the costs vill be
less than projected for the present year but more than some schools
in the district (Appendix

I<)

.

However, increases in the enrollment

due to new district lines or other changes toward open enrollment would

assure more economical operation for East Hill than any of the
present elementary schools (same Appendix).

To conclude, we feel any decisions about school retention must

take into account the crucial relationship of schools to neighborhoods

particularly the pivotal importance of its school to the continued
health of East Hill as a part of the city.

We are not convinced the

education of our children will be better at another school.

We are

convinced both our children and the district will benefit from an
innovative school on East Hill.
The drift of the local district away from the city neighborhoods toward the suburbs is dangerous for the community and for

education.

We csuinot foresee continued support for the school system

from city residents if this continues, to the detriment of their lives
and the effect on all greater Ithaca development will be disastrous
if the schools disregard city dwellers and their needs.

Cooperation

be
in water, sewer, land use, and other governmental functions will

dead if the suburbs are the focus to the exclusion of the city.

City

growth in
dwellers have shared in the cost of raoid suburban and rural
the
utilities, roads, and schools, and refuse to go along now with
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actual denuding of the city for imagined benefits for the area as
a vhole.
'lie

are glad to be able to offer a positive alternative, that

can benefit others as well as take advantage of the particular

enthusiasn of East Hill residents for inproved schooling.

APPETIDIX J
SU:>ff<ARY

I.

OF

All

EDUCATIONAL PROPOSAL

The organization of the school is uinque in several ways.
A.

The supervision of children is done primarily by aides (four
aides at a salary of o2,000/year for the salary of one teacher
at $3,000/year
.

3. The principal becomes one of several master teachers and his

non-instructional functions can be taken over partially by a
business manager or executive secretary.
C. Teaching specialists

Work directly with children, largely on an individual
basis, thereby increasing teacher-effectiveness.
2. Work together to develop a flexible curriculum which
they constantly evaluate for its effect on children.
3. Supervise and train aides.

1.

D. Older children are able to provide much of the individual
attention which beginning learners require and traditionally

do not receive.
E.

Open enrollment sc.hool.

F. Aides will be available to supervise children from 3:00 a.m.

to 5:00 p.m.
0. School open evenings to community for educational purposes.

II. Community and Parent Participation.
A. Parent oarticipation would be invited, almost demanded.
1. The parents and the school would truly share in the education

of children through parent conferences.
a. Parents best understand the behavior patterns of their
children and should share this knowledge with the teachers.
b. Teachers best understand the intellectual growth of
children. They share their knowledge with parents who,
of
in turn, participate in the intellectual development
children.
their
life
2 . Home will be an extension of the child's intellectual
at school.
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B.

School vlU be an extension of the home in terms of helping
child develop responsibility, work habits and independence
in the sense of carrying out his responsibilities without
being reminded.

The school will provide opportunities for parents, children and
teachers to learn together outside of school hours.
1.

3. 2.

School will be in effect the intellectual center of the
community.
It will be a place where persons ’with special interests
or talents may go if they ’wish to share those talents with
the other peonle in the ccninunity.

III. Curriculum.
A. Core skills program for 5-9 '/ear olds.
1.

S ull ivan Programmed Reading

2.

New Math Book

3.

S.R.A. Spelling

Skills will then be integrated into content areas and
developed in conjunction -with content rather than in isolation.
1. Content areas ’/ill be

handled through an initial common

introduction.
2. They ’will be followed by learning center -units.
3.

Learning center -units -will be followed by indi’widual research
into areas of children's special interests.

C. Less over-lapping programs.

would be
D. Reading instruction for 3-year old or so and beyond
taught exclusively as study skills in the content area.
IV. Staff on Basis of 200 Children.
A. Teaching Principal
3. Master Teachers (3)
1. Language-reading specialist
2. Math -science specialist
morning).
3. I<-3 speciaLlist t*would teach K in
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C. Aides (9 part -tine).
1. 6 regular aides
2. 1 library oriented

custodian

3-

1

1*.

1 Art-music oriented

D. Business manager or good executive secretary
S.

V

.

"urse (part tine).

Possible Training Program
A.

First Year; Set up school as outlined and operate it.

B. Second Year: Train K-3 teachers all from one school.
1.
2.

3.

Money to hire one-year replacements vould be needed.
These teachers vould work for a year learning new
ways of wor.'iing together, developing and using new
curricular materials.
They would return as a group to their original school
at the end of the year.

C. Third Year: Grades U-6 teachers from the sane school would
follow the same schedule as outlined above.
D.

It would take two years to "transform’’ a school.

S. The school would also provide all other in-service training.

Either through direct viewing or video tapes.
F.

Cornell University has expressed Interest in the program
as a training ground for, ?re-fC, K, and Primary teachers.

VI. Other related advantages.
A. Because the school will be operated in an open enrollment

basis, no busing vould be required.
B.

C.

D.

Children eating lunch
Ho hot lunch program will be required.
at school couid bring their own bag lunch and be able to buy
milk at school.
Initial site renovations would be only those required to make
the building safe and to bring maintenance bac.k un to an
acceptable standard.

Special teaching equipment vould be only that already supplied
to all other elementary sc.hools in the district.

Saat Hill-J
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VII. Projected objectives of proposal
A. This school should make the transition fron elementary school
to Junior High School much easier due to increased independence
and responsibility, on the childs' part toward his own education.
3.

Change in a total school unit would more easily facilitate
progress in the total system.

C. More flexible and more rapid curriculum

reform.

D. Better training of teachers to work with new curricul'om.
E.

A unified education would result from teachers working
together, designing an overall curriculum for the school,
developing instructional plans and evaluating and revising.

2*st Hill-J
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AN EDUCATIONAL PROPOSAL
Devised by
Robert Herse
Edited by
EAST HILL EDUCATIONAL C0:-n-!ITTEE

Introduction

Basic to any educational plan Is a statenent of the philosophy
which will influence the decision of staff .nembers both in their choice
of curricultm aaterial and their daily interaction with the children.
It is believed that:

Learning is an active process. The learner operates in
specific ways on his invlronment, generates hypothesis based on these
experiences, and then tests them to determine their adequacy. These
activities closely resemble the activities of a scientist. In fact,
the scientist may be viewed as carrying on activities similar to
those of the learner but doing so in a manner that is quantitatively
superior and more explicit. The community of thinkers that is
characteristic of scientific endeavor can also be an Important part
of a learning environment. The learner like the scientist looks in
part to others for verification of his work.

Learning is
distinction that is
individual does and
functioning - to do

adways a mixture of skill and content. A
perhaps useful la to '/lew a skill as what an
content as what he must know-excluding motor
it.

'rfhat skills a child will be motivated to acquire depends
strongly on what the important people in his life do. The learning
of content is strongly dependent on what a child does or wants to

do.
It seems assured that a child will leom some content (learn
something about) plants as a function of his curiosity. He .may learn
even .more about plants to satisfy certain foraal educational requirements.
However, the attainment of these goals in no way assures that the
child will become a botanist. The child's desire to become a
botanist or to acquire any other skill reading, 'biting etc., depends
much more on the availability within the school and the community of
models potentially important to the child than on the formal
educational requirements of the school. Once a child ;’.as decided to
acquire a skill his approach to the study of content, upon which the
skill depends, is both quantitatively and qualitatively different.
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If scientists are in fact very sophisticated learners, then
a major function of the school is to porivde the conditions under which
students can acquire this sophistication. One condition would be
to provide some flexibility of movement, and time scheduling and a
range of choice to provide for individual interest. Another could
be to help students develop special interest, for it is in this way
that the complexity and interconnectedness of areas of knowledge

becomes obvious.

SXPECTATIOWS

AIHD

RESPOtlSIBILITY

The major objective of both the home and the school is to provide
a set of circumstances that ’will assure the intellectual development encourage the child to acquire and develop special talents. Within the
school this objective must be accomplished in a way that eliminates or
minimizes the possibility that schools will make decisions that rightfully belong to the child and/or his parents concerning the educational
and, therefore, the vocational f'uture of the child, simply because the
child for some reason has not learned something at the time specified
as "normal" by the school.
A major objective of both the home eind the school is to
provide a young child 'with a set of circumstances that 'will assure a
place -within the developing personality of the child for the traits
that as adults -we appreciate and admire in each others.

The success and efficiency with which the first objective is
achieved is tied closely to what is, in a sense, a prior achievement
of the second.
When children enter school the responsibility for the development of the child's intellect and personality is shared with the school,
with the school taking as its major responsibility the development of
the child's intellect.

When a child enters school at the age of five, personality traits
are only minimally established, i.e., the child finds it difficult to
consistently behave in the desired fashion in the absence of adult
supervision. The major emphasis of the school is upon the development
of personality objecti’/’es. As schooling proceeds the emphasis slowly
shifts until it is almost totally upon intellectual development.
Ideally this should occur as soon as possible, perhaps by the age of
nine or ten.
and
A five or six year old child is only minimally responsible
on time,
finds i.-idependent study difficult. The ability to begin a Job
coffee
to work until it is finished (-with reasonable time out for
problem or
breaks"), and to devise and try new approac.hes to solving a
poorly developed
doing a Job, should t.he first attempts fail, are as yet
closely observed
and tend to manifest themselves when the child is rather
and guided by someone who possesses these abilities.
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A five or six year old child needs to iirorove the efficiency
with which he works. Orderliness, accuracy and an anpropriate
distribution of tine within the task are acquired as the child
observes and imitates someone who possesses these traits and is
supervising and guiding the child's behavior.
A five or six year old child needs to improve his ability
to organize information and raaterial to solve a specific problem.
This skill is learned ais the child observes and imitates someone
who possesses this skill and can super'/ise and guide his behavior.
A five or six year old child has poorly developed evaluative
skills. The child needs to be able to evaluate his own efforts - to
compare the depth of his knowledge or the level of his own performance
of a skill against a model to determine when the skill or the knowledge has been mastered.

The five or six year old is only minimally respectful,
kind, and thoughtful toward other children and adxilts. Working
•with other children - helping others and being helped -under the
guidance of someone who has these skills provides a context ’within
which respect for other people can develop.
The child acquires and develops these behaviors by imitating
those who guide and supervise his performance of, for him, a relevant
task. Guidance and supervision must be fairly immediate and the
amount of supervision and guidance required for the optimum development of the personalities and intellects of 20 children is more than
(After aill parents have at most two or three
a teacher can provide.
Ten,
fi'/e or six year olds and at times both parents are home).
eleven, and t'wel’/e year old children -who possess these skills can
pi-ovide, under the supervision of the teacher, the kind of additional
help the five or six year olds need to optimize their learning.

Helping younger children provides the older children with
an opport'unity to understand in greater depth what they have learned,
orovides a reason for learning, i.e., to help someone, increases
self worth, i.e. something important has been accomplished, and
builds bonds of friendsnip between younger and older children t.iat
reduces incidents of harassment of younger children by older children
on and off the school playground.

CIIAi’JGE

lU SCHOOLS

The most dependable way to export educational change
train teachers!
Sc.hools are highly organized.

is to

The activities within any
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classroon are based on last year's activities and leads toward next
year's. The effectiveness and efficiency of the school as an educational organization is reduced if a teacher feels no obligation to
relate teacher behaviors and learning nateriais to vhat has come
before and what will cone after. Any non-trivial change such as a
change from self-contained classrooms to learning centers needs to
be made throughout a school in order to mininite the impact of
change on the effectiveness and efficiency of the school. Students
suffer when non-trivial changes are made while some teachers change
and others refuse to do so.

Teachers are highly organized. Each days acti-nLty is based
on yesterday's and leads toward tomorrow's. Mistakes that lead
to inefficiency and disorganization on the teachers part contribute
to. a disorganized noisey classroom.
This is partic'olarly tr’je of love
elementary levels where learning to organize one's seif is perhaps
the most important part of the curric’ulun.
Perhaps the teacher's most important objective is to help
students establish and maintain patterns of classroom behavior that
from the teachers point of view facilitate learning -within his or
her classroom. Behavior patterns as they exist within the classroom develop from the Interaction of children, teacher and learning
materials. Changes in either that are not trivial, but particularly
changes in the teacher's behavior, make it difficult for children to
maintain appropriate behavior within the classroon.
Uon-tri-vial changes - moving within a classroom from traditional to discovery methods of teaching science or from traditional
to new mathematics instruction , or from traditional grammar to new
grammar are examples of non-trivial change - in either teacher
behavior or learning material means that the teacher must change her
behavior within the classroom. Mistakes are made. The teacher looks
inefficient and disorganized. An inefficient disorganized teacher
contributes to a disorganized noisey classroom which in t'orn may lead
to an even more disorgsmized teacher.

Non-trivial changes either within a classroom or within a
school would be least disruptive if teachers within a school -who work
together were able to learn together in a school setting that
.And in which, while learning
zasdeled the school they -wish to create.
they are not directly responsiole for the education oi chixdren.

PAPEIIT PARTICIPATIOH

Parents rarely truly share with the school in the education

Zast
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of their children.
Parents, in a general sense, are in a better position to interpret both the intent and the acceptableness of social behavior of the
coianunities children.
They should share this knowledge with teachers
and as tiuch as possible be responsible as paid aides for super”.^isir.p:
the behavior of children within the school setting.

Teachers, in a general sense, are in a better position to
interpret the intent and acceptableness of children's learning
behavior. They should share this knowledge with parents and supervise
the intellectual growth of children within the school.
.

.

Schools should be the Intellectual center of the neighborhood.
Learning for children should not occur only in schools and play only
at home.
Learning (not traditional education) should permeate all
of the child's waking hours; not home work but learning tasks that
children want to share with their parents; not reporting to parents
by teachers but sharing 'vith parents so that parents feel they truly
participate •.d.th the school in the education of their children.
Schools should provide a place where parents who wish to share their
knowledge with the community's children nay do so.

PERSoriilZL a;id

job description

Personnel on Basis of 200 Children
A. Teaching Principal
3. Master Teachers (3)
1. Langisage - reading specialist

Math-science specialist
iC-3 specialist (would teach K in the noming).
C. Aides: 9 part-time
1. six regular aides
2. one-nale custodial aide
3. one-library oriented
U. one art-music oriented
D. Business Manager or good executive secretary
Z. Nurse
2.

3.

Brief Job description:

Teaching specialists: develop curricul’jm (prepare learning
objectives, instructional plans, and evaluate behavior outcomes);
with
introduce new skills and content; have individual conferences
develop
children to help them evaluate their progress, extend and
next learning
their educational objectives; and determine appropriate
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experiences. Observe children as they study individually and in
groups to assure themselves that the instructional progran is in
fact working and to give added direction when necessary.
Super*/ise
and train aides

Kindergarten teacher; works with kindergarten children
directly one-half day and assists teaching specialists for the other
half lay.
Teachers in larger schools might include art , music and gym
teachers as well as kindergarten or pre-school teachers
These
teachers differ from the teaching specialists in the depth of their
psychological understanding of children and in the number of hours
they need to do their work. Their pay would differ accordingly.
.

Teacher aides supervise all children both before and after
school and at noon, (instruction necessary to help children develop
skill in games is not considered supervision and will be done by
teachers,) answer procedural questions, keep necessary records,
and perform other Jobs not requiring teaching skill.
;

Male custodial aide: work with children particularly boys
interested in 'working with carpenter's hand tools, mechanic's tools
and 'work with children to keep their school clean.

Library aide; supervises library.
Executive secretary (school office); As well as doing the
secretarial work connected with the school, will be expected to be
Informed about the educational program, receive visitors, answer
telephone inquiries, auid in general free the teachers to -work with
children.
Ilurse: part time for testing,

physical exams, health records.

etc

ITI3TRUCTI0IIAL AEEAS WITKi:; THE SCHOOL

Areas where older children help younger children and
Individual and grouns of students 'work. Five through eight ’/ear old
children will have a homeroom type work area, nine through eleven
year olds will not have homeroom type work area because of much more
extensive use of the learning center.
Areas 'where teachers 'work with groups of children.
olds.
Gym Room: for 5-6 year olds and another for 9-11 /ear
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Art, hobbies, games, special interest room; primarily for
9-11 year olds. Here members of the community who wish to share
their skills and knowledge with the community's children may do so.

Library: for individual and group research and study.

Curriculum development room: where c’urrioul’jm -anits and
teaching devices are developed by teaching specialists, in cooperation
with teachers, aides and children.
Learning center; for individual and group work particularly
by 9-11 year olds. The mathematics, science, and social studies
units that make up the major portion of content learning for 9-11
year olds will be located here.

liETHODS OF APPRAISAL AOT GRADIHC PRCGPESS

Students learn to use and construct their own library/’ of
They use this material to solve problems that they
feel are relevant and Impoirtant. The student can be Judged on both
the aptness with which material is selected for use within the
problem situation and for the quality of his solution.
soiirce material.

Reporting to parents should be factual, i.e., he can add,
can read and understand this book; his writing has improved from this
to this, etc., rather than the traditional evaluative mark.
Learning to read, write, spell and a considerable part of
mathematics can be learned in conjunction with learning about the
world.
Standardized achievement tests can be used as a tool to rate
the child on national norms. These scores will be shared with the
parents
POSSIBLE SCHOOL ACTIVITIES OF CKILDREH IN RELATION
TO THEIR ENVIRCIHEirr

with the excep'.ion
1. School newspaper produced by students,
to pare.nts what
of the actual printing, that, for example, describes
about.
all
is
school
think
the students
of
Student operated hot lunch program run as an example
sold.
be
also
mignt
supplies
School
business enterprise.
2.

i'ast
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3. Development of learning materials by the students themselves.
Student written resource books, in science, local government, and
social studies; student produced film strips, movies, etc. One of the
logical outcomes of having learned something is to connunicate it to
others

Gallery that buys, displays and sells student productions
Both 'writing and production within the fine artsplays, music, film, drama, dance, etc. - are equally important products.
U.

in all art media.

5. Of crucial importance to conser'/ation is an appreciation
of how nan affects the environment. The development of a conseir/ation
area; becoming aware of the place of industry and agriculture; occupations within the local community; the function of local government
etc., necessitate that the ''classroom" for much of the child's
education is in fact the community.

Appendix B

Cornell Plan for an Alternative Junior
High School

- Excerpts'
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A

PLAii

FOR

AI<

ALTERNATIVE JUNIOR HICK SCHOOL

There are Cvo basic mocivaclons for an alternative school

—

to

develop

aarkedly different educational envlronnent for a small group of students,

a

and to institute a continuing cocaaitment from Cornell to the community.

The environment will incorporate much attention to the needs of each

individual and encourage responsible ^elf-direction.

The school will serve

a variety of students who could benefit from an alternative approach to

education.

liany of

these are not succeeding under the present system, even

whon provided with compensatory programs.

In addition, there are ocher,

more successful, students who might also benefit from a different approach.
Of course, we realize that not all students or parents will be Interested in
this kind of experimental program, and we propose it as a possible option
for those who wish it.

The ocher motivation behind Che proposal is our recognition that Che
two higher educational Institutions in Ithaca could contribute more chan they

presently do, in terns of skills and resources, to the surrounding cotamunicy.
This is a premise behind the formation of the human Affairs Program at Cornell.
As pertains Co Che proposed school, a number of faculty members and students

are willing Co commit much time and effort Co the undertaking.

As well as

Che skills and interests they bring to the project, they will make possible
Che high ceacher-rstudenc ratio necessary in such a school.

Of course, as well

as benefiting the students and the community in general, this should be a

valuable experience for Che participating college students and faculty members.

Discussions cn the alternative Junior high school have been held throughout the spring, centered pricarily in a seminar sponsored by the Cornell

Human Affairs Program and the Department of Education.

This seminar has

involved not only Cornell students and faculty, but also experienced teachers
from the Ithaca public schools, Itnaca College faculty, ana some interested
parents.

A cask force now at work will continue its efforts throughout Che

summer in order to prepare a viable program for the beginning of the school
year.
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Educatlonal Philosophy
Every child is an individual with individual needs, interests, and aspirations.

As such, he should be free to learn what he needs and wants to learn,

from basic skills to more specialized, personal pursuits.

P.owever,

the indi-

vidual's ability and desire to engage in self-motivated endeavors is in large
part determined by the degree to which his environment fosters and col<>rnCes
an investigative and critical state of mind,

we seek, therefore, to create a

school whose educational environment is designed to foster self-motivation,

self-reliance, responsible self-discipline, and individual creativity

—

a

school dedicated to the principle that the purpose of education is to help each

person become what he is in full measure.

This goal is best achieved when the

subject matter conforms to the student, not the student to the subject matter.
For no single, prescribed body of knowledge can possibly fulfill the educa-

tional needs of so various a community of individuals.

Recognizing, however, that the individual is in fact a member of the
community, it is not enough to seek to develop an awareness of self alone.
Instead, the Individual must also acquire an understanding of himself as a

social being.

'»e

propose, therefore, to create a school designed not only

to aid in the development of

the Individual, but in the development of the

individual in relation to his fellow human beings

—

a school

whose class-

room is the community and the world.

Educational Objectives
We feel the alternative junior high school will sef/e:

A.

The Students

,

by

1.

Allowing each student to progress according to his own needs
and capacities.

2.

Encouraging independent problem solving.

3.

Encouraging each student to take more responsibility for his
own education.

4.

Enabling each student to pursue his own interests in greater
depth.
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5.

Facillcaciag closer Inceraccloa between
a.

b.
c.
d.

B.

C.

D.

Fellow students of different ages.
Students and a large nuaber of staff members.
Students and parents.
Students and Interested adults in the community.

The Community

,

by

1.

Allowing for close Involvement of parents in the school.

2.

Allowing for active participation by interested community
members in the educational enterprise.

3.

Increasing general student contact with the community, so
as to foster in the students a greater sense of responsibility
for their roles as members of the community.

The Ithaca City School district , by
1.

Providing a follow-up to innovative elementary school
programs.

2.

Appealing to students presently not reached by existing
programs.

3.

Preparing students for the high school's Model School plan.

4.

Offering continuity of programs stressing autonomous learning.

Cornell University

,

by

1.

Offering a viable community service project.

2.

Providing an alternative accredited teacher-training
experience.

3.

4.

Offering an alternative educational experience for the
college students.
Providing a unique environment for educational research
and curriculum projects.

School Structure
A.

Students

We envision a volunteer enrollment of approximately 80 students, to be
Every attempt will be made
identified before the end of this school year.
This group will be equally divided
to attain a heterogeneous population.
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between seventh and eighth graders and between boys
and girls.
We foresee
the school being expanded to include ninth graders
the following year.
B.

Staff

There will be a high teacher-stuoent ratio, with a ainiaum
objective of
one full-tine staff menber per four students.

This is necessary to provide
for the great degree of individual guidance demanded by this vrpe
of student-

centered program.

Assuming a student body of 30, we suggest that the school
district provide the equivalent of at least three full-tine teachers. At
least two of these staff members will be professional teachers from dlffetenr

departments in the Ithaca secondary schools.
be filled by paid paraprofessionals

,

The additional position nay

in accordance with the district ratio.

The remainder of the staff will consist of about 15 full-time volunteer

teachers drawn primarily from Cornell University.

The teaching staff will

function as a team, with one of the professional teachers serving as head
teacher.

In addition to the full-time teaching staff, parents and other interested

community members are expected to participate in planning and directing various
school activities.

'Qualified community members will also be asked to provide

specialized instruction, occupational guidance, and ocher counseling services.
Also, services of a nurse, school psychologist, and ocher specialists will
be provided by the school system on a basis proportionate to other district

schools.

C.

The Relationship Between Staff and Student

Because every child, like every adult, la a unique human being with
thoughts and sensitivities of his own, it is expected

t.hat

staff and students

will strive to relate to each other on the basis of mutual respect and understanding.

In this context, both teacher and student will serve each other

as resources in a process of educational and personal growth.

The teacher’s

primary role is the facilitation of learning, cot the didactic teaching of
subject matter.

He is not to be viewed as an ultimate authority whose

knowledge and interests limit the range of the student's learning experience.
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The child will be able to draw on the ideas and knowledge of all cembers of
the staff, as well as his fellow students.
Furthenaore, since the school

cannot possibly contain within itself the full range of resources and materials that this atmosphere of free inquiry will necessitate, the community is
to be considered as equally valid a resource as those available within the

four walls of the school itself (see sections B, D, F)

Clearly, this atmosphere of "mutual respect and understanding" upon which
the program is to be founded will not evolve overnight.

It is essential, there-

fore, that the staff and students of the school work together throughout the

summer on further developing this proposed alternative (through, for example,
regular workshops addressing themselves to such tasks as discovering available
resources within the Ithaca community).

In this way, all concerned will

begin to move toward achieving the difficult goal of developing real communi-

cation between the various members of the school community.

order

to

Furthermore, in

continue this process throughout the school year, it has been suggested

that students be assigned to small regular groups, thus giving a reference

group and at least one teacher with whom to Identify.

Similarly, the staff

will continue to meet together regularly during the year for the express
purpose of fostering such interpersonal interaction.

Finally, all-school

meetings, involving the entire community in the running of the school, will
also be a part of this continuing process of open interaction.
D.

Curriculum
The curriculum will attend to the intellectual, social, emotional, and

physical development of both students and staff.

In recognition of the

diverse range of the students' individual abilities, there will be no grade
divisions within the school.

Instead, in keeping with the concept of self-

discovery, each individual student will design and carry out his own activities
insofar as he is capable. However, this flexibility of subject matter will

not displace such basic skills as language arts and mathematics in the life of
Instead, such skills are seen as being fundamental to the daily
Che student.
life of each individual.

These individually planned learning programs will

of
be facilitated by the high adult-student ratio and the availability
the
personnel and materiaLs from the community and colleges. Experiences in
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fleid will be a aajor part of each student's program.

Students will also

have the opportunity to avail themselves of special programs in the other

junior high schools, such as language training, learning centers, athletics,
Lm-lning, etc.
Of course, we recognize that students entering such an environment at
the junior high school level may need guidance in developing the ability to

plan independently and be responsible for their own interests.

will at first cake the form of a more structured program.

This assistance

And, as has already

been pointed out, Che work of structuring the program will cake place largely
over Che summer through Che combined efforts of both staff and students.

For

example, the staff will dedicate much time to specifying exactly what contri-

butions they can make individually to Che planned project or problem centered
curriculum.

Similarly, students will be encouraged during the year to make

study choices in special Interest areas, in keeping with Individually planned

learning programs which will have as their goal the promotion

self-motlva-

'

tion and self-reliance.

E.

.of

Evaluation
Continuous efforts will be made to assess the individual student's growth

and CO insure that he is prepared for subsequent education.

Each student

will keep a folder of his work, his thoughts, and his opinions of his own
performance; similarly, each teacher will be responsible for a written

narrative evaluation of the students' work for use by both students and
parents.

In addition, periodic meetings will be held between involved staff

members and their students to discuss and evaluate each other's past work
and future plans. Additional meetings between students and outside counselors
and teachers will take place when appropriate.

Conferences between students,

their teachers, and their parents will also be an integral part of the evaluaIt is especially Important that parents not view these meetings
tion program.
Instead, they will occur as often as
a substitute for the report card.
as

is

and

desired and conveniently possible, and will concern themselves with any
every aspect of the school, the student's life there, and, when necessary,

the student's life beyond the school as well.

Finally, the emphasis in Che

what he
evaluation of the student will be not only on what he knows but on
can do.
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However, it cannot be emphasized coo strongly that student evaluation
is but a part of a more general program of evaluation which will be an Integral

part of Che functioning of Che school.

Students will be encouraged to

evaluate their teachers; parents will be urged to evaluate the school; and
the school will also invite a continuing appraisal of its programs by the

Board of Education and the Ithaca City School District.
F.

Buildine and Facilities

We see a necessity for Che school to be located in a building separate
from Che present Junior high schools.

The Educational Services Center build-

ing, across the street from Boynton Junior High School, has been tentatively

suggested.

The building will serve as a general meeting place, house instruc-

tional and raw materials, and function as a "learning center" for the student
body.

Learning resources (including multi-media materials) will be provided

on Che sane proportional basis as in the other schools.

However, there will

be an emphasis upon utilizing outside materials and resources, since we

regard the entire conanuniCy as our classroom.

The School and the Public School Svsten

There is a need for established channels of communication between the
alternative school and the ocher secondary schools in the district in order
to promote an awareness of each other's programs.

This interaction will

facilitate the interchange of services among all three junior high schools,
continuity
and will also enable the staff of the new school to prepare for

between its program and chat of the high school.

Finally, such a relation-

In
school system.
ship will be helpful in fostering innovation in the public
seconorder to meet these ends, representatives of each of the established

school year with
dary schools will be invited to meet periodically during the
Cornell faculty
representatives from the alternative junior high school and the

coordinator.

I
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GOALS FOR THE S7UDEIIT
is important in this
rapidly changing world that school etrphasiza learning
how to learn.
In keeping with this philosoohy, the goals for the students in the
AJiiS are purposely general and weighted toward the learning of
processes rather than
subjects. There will be content, nevertheless, for subject matter is the vehicle
through which these processes are learned.
Instead of predetermined cuiriculum units,
hcvever , areas of study will be developed by the staff and students. Ue desire to
consider the development of the child as a whole; consequently ‘intellectual development" to us constitutes more thcin merely 'cognitive grm/th.
I.

To develop an awareness of himself in relation to his intellectual development:
A.

To demonstrate intellectual abilities and skills
1.
To demonstrate skills in the communication arts
a.
reading ability
b.
verbal expression'
c.
written expression
d.
expression through ot.her media, e.g.
painting, film making
2.

B.

To demonstrate skills of inquiry
a.
to develop mathematical competencies
b.
to define and select areas of interest
c.
to successfully complete tasks within these areas
d.
to devise his own strategies fcr solving problems
e.
to develop critical thinking ability
to experiment with and try new approaches to reach a desired goal
f.
to apply acquired’ skills to the solving of new problems
g.
to discover new ways to apply acquired skills
h.
i.
to question given premises and their validity

To develop a feeling of self-worth and a realistic ’understanding of himself
1.

To develop self-awareness

2.

To develop self-confidence by attempting tasks beyond immediate ability,
but not beyond possible reach

3.

To develoo self-direction and self-motivation
setting his own tasks
a.
seeking help
b
work in g aut onomous ly
c

^jy

.

.

4.

To develop self-discipline by making commitments and following through on
them

5.

To demonstrate self-reliance by independently selecting and rejecting
experiences

6.

To develop a tolerance for ambiguity, change, and differences

7.

To develop individual creativity

8.

To develop the ability to creatively deal with stress-producing

situations

2j3
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C.

D.

To participate actively in his own physical
development
1.

To understand bodily functions and health

2.

To participate actively in physical activities
designed to enhance his
physical health

To develop a lasting interest in learning

To develop an av/areness of himself in relation to
his environment

II.

A.

3.

Social environment
1.

To develop social sensitivity and understanding

2.

To develop an ability to empathize

3.

To listen and utilize the ideas of others

work with and aid others in social and task oriented situations
5.

To develop an awareness and understanding of different cultures and
life styles

6.

To vculue those relationships which enable him to achieve the above
kinds of objectives

.

Physical environment
1.

To underetand the relationship between man and his environment

2.

To acquire modes of more deeply appreciating the world around him

evaluation
.^ny educational innovation if it is truly experimental, must be concerned with
outcomes.
In order to insure that meaningful progress is occuring'as a result of the
Alternative Junior High School (AJKS), evaluation is necessary. This is important
for the good of the students and teachers in the school but also because of the value
of disseminating the findings to interested educators and the general public.

Evaluation should be consistent with the aspirations and activities of the
Therefore, in the statement headed ^Goals for the Student an attempt has
school.
been made to elaborate the educational goals of the school. The evaluation cf the
school and its programs will focus upon the congruence between our objectives and
the actual outcomes
"

Because of the many objectives stressed in the AJHS, affecti'/e as well as cogrJ.'i
Some of these will be informal
ive we envision its evaluation taking many forms
Others will be highly formal. VTiatever the case, all evaluaand impressionistic.
tions will be systematically employed.
,

.

Because of the nature and diversity of objectives stressed in the AJHS there is
a great need for the bulk of the ongoing evaluation to be informal and continuous.
However, where formal evaluative instruments are available and appropriate to the
The search will continue for pertinent
needs of the school they will be 'jsed.

standardized tests.
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The fonnaX svaluation of tha school will involve standardized tests and
use a
pro and post test experiaiental design.
These tests will be administered by outside
experts having no connection with the operation of the AJHS
The oerformance of the
students on a number of important criteria will be measured very early in the fall
semester.
A knowledge of these antecedents will allow for an assessment of student
growth in an accurate manner. Sumnative evaluations will take place at the end of
each school year. This will enable a longiudinal analysis of the performance of
students on these variables
.

Generally this experimental design will take a relative comparison format. That
the growth of the students in the AJHS will be compared with that of equivalent
samples of students from the other junior high schools which will act ss control
groups.
The factors upon which these comparisons are made will be more inclusive
than simply knowledge of specific facts or even more complex cognitive abilities.
In addition to measuring intellectual development the social-emotional groijth of
students in the experimental and control groups will be measured.
»

In the area of intellectual development a wide range of standardized tests are
available to measure academic achievement. One which is especially relevant to this
type of comparative longitudinal study is the Iowa Tests of Sasic SkilJs published
by Houghton Hifflin Company. This battery of tests measureF performance in vocabular/ reading comprehension, language skills, work-study skills and arithmetic skills.
There are two reasons why the Iowa tests are appropriate to our evaluation plans.
First this is a battery of tests concerned with generalized intellectual skills.
Since the AJHS philosophy is oriented toward the development of a variety of conceptual skills it is desirable to use measures of these rather than of factual information.
Also the Icwa tests have a separate battery for each grade through the eighth
(the ninth grade rakes the eighth grade test). This format is appropriate to our
purposes since we plan an annual pre and post test evaluation.

After considering a number of testa of psychological development, the Self-image
This assesses the feelings and behavior of teenQuestionnaire'-'has been selected.
agers in areas such as:
impulse control, social relations, external master/, and
emotional tone.
It should be helpful in assessing social as well as emotional
development.
As vfell as self-assessment, ratings by others is a valuable way of indicating
--.
psychological growth. A good instrument in this regard is the Behavior Rating Form

This is completed by teachers and is a very helpful way of obtaining before and after
cotrparisons on variables such as; reactions to failure, self-confidence in new situit
ations, sociability with peers, and the need for encouragement and reassurance,
will supplement other more open-ended teacher assessments of student development.

•»rion

avaluThese tests will comprise a battery vfhich will enable a systematic formal
of the growth of students in the AJHS.

Offer, The Psycholoizical 'rorW of the Teen-ager
(New York, 3asic Books, 1969), 225 pp.

r/ani<»l

** Stanlev CooDersmith

,

The Antecedents of Self-Esteem (l/.H. Freeman 6 Co., 195/)
263 pp
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Less fomaHzed evaluation will be made in li^ht of the stated objectives
of the
school.
In addition to complementing the formalised summative evaluettions at
the end
of the year, these procedures will be used as a means of evaluating the ongoing program so that decisions on changes nay be made without waiting for the results of the
summative evaluations.

The need for sequential evaluation is especially apparent in light of the project
nature of the school's cuiriculum. Group projects and individual studies in various
curricular areas will be continuously in flux. In order to assess progress and
improve these offerings, evaluation will be a continuing effort.
In this we will
strive to be aware of unexpected gains and unwanted side effects as well as specifiad
oil

jccti'/es
'Hie

ongoing evaluations will take the foliating forms:
1.
2.

Student evaluation of the program
Student evaluation of personal progress

Each student will keep a folder of his work , his thoughts , and his opinions
This
folder will become a focal point in helping to assess the student's progress.
.

3.

4.

Teacher evaluation of the program
Teacher evaluation of individual students

Staff meetings will take place at regular intervals (as often as twice per week during the early phases of the program).
At these meetings systematic attempts will be
mede to evaluate the overall success of programs and projects and the progress of
individual students in them.
Desirable outcomes will be indicated in advance and
proui-»es toward these will be marked at predetermined points.
5.

6.

Parent evaluation of the program
Parent evaluation of his child's progress

Even/ attempt will be made to get parents involved in the school's programs from the
verj' start.

Individual written evaluations will compose a large share of the evaluation
procedure. This is essential if any long-term changes are to be assessed. However,
other forms, 'in particular the conference, will also be used. In this case a
written report of the subject and decisions made at the conference will also be kept
on file.
Soma of the various forms of conferences which will be encouraged to take
place are:
Students will be offered time to meet alone to evaluate

1.

Student conferences:
programs

2.

Teacher conferences:
It has been indicated that a liaiscn committee will be
established to improve channels of communication between the AJHS and the
other public shools. Its membership will include secondary school teachers
In addition to its liaison function, the committee
and seme AJHS staff.
will also function as a team of informal evaluators. This interaction with
other interested teachers will serve as a valuable reference point for the
AJHS staff members.

Teacher conference time will also be spent assessing the teaching competency
of the teaching assistants.
3.

Parent conferences: Parents will be encouraged to meet separately
as with school personnel.

as

well
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5.

6.

Student-teacher conferences
Parent-teacher conferences

7.

P^nt-student discussions;

Parents will be encouraged to meet with other
It is hoped that this type of meeting will
provide the parent with a feel for various children
in the coimunir/T It
should also provide another adult model for the
child in addition to his
teachers and his parents

chil^n

^

weU

as their own.

Parent-taacher-student conferences

Teacher and the Cornell Faculty Coordinator will share the
resoonsibil-or (1) checking to see whi^ of t.he above types of
evaluations are used" most
(2) attempting to find i.tprovements for them and (3) encouraaeng
differr'nt
-onrs or evaluation to be tried.

^
^quently

,

is also necessary in order to find out the extent to which
tha stiident
in the AJHS is equipped for his furore.

?a^ of
up studies

our research design will be a long-term attempt to measure this.
will include both formal and informal evaluation orocedures

Follow-

Because program development is still in its early stages, modifications in the
research design may be anticipated as better modes of evaluation come to light. This
statement, however, must not be misunderstood. We recognize the need for a comprehensive and systemative evaluation of the proposed AJHS and we intend to provide the type
of evaluation which at its very minimum would match the program as we have presently
outlined it.
THE ST'XrJT BODY

There are fwo steps to deciding who the ei^ty students will be. First is gettin
applications-, second is selecting the final list from those who have applied.

Applications will be solicited from parents after a series of public nei^iborhood
meetings designed to inform people about tha program and enable them to ask questions
It is likely that parents of many students who would benefit from the alternative
junior high school will not attend sudi meetings. We will try to reach such parents
through consultation with elementary and junior high school personnel. We assume
that the students involved will be included in informative sessions and in any decision to apply.
The final selection of students will be carried on to insure as heteroger.ec\:s a
student body as possible. A wide distribution of students of diverse ability levels,
different ages, both sexes, all races, and various socio-economic levels is the goal,
'./here selection cannot be made on the basis of that goal because of similarity of
students, it will be made randomly.
In this selection, elementary and secondary
school personnel familiar with the background and needs of the students will be
consulted.

SELECTION or TEACHIfIG ASSISTAIJTS FOR AJHS
Cornell students who apply for full-time teaching assistant positions will be
screened by the three professional teachers and the Cornell faculty coordinator.
For the first year, criteria for selection will be 1) sincere interest in punier high
willingness tschool students,
2) participation in the formulation of the school, 3)
areas
make a substantial commitment of time and effort, 4.) competency in academic
teaching
full-time
12-15
tor
aim
-will
We
student.
school
junior
high
applicable to a
assistants with di'/erse academic majors and extra-curricular i.nterests.^ A summer^
of -he
session with professional teachers vrill firmly establish the specific functions

teachine assistants in academic areas.
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Last Hill School

l.nd

of fear Report

Notes on the Beginning
In the Spring of 1969, the Superintendent of Schools met with
the
parents of Hast Hill School to announce its closing. This met with
enough resistance from the community that wheels were set in notior.
notion that not only saved East Hill as a school, but established it
ar one o*- the first public elementary schools to attempt an across
Tl'.e
board reo r g an i :a t ion of the methods Hy which olcmer.tarv school
ebiidren learn.

record exists that details the tremendous efforts of parents and
other memijors of the community to reverse the decision to close
i'.ast Hill
Last Hill
A Proposal: May 5
1069).
A committee was
^orned an-i many meetings ensued, with the result that, late in June,
the new school, under the direction of Dan Lee, was approved.
At the
same tine, a memo was sent to all parents in the district informing
t!ien not only of the decision to keep East Hill open, hut of the
changed character of the school.
Since, also, it was inperat4ive to
maintain an enrollment of at least 125 students, a policy of open
enrollment was adopted, whereby vacancies left after Hast Hill
residents applied were filled by children from tiie whole district.
(

,

,

summer workshop, funded by the Hoard of Cooperative Educational
‘Services, was set up in August.
The purposes were several; to alter
the physical plant sufficiently to accommodate tlie new, free environ-

A

-

(desks were abandoned in favor of long tables, couches, groups
of comfortable chairs); to introduce prospective teachers to a different
approach in the teaching of elementary children; to plan for September;
to attempt to anticipate some of the hurdles that such an adventurous
program would inevitably meet.

•^ent

Actual Workings of the School
When school
Hill School opened in September with 165 children.
The homeroom was a
first opened students were assigned to homerooms.
place to plan one's day, and particularly for younger students, was the
Older^chi Idren
place where most of the reading and math was taught.
The students
could go to a number room and word room for these skills.
who could wrote logs of their plans for the day, and the youngest told
There was an art
their heme room tc.achers where they wished to go.
room and library which were open all day, a science room where specific
activities were conducted, as well as being a place to wander into and
c.xplore, and tlie music room which had classes in the morning and more
All students went to gym once a
t'ree activities in the afternoon.
For more detail about this part of the year please
week at the YMCA.
rc‘'er to the East Hill School brochure.
i'.ast
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In January,

after lonj discussions of the pros and cons 'of
the homeroom set-up, we switched to a project oriented day.
This helped avoid the separation of children by ages, and
focused activity around one topic which could be studied in
depth for a defined period of tiae. We tried very hard to
incorporate basic skills in the projects, supplementing this
with afternoon prograaa in language arts and eath (see below).
Children signed up for projects of their choice. Projects
lasted for three weeks, met in the morning, and left the
afternoons free for students to participate in classes of
their own choosing such as foreign languages, crafts, creative writing, newspaper, ~ath programs, language irts, science
projects, etc.
Some of the aost successful morning projects
were;
Around the World (a study of customs, dances, etc.);
Indians; Water; ArchitactureT Music Listening and Flatlaad
(the study of a two diaenslonal world.
Robert Herse ran t
reading prograa in the acmlng for all tlio priaary children,
who went to him for short periods .of .time to. work on reading.
(See brochure for details!
,

.

3y the end of March, the staff bad realitsd that ‘although
students seemed to be enjoying the projects and getti.ng '
deeply involved in titm subject asieVial, they were missing
the stability of. a hMeroom and a single teacher to identify
with.
Tliis was perticularly svident among the younger studenta
who showed real distress it, changing environments every -three
'
weeks. Seme of this distress was alleviated by projects
that were repeated on demand, and by students who followed a
teacher, regardless of- the project. The latter presented proThe student who was in a project purely because of the
blems.
teacher often became disruptive out of boredom because he had
no interest in the subject matter.. We decided that although
enough focusing on a topic for a period of tiae was very good,
the students also needed stable homerooms,. After Spring vacation students signed ap for a taaa of teachers with wnoa
they would remain until' the end of the year. The schedule is
such that 9:00-10:30 and 2:00-3:00 is spent in the homeroom
where a variety of ongoing orojecta are conducted. During the
11:00-12:90 and- 1:30-2:00 hours, students are free to choose
other activities such aa story telling, Vanguage arts, foreign
languages (French and German), math, ..-oisic ensenbles, rocket
'
(See below for details)
C,
club, etc.

•

.

•

In setting up the'ia sttbls g?oupa~teachers specified, (if they
range they wanted to work with. This has
so desired) the
are aoatly :first and second graders,
some
rooms
that
meant
seme mostly fourth; 'fifth and siitb graders, and two rooms
that have a wider age range. This seems to have been more
successful than either of the previous two structures because
cn a
it combines t.he stability of a homeroom. with focusing
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subject for awhile. Although plans for next year are not
finalized, it is probable that a similar format will continue
of first, second and third graders, and fourth*
fifth and sixth graders.

*

Music Program

Eunice IVeher was hired to introduce Orff-Kodaly methods of
teaching.
During the first part of the year, each homeroom
was scheduled for music twice a week.
They explored: hand
bell ringing, guitar, recorder, instrumental ensembles,
and singing and sight reading of music.
When the school
became project oriented, we combined science of sound and
instrument making.
Hand hells, guitar exploring, recorder
playing and singing have continued. We have taken field
trips, to Bell Tower, the Ornithology Lab, the DelVitt Historical Society and McNeils Music Store. Huest musicians
have come once a week to teach folk songs from many countries
and provide opportunities for children to learn singing
games and rhythms.
I

Language Program
In the beginning of the year, French, Russian and Chinese were
offered byl-ast Hill Staff members, as well German who was
taught by Mr. Teeter who came in one hour a day.
The Russian
and Chinese classes have been discontinued out of lack of
interest or lack of teacher tine, but French and German continue.
Herr Teeter teaches German to both younger and older
nd
kids, a parent volunteer teaches younger students French,
a staff member teaches French for older students.

Math Program
The math program for younger students was started to supplement
what was being taught within projects and homerooms, and to reInitially it was
late matheaatics to students’ experiences.
organized into two half hour sessions, -..ith at least three
There are seventy primary graders.
teachers for each session.
They were divided up for the two sessions and required to come
After that, attendance
for* the first week of the program.
The success of the program is partly
was completely voluntary.
illustrated by the fact that a clear majority of t.he students
continued to attend regularly, with many staying longer than a
hal f hour.

Nuffield Math Project materials, Sets and Numbers books, :..ath
games, Cuisenaire rods, and work cards were used, as well as
equipment brought in by teachers such as oranges for cutting
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into sections while Icarnint’ fractions.
Loose units were
to cover weights and measures, addition and subtraction, etc.
Students did things like measurini? a room's
length by measuring their own hands and seeing how many
hands long the room was. The program was an experiment
to see how math could lie taught, using as many manipulative
materials as possible, in such a way as to excite students.
The goal was to make the hour a time to explore math concepts and to learn to view math as a relevent and interesting
subject.
Real frustrations have been felt in dealing'with
all aspects of math in this way.
It has been a challenge to
discover materials to use and ways of relating concepts to
everyday life.

Jcsij;netl

'ore planning of units which contain more
self-explanatory materials is seen as essential. A series
of units or workshops in shape, volume, etc. could be planned
with students developing their own projects and experiments
from a core of materials and instruction from staff.

For next year,

For older students, -athematics has largely been handled in
homerooms on an individual or small group basis. A supplemental program along the same lines as the younger students'
program is in the planning stages for next year. There is
also a "test" fourteen pages long with examples of problems
traditionally covered in elementary school. The sixth graders
(and some younger children^ take a page or two whenever tiiey
They then
want to, to see what areas they may need help on.
can get help, individually or in small groups.

Language

.Arts

Program

This program was started to supplement what primarv children
It meets for an hour four
were getting in their homerooms.
All of the younger students were learning
times a week.
reading and writing in the homeroom but the thought was to
do some creative language arts activities in addition.
Attendance has been voluntary, although teachers who had
children who were not doing much reading in the homeroom
liave urged them to come.
From experience in the homerooms it was decided that reading
needs to he incorporated in mixed media experiences, like
and
reading and drawing, or reading and singing, or drawing
some
writing, etc. At the very least, it must he based on
one of the activities
interest or experience of the child.
ihey re.lect
below.
listed
are
program
the
in
we have pursued
interest
awaken
or
lengthen
this belief in mixing medias to
whole g.xperience
or attention about something, -'nd to make the
mere meaningful.
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Sevcn staff mcmhcrs met several times to set this proRram up.
'.\e
went to visit Ann CtinninR who was very helpful in showin?
us the varied materials available from the school
district.
We found tlic Chandler Series Readers extremely helpful.
These
are books which have lilack and white photORraphs of cliiltlren
on every page and text which is in dialogue form.
This is
program

a

partial list of activities in the language arts

ody portraits
the child lies down on brown paper and
another cK Id draws around the first child.
bach child
tlien colors in his own portrait and writes an autobiography. either factual or fictional.

b

:

i

random poems
the students tliink of their favorite words
and each is "written on a separate card.
They then can
walk around the room taping words up all over in chance
order -- on tables, chairs, hooks, etc. Then each student
walks around the room, clockwise, counterclockwise,
r
even zig-zag and writes down the words in the order they
arc seen.
The result is that with very little effort
each child has a poem.
Some students went hack and divided the poems into lines with punctuation adding
conjunctions and pronouns as needed. Others just wrote
the words down and left them.
:

i

pipe cleaners:
One day students made imaginary animals
out oY pipe cleaners and then wrote about the animals wlierc they live, what they eat, what sounds they make,
what colors they are, ••tc.
ree sections
The students looked at a horizontal
tree section one day.
They counted the rings and found
out how old it was.
Then they made a list of the events
the tree had lived through.
This was doubly exciting
because it was a study of history as well as a writing
t

:

exercise
two staff members made a large group of
ditto sheets which the students could use any time.
One was a type of a
Tlicrc were two kinds of things.
"’.Vhat good
For example;
starter for writing a story.
The sentence was
is dirt?" or "I dreagied I was a ..."
placed halfway down the page and below the sentences
were lines for writing, above was blank for drawing.
A second type of sheet was an alphabet fill-in, or a
sheet which required a child to write opposites, or
Robert Ilerse created
b.Tckwards words and various games.
spelling sheets which had a common word ending at the
The child then wrote every word lie
top such as ACK.
could think of that ended in ACk.
vlitto sheets;
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f’c^inning of the year, Lani^uapc Arts was conducted in
hoth the homeroom and the word room.
Groups of students
picked a hook to read and discuss from a selection of paperback hooks.
These literature groups net twice a week throughout the first -term.
When wo changed structures, language
arts was confined mostly to the homeroom.
At this point
older cliildren workeii in this field mostly in relation to
homeroom projects, making constant use of the library.
Some
of the things that have iicen done with oliler students are
charades, word association games, .enneth Koch’s methods
of writing poetry, and utilization of every possible source
for encouragement of creative writing.
The staff is working
on a type of supplementary program for the older children
in September.

Art

The art program at Hast Hill School has been extremely successful.
Some of the reasons this is true are as follows;

hast Hill School has a staff of extremely sensitive adults;
people who arc tuned in to meeting the needs of children and
who can function in such a way ns to encourage the utmost
growth of each child.
In practical terms tliLs means that if
a chilti becomes very interested in working on a clay sculpture
in the Art Room and does not want to be interrupted,
e can
ask for permission to be excused from an 11;00 French class
for that day.
This means that a child can work on a project
for as l(5nc or as short a period of time it may take him to
finish.
This is much more in accordance with tl\e way that
children, indeed all of us, lcarn--not in small hunks of
disjointed time periods, but rather fifteen minutes in one
area, three hours in another, two days in another; however
much time it requires to focus in on an idea or event in order
In short, .hat we
to satisfy curiosity in a meaningful way.
trying to show by these examples is; as a result of the sort
of awareness that the staff has for children, the environment,
strxicturc and facilities of the school can be shifted to most
adequately meeting the learning and emotional needs of the
The school does not set up a structure for the
children.
children to fit neatly into, i.ut rather tries to structure
The children
itself and its programs around the children.
come first
.

hecausc of the level of individualization that exists at f-.ast
A child need not proHill, children can learn much faster.
ceed at tlio learning rate of his grade level, but can go at
In the Art Room this sort of individualization
his own pace.
means that if a child becomes interested in making linoleum
blocks, he can work on prints until he feels that he has
mastered the technique, or for some other reason fulfills
Rerhaps a child is simply not
his noeil to work in that area.
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attracted to the idea of making prints and will ignore
them completely.
In another case, two of the younger hevs
found printing very exciting and because of the set-up in
the Art Room, were able to work for one to two hours of
every day for a week, designing, cutting, and printing blocks.
The same situation was found with many, many children.
After
learning some basic things about the techniques of a particul.ir
medium, they could proceed freely and continue developing
their skills in that direction in as much depth as their
curiosity carried them.

.Tt

«i 1

1

the l^cginning of the year there was muc!i playing around
on my part with the best way to introduce and provide seme
experience with different materials and a few structured
and formal classes were given at that time.
.Aside from this,
the children have been permitted to come in and choose, invent,
r bring in materials of their own choice.
foci
I
that, Iiasically, children at the elementary school age icvcl
of working with art materials need enough strticture and
g\ji dance to get started,
ut that they can soon take over
for thpmsclvcs and proceed in working through ideas that
arc far more creative and suited to their own needs than
anything I could impose on them.
Tliroughout the half of
worked fulltime in the Art Room, I hecamc
the year that
mo.'ro and more
impressed witii the complexity and detail of
nd felt it c. f
the ideas that the children came to me with,
tremendous importance that they be permitted to carry throuy.’.i
witli those- ideas as long as they abided hy certain Art Room

At

I

ru Ics

hidii

were

:

th;it they would not use materials in a careless or
unsafe way;
tliat they respect the work and rights of tlic otiier
children working in the room and work in a way
t!iat did not disturi' other chiUlren;
that they he rcsponsililc for cleaning up their own
work areas.

1.

2.

,

saw and carried out my role as teacher as being
was someone to help in expanding and
resource person,
showing the many possibilities from the germ of a cliild's
idea and how to carry them through; 'md someone to be aware
of the separate needs and development of eacli child, workin.;
to make the most of his or her growth as a liealthy, creative
thinking luiman being. This meant that the Art Room was not
place where tlic children came to work with materials,
just
ut a place where they came to live -- s is the whole scliool.
It .seems of utmost importance tnat teachers be responsive
tiicm
to wli.at the kids are thinking and feeling and to allow
as much as possible to integrate their whole personalities
I'.ccausc

a

I

!

.a

'•

’
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Lnto what they are doin^.
In the Art Room,
ifter all, they
arc showint- visually what they have experienced or seen or
lieard al>out elsewhere.
The following is a list of most
of the materials that the children liave been working with
this year:

pencils; -en and ink; chalk; .rayon; encaustics;
collage materials; constructions with wood;
toothpicks; wire, raffia, etc.; murals;
colored tissue paper; cardboard construction
and boxes (dollhouses); puppets; ’inoleum
block printing; *ilk screen; stencils and a
variety of simple techniques of printing;
moliiles; tut paper; batik printing; textile
printing; tie dying; embroidery, weaving;
simple hand sewing.
think it is al^solutely necessary for children to have the
opportunity to experiment with materials, to test cut the
possibilities and varieties (and find limits) of their
uses in order to feel comfortable with them.
It is like
making friends and thoroughly getting to know the person
before lieing able to express oneself freely, ind beautifully,
and with trust with that person.
For that reason, children
were encouraged to "get to know" a medium before attempting
a drawing or construction.
This meant taking paper and
chalk and making all kinds of marks with the chalk; thick
marks, thin marks, dots, ’ixing co lors ... seeing what happens
when ink drawings arc made over chalk marks .. .children were
encouraged to squish, -qceze and mash, to work with clay
before trying to make something, to mix colors with paints,
to write stories about how it would feel to be a piece of
clay, to be modeled by two big hands, to make lists of paper
machc feels and looks...
I

G ood Tilings

in

tl<e

Art Room

Most importantly I feel has been the creating of an
atmosphere in which children learned to have enough confidence
While at
i!i
their own ideas just to try them on their own.
the beginning of the year the children would usually just
come into the room and ask what there was to do or what ideas
From the
1
had,
y now this request is really the exception.
frist day on, I turned the question on the child and showed
him ways he himself could go about finding ideas.
1

.

The setting up of a physical space which was practically
fcasil'lc yet allowed all our materials to be out and available
to the children for them to explore and gain skill with.
2.

i
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The Icarnin.c that takes place from child to child, from
nronp to a)’,c uroiip, and the inspiration they proviile
each otiier is sometliinR tliat seems to work particularly
well with the present set-un.
.

at’C

ncoiirar, iiiR kids to v'erbalitc their tliouRhts,- plans
feelings about their art work--not forcinc them to
put
definition on a piece of work hut rather app road. in r
l>y saving,
"'s there anythinc you want to say about your
pa n t ne?"
1

I

.

and

I

i

i

f
Field trips to art exhibits around Ithaca; ei;. Wliitc
Art Museum, Ithaca Collcpe '•'useun, Ithaca Schools Art work.
The children were especially e.xclted about seein" some
Cerman expressionist work early this sprinR-- tlic larcc
site and I'r y.htness of the paintinp.s were responded to
enthusiastically. lAlso greatly enjoyed was an African art
exhibit whidi inspired some really nice sculptures.
.

i

The setting up of a nook for looking at art hooks and
magatines turned out to be especially helpful in bringing
iilult art in at just the riglit moment when it seemed the
f^or instance, if
kills could respond to it and absorb it.
a Vliild was working on a collage that reminded me of some
of nrnquc's work, wo could hntli look at some hraqiie together
and tlie diild would really tie excited at seeing that he h.ul
done something like a real artist and at the same time he
Art prints of well known artists
introduced to a now world.
were hung around the room and used in the same way.
h.
Working with homeroom groups all at one time on a project.
The group experience of deciding on and working through a
project .-mil all that entails (group discussions, cooperation.,
is necessary for the healthy development of kids.

Having worked for two years in a regular elementary school
set-up. It has been most rewarding to see the idea of art
.as
a place to goof off f<ade away into the feeling that is was
have seen
I
itiste.ad a place to carry out an idea, to work.
individual cases of extraordinary creative growth such as I
luadn t before believed possible and Iiadn't ever seen take place.
7.

.art

'

Using the paper cutter as a means of dealing with ha.sic
machem;it ical concepts; eg., having kids cut a paper exactly
sking him to cut a two-incli strip
in Iialf or in quarters,
of paper .ind then a strip three inches wider, etc.
.

h.

(letting volunteer help.

\

I
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10.
Wc have successfully shared the extra responsibilities
of working in the Art Room as equally as possible, such as
cleaning, getting scrap supplies from around the community,
putting up exhibits, dealing with parents, etc. We also
found it necessary to act as one person in terms of general
philosophy and approach to the children’s work so that they
would not he confused hv different approaches.
I
could go
on and on with GOOD THINGS,
ut will end here.)
Betty Singer
Amanda Means
'

Discipline
We started the year with an elected student government which
handled disciplinary matters with the help of a staff member.
Many students felt that this group did not handle cases
equitably; that they showed favoritism to their friends.
In November the student government was dissolved by an all
school meeting.
Students met with their teachers to set up
rules.
A list of safety rules was reiterated at this time.
These were absolutes, •..hich if broken meant that parents
were called in.
For several months, we attempted to deal
with discipline both in each homeroom and hy having weekly
school meetings to discuss problems.
We found that tlie all
school meetings were not feasible for this age group in this
large an assembly.
the same time we found that in fact,
''t
because of the malfunctioning all school meetings, the teachers
were making all of the decisions about discipline.

faculty-student committee was then set up to handle both
disciplinary matters and to help get feedback from students
aiiout school policy, and suggestions about ways of running
the scliool.
The committee was, and is. made up of volunteers
It seems to be working out well.
from student body and staff.
The committee members do not seek out offenders to try to
Rather
police tlie building as student government tried to do.
tlicy deal with cases brought to them by teachers and students.
Daily small problems are handled immediately by the people
involved, l)ut repeated or serious offences arc sent to the
Punishments are made
hi-wcckly meetings of the committee.
For
to fit crimes and relate in some way to the school.
instance, someone who has repeatedly abused Art Room supplies
is deprived from the privilege of using the Art Room for a
Occas ion.il ly a student’s parents are called
defined period.
and/or the student is sent home or asked not to come to school
Since school is something to look forward to for
for a day.
most of our students, this is a very serious punishment, used
A

very rarely.
Pg ren t

s

blast Hill Jlchool parents, as well as being the moving force
bch ind the' reopening of the school, have been an invaluable
j
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pnrt nf rhc school all /car.
Tliey have workcil on various
committees f see parents' report) and have put many, many
hours of volunteer help into the school,
clpinR in the
library
the office, and in classrooms.
They have come
on weekends to help clean and huild equipment and have
participated in various field trips. The r.xocutivc hoard
has l^ccn very useful as a clearing
house for parent
concerns as well as being the policy making hoard for
the school.
'.Vithout parent cooperation, faith and helpful
ideas, we couldn't have had the school or the success we
have had this year.
,

Vo untc ers
I

addition to parent volunteers we Iiave had many volunteers
from Cornell and Ithaca College and the community.
Some of
these were students doing their practice teaching, some came
to tutor a single, child and some came to work in specific
subject such as art, drama, mov ie -mak n g etc.
They have
given enormous amounts of. time to East ilill for no pay and
have been a real help.
Five volunteers have liecome staff
members after having worked at the school for a long period
of t ime
In

i

,

Vis itors

Hast Hill's reputation has spread by word of mouthw and through
the news media as a unique kind of school.
This has meant a
voluminous amount of correspondance from interested people and
We have heard from
many visitors fahout twenty a week).
people all over the country, from public and private schools.
We also have been called constantly by parents who want to
send their children to East Hill.
Our waiting list is over
.ifter
50 names long for kindergarten and the upper grades,
months of spending days bcscigcd by visitors we finally decided
to limit visits to two days a week, Tuesday and Thursday, and
to ask people to call ahead of time.

Organization

•Staff

the beginning it was clear that the staff wanted to he
It has been
involved in all decisions concerning the school.
understood that in all matters Dan Lee has had the final voice.
For example, rhc questions tiiat arise concerning who is liircd
and who is fired are resolved by a committee which makes a
survey of the whole staff and then sends a recommendation to
schedulin.g, room
Decisions about school policy,
Dan Lee.
o rgan zat on p lac ing of volunteers arc made by the staff at
weeklv staff meetings. These meetings also serve to iron out
administrative details (playground duty, water pistols, snowI'rom

i

i

i

,

.

.
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a forum for
scuss ons about tcacl\inn
educational philosophy, sunjjcstions for use of
il i

i

tc

,

Our staff is made up of three certified teachers and numerous
tc.aclicr aids whose l)3ck£;round and training range from experience
as a teacher in Rritish Infant Schools, to a teacher in an
experimental school, to art teachers in public schools, :o
a professional ptiotographer
camp counselor, :ollegc graduates,
mothers, etc.
In short, every member of the staff brings to
the school his or her experience with children and education.
The most important thing about adults working with students
at hast Hill School is their relationship with the children.
The questions which concern the staff are: does the individual
really care about dealing with the child in an honest and
cffecrive way?
Is he able to help the child get involved in
things tliat arc important to tJic individual child? Can he
carry his own talents and experience to his work witli the
students? Arc the parents satisfied with his performance?
Does he have the maturity to deal with difficult or disciplinary situations in a cnnstrtict vc way’
Is he able to communicate
what he is doing to the rest of the staff and accept criticism
We are developing a concept of education at
and cvahiation?
fast Hill School that is very new, 'nd no amount of certification
will in itself guarantee excellence.
'll of the present staff
wislies to return to Fast Hill* next fall, except two who are
moving out of town.
,

i

r

hings We've beamed this Year

Our student- eacher ratio this year has been approximately
We feel that a low student - teacher ratio is
seven to one.
In the beginning, however, ovir long range eximportant.
pectations are that the students will initiate more and more
of their own projects and activities, using teachers primarily
This is in no way an abdication
as ailvisors aiul resource people.
of the teachers' responsibility to follow closely the progress
of the individual student, ("akc periodic evaluations of his
work, and to help the child develop initiative, se 1 f -con f ide.ncc
and responsibility.
I

Teachers have had the opportunity both to work with several
age groups of students and to work with many different staff
members on various projects. Tliis has me.ant that the teachers
have been able to exchange perceptions and experiences. There
the school library which parents
is
p ro fos s ion.a 1 section in
weekly publication Keeps
and teachers arc encouraged to use.
the staff aware of particularly effective uses ot materials,
new books, and articles that might be of interest, individual
staff members' thoughts about particular aspects of teaching.
Staff menhers have attended conferences on education in Santa
llariiara and Toronto; have visited schools in Massachusetts.
alifornia, Plattsburg and Rochester, ew York;
Michigan,
.a

'

'

nnd New York City.
Many, many visitors have come from schools
across the country and we liave been able to exchange ideas
with them.
Among them have l^oen fleorgc Dennison, Jonathan
Kotol and Paul Cooilman
Parents anil teachers saw a movie on
the Fayerweather School in C'amhridge, -Mass.
Teachers have
met with Ann f.unning to discuss the varied reading materials
available and how to use them to meet the needs of students.
A scries of informal meetings have taken place in parents' homes
and have allowed parents to detail their concerns to the teachers
and have been an opportunity for teachers to explain specifics
of programs and discuss individual students' needs.
.

have learned that hast Hill is a mucli more difficult
environment to teach in than a conventional school.
'he
high noise level and seeming confusion which comes from many
projects going on simultaneously in the same space is a test
of patience and understanding for the teacher.
Much more
preparation is necessary.
In dealing with one child or a small
group, the teacher needs to spread his or her talents in many
different directions; When a student needs help or stimulation, this must come from the teacher's understanding of
chat child and' his needs rather than from some overall plan
Te»achers must constantly he developing
for the day.
A great
curricula for the individual, not for the class.
(leal'of flexibility is necessary in order to adapt to eacii child
each day.
The teacher has to learn how to give up his or her
authority as the person who decides what is going to be
An
learned and how, md learn to take cues from the students.
environment where failure is as important a learning experience
Staff and students are aware tliat
as success is essential.
everyone makes mistakes. This helps to eliminate to some
extent the gap that often exists between school and ordinary

l\'c

life.

The Hast Hill staff lias learned a tremendous amount from the
Children like to create their own uses of space.
Students.
Students do not rcsbond well to commerical equipment: they
Seme children do
prefer to make and use their own things.
not function well in a large group situation and need to
The older students
feel free to withdraw for periods of time.
flth. Sell, and 6th gradersl, who have been in structured
schools the longest, have found it difficult to adjust to a mo.e
Students want to be more actively in
unstructured situation.
flood learning takes place when it is relevant^ to
the community,
Cliildrcn need expectations from teacnthe child and his life.
Furand recognition of their work.
guidance
of
terms
in
ers
extrahave
students
tiiat
discovered
thermore, tlie staff has
Childordinarily high personal standards for their own worK.

-
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ron prefer to procress without the pressure of age ami grade
ineat ions
'.'.’hen
children of different ages are free to
mingle, tlicy teach other and share experiences and interests.
Kids need and enjoy free play, an informal atmosphere,
nd
the opportunity to talk freely to each other and to adults.
The students have been the best guides for visitors.
Students
like to work in small groups of their selection, and associate
lie

I

.

with t!ie adult of their choice,
(liven freedom, students can
do many things adults do not give them credit for.
'•lany
spontaneous things occur.
Children respond excitedly and
creatively to field trips, especially those that, on a more
extcndoil basis,
ake use of the community at large as a
classroom.
Several such field trips, spanning as much as
a week (a few hours each day), have taken place this spring
with great success.
Field trips have been an integral part
of the curriculum this year and have developed in the students
a more nractical understanding of some of the sugjects they
have studied.
Next year the staff hopes to make further
use of the success of field trips.
The above has been an attempt to list, 'orc or less arbitrarily, some of the things that the staff has learned by working
with children at Cast Hill.

The following are some observations from
with primary children at Cast Hill:

a

teacher working

feel there have been some great imperfections in our
First.
approach to working with the younger children at Hast Hill.
Wc failed many times and in many ways in orienting young
children to what was educationally possible and desirable.
Wo often failed in defining what we expected of them as
people working and living together.
I

In spite of this, I would say that most (if not all) children
have had a good to excellent educational experience this year.
Instead of leaving to fit into a pfcscribed program, each child
has liad the freedom to experiment and find his own way to a
child interested in learning and the world
common goal;
around him.

have seen children who, in a traditional first grade would
have found upper limits established on what was available to
'"irst graders who have
them go far beyond such limits.
demonstrated an inherent grasp of mathematic.s have reached
'"raction:},
f r .as they wished; multiplication, division,
.as
h.as come
reading
whom
to
graders
First
vtc.
value,
place
naturally and quickly find unlimited opportunities to read
on the level they are capable of attaining, and tliey are
read.
rc.ading for information instead of just learning to
I

.1
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Classroom projects have
for
to

learn

tlic

inj>

lieen uscil this year to ^ive a focus
and use of skills, as well as an enrichment

the Iiasic projirams.

all children liave been able to find their own motivation
ami direction; 'or some, it will take more than this year to
do that.
hut many of these same children would feel ''forced"
into a regular school program, md quite probably a resistance
to learning would be carried on through their school years.
believe that when children find their direction fwitli >Miidancc
liy
fhcir teacher) they will learn because they really want to

N<it

I

c a rn

1

.

Jean Pepper

Tangible Products

(A

Partial List)

ooks
two volume's of children’s stories, poems, drawings,
articles, etc.
flandbound and printed books.
Cattail pens.
•

l-.

ewspaper
written, edited, ind laid otit by the students.
Thcludes interviews, stories, reports, announcements,
drawings,
artoon features.
Students have solicited the
advertising that make the newspaper completely self-supporting,
ft appears once a week, with distribution within the school
and at various stores in town.
N'

:

Ph oto”, r apby

darkroom, .supply pictures
Annabel Taylor Hall,
lul have t.aken many of the pictures which will be included
in a photographic documentary of the school.
The students built

•

for tiu^ newspaper,

School
and ch

i

S

tore

:

1

d ren

'

I^ttet^me'mTrcrs.

s

ad an exhibit

a

at

operated by the students.
books.

Sells supplies

Students have written many letters to school board
eongressmen and children at

local newspapers,

other scliools.
I’ol lilt ion Protect;
The students contacted Secretary llickel
and many congressmen wrote to various industries, cid a
survey of pollutants in Ithaca, entered the Cornell poster
.and biinpcr Sticker contest for I’.arth Pay and won botli, ditl
an exliil'ir of pollution posters for the Mann Liltr.iry and
.spent l.arth Pay cleaning up the area around Last Hill School,
,

part of the studv of other cultures and languages,
liave cooked French, Chinese, Crock, Italian,
Russian, ami Mexican meals, as well as using wild food and
leaking bread.
I'ooil

r

rlic

s

As

riulon ts
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play at Annabel Taylor: puppet play at hast
III! School, small dramatic productions
at school, chich the
students wrote and created the secnerv for.

Club (members have decorated a small room and arc
everyth inR about doj-s)
Rocket Club (under the super
vision of a staff member, students have built and launched
a number of kinds of rockets), Nature Club
(studies birds
lid foo.is, mimals, ^'tc.). Boat Club ihas been visiting
boatyards to study and draw boats), r'ar Club (studies and
builds cars.)
no}»

stucTy

Ma tc

r

mu

i

a

.

1

The staff has attempted to make use of as wide a selection of
prepared materials as is available.
In primary reading:
Shape Books, Sullivan Readers, Listening Tapes, SRA material.
In primary mathematics: Nuffield books and work cards, Madison
Project mater ials ,' Sets and Numbers books and workbooks in
Math and Cuisenaire rods.
For the older children: SRA materials. Listening Tapes,
and a paperback literature series in reading.
Madison
Project material and Sets and Numbers books in Math have
been used.

Many of our math and reading materials have been made by
students and teachers.
Books written by children, math
and reading games, I'itto sheets for practice, and numerous
other things (many arising out of specific projects).

Our library has been an invaluable source of materials for
reading, science, reference materials, games, ''ilmstrips,
records; in short, for all projects.
It is an extraordinary
lilirary.
It has become a favorite place for the students
to go.
It is a quiet room.
I^

valuntion of Students

State required achievement tests have been administered.
Several independent groups have tested small groups of studentsThe
on particular skills (use of graphs, reading, etc.).
following is a table of scores from achievement tests adminisListed are the
tered in April to 4th and 5th grade students.
Fast Hill mean scores, the district mean scores, and the difference in scores:
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5.06
4.34

concepts

i

IVord

Skills

1 Ci

:

comnut
mean
district
diff

Spe

r

‘leaning

TuI

sTnff feels thnt each student'
needs n’ust he determined on
nn individual basis and that rests can be used as a diagnostic
tool f for example,
no staff memiier has written a math test
desipiicd to cover nil mathematics rc(iuired of n sixth vradcr.
'Ml s
test is heini; used to shov. both tearlior and student areas
of crronj’th and wcakncssl.
ome of the test scores indicate
that the lower jrrndes need more concentration in reading,
bile
the upper grades need more in math.- ''ore specifically.
t
is clear from the scores tliat all the students scored higher
on nritlunetic concepts and application than on computation,

Tlic

i

'

rhelr undo r s t and ing of theory

is

good;

they need more practice.

Toachorhritton evaluations arc given to parents ne r iod ca 1 1 y
sriidcnt conferences, teache r -pa rent conferences, and interstaff conferences have proved effective in evaluating the work
of a student.
i

.

f major
Ihis year lias been one of trying and experimenting,
program changes, of searching for the most useful materials,
It has been a year of
f trying various uses of space.
resounding successes and failures. The staff feels that in
September, given the kinds and number of things they iiavc
learned this year, hast liill Sciiool will begin operation on
a
firm and ongoing basis.
>'

Appendix C2

East Hill Report, September, 1972

-

Excerpts
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EAST HILL SCHOOL ORGANIZATION CHART for 1972-1973
* - One full-time Homeroom
Homeroom
23 children 5“7)
teacher
1

A
PRIMARY
76

(

)

Y^oneroom 2 •* - One full time homeroom
26 children 5-7)
teacher

y(

f

MUSIC - one
Yuli time for
both 70cal and

Inetrumental
SHOE

Homeroom 3 - One full time homeroom
teacher
\( 22 children 6-7)

[

- two 1/2
time people

ART - two 1/2
time people

LIBRARY - two
1/2 time people

Homeroom 4 - One Tull time hame20 children 7-9) room teacher

iNljRi'lEDlATS

UNIT
41

(

(

,

Homeroom 5 - One full time home21 children 7-9)room teacher

)

BUILDING TEACHER
1/2 custodial
l/2 time teacher
among all units

(

PRINCIPAL
CLERK - two
1/2 tl^Skpeople

OLDER UNIT
(

43

Homeroom 6
22 children 10-11) - One Yuli
time home room tea
Homeroom 7 - One full time home(21 children (11-12) room teacher
(

^
)
!

(

NURSE

-

1/2 day

per wee's

PSYCHOLOGIST l/2 day per wees
SPEECH Therapls
\l/2 day per wees
ct

»'

/
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ast '?111 Report
1971-72
.that follows Is a descriptive aad aaalytlcal report
of the
progress of iiast Rill School this year.
It was compiled
Jointly by parents aad teachers and therefore reflects the
ambience of the school from the point of view of the people
worlcing in it every day as well as those who see it more or
lass through tne eyes of their children and from visits to the
classroom.

£ach

unl't or area of the school is treated separately; there
is a certain amount of overlapping since the school functions
la a way wnlch crosses age and activity lines.

This report is not meant to touch on every detail of school
life, for that would require greater length.
Nor is it meant
to deal with specific teaching situations as they apply to an
individual child: that is accomplished by each teacher la detailed records ’icept on each child.
The report is meant a^aa
overview of the wordings of the school as a whole, and as S
reflection of the general approach of the staff to teaching
in an open environment.
This is the third evaluation of Zast Rill and may be considered
in the light of three years of experience, experimentation, and
decision mating.
The school is and always will be in a state
of re-evaluation aad change in order more successfully to meet
the needs of its students^
'•That

is last Rill School?

iast Rill School is a public school in the Ithaca School
District operating on an open enrollment basis with about
one-fourth of the students coming from the iiast lRIII district
aad the remainder from outside the Sast .Rill district. The
school receives the same funding and student-teacher ratio as
otl5ar schools in the district.
All internal decisions are woriced out by the parents, staff, and in many cases, the children.
A committee,

consisting of parents and teachers, is organised

This committee
to facilitate communication and decision-making.
is viewed as an important part of the school and over the past
three years it has helped the school grow and mature.
Jjurlng the three years the school has been in axlstanca, it has
undergone many physical and psychological changes. However,
this past year there seemed to be more effort devoted to real
educational issues rather than adult problems or physical
changes in the building. Last year the parents and staff
wrote a school philosophy and this seemed to provide a base
This also seemed to help unify
on which to build and grow.

the staff.

X
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At pra39Qt tha school Is divided loto three uolta primary 5-3; Intemedlata - 8^10; older Iclda - 9-12.
Within each
unit there le a team of teaohars who worlc out the program
for that unit and provide an acooiftabla structure for them.
We also have on our staff full time art, shop, library and
music people and tha staff feels strongly that these areas
are equally as Important as math and reading.
:

The school la a combination of open classroom - open school.
There are activities the children may do as a group or on
their own In the classroom or they can go to environments
outside tha room.
On the average about one-third of their
weelc la structured for them (example: homeroom ’periods or
siclll area groups), the remaining two-thirds of the time
Is used for the children to choose activities which Interest
them

Teachers maice an effort to solicit from students things
they would be Interested In doing and then help them carir
these Interests out.
The staff also offers projects they
thlolc children might be Interested In.
Some children do find
It difficult to get Involved and It them becomes the teacher's
responsibility to hal{) them find meaningful things to do.
Teachers keep detailed records on the children and conference
with them as often as possible. Parent -teacher conferences
are held twice a year and a written report Is sent home to
the parent at the end of the year.
Children are also Invited
to attend the conferencing If the parent and teachers feel
It would be profitable.
Special area teachers are also present
at many conferences and they provide homeroom teachers with
written reports on all children they regularly encounter.
Things we have learned during the oast three years

:

Adults must be consistent In carrying out school policy
tha school Is not a place where each parson decides for
themselves what Is wrong or right.

1.

2.

-

Children like small spaces to study, plan, build, and
Open spaces are vary confusing to them.

play.

Structure Is not a bad thing -It's what goes on within
3.
It Is Important to try and get
the structure that counts.
the children to help build the school structure.
Without parents being actively Involved, changes are very
difficult to make.
If a school Is going to grow, parents must
feel they can work with the staff.

4.

5.

Communication among adults Is very Important In an open

school.
The staff has to be able to make decisions, but a free or
open school needs someone to make sure these decisions are
Implemented.

6.
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Younger children need acre structure than older ones and
grow out of this gradually,

7.

Dramatics seem to be an important thing to most elamentary
school bids.

3.

Children in open school situations have to deal with far
more social situations and it is important that the teachers
provide learning situations, either formally or informally,
to help children better understand the rights of others.
9»

10.
It is more difficult in open education to reward a child
and also for him to know how he is doing in school,
a need
for teacher-child conferencing exists.

11.

Teachers have to provide a way to protect a child's work.

12.

i^hen the ideas or structure come from the kids, things
sometimes work batter.
To foster a climate where this can taka
place la not an easy chore.

Many small groups develop and children do need large group
experience where the entire group is working on one large project
but within that doing many different jobs.

13.

14.
Children learn to read in many different ways and the more
one-to-one that is provided, the easier it will be for then.

The school has to be for the children and not a place for
adults to work on their own ego.
15.

Idultl-age grouping is important but we feel it la not a good
thing to span more than two years. Mixing the five and six year
olds has proven to be a worthwhile thing.
16.

17.
It is difficult for kids to remember what is going on all
the time and they do need reminders,

13.
The needs of children become very real in an open school
and, as a result, more difficult to meet.

Some children like the security of the groups - others
19.
would rather work alone, or with one other child.
The teacher in the open school has to be well-organized
and prepared and able to organize a curlculum around the needs
Creativity is
of the children, not from a teacher's manual.
also an Important quality as wall as sensativity.
20.

The library in the open school should be a place where kids
can find quiet to read or study when the need arises. Soma
children find quietness a great need from time to time.

21.

22.
Teachers have to be honest with children and let them'
know how they feel and children should be encouraged to do the
same.
To turn your back when a child does something wrong is
not helping him.
‘I
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The elementary school should be a place where children explore
23.
the world that's Important to them and learn some basic sicills
on which to build.
It is not a place where most children want
to get very intellectually involved in things - that seems to
come around twelve or thirteen years of age.
In general, facts
are not important - what is important is that a child enjoy
learning, find out how to learn, feel good about himself as
a person and learn how to get along with others.

Parents have got to understand the philosophy and expectations
25 .
of the school and have got to worfc with the teachers in helping
the children understand them.
26.

Parents must be involved in school policy making.

3

Sunny Room Report
This year East Hill School was different in many ways than
last year.
I want to look at these differences, particularly
in the Sunny Room, and the effect I feel they had on the
children and teachers.
The major difference is required actiyities; each child had
to attend two writing groups and at least one math group a
week, work on his/her day book once a day and read with a
teacher (or another student or alone) once a week. Effects;
good; it has exposed kids to actiyities and learning which
they find they enjoy, get a lot of fun doing, and might not
have done on their own and it has provided the security of
consistent structure to the day and week: bad; kids resist,
do as little as they can get away with, turns them against the
activity (e.g. Hath or writing) even when not required.
Kids
refusing or resisting is a strain on the teacher and unfair to
kids who want to do it.
I have felt that the effects have
been consistently good in my writing group and more nixed in
the math group.
I feel I have been more consistent in providing creative fun learning experiences in writing than in
math.
This could have alot to do with it.
I believe that
children la the Ist and 2nd grade accurately view reading and
writing as more essential tools in day-to-day living than the
math they are learning. I Imagine some of this could be overcome by showing them how math can help them with things they
are interested in.
The children are required to do something in their "day books"
each day.
I believe that this has been a successfiul activity.
Most kids have made what they do in their day books very meanSome children draw in them, some write
ingful to themselves.
or write and draw, and soma use it for a practice place for
script. Although work in the day book is required, the children
are allowed the freedom to do something meaningful to them, and
most taice advantage of it.
I guess what I am cooing around to is that requiring certain
activities or a certain amount of participation is valuable
if the assiscned task is interesting, fun or meaningful to the
child, or if the child is free enough to define his activity
in a way that is meanlngf’ul to him.

The children are required to attend a meeting at 9:00, 11:30
Of course, there are problems with these times;
and at 2:30.
to attend and kids being inconsiderate of others,
wanting
kids not
but overall, those meetings have been excellent in building a
group sense and in giving children a place where they can express

Sunny Room Report
and stiare ideas, accompllshneats and feelings that are iaportant

oumaing up: having basis structure to the dav and week (of
course with rooa for spontaneous activities
), excellent.
Requiring activities or participation can be good, particularIf there is enough freedoa in it so each child can sake aeaniagful or interesting Tun for hiaself. It is iaportant also to
have nuaerous activities in the rooa which a chili or children
can do wltnout a teacher, as well as teaoher-r'-in activities.
Rather than introducing all activities at once, it is better
to introduce a new activity every week or two, and the way this
is lone is iaportant.
Rew activities or aaterlals should be
introduced at a aeetlng, at which tlae there should be a discussion acout the uses of aaterlals and where to keep then.
It is very iaportant that the rooa be a place that children
like to be, with activities they enjoy doing and aaterlals
they enjoy using. Also, it is iaportant to let kids know what
is available to then (e.g. by Just aentioning that teachers are
willing to teach script encourazed kids to ask for instruction
and they learned this quickly).*

Rlliot Gordon
The Sunny Rooa, one of three classrooas of the Primary iJnlt,
has 13 children ranging la age from 6-3 years.
There is one
full-time teacher (Richard) and one half-tiae teacher (Siliot),
although each spends two hours each week teaching in other rooms
of the building.
7or eight weeks this year there has been a
full-time student teacher (21aae).
The children are required to attend a 15-3iaute meeting, and
each child is in one of two "literature” groups (which are primarily writing groups meeting twice a week for up to half an
hour) and in one of three math groups (which meet once or twice
a week for up to 45 minutes).
Twice a day, at 11:32 and 2:30»
there is a general clean-up, followed by the reading of a story,
group discussion, a game or other group activity. At 1:00 each
child works, writes or draws in hisAer "Eay Book." The Bay Books
are capsullzed diaries; soma contain stories, some are practice
books for learning script, and cany are non-contlnuous collections
of drawings, some with captions.
In addition to being required
to attsnd'the morning meeting, the "groups" and the clean-ups
and working in a day book, each child must read individually
with a teacher at least once a week.

Other scheduled events of the week Include gym, 25 minutes 2 days
a week, music (John comes in twice a waek to sing and 5 of the
children take recorder lessons) and the Wednesday afternoon
school-wide activities and Thursday afternoon Primary unit miniThese
projects.
.-iost Priday mornings we go on field trips.
trips may be scheduled to fit in with a project or subject some
of the kids are studying (such aa a mri? to the Cornell Bntomology

7
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Sunaj Soon Report
I'luseum)
to learn more about the community (such as trips to
the Ithaca Post Office, the yire Station, talcing walks through
the r^ast Sill neighborhood) or to spark ao interest or provide
an experience that might not otherwise be shared (such as trips
to the Cornell orchard to pick apples, the Cornell sheep, pig
and horse barns).
;

ijurlng all the unscheduled times, the options open to each child
Include going to the art room, the shop or the llbjrary.
Also,

there are often teacher-directed activities offered for certain
lengths of times; for example, at least one morning a week a
teacner will take a group to the kitchen to cook.
(We have a
ritual of celebrating children's birthdays and other special
events by baking something for the class to consume.) 2ach
Monday morning there is a olasswlde treasure hunt ^vlth the clues
In code.
One or two afternooons a week I organize a session of
charades" or dramatic improvisations. In the room at all times
are building blocks, checkers, books, and crayons.

Richard Nowogrodzki
I went down to observe what goes on In the Sunny Room on a
Monday morning.

Ihe morning meeting Is a time when all of the children are
required to be together and quiet. Richard, Billot and Diane
make announcements, talk about what will be going on during the
day. Issue reminders about Math groups and literature groups, etc.
The children can also talk about things they feel to be of general Interest.
What Is of general Interest is pretty loosely
defined.

3y the time I arrived, the children had dispersed to various
activities.
In the Sunny Room were Billot and his literature
group;
he was reading with a child, another child was listening, a couple of others seemed to be waiting their turn.
The
student teacher, Diane, was making a dummy for the school newspaper, and two children were making up an elaborate story which
they were Illustrating.
Most of tie other children were with
I
Richard in the shop, building a bigger cage for the bunny.
found my sou In the Art Room. He came back to the Sunny Room
after he had finished the ink drawing he was working on there.
After awhile John came In with his guitar and a new song. He's
scheduled to come into the room twice a week; sometimes he sings
with them, scmetlmee he gets them Involved with dancing or singing games.

—

they returned quite quickly to their
After "Break" (recess)
rooms and. In the Sunny Room, the highlight of the morning
Something of this type occurs
occurred -- a scavenger hunt.
a
the instructions were in code
every Monday morning:
Some of the children deciphered
number code with a key provided.
the code and brought Billot the required items very quickly,
others took much longer, and a few needed a little help at the
Then
But everyone did finish, and everyone got a prize.
end.
,

—

—

T

I
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It was time for olieaaup.
One interesting thing I noticed about
the treasure hunt -- a number of children seemed at woric in
pairs, but the pairs were of similar abilitr
for instance
the first two boys to finish cooperated
one got one item
for both while the other got another item for both -- but
each was squally capable. Another pair was among the slowest
to decipher the scavenger coda -- they helped each other, but
it was a struggle for both of them
what I'm trying to say
is that the children who worked together were collaborating.

—

After cleanup, Richard read two chapters from a book until
lunch.
I left at lunch time.
After lunch a biochemist talked
to them about the intestines, among other things.
They've
obviously been learning anatomy and biology
a few weeks ago,
there was great enthusiasm over the pig-in-a -bottle also a calf
embryos which were then dissected, so that the children have
a fairly good idea of the basic life systems.

—

,

—

So much for what happens or is supposed tohappen.
Does it
work? >fell, it certainly works for my son. I tried to elicit
an opinion from him on how it could be improved, but he didn't
seem to have any negative feelings
sure there were some things
that have bothered him at one time or another
but he seems
to feel that most of these things (like unruly children) taka
care of themselves, especially if you don't bug the child.

—

—

think that some, at least, of the children, would profit by
more specific projects.
Richard told me about one "mission
impossible" game ha used to teach one child in particular how
to use reference works.
This is the type of project I mean
adapted to the particular child's needs, and quickly abandoned
when its usefulness is over. Richard also mentioned the need
Ha also
for more projects, especially of a continuing nature.
expressed concern that many of the cnlldren la the school are
unable to "suffer In silence" -- if something bores them, they
leave.
In one way this is great, in another, not so great.
Sometimes there are boring things which you should really know
about.
I

—

One of the moat positive aspects, to Richard, is the ability
of the children to work together la small groups -- the groups
change, often according to the activity (Instead of being cliqualsh).

before I get hopelessly entangled In "turgid prose",
was Impressed, as my husband had been a couple of months ago,
that the children all seemed to be Involved with something and
with each other, most of the time. They aren't Just learning
they're learning to work together, they're
skills and facts
learning to be responsible for themselves, for each other. I
noticed that they no longer seen to need the slgnout board they
To Slim up,
I

—

son and his friends enjoy school, are upset when they have to
stay hone because of illness, and are always glad to go back axte]
My son hasn't^ lost nia ena vacation, or even after a weekend.
and that s what iast
thusiasm for learning (learning anything
Hill Is for.
Sunny "looding

iiy

!

)
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Mirror Room Report
Learniog la aa open situation Is not measured only In academic
skills..... though these are very important, but in abilities
and attitudes developed in the person. With the freedom to
plan for himself and to interact freely with those around him,
be they adult or child
a child more quickly learns to know
himself and trust his capacities.
It is up to the teacher in a
free environment to so structure and control the environment
that the best possible learning, both social and academic, takes
place for each child.
,

This task is monumental, but with the experience of each year,
I (and others of the staff) become a little surer of what to put
into the environment
and what to take out,
I have felt that
our mixes kindergarten and first grades have been very successful
and will continue with this next year.
3ut I have also felt
that the three primary rooms, (and also the three units within
the school) have retained a separateness throughout the year
and I would have liked to be more of a community. ’rHille it is
essential for each child to find his place la the emaller homeroom group
especially so with the very young child, I would
have liked to sea more of an extension from this group as the
year passed.
As

I plan for next year, I look at those parts of the program
felt most successful and expand upon them.
The individual reading program has worked wall, but I would like to extend it with
more group experiences, bath in skill work and creative writing
experience.
The Wynroth math game program has been successful,
but another year I hope to have more practical math projects
to extend the math program.
And, especially for another ‘year
I hope to plan more group projects with content In the science and
social science areas (I had good luck but too few of these this
year).
Built into such projects would beways for Individuals and
small groups to carry on their interests on their own.

I

Aa a part of this year's report each classroom has asked a parent
Following is the report
to describe the class as she saw it.
written by Kay Read, mother of a six year old in the class

The Mirror Room has 24 children, 11 of these are kindergarten
All
age, and 11 in the first grade, and 2 in the second grade.
but four of the kindergarten children go home at noon.
The mornings start with everyone sitting down for announcements
either from the teacher or the children. r31ther g;;mi or music
follow the morning meeting four mornings a week. Following
activities, while the group is still together, math or word games
The teacher, and whatever assistants present in
are set up.
the room, work with these small groups O'.i individual skills
until the 10:20 break time. This is when the kindergarteners
have milk and snack.

Another brief meeting follows recess. The second half of the
morning is devoted to the younger children. They work on their
day books around a big table, drawing pictures and frequently
/5
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writing simple descriptive sentences.
on math or individual reading.

Some are ready for worlc

Clean-up time coems at 11;30, followed by a story or a pi^Jeot
discussion. A study of Mexico with Rochelle L.
the Spanish
teacher is the current focus, a previous one was Taiwan, where
a classmate had lived.
,

After lunch stcllls and academics are emphasized for the older
children.
They are expected to work on their day hooks, drawing
and writing by themselves, or with help.
The afternoon may
include special, all school projects or a primary unit activity.
Among the many undertakings have been: skating at Lynah Rink;
science experiments; creative writing; field trips; cooking;
sewing and even egg coloring. Many of these activities cut across
age groups.
The reading program in the class is a multi-text one, with four
or five reading series to choose from. All oral reading is done
individually with the child, and a few children have a combined
workbook (assigned for a specific purpose) and reading program.

Each child is encouraged to feel a commitment to complete small
goals and look at the next step ahead. At the same time the
teacher must know at what level each child is working and what is
the next appropriate step.
She operates with an underlying conviction that the children are able to accomplish twice as much
when each is working Individually at the correct pace and level
instead of the entire class working on the same page at the same
time.
The iit’ynroth Math Same aeq.uence provides a way to individually
pace the math program for each child.
The children play the games
in groups of three or four, but keep their math folders at their
own pace (or inclination).

Spanish is 'brought to the class twice a week by Rochelle. With
practical expe
§5ln!SSI^

occupied with any of the above activities, each child
All enjoy the
is free tc go to the Art Room, Library cr shop.
audio-visual materials in the library and check out books. Some
are less apt to leave the room and concentrate on blocks, sand
The spontaneous theatrics are a source
or dress -up play there.
Building small lams and
of delight to many of the children.
rivers outside has occupied some of the children for long periods

'(hen not

of time.
The teacher has been assisted each day by student teachers from
Cortland, and also fcr two half days by students from Cornell and
Their contributions 'nave been essential and they
Ithaca College.
special talents as In singing games and ma'xlng
their
have added

reading materials.

Jean Pepper
II
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Ihe Picture Room Report
ihe Picture Rooir la aptly naaed for the delightful pictures
aad
stories hUQg on the walls, these created by the 25 chlldrea for
whom the room Is home. This Is a Kladergartec-flrst grade
grouping; 14 stay all day and 11 kindergarteners are there
mornings only. Pat Holmes, who taught the kindergarten class
In 1970-71f is the teacher, assisted at various tlaes by parents,
student teachers, and other volunteers.

Ihe children have the opportunity to move out into other areas
of the school, as described below, but much of the program Is
self-contained within the group and occurs within the room.
It
has-been physically arranged with this in mind, to allow for
traffic flow and varied activities, both quiet and noisy, e.g.
story, reading and meeting area, writing area, sand, table, construction toys and blocks, art area, project table, math area,
house corner and pet area.

S^ch day begins with a 15 minute meeting for attendance, discussion of morning, plans etc. The day Is punctuated as follows:
snack and break time - 10:20 - 10:40; discussion and story 11:30 - 12; lunch; short meeting - 12:50; cleanup and story at
2:30.
Curing the Intervening periods of time the children work
In small groups or as individuals, with which the teacher, supplemented by assistants works in an alternating fashion.
?or example,
during a morning when* I observed, the teacher followed the meeting
by giving most of the "all-day" children the freedom to choose
their own aotivlty within the room or In the art room, shop
or library, and noted their destinations.
The kindergarteners
remained to work in the room In math, reading and writing.
3o
at a given Instant, 5 children were playing the "dinosaur" math
game, 3 were reading Individually to Pat and two other teaching
assistants, and 3 were drawing and writing In their day books,
going to a teacher for help as they needed it. The teacher then
moved about mostly among these children but available to those
others who had chosen to stay In the room as well.
,

After break-time the teacher then alternates her involvement
with the first graders In basic skill areas, with individuals
and groups, giving the kindergarteners the option to choose
their own aotivlty.
In the afternoon, she continues to work
with small groups and individuals among the remaining 14 children.
The point la to spend time each day with each child working on
basics
Other regular features of the week are: Thursday afternoon
mini-projects for the whole rrlmary Unit; Wednesday school-wide
projects from 1-2 P.H. music with the whole group twice a week,
supplemented by Individual guitar and recorder lessons for some
children; gym twice a week; modem dance twice a week for those
Various projects develop over the week, such as
Interested.
pets, or wild animals, studied sometimes by the whole group,
small groups or individuals, at least one cooking project per
week, aad weekly science projects led by Cornell volunteers.
;'
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The deadlQg pro-sraa la coaplately Individualized and each child
reads to a teacher or has equal reading tlae and related activity
at least three times a weelc.
Svery child may chooae to follow
one of five different reading schemes,
ireparatlon for reading
Is personal, e.g. helping the child read sentences to fit his
own drawings and to aalca hooks of these or from his or her own
selection of magazine pictures.
At the present tlae, 23 of the 25
children (9 of the 11 kindergarteners) have at least one book
at the beginning level, and there Is excitement about reading
among all of these children.
(It should be pointed out that the
group represents various social class backgrounds, and yet there
seems to be no distinction In their ability to learn to read
through the above methods.)
Lana:ua^e Is taught mainly through creative writing.
2ach child
is expected to do a "daybook” page every day, about anything he
chooses, but It must Include writing, and pictures are encouraged.
Pro;]ect areas also produce books and stories, written Individually

or In groups.
The teacher works also on alphabet sounds, word
building, etc.
Each 1st grader makes his own dictionary. One
parent works. In addition on writing practice (letter formation)
with small groups once a week.

Math .
For the first time, the Wynroth math program has been
Introduced.
It has not been used exclusively, as In other schools,
but many of the math games and the workbooks have been successful with the children.
For the games, the teacher selects small
groups she feels are on a par, keeps a chart of their progress
and continues to select and re-shuffle groups on this basis (as
well as personality). She will sometimes play alone with a
All written workchild, especially if he is having difficulty.
books are done completely Individually.
For children lacking a
fauaillarity with numbers and counting, there are other materials
designed to help with this, as ’.Vynroth starts only after a child
can count.
In addition to Wynroth materials, there is work in
practical math, e.g. measuring, balancing, weighing, telling
tlae, etc. with groups and individuals; Dlennes blocks, and to
a lesser extent Cuisenaire rods are also used as a supplement
to the Wynroth program.
In general. Fat believes the methods have been successful in
involving the children In a balanced variety of math areas.
Some of the older children are now doing multiplication.
The use of volunteers Is extensive, including parents and
students from Tornell, Ithaca College, Jeuka College and CortMany come on a regularly scheduled basis
land State College.
In fact there has
and assist in a great variety of activities.
been such a good response from volunteers that care must be
taken next year not to have too many adults present In the room
at one time, as this can be confusing to children and difficult
In addition to adult volunteers,
for the teacher to coordinate.
some chflldreu from the Intermediate unit have helped by reading
Perhaps the
to the group or listening to individual readers.
older unit might be called upon next year, especially in the

1
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Pali aad iiilater to give help to Individual children, eepeclall/
ilndergartenera with dressing and learning their vrav about the
,

school.

AREAS 0? PROGRESS AND SUGGESTED CHANGES
The K-1 grouping seems to have worked eitremelj well, both from
an educational and social standpoint.
Friendships and helping
relationships have formed across age lines. The kindergarteners
get extra stimulation from the older children ad are helped to
become familiar with the school; the Ist graders have the chance
to use materials, e.g. blocks, which often are not apparent In
a Ist grade room.
They seem not to have been held back In any
way by the younger children, but have gained confidence In themselves without a negative competitive spirit.
In fact the grouping seems to have promoted greater tolerance and mutual respect.
It should be said that a teacher’s conception of the purpose of
the grouping and her approach to the children would go far In
dstermlning the success or failure of a new arrangement such as
this.
It Is not possible to describe the progress many Individual
children seem to have made within the group, but through the
year all the children seem to have developed greater confidence
within the school. The older children especially have become
fairly sophisticated In planning for themselves. Now there Is
less tendency for the children to elect to leave the room; they
are not always In a great rush to see what Is happening elsewhere.
There seems to be a more relaxed attitude toward both the room
Some of the older children are cow
and the school as a whole.
able to follow an Interest through, as, for example, on the wild
animal project they will paint, draw, get books out of the library,
etc. both Individually and In small groups.

Suggestions for change are not really
organization and grouping have worked
like to add a few new elements to the
while continuing to offer the choices

major, because the basic
Rat would
out so well.
classroom environment,
of activity In other parts

of the school:

Paints and more art materials in the room, as well as
1)
In the art room, which would be expeclally valuable to the

younger children.
Use of assignment cards in the room, providing a seml2)
dlrected learning experience, half way between assistance from
These would
the teacher and total free choice by the child.
lead children into different subject areas and would help childResource materials, pictures
ren learn to work more on their own.
aad books would be available to complement the assignment cards.
Pat would like more opportunity than she has had to work la
It is not clear
project areas with small groups of children.
yet now to achieve this, but the follow-up of assignment cards
may be one way.

Appendix C3

East Hill Report, September, 1974
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THE SCHOOL DAY FOR THE OLDER UNIT

9:00-9:20
9:20-10:20
10:20-10:40
10:40-11:30
11:30-12:00
12 00 - 1:00
1:00- 1:45
1:45- 2:30
2:30 -3:00
:

-

-

-

_
-

Homeroom
Block of
Break **
Block of
Block of
Lunch
Block of
Block of
Homeroom

time

(grades 4,5,6)

*

time *
time
(also Homeroom for 4ch grade) *
time *
time *
(also upper unit group singing 2 times a week)

*

Block of time: This is a time period during the day when a child may have a
project or skill group or gym class scheduled with a teacher. If not scheduled,
the child is free to use the environment as he wishes, providing it is in keeping
with the school's philosphy and expectations.

**

Break:
a period of time set aside to divide the morning.
Students may go to the
gym, outside, the library or continue doing things they are involved in.

OLDER UNIT ORGANIZATION
For 1974-1975, the older unit will consist of three homeroom teachers. All
4ch graders will be in one room for homeroom purposes as we feel, at least in the
beginning of the year, that they are not ready socially to be with the 5th and
6th graders. They do have many opportunities to be with the older children outside
the homeroom and in skill and interest groups.
.411 students are required to be in
3 langtiage arts group and a math group, and to take at least one project throughout
the school year (projects are chosen for six-week periods).
.

,

Language Arts - Students who need further skill development have to be in groups the
purpose of which is to develop these skills. It is our feeling that by the 4th grade
many of our students have sufficient reading ability, so that they no longer need a
structured reading program the primary goal of which is further skill development.
Every six weeks students who we feel have Che ability may select one or several
literature groups they would like to be in. Some of the groups are the result of
(See
student requests and others are given out of a teacher's particular interest.
enclosed Project Packet.) During the groups, which meet twice a x^eek for 45 minutes,
writing and spelling, as well as reading, are integrated into the theme of the group.
'

Also, as part of each 6-week period of time, "extra-help" classes are offered
Groups sices range from 5-10 students.
in handwriting and spelling.

At the end of the year all 3rd graders were given the Informal Reading Inventory
All 4-6th graders were given a spelling
Test to determine their further needs.
inventory test, and 6th graders were given the Stanford Achievement Test, a
District policy.

Math - Students were placed in groups according to ability, and have been meeting
Group sice averages about 3 students. A homework assignment was usually
twice a week.
given each week, and teachers were always willing to give extra help during the week.
One of the things we felt was missing from our math Instruction was sufficient opportunity for practical math experiences, which we feel is so important. There is a
possibility that we will Increase math instruction to three periods a week next year, or
begin to offer practical math as part of our project periods. This year children
who were perceived as having difficulty were given extra periods of math instruction.
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INTEREST PROJECTS
The staff feels we have an obligation to expose children to as wide a variety
of things in the world as possible, but we do not feel It is necessarv for all
children to leave school having been exposed to the same curriculum,
(l.e., all
students studying Indians in the 4th grade.) We do feel, however, chat it's
necessary to Insure chat each child has the proper skills to enable them to
benefit from thse projects. Projects are offered in the areas of drama, science,
social studies, art, music, wood shop, health, physical education, crafts, animals,
cooking, gardening, plant study, boat building, and more.
Some students select
projects on the basis of their interest, some because of a teacher or a peer.
Once a student has made a choice (or choices) he la expected to see the project
through to completion. Projects usually meet twice a week, but some only once.
Moat students selected as many projects as they could fit into their schedules, and
there was a trend for students to select those projects which were more intellectually

challenging.

HOMEROOM PERIODS
All students meet in assigned homerooms from 9:00-9:20 and 2:30-3:00 and
The purposes of this period are:
the 4th graders meet additionally from 11:30-12:00.
1.

go over the daily activities

2.

make school announcements

3.

discuss things on the minds of teachers or students

4.

provide an experience whereby students and teachers get to know and
respect each in a group situation, to learn and practice group behavior

5.

set aside a time for clean-up

(all students are involved in clean-up)

FREE TIME - HOW DO THE STUDEHTS SPEND IT?

Most students allow some free time in their schedule, and below are listed some
ways in which they can and do spend it:
1.

reading in the library

2.

working in the woodshop or art room

3.

talking, planning, helping or socializing with a friend or friends

4.

working on a project or homework

5.

talking with a teacher

6.

helping younger children in the primary unit

7.

being alone to think about ways to spend free time

OLDER UNIT WOOD AND PRINT SHOP
students was established.
This year a wood shop and print shop only for older
environment for
worthwhile
was
a
and
it
printed,
and
Many good things were built
it had to oe closed due to
some of the upper unit students. About half of the dav
lack of staff.
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Older Unit Wood and Print Shop, cont.
Next year we are going to have to find ways to keep both shops open
more of
the time.
Also, we need to help students get more Involved in projects. Thev
are
no longer Interested in the kind of creative projects done by the
primary students,
and need suggestions and help in the more sophisciated projects of which
they are
capable.
A better job has to be done in teaching and following through on better
care of equipment.
THE PRIMARY UNIT
This past year the unit was composed of 2 K-1 rooms and 2 2-3 rooms. Next year,
due to increased enrollment, we are going to add one more room, and organize as
follows: 1 K, 1 K-1, 1 1-2, and 2 2-3.

During the past year the two K-1 teachers worked together closely, as did the
two 2-3 teachers.

'

Work in the skill areas went on mostly in the homerooms with students usually
having reading and math activities four times a week. During part of the morlng
students were given a free choice period, which meant they could go the library, art
room, wood shop or find some activity in the room.
Projects were offered also,
which allowed students the opportunity to sign up for areas of particular interest
to them.
An effort was made through these projects to expose children to the areas
of science, health, social studies, crafts, music and drama.
They usually ran for
a period of six weeks, and students were encouraged to suggest projects for the
next period.
The Wvnroth Meth Program was used by all the prlnaxry room. This program
Introduces concepts through games, following up the concepts with work sheets.
The teachers supplemented this program with practical math activities, and one of
our goals for next year is to do more with practical math.

Reading was handled in many different ways, depending on the needs of children
and Che preferences of teachers.
The Discar Program was used remedially for
Some teachers used the standardized
about 12 children with varying degrees of success.
readers along with workbooks. Other children had readers supplmenced with work
sheets.
The primary teachers felt it was more productive to work with beginning
readers on a one-to-one basis rather chan in small groups. A small number of the
primary students, who had progressed to Che point where they no longer needed a
standardized reading program, worked with the school librarian reading about things
All 3rd
She also worked with them on comprehension skills.
of interest to them.
graders were given an I.R.I. to assess their progress. Also, the Rosner Auditory
Program was used with several kindergarten and first graders.
An important part of the primary program is the "day-book" activity. This went
on every day, and all students were encouraged to write (or draw for those who could
not yet write) something of importance to them. This might include how thev felt, an
experience, something they would like Co do or be, whatever they wanted to express.
Day books were sent home about once a month.
Teac.hers read these over and made comments.
Along with the daybook activity, there was lots of creative writing, poetry and
book-making activity. Specific handwriting activities were provided for children who
showed a need.
The primary classrooms were set up with the children in mind, and lots of
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stlmulating Interest and activity areas were arranged. Areas for animals, games,
sand play, blocks, books, art activties, lofts, meetings and academic skills were
a part of each primary homeroom.
Every effort was made to get the children out into the community and to bring
parents in to help enrich the program as well as to meet the needs of children.
One of the goals of the primary grades is to Introduce children to freedom
(assuming responsibility for themselves) slowly and to help them develop "freedom
skills" so they can use the environment profitably.

An important part of the primary unit is the large group meetings. Children
who work individually or in small groups most of the day need large group experience
opprtunitles also. These meeetings went on four times a day for time periods of
5-20 minutes.
Not only do they serve as a vehicle for communication, but they also
provide children with experiences in listening, expressing feelings or concerns,
solving social probelms and learning from others. The meetings were held consistently,
and ware looked upon by the staff and moat children as important parts of the day.
Clean-up at the end of the day is handled in many different ways, but it is
goal is not only
expected that teach child contribute to this on a daily basis.
to clean the room, but to give each child a feeling of responsibility towards his
environment.

1

Appendix D

New Program Planning Committee Report

November 28, 1973
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TllE

COALS OF

XIIE NEVJ PROCRAI-t

The overall goal of Che Nc; Program

Ls

Co establish a small

group learning environment that provides students with
longing,

a

sense of be-

fosters choir positive self-image, encourages sel f -directed

study, provides easier pupil -teacher-parent interaction and greater

program flexibility, actively encourages learning, exploring and

participating in many different settings.
In addition to Che goals listed bclov/, teachers and students should

set their own individual goals with strategies for attaining then and

should have the opportunity to check their progress at fixed Inter.'als
or more often if desirable.

The goals v;hich follow fall into three categories:

1)

Chose general

goals pertaining to the setting up of the learning environment and its

maintenance

2)

those pertaining to academic success and

3)

chose in-

volved with personal development.

GF.hT.TL'.L

GOALS

To establish a learning
environroenC characterised by
openness, honesty, confidence
and mutual crust

STPuMEGY FOR ATTAIh’MFPlT
by building a close relationship
teachers and other
.among scudenc.s
adults in Che program
,

2) respect
1) listen,
By learning to:
to
the rights and needs of others, 3)
carry on an open dialogue with no fear
or hesitation

By selecting a staff that demonstrates:
and
1) a sincere commitment to children
ideas
new
to
openness
an
learning,
2)
and new experiences, 3) an appreciation
for diversity
3y an ongoing program Chat improves
the staff’s ability to deal with students
la this kind of setting

- 0-
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GENT:iw\L

goals

(cont.)

STRATEGY FOR ATTAI!.*MEMT

To establish a learning
environment that approximates the lietcrot’enieCy
of the Ithaca conraunity
in terms of race, economic
status and academic ability

By making the enrollment open to
all children in the district

By making information about the
Mew ProrTam available to all
segments of the community in-

cluding students, parents and
school diatrict personnel
By demonstrating chat the program
works for the children who have
enrolled in it

By actively seeking parental assistance in all aspects of the program's
operation

To provide for parental
involvement and participation in the education
of their child

By providing a means for formal
parental involvement such as a
Steering Committee or a Community
Forun
By keeping parents fully informed
of school operations and decisions
By helping parents recognise the
heavy responsibility the educational process places on all the indi-

viduals involved

To provide continuing and t'nerouph
evaluation of:
1) Overall goal
attainment, 2) Student effort and
progress,
3) Small group effectiveness in meeting individual
i) Strategies and methods
needs,
of teachers

3y freguent open discussions and
conferences

By written documentation and
evaluation of student growth
By administration of individual
or group tests
By using parent and student
evaluation of staff and program
By measuring over-all program
effectiveness against stated goals
and re-evaluating after incorporating
feedback and effecting adjustments
to correct shortcomings

6

ACADEMIC GOADS

To provide means by which
all students can become
proficient in the basic
skills of reading, writing
and mathematics

STRATEGY FOR ATTAI?n-tENT

By providing guidance in the area
of skill attainraent so that each
student will be able to advance his

accomplishments
By providing periodic evaluation to
determine how much tine and assistance
each student would need to ensure his
progress
By helping the student plan and
implement a program that would
maintain an upward progress in
the basic skills

To provide an extensive
range of learning experiences

By drawing heavily upon the
commercial, civic, higher educational, cultural and human resources
of the Ithaca area
By establishing a role of Community
Resources Coordinator on the New
Program staff

By developing a library of innovations in education from commercial
and individual sources
By providing research and development time for staff members

To provide opportunities for
experiencing success and satisiactlon in the student's life

By measuring the student's achievement
against the individual's potential

By festering a desire for excellence

By fostering pride in the student's

own work
By encouraging original and creative

thinking
By maintaining a learning environment
of small size marked by an atmosphere
of acceptance and trust
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ACADFMTC GOALS

(cone.)

STRATEGY FOR ATTAKRIF.NT

To create a climate where
the student can develop a
positive attitude toward
learninr,: where his mistakes
constitute an important part
of the process of intpiiry and

By providing a learning environment
where the pressures of competition
are reduced

By eliminating a competitive

grading system

understanding
By fostering the attitude that making
mistakes is a healthy part of the
learning process and that achievement
in life depends largely on how much
we profit from our mistakes

To create an environment
where each student can
learn at his own level of

By organising a flexible and individualized program in a non-graded
system

understanding
By employing evaluation systems that

are geared to constructive diagnosis
rather than achievement alone
By collecting a variety of learning
resources chat are immediately available to the student and teacher

To help a student make
logical decisions and
improve his critical
thinking

By allowing a student to make choices
as to how and what he studies (helping to plan his own program) while

satisfying basic skill requiramenta
student to study
c'.’.e
available alternatives and the
consequences of choosing them
By encouraging

By allowing students to question
established routines and accepted
solutions
By insisting on an open dialogue
between students and staff where
the process of learning to listen
to one another is emphasized

-
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ACAnWtIC GOALS

(cjnc.'i

STIL\TF,CY FOU ATTATh'MF.NT

To provide the student with the
"learning to learn” techniques
necessary to negotiate with our
changing times

By employing information gathering

techniques
By providing opportunities

for real

problem-solving
By offering opportunities to plan and
to learn techniques or planning
By malting "futurism” a part of the

curriculum

To offer to each

By deliberate curriculum emphasis
and planned opportunities to participate in the performing arts events
of the district and the coesaunity

student oipericnces
with the living arts

PERfOVAL DEVELOPMENT GOALG

STPATEGY FOR ATTAIWIENT

learner

By involving the student in the
identification, shaping and management
of much of his learning environment

To help each student to create
a positive self-image and to
realise his cvr\ worth

By providing each student with individual attention and by showing Che
student chat someone cares

To help each student beceme
a self.-directed and indcpoiuient

.

By providing a close working relationship between teachers and students in wliich frequent attention can
be provided as needed

By making the learning enviroiunent a
place v;hcre there is an emphasis on
the emotional and social needs as well
as Che academic elements of Che
sCudcpc's life

9
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To help Che student
relate his scltool experiences to real life

Ey providinr, the student with opportunities tor exposure to and study of:
social issues, environment, career

exploration, academic areas, technical
prosrams and problems, human relations,
pluralism in democratic society, the
function of the arts in interpreting
and shaping man and society

To help the student develop
social and personal responsibility

By encouraging students to actively
help in the running of and caring
for the school

By encouraging student participation
in program design

By encouraging students to take
responsibility at every level
possible

Although these goals can be aceupced comfortably by almost any
school unit in the District,

it

vill be possible to attain them more

readily is the small group learuiug environment of the
The atmosphere ot

tlie

Kc:; ?roai'.

-i

for interaction between studonrs,

personal levels.

Also, student:

more readily with each other in

supervision of adults.

Program

.

provide continuous .'•pportunities

u’ill

teachers and parents on academic and
•..•ill

a

b’ew

!:avc

the opportunity to interact

free and comfortable way, but under the

Parents will be actively encouraged to participate

in the educational decisions and program planning of their children.

The methods to be used to achieve the goals will include independent

study, small group instruction, supervised interdisciplinary projects.

Individual projects, and planned use of cenmunity resources.

-
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STUDENT SELECTlOtJ

Admission to the Now
cations to the

Prop,

Prot^r an

\;ill be by free choice.

';rn

Most appli-

will bo made by students and parents who have

considered the three option;: in the District and have decided Chat they
find this alternative way of Icarnin" best fitted to their needs.

In some

cases a student and his parents vrlll be encouraged by the staff Co apply
for Che program.

In all cases csu-ollmcnt will be voluntary.

The Com-

mittee reiterates the request of the Board of Education and Che Superintendent
Chat entrance into the

ProiTaM be effected by joint decision of student

N'ev;

parent and pertinent school district personnel.

In the event a student is

1

denied admission to Che program and wishes to appeal, such appeal would
be presented to the Advisory Boaial of the New Progra m and the Superintendent
or his delegate.
It

that of

is honed that
th*e

.a

h.cCcrogoneo'.u: mi:i

Icliaca conr.iunity.

this goal.

It

shod

this is not initiuLly the case, a conscious

of the New Program staff, students and parents

pan

effort will be made on the
to achieve

IC

will result which approximates

i

he easier to accomplish heterogeneity

once the program has built a reputation for effectiveness and responsibility.
All families with children in the eligible age range will be advised about
the New Program
a

.

Those incrresctd will be supplied with a description and

copy of the goals of Che

Program

Initially, requests for admission

.

will be made to Dr. Leonard Buyse at the Board of Education, 4C0
Ithaca, N.Y.

lished,

,

14850 otther by phone or by mail.

La:ce

Street,

Once the program is estab-

considering
the Conmictea rccoiicgends that parents and students

members of Che staff
transfer to the Now Program visit, and speak with
information.
in order to obtain current and first hand
from
A few examples of students who might benefit

11

’

C.ie

Now P. ogram

follow.

This

lijC is by no

’.ncans

c;;linust:ivc and

it slionld bo

kept in

mind that Che program is .nvailablo to all students.
-^

--

--

the student who has had little successful school experience
and v»ould benefit from a small group learning environment

the student tvho is able, but has not achieved success in other
academic programs
the student v;ho needs a closer working relationship with
.an

--

Cl'.c

adult
student

ovcrwhci.’.'.Lng

v7ho

and

finds a large group learning environment
r.as th' rcCore been unable to function

satisfactorily
--

the student who is looking for
challenge

a

more personal and varied

-- the student v;ho is self- directed and can work independently

at his own pace
--

tlic able student who docs not achieve because of the pressures
of competition or the threat o: competitive testing

--

the gifted student whe wis'nes to pursue his interests

-- the student v;ith more interest in working with his hands
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SELnCTlO:,'

01-‘

Tl.ACiir.R/ADMI.MISTUATOR AND STAFF

A committee will be fotmed

teochcr/edinini strutor

iiid

committee will be called

tiie

tlic

for the purpose of selcctiiif; a

initial staff of the New Rroc.rnm.

New

I'ror.rnm

Selection Committee

.

This
The procedure

for selection of the committi.c is as follows:

coiT-iiTTi:!:

MfiniiRfiiip

Sni.FCTION

parents whose children are enrolled
in one of the grades 6-9 in tlic
Itliaca City School District who are
interested in the .‘Jew Proerrim

2

ficnss

C’nosen by the Board from three names
submitted to the superintendent
as nominated at a general meeting* of
pjircnts and students interested in the

New Pronrom
2

students enrolled in the Ithaca
City School District, grades 6-9,
who are interested in ti.e N* ow
Pro cram

Chosen by the Board from three names
submitted to tlic superintendent
as nominated at a general meeting* o m
:r
parents and students interested in t.—
New Program

1

surrogate parent (such as from
group heme or interim fa;ailic'.-)

Cho;icn

membor of the Ccnirai Ad:ainistration

Cliosen by the Board from two names
submitted to tlic superintendent

1

by the Board from two names
submittdd to the superintendent
as nominated at the general mcotinf,*
mentioned above

as nominated .a:
Administrators
i

junior high scliool

adrr.ir.

meeting of Central

Board from two names
the suporintondont
as nominated at a meeting of Central

Ch.oscn by the

iscralo:

subiai ttod

to

Administrators

1

secondary teacher
elementary teacher

Chosen by the Board from four names
submitted to the superintendent as
nominated by tlic Ithaca Teachers
Association

1

member of pupil personnel services

Chosen by
submitted
nominated
personnel

1

the Board from two names
to the superintendent as

by members of *he pupil
services staff

(grades 6-9)
‘This general meeting will be open to IL parents and students
by a
conducted
be
will
meeting
This
who are interested in tlic New Program ,
If desired, members of the
person acceptable to the Board ot liducation.
to answer
New Program Planning Committee will he available at this meeting
questions and assist in any way that they can.
-
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After

t!ic

conunittce

lias

been chosen by

committee will convene and elect

a

tl\c

Board of bducaCion, the

chairman who will conduct the business

of the committee.
Tlic

Selection Committee will interview and choose the tcachor/adrainis-

trator and submit this choice to the Board at the first opportunity for an

executive session.

Upon selection and ap[)roval of the teaclier/administrator,

the successlul candidate will join
clioose staff,

will

tai.c

hlicr.

t!.e

Selection Committee

two tcaciierr. are selected,

in

order to

approved and hired, they

the place of the clcaK-ntavy and secondary teachers on the

committee.
The Personnel Department
and coojjeratc in effect

will be published in

tlie

v.ill

he requested to advertise the positions

search.

It

is

understood

tliat

the vacancies

school district .announcements for the length of

time required by law and the contract.
With the c.xception of the parent surrogate, the Selection Committee
will consti.tute the permanent n'.mi/crslup of the New Pror.ram Advisory Committee
as soon as the business of selecting the tcaciicr/administrator and staff

has been completed.

NOTE

See "Advisory ro.mmittcc," page 20.

:

According to State Education Lav^, any proposal to the Board of
Education must come tl'irough ttic chief school administrator of
the district.
conmittee
in concert with this cstabllsficd policy, staff selection,
selection, and all personnel matters must be approved by the chief
school administrator first and then submitted to the Board of
Education for subsequent approval.
The New Program Planning Committee wishes to emphasize that this
policy is to be maintained in ail parts of this proposal.

-U-
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TEAC!:EI</AD!ITNI'JTPa'-.TOil

The teachcr/adciiniscracor oC the Nev

?rot».ram

will have as his/her

responsibilicy, the leadcrslup oC the staff of the

M.cw Prop.ran

plus a

teaching assignment on a .60/. AO basis.
To be effective in this position, the teachcr/aclmini.strator
should
be measured against the crit.;!-ia Listed below.

1.

should have

This person:

.:t:nviccion th.at students

.1

le.arn

in

and that no one learning environment
meets the nc-vds of all students.
diCfi'.-rcnc

v;n'’::

2.

is able

3.

must have had succeseful teaching c>cpericncc.

4.

appreciates and respects a setting Cor learning where
open dialogue i.s encouraged between students and staff.

5.

lias

to ntipithitc with students of diverse backgrounds.

had previ

certificate

(.a.,

is

.supervisory eriperiunce (an administrator's

desirable)

.

6.

is aware of tiv great demands made upon' the staff when
students are allov.’ed f lc:-:ibilicy in their programs.

7.

understands that leadership depends extensively on the
ability to ir.cilitatc and coordinate a learning environment. where ciioice, f lc::ibility, diversity, and close
interaction of the participants is encouraged.

8.

has demonstrated good judgement in past situations.

9.

must be able to coirjnunicata and interact with parents
and involve t;v,a in the planning and operation of Che
New Proaran

.

,

.

10.

must have had v.xpcrience in working 'with and training
student teachers.

11.

should be knowledgeable in implementing coosnunity
resources as part of the New Preeram learning environment.

12.

must accept .acco’jncabilicy as a vital part of the New
Prcr.ram

13.

.

should bo one who can gain the confidence of the superintendent of schodls and the Hoard of Education.

15
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TEi\CIIEKS

It:

The role of uhe teachers in the ^ew

PROGUAM

TIIF,

l*rni;rain

is of crucial importance.

The

teachers selected should relate well to children, be able to discern individual differences, be able and willing to work closely with other teachers of
the program (also parents, student Leatihers, paraprofessionals and aides).

The environment they create will be

cnie

of trust and encouragement, where it

will be possible to develop innovative methods chat would load toward Che goals
of the tlcw Pronram .

To work in an open setting successfully teachers should be highly organiacd and

flexible.

In-service and summer training programs will be offered.
of teachers in the

lieu

As the effectiveness

Program is not simply a question of program implementation

but one of program design, experience in this area is considered necessary

*

A few guidelines for selecting ccach.crs follow.
A teacher in Che New Program should be;
caring p'^raon, but able to retain a mature adult role in relations
and aware of the lehaviorai dynamics of adolescents.
students
to

a warm,

informal
able to work closely with parents and other staff members in an
setting.

—
—
~

methods
highly competent in his field and experienced in teaching/learning

experienced in designing flexible learning units
resourceful in provisioning for learning

Also please consult section on Teachcr/Administracor
i

I

-

16 -
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—

able CO acquire

ascu:;:;

an-.i

cl.e

value of learninG tnatcrlals

able to ornanize rcaourcu:: so as Co consCicuCc
experience

a

viable learnlnc

able Co work wichin tlic Jk'w IVo^rjirii_ in a flexible
manner, pernicclng
freedom and providing ulrvicCuie according co
individual needs

sensitive and pacicnc cnouj-h co cir.pachize wlch die anxieties
that
accompany difficulcios in learning
^ble Co sec cbemselves as node is for active learning
able to supervise and relai.e co sCudenc teachers and paraprofessionals
to evaluate tije student leariiing an«i to accept evaluation of
his
own program v.-ithout fading tlsreatened

—

actively pursuing parson. il and professional growth

STUDE.'iT

Student ccacl.cis in

a::d

t.Ue

suproRiiiTi staff

Program will have an unusual opportunity to

participate fully in the cducsrion;i’ process.

They will engage in planning with

Che staff and students and contribuLe to the development of the entire program.

They will be invited to attend all in-scrvico sessions and functions of the
tlew

Program

.

Student teachers

•..'ill

be requested to commit themselvc.'? to a period of

time necessary to a.chleve a proper understanding of the Mew Program

.

If possible,

full tine engagement will be requested, or at least daily part time, for the full

duration of a semester.

The details of credit must be worked out with Che supply-

ing institutions so chat an equitable remuneration to the student will be arranged.

A collection of guides

to student

teaching has been githcrcd from institutions

supplying student teachers for the purpose of establishing an approach which would
be compatible with their policies.
I

Guidelines for paraprofessionals, aides and volunteers have been established
for the district and will apply to the New Program

-ly-

.
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TL\ClIi:R/cr)IJNSELOIl

Accepting that every

clilld

scnsitivicics of his ovm, it is

ii;

ROLE

.m unique human being viuh t!ioughts and

e;:pe',cod

that staff and students will strive

to relate to each otlier on the basis of mutual respect and understanding.

Within the teacher-counselor role concept, students initially will be assigned
to small groups.

Later, the student may choose to identify with another teacher

or group.

Teacher-counselor role:

—
—
—

—
—

—
—

is directly responsible to Reep parents informed of student progress

works with student in planning short and long-term goals and the
implemcntatiou of those goals
keeps student apprised of

progress toward the goals

tlic

acts as agent of coutminicat ion between student and other staff members
as problems arise
seeks out information from parents concerning attendance
is responsible for collection and distribution of individual evaluations frcin members of the staff

summarizes the evaluations of all the teachers for his students at
the end of each scliool semester

A staff member certified in guidance will coordinate the teacher-counselor
aspect of the program and also

v;lll

provide articulation octween the hew ?rogr..m

and elementary and secondary schools.

?upll Personnel Services

v;ill be

provided by the school district on a

basis proportionate to the other schools in the district.
Include;

These services will

Dental
Attendance, Guidance, Psychological, Home-Teaching, Medical and

Health, School Social Work, Speech and Hearing Therapy.

in-
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ADVISORY com:iitti:e

An Advisory Coraiictce will bo formed with the members of the

Selection Committee

as'

core.

.1

permanent and temporary

This comriiitUoe will be composed of

up of the teacher /admi nis trator

staff members of the
enrolled :n the ”“w

Propr^n

,

a,

''r-i

'..’!io

ProiM 'am

Prc;'»v::m

-

t'O'j

•.;ill

t'.’u

.

s

chair the committee, two

parents whose children are

cedents who are enrolled In Che

member of Contral Administration,

administrator and

1

to the New Prorrveri

.

people who

Pcnianent membership will be made

nienljors.

v.’ill

member

01

a

junior hiyh school

the pupil personnel staff who is assigned

The permaiieut membership more or less includes

be directly involved in the operation of the daily

program.

Additional resource

ir.embors

will include;

an elcincncary school

teacher frem the district, Ci.?.c;hcr-training personnel from cooperating

institutions, a high school tcaciicr from tha district and a variable

number of community resource persons who will bo involved with the program
at various

rimes.

Any interested persons may attend the meetings' of the

Advisory Committue with prior

ipp.i’C'val

people in the group and the form chat

of the chairman. The number of
'the

group cakes will vary accord-

ing Co the current activities and needs of the New Program .

It is important to keep the Advisory Committee as active as possible

by paying a sufficient amount of time to planning meetings and arranging
an agenda of business in order to maintain the participation and Interest
of people on the committee who are not in contact with cnc dally operation
of the New Proeran .

The functions of the Advisory Committee will Include but are
not limited to:

setting in-house policy for the program; hiring

13

.
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of teachers and tencher-aidc!;

;

evaluation of courses and learning

activities; long-term planning; advising Che staff as to problems
•

which may not be evident to

tliose

working inside the program; public

relations; developing supportive measures for the program; seeking
out

community resources; investigating grant funding for special projects;

arranging parent resources.
It

is

necessary to

administrator is

r,

fcrii’.

this ccr.tniCtoe as soon as the teacher/

elected ami lo gratlually enlist the cooperation of

concerned people from and

M'onml

tin:

program,

'nie

question of repre-

sentation must be decided wiliiLn this group and guidelines agreed upon
for operation policy of the Ctamriiccec.

I’AHTicirAxioN

Parent participation is a vital element of the program.
should not take place at the expense or student participation.

However, it

Parents will

be encour.aged to become involved in the educational lire of their children by:
1.

having easy access to the teachers and administrators to discuss
their concerns regarding the educational goals and the emotional

well-being of their cltildrcn
2.

through participation in school affairs at every level

3.

by being kept fully informed of the goals, the planning of programs,
the activities and problems of the school (through newsletters,

regular meeting, and so forth)
4.

by assisting in the evaluation of program and teacher effectiveness

5.

by having the opportunity to initiate changes and make suggestions

6.

by participating in

tlie

process of the hiring of the staff

Parents and students will be involved in Che planning and decision making

process of the school through representation on the Advisory Committee.

^21
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PROGRAIl

The folloving mandated topics will be taught In the New
Proerara :

English (as communication arts)
social studies
health
physical education
In addition,

Commissioner's regulations will be observed in the

tl'.c

following areas:
science
natlie-.aatics

art

music
practical arts

Consistent with

tlie

philosophy of the New Program

,

topics listed in the

Commissioner's regulations* will be covered.
Time requiremci'.ts

,

as ouclincil

in

the Conralssioncr's regulations as

to length of day and length of school year will be consistent with the

practices of the district.

The total number of hours required for a

credit course in the New Program will conform to the Commissioner’s

regulations, but not necessarily for forty minutes a day, five days per

week and so forth.
The curriculum of the

ment.

N'o'.*

Pro g ram will follow several lines of develop-

The basic courses in reading, communication arts and mathematics will

consist of skill development and evaluation in each of the areas.

Every

student will be encouraged to develop a greater proficiency in these skills
no natter v;hat level they have attained.

In this way a continuous process

learning will be ensured in the basic skills.

* such as safety,

fire prevention, humane treatment of animals, and narcotics

education

- 22 -

Besides Che core program iu rcadiag, conmunlcaclon arts and maChemaCics
scudents will have the option Co choose electives in science, social
studies,
music, art, practical arts

niul

any resource course that might be fitted into

the New YorU State nducation RojiarCiaent guidelines for curriculum.

This area

is a par t icvilar ly promising and exciting pare of the program because it offers

flexibility and choice fee
by the staff from

tlie

cacli

atudenc.

Some of the courses will be prepared

retoui cc materials presently available, others by staff

and students together, and still othoro by resource people in the community.

Flexibility in program planning

-•ill

allow a much greater use of the many

coemunity resources.
Students will be encouraged to go beyond the basics of a course, seek

enrichment in areas of their interest and
and analytical chinking.

develop their ability for criCica

Programs will be planned chat will permit students

to have a first hand look at their environment in ail of its aspects.

areas of study prepared for
to Che daily life of

tlio

kov;

Proi’.ram v;ill

Many

possess immediate relevance

the sc-odent as well as preparing him for the future.

ParCicipacica in Mew
Co the enrollment in the

P’~ogr.'i m

an!.

Mu'.:

ments be worked out between

activities and courses will not be limited

ti'.c

.a-.Liiu

It

is suggested Chat reciprocal agree-

is trr.torr.

of the junior higi\ units so

Chat students -may take advantage of the .scrcngtiis of each of the programs in
the district and to avoid the isolation of any one progrsm.

The schedule

of the New Proernm sliould be !Jorked out so chat transfer, exchange, and joint

program efforts can be accomplished with

aaxiir.u.-n

- 23 -

facility.

The actual nature of Che day

tjpent

In the

New Procran will depend upon

the incerescs and needs chat surface once the protjram gets under way.

Ho

one can predict the nature of the student body or the strengths of the staff.
It Is possible chat unique combinations of learning experiences may be worked

out.

The opportunity to design, implomcut and test new approaches to content

is limited only by the imaginations of the people in the program and availability

of time.

Resourceful staff and parents

vjill be

able to draw upon the rich

deposit of talent and material that is available in the Ithaca area.
Involvement in the community will not be part of the program until a

working relationship has been establiohed.

Some time will be needed for staff

and students to get to know one another well and reach an understanding as
to what is expected of each other

—

a consolidation phase.

Some of the problems of orientation and adjustment experienced when

starting a new program and entering

r.

new facility will be minimized because

planning for implementation will involve the actual participants— parents
students and staff as soon as the proposal has been accepted by the Board
of Education.

rr/Al.UATION

The committee is

alone in mnking a plea for systematic evaluation

r.ot

of achievements in alternative piogrami.

committee reflected

a

lack of ovninative techniques

both alternate and traditional

Organis'etinns such

Massaclaisetts, Udiica cioii.tl

have been devclopin;;

Th-

f'Crviee,

TT.'.'-.tin;’,

ti chr. i<ni. s

The commicLce proposes

c!ic

l

were acceptable to

difficulties, however, arc not completely

iic

i.'.!ucr.Lioiial

a;:

tliat

and the problem oc applying traditional

st.-iff;:

measure;; to alternate prep.mm.

unsolved.

The literature reviewed by the

.

all.OLC'd

Development Center, Inc. in Mewton,
and various alternatives themselves

lo such programs.

setting up of an evaluation task force to:

1)

scare!; cut. the liter. ituri' on alternatives for evaluation techniques

2)

contact altcrn.'ite
as John

A<1..".jS

r.cho'.i.ls

Srdiooi

L:'

3)

contact Educ.atio:nl Dev.

4)

prep-ife a resource

that lisve set up evaluation programs, sucii

tiie

1

;.;::'.u.il

Standard evaluaticjn teciiniipu:,

St.ite of V.btsiilngton

pr.ient

and
Ccnter^Education.'.l Testing Ser'/ice

on effective techniques

c.an

be used effectively in the areas of

•.vo.:h

and student growth over a period of

basic .skills.

Written uvalunticn of siudent
time is recorraenued

'

a.s

providin'' a greater amount of useful information to

parents and studentr. than lette.r grades.

However, a system will have to be

students who
devised to translate written evaluations into letter grade.s for

move on to the high school.
i.avoiving attitudes
The areas that are most resistant to evaluation arc tliose

and attlcudinal change.

Pregr ara
Since this area constitutes a good part of the Hew

profassional assistance.
goals, a formal procedure should be sought out with

2

Evtiluaclon of courses should be done by Chose students takln;^ the course,

parents, and the staff at larce.

These:

evaluations should be

formalized and

filed with Che unit curriculum materials.
The district is presently Cornu] acing a teacher evaluation Cool.
tlie

conroi

ttee

'

s

It Is

suggestions that this tecliuiciuc be adopted Cor the home program

staff when it Is accepted by

t!ic

teachers of the district.

A formal program and goal attainment evaluation should be done by an outside

evaluator.

It is proposed that a sctieduie be set up for periodic evaluation to

cover the trial period, perhaps in January and June of each year.

function are available and should be allocated by the Board.

Funds for this

It is important

that the outside evaluator:; meet with the staff on each occasion in order to

provide feedback, clarify

t]:e

reports and seek avenues of improvement.

It is

suggested that Dr. Jason Hillman oC Cornell University be enlisted to supervise
this process and that of the nttitndinal evaluation mentioned earlier.
In conclusion,

the cormiLtC'e directs

Clic

attention of Che Board and the

Mew Prorrnm staff to the guideline;: Listed under "Discussion of Evaluation" on
page 22 of the Advisory

rather perrinent.

Coiiimii

ree o n Alternative Education Report as being
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ADMir:isi-R,\Tr.ON

Tlje

adminisCrntion of

of discussion.

A

liuad

tlio

r,’<;w

Prop:r.-.ni

Is

still in the process

teacher (referred Co in this report as a teacher/

admini.stra tor ) will have local r(;:;ponsibilicy for the program.
it is

However

still nn open question as to how the authority for the program

be arranged to satisfy

lc;^;'il

participation of recondary

requircinents and also provide the maximum

adnii

nistra tors in its support.

The following

options have been considered:
1.

Direct responsibility to either the principal of DeWitt or

Boynton.
2.

Direct responsibility to

two Jr.
3.

nit,!!

a

joint directorship composed of the

a

member of the Central Administration

principals.

Direct responsibility to

or to the Superintendent him.scLf.
4.

Respon.sibility to

S upcrinCeridcnC

ttie

(as

is

the arrangement with

all other schools in the district and as suggested in Che proposal
for an alternative

liy

progrci'..'

7/11/73) but supported by
of the two Jr. High pr iiic

a

i.icmbers

of the Boiird of Education

rhree-parcy advi.sory committee composed

tp.il:;

and

a

member of Gentrnl .Wministration.

The Conmittce has been consulting w’ith the parties concerned and
the State Education Depar tme-.'.c and

should have

a

final decision presently.
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Appendix E

East Hill Goals, early 1977
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SCHOOL COALS - EAST HILL

The school goails are to create an atnosphere where:
There is constructive parent Involvement and to build
a community ’/ith staff,
a school that meets most of
the needs of the parents and children.

1.

p^ents, and children who can work together to create
2.

The teacher sees a child as an important person and that the teacher
shows care
and respect for him and his rights as a child.

3.

A child can acquire information that is important to him. To help the child
skills necessary for learning and so that they can onerate comfortably
the world around them. An atmosphere where they can find pride and 'oy in
learning.

li.

The expectations and responsibilities are clear to both child, parents, and
staff.

5.

The school should offer the child a variety of experiences and the child should
not be expected to fit into a pre-selected external curriculum (i.e., Indians in
3rd grade).
It is the responsibility of the school to set up a curriculum that
meets the needs of its community. The curriculum should be evaluated periodically
throughout the year by the staff.

6.

The child is able to seek out teachers he feels comfortable with and look upon
them as not an authoritarian figure but as a friend and teacher.

7.

Social and emotional development is Just as important as academic success.

3.

The child can build confidence in himself and have experiences that provide for
success and build confidence.

9.

The school should try and provide as many real and creative learning experiences
for children as possible, rather than deal totally in the abstract.

10

.

The teacher knows each child as veil as possible.
The teachers are able to teach things that

12

.

em-e

of interest to them.

The staff continually examines new approaches to teaching and organising a school;
and periodically evaluates where we've been and where we're going.

13.

The school provides an opportunity for the child to follow up areas of interest.

lli.

The staff provides Individual help for children who have special learning problems

15.

The staff and students use the community as much as possible for learning experiences.

16.

Teachers convey a feeling through action and words that all areas of the curriculum
are imprtant and that staff planning take place to insure more opprtunities for this
(i.e., we don't feel that shop or music are less improtant than writing or math)

17

That students have experiences whereby they are able to evaluate their educational
development

.

l3.

The students have an opportunity to share their accomplishments with other students
and adults - both in and out of school.

19.

Staff explore

'ways to

be better able to work together and be honest

->rith

each other.

Appendix F

Markles Flats Drug and Counselling Guidelines
February, 1973
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Some Procedures We Have Established

Drugs a.

Students who are found to be using drugs in school, or who come to school
stoned have to have their parents called on the same day.

b.

If you come upon someone who is stoned, the 1st. concern is for their safety.
Deal with calling parents, etc. only when you feel it won't burn them out.
We ars trying to helpl

c.

Contacting parents can be the Ist. step to helping kids and family -/orking
out problems and doesn't have to be punative. This means follow-up and
family counseling sometimes. Don't let this scare you. Bring it up at a staff
meeting or see another staff member - I have done a lot of counseling,
Elaine was drug ombudsman at the high school, and Irene has worked at Open
House

d.

Continued regular use should be discussed

e.

Anyone caught selling drugs (witness actual transaction) must be turned over
to the authorities - police.
Bring 'iids to me and I'll handle the rest.

f.

I

g.

The school, as a part of the Ithacn system maintains an official policy of
discouraging drug 'ese for health and legal reasons. Staff members are expected
to at least remain neutal, and to not discuss in glowing terms any contact
which you may have had with drugs.

h.

As with any student - related or school related information, student rights
and confidentiality vis a vis non-school personel must be respected. No nonschool personal have a "right" to school related information without ours and
the students consent, or a subpoena. This means anyone except the students

at. a

staff meeting.

want to know of all cases of known dreg use in the school.
f

parents

Counseling a.

b.

c.

i.

'We

will assign temporary advisors on Thursday, February 1.

They will ser’/’e until February l6, when students will select a permanent
It has not been decided whether students simply pick who they want
counselor.
and we accept all choices, or '.rtiether we ask kids to list 1st 3 choices and
try to even things out. We will decide that at the 1st. all school meeting.

Temporary advisors will contact each of his oonsellees parents bv thene on
Friday night after the Ist day, and explain to them the temporar'/ set up.
There will be a parents meeting where we can meet parents.
Temporary advisors will act as regular counselors in regards to attendance,
(see below)
making out schedules, etc.
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3.

Duties of counselors 1.
Accountability - attendance in morning homeroom and at all school
activities. Report morning attendance to Irene by 8:U5
2.

Parent contacts - work out exact procediire with each parent. Minimum
of one phone caJJ. each 5 weeks
Permanant counselors are expected to
meet with each faiaily at their home within one week after the l6th.
Any problems, see me.
.

Schedules - Kids have to know what the minimun requirements will be, how they
can meet them, and what happends if they don't (no High School diploma). So do
parents. We '.rtll have all this information when Irene and I make out course
schedules.
If we adopt Jeff's contract plan, it will not take effect until
after permanant counselors have been assigned, '^atever the arrangements,
counselors will be responsible for turning in at the beginning of each 5 week
period to Irene what their counsellees will be doing.
li.

Homeroom every day from 3:30 -

5.

Discipline - most offenses will be handled on the spot by the people involved.
The next step is to inform the counselor who then takes it up with the student.
If parents have to be contacted, it is almost always the Job of the counselor.
Beyond the counselor, there seem to be four alternatives - not in any particular

8:1+5.

Say hello and see who's absent.

order.
a.

b.
c.
d.

ad hoc group of concerned people
all-school meeting
staff
me

The situation determines which, if any.
6.

T.

There is no formula here.

Counselors ’-rill be the coordinators and records of auiy evaluation system we come
up with on August 31, except for course and project evaluations.
When you've done all the above shit, be someone to love.

Appendix G1
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Course Descriptions
December 5 - January 3

2;45

••

5-o0

Alj:3bra class... Only for thoce '/ho './ant it as a olass; others take it
C.S ’.ndener.ient study.
This is a continuing class covering Hath IX
G’crric’-ilun lsadir.g to rc-ger.cs.

.irt...Th9 art area is an open area periods I, III, and T/ for people
to ccno in and learn skills by doing urcjects
cercaics, dra’/ing,
painting, Imitoing, crooner, ercbroider'', acbiles, collage, origaaii,
linoleum block printing, ca.odlenaking, ’/eaving, beading, etc.

Corn’nications

U/THY PIrllCD iLL DAY. Independent study
'./ith each student ’//ho signs 'an for
this area. Our e;rocotaticn3 (based on discussions '-/ith the chairmen of
*he Inglish departments at De'/itt, Boynton, and the high school) are
that studonto be able to read and urite reasonably './ell. Credits ’./ill
he granted based on ouality of m.accria.ls in the student's files and
d:.so-.’3'..icn and evaluation by the teachers.
Our resources include; books-, .‘'prarmar end usa.ge ’./criesheeS, periodicals
a^d comic boc’ro, reading conpr chons ion sheets, games (Scrabble, Anagrams,
TO.) records, ..pocial help uith readin.g and •'riting problems, help ’./ith
inrerdisciplinsar'/ projects being used to luliill Zn-glish credits, daily
rctiviov rocordc in each kid's folder, and Sue Aibertine, -Janet Fortess,
and Bill iuiel;.
.irto.

.

..IRZl OTEIT

is '/or;:ed cut on an individual basis

'^ritir >•. .v/ith Barbara.
liie P’si’'pooa of this course is to provide
soulents '/ith an opportvmity to inprov'’ tliair '/ri^in skills. V/e
•,:11 b-' -/ritiirv about ccr feelings, our persona.l em.oerionces, and otir
hcv '.its, et'-.
in the forms of bot’: pcptr3' and prose, b'e mill also be
"ca'ing t.'i.a '..jxks of oti.crs and disoucsing the author's style and technique.
..ro.'.tina

.

;’.:e

and bain.g yourself .. .lioso kids are interested
This co’.irse is for leamrng abcu±
c.aange end ’'crk.
It •/ill also
'-•r cmccion.t and hcv/ they ’.’ork and change inside of us.
'.TTr
to lab'll ai.d understand the feelings -and emotions ’/e have.
i'lp
This course
"IT do cur oa.rcnxc do ’./hat they do
do 'll do mhat -/e do;
: ?
not 'cinT to e a time Tor ‘'telling o’cr problems'' and ivaving them

dmoticro

in

'.'mte/ing

l-C' ih.sir bodi‘‘C

Bayc'.iologists and teachers have '.Titten loads of books aoout the
P'‘"chclc''icrl .har.pcs in child~n and parents; v/e '/ill talic about them and
’’•ol'-'cd.

learn accut them.
-'th nr « a. . .OPE:’ r.H'.Y BIT.IQD ALL DAY "ith emphasis on projects, independent
atv.lv, tutors for thoce needing remedial './crk, games and p’azzies for
thore ncedir.g more metivation.
ith made. .. (Peoples Studies ’//ith I'iike C-rucer) . .''e ’/ill
rrr’smaper, radio, and television, to see ho'' news
divergent points of vis’/ of different media.
the
is 'rerented and
rir,-/t ’.-e arc cnaminir.g tl-.e''Btilv te-.'s and the .Te;.!
Th,

ne'./t

ucar.ir.'''

'

c

''o\i

m'^dia:

.
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differences in format and presentation with particuar reijard to editorial
policy and physical layout of the papers. From this vfe will do two
things: 1) decorate a section of the school with oarts of the r./o
papers, and 2) put together an editorial page and a front oa.,* of our own.
In the area of radio /e '.dll attempt to visit '/VER and see how news is
put together forradio and then 'write and tape our own radio sho".
For television, we would lilca to :/rite and attempt to videotape a ne\/a
special on any topic of neiwa that is presently of interest.
Photo.graphy hov/ it '.'orhs... Investigating hc.f li.ght makes the image
(throujli making camera obsouras and 'inhcle cameras, and then improving
then), and investigating liov/ chemicals change caper and film (mostly
:

through photograms).

Science area.. .Area open fcr projects. Recommended especially for 9th
and ICth graders to meet science req'iirement s
woodshop is an omen area staffed by Rich Tannen and 5
. . .The
volunteers. Kids must sign uo for the area as they would for any class.
The objectives are many and diverse. Developing an ability to work effectively
with others, to transform creative ideas into reality, to gain satisfaction
from the learning of a skill and the feelings of ccmoleting a project
well are important objectives in this area. As important are the development of woodworLcing and reading and writing skills, '.'eeltly handouts are
given tc the students dealing '/ith different topics related to wood
ai'.d wood\.'orking.
These are read in class and then put into the kids'
folders. Also, the kids are required to do a '/ritten evaluation form
fcr everj' iroject oomcleted, which is vei",- valuable in terms of seLfeval'uation, self—sznression, and the ieveloments of reading and ’.friting
skills.

Voodshi'p

'..'hose primary objective is t.he remodeling of the
student lounge. Students take responsbility for the design, painting,
and remodeling. Activities incl’uded are painting, carentry, principles
Students are motivated in
of interior decoration, fumit’ure building.
working in this course due to an interest in olanriig and fi:cing their
c'wn lounge.

Lo’onge class... A class

II.

';:50

- 1S:15

Comm’anicaticns arts.

.

.Indepencent study (see notes under oeriod I)

Art . , .Handbuilding with clay — -learning ceil, slab, mole, techniques of
oottery as well as experimenting \’ith different glazes.
*

Foreign cooking. .. ('Through 3rd period) .. .this will be a small class 'vhich
sfudents'
•'ill learn to cook fereign, foods that './ill be a part of the
lives,
fhey have as much )art in the planning as they \/ant. A major
want if they try:
icoal is for" them to learn that they car. do -.'hatever they

w‘'at

his

0 -^
’d

her abilidss, for recites are cnosen '.’ith the ir.aavidual
=:ho- 'ling f:r ingredients
A'l^o included
-i-.-.d-

ehM'tiet
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i-ii

ri;;cr~in5 ~“C rrocess and results for a

ieraanent iiarkles Cookbook,

iiath area... oner, for ir.dependont study.

iancG...this is essentially a class in self—neroeption and selfV'e deal \/ith traditicr.al dance siaterial (a;:ercises, basic
dance steps and patterns), but we give a great deal of attention to establishing unity in body movecents and full emotional exoressicn through
lance.
Some of our activites; extensive '..'arm up, free restcnse.

iioderr.

e:rnressio;i.

Physics (builainfj a speaker system)... A background on the nature of
".•T.ves" is presented to sho’..’ the similaii ties between v/ater waves, ligh
•..'aves, -.'aves or. a string, and sound u'aves.
Phis is developed iriiaril.’.y
tlirorsjh experiment at ion and demonstration,
’.'ith this knowledge, a series
of s'poaioors is dasignsd and constricted from ra’v materials.
The class
decides what char'scteristics (e^g.
loudness, quality) they prefer.
Various electrical skills and pertinent physical concepts are developed
conoccmitantly with the speaker system. In addition, individual study
or projects are emphasized for those students who become interested in
various ideas as the class proceeds.

—

-See V.S. ...This cours-e is designed to be a photographic essay
of American historv.
The intent is for students to be able to see
much of .America's past, that is, its Baders, people, land, inventions, wars,
crobloms, character, etc.
It is a chance for students to see the real
.-."'rica us the camera has seen it.
It is also a fine vehicle for us as
teachers to be able to feed a student's apparent interest in certain
aspects of .American history '/ith ether materials such as books, to give
some in depth coverage of .America's past. Ve also dll be showing some
fane documentary films that './e nave a icess to. 3o far, the ehotegraphy
boc'.'.s have captivate'! tho students' -undivided attention for each
period and '/e are all excited to pusue America's past.
C.ee

This co'irse will have students be
...-with 2ay and 'iLichelle.
abe to demonstrate a clearer and bet er vuiderstanaing of rhe relationship
of death. Ve will investigate
_et-;een biological and social aspect
th.t'OU'ph excercts from various '..-ritings, different attitudes towards and
'rath.
The two primary' resources are On Death and D^dr.?
cheorico
hy ’I.’.'o lor -Hess and ^e .Amerioai^''ay ^f Teath by J. ;iitfcrd. C’lstoms
jvrro'inc.ir.p death in other countries '/ill be used to gai.i a better perspecThere '.dll be sericdic rocerts
:iva on ou.r own var'^cag attifudes.
tc resolve or comment on the different vie'./s.

'fnat is lead;

;

"orkshOT).

III,
.'..rt

.

.

.T’lild it s-'me more:

10:15 - 11:00
'rea,.. open for projects, developing skills.

Commvnicaticns .'rts... Inde-:endent study projects.
Vnithan, liarti .loberts. Taro lesser, ana
Open House staff... -A st-idy 'Cf the m.ays:i.oiogica.L,
legal im'plic.ations cf drag use, "imh specie^
---:.yoholo~ic-l, social, a.
Taimioular atte.n.icn
s-rhasis on th.e oioohemistr./ of the ^^narcctic imps.
Ir-ii ed-.-.caticn.. .-with hic.helle

Irc.ae Levenair. of the

‘

'
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.

is ^aid ts e-^osir.-j the student to ''objective" factual infcrnaticn based
An attenrot is also nade to help
the student learn to evai'sate for h ins elf the lany' conflicting attitudes*

on cunrent scientific research on drugs.
towards and theories about drug,-.
nitchhikir.g.

.with ?.ioh Shapiro. Henry Hiller '.ncites in Blade S:)ring,
of the Heurteenth "ard of Brooklyn, where I was raised:
The rest of the United States doesn't enist for ne, encept as idea, or history,
or literature...
A jreat dilenna in learning about social, C’olturai,
and historical aspects of a society removed from the one of day-to-day
enistence is a lack of er.'erienced knov/lecLge.
The phenomenon of hitchl _w
allrws the student iirpet personal participation in an erperienoe related
to a persoeotive of American society in nany of its oontemporar^/ manifestations.
iTitoiiliihing, ennerienced ana studied; lends itself to a broader 'inderstanding
of American value- -belief system themes
in that it offers a perception of
society v/hich is not ordinarily 'ursued in the oassroom or in books.
It is not anticipated that those aims will be achieved by simply hitclihiking
and/or discussion of such eocperience. Hitchhiloin-g '/rill ser/e as the
basis for a w'ider consideration of society, as it is related to the "hitching"
of the early
oicneers locking for a new reality of eocoerier.ce, the
••wanderinf^" mi,grant workers and the dust cowl ’ref'agees," and contemporarily,
There
as a significant behavior oattem of an "alienated'' subc’slfsre.
exists an erroensive literature from which it is planned to take advantage;
On the Hoad by Ilercuac, Bo’ond for T'.ory by Gutloria, Grapes of '('rath by
oteinbeck, Tarantula by Bob lylan, Trout fishing in America by Brautigan,
electric ;Cool--aid .i.cid Test by 'Uoifa. Easy Hider by Hopper, et al, and
the music of the blussmer. and folk sing'ers f.’ch as Hissiopi John Hunt,
Laadbelly, Blind Lemon Jefferson, \.'oo.iy Gumirie, Cisco, Sonny Terr:/', Bob
Dylan and others. It is expected that each student will prepare a written
or ta"ed report, inter*.'io'..', or s'urvey.
.

‘I an a patriot

iath ar ea .

I

.

.

inf ep endent study

Icol-: at war and militarism and some of its critics
be reading and 'rriting and discussion.
There
'Thoroau, others.
A general look at 'sacifism with some current events and history.

Peace -studies... a
GfuTI-'H,

.First project; a
-'-th soriods) putting on a she./.
Photography (3—
ohoto essay of the Harkes neighborhood for a shc’.f at Jake's and cctEmunuty
Second orojeot. a shew to oe put on at the Commons at uomelr
oo-en house.
in the middle to -and of -January, hakiag artistically as v;ell as technically
good prints is stressed tliroughout.
.

Cooking. . .oentinue-i from last period.
'

'orx in 'I'oodshop.

L'or.ohtir.e

11. CO

.

.Keep on building it!

--

12;00

class
hveurtime Cisglish class. . .'./ith Sue- Albertine... A special advanced
wo nave been
that has been meetin.g since the begi.sning oi the year,
Ve have been
readin.g novels and poetry and discussin.g both in dass.
p,.et_/,
stories,
ketcnes,
3
\-'ork
wratEn
creative
of
deal
doing a groat
\,
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and xaa^i::^tive dialogues),
r/e've also dene some aiae exercises.
Semetines
'^i-s in class* sometines v/e discuss 'hat has ceen 'Titten
ouuside of class.
Presently v/e are './orking on expositor^' •/Titing.
- .'/ork individua!..” with tne students 'len there is
need for such '^ork.

12; - 12. /15

r\r,

Art area... coen for ’.-orking cn projects and skills.

Conmunicaticns arts. . .independent study projects.
Chemastr^'.

. . .An
introducter;.’’ cheaiistor*/ co'orse anmasising the neaning of
the periodic la\/ of the elenents and its inrcrtance for an enderstandirg
of chemical properties. The course is based orimarily on a lab- practical
experience.

Zconociics

.In eccnonics '-/e have discussed everything from the
to or’its.
The course is small and '.te have been geing pretty
auc:i ’-'here the students v/anted.
'e lill do reading v/her.ever './e think
that it ..•ill be useful and v/e are planning a project v/hich should involve
the v/hoie class.
The ore j act v;ill probably be a per vhich
discussed the evils
in social and economic terms— of f’merals, cemeteries,
and everything else which explcits death.
'•^-stnam

.

,

•-.'ar

C-eemetry.

.

.A

centinuing class covering

ilath X curroul'im

leading to regents

e::.am.

'n P.oots...A look at the roots of the various type? of medem music
and the culture that surreands it. People '/ill be e::posed to jazz,
folk music, reck, and classical. Also some writing on music.

P.cck

^^o're womeni . . .v/ith Robin and others.
This course is a forum
to e;cplore hew we, as v/cmen, have been oppressed socially, accncmioally,
pclitically, and seioially, and hew /e as individuals and as v/omen
can c.nange oair situation. It is designed for women to erpress their
thc'r^ts and feelings ccncemi.u.g their c'ti and ether v/omen’ s eicpsriences.
•ie ':iave been readiitg and discussing ^£?3.fhpci_i3_
iiasc’iline-Romir.ir.e , Zel o.a, I.2/.ill
vario’is newspapers and '-'omen' s
'-'S.

'./hoepie!

'••ri

tings.

reading and '.-rriting course. I
. .Rasic
what a sentece is, what s’abject and
have begun with the sentence
pre'licate are, etc.
’’e have been ’./orking on disti.ng'uishing bet’ween
sentences and sentence fra.-pments. ':q will go on to the paragraoh and
Vq v/ill also do reading cut loud and
’'rezrj, very short sTories.
reading comprehension 'worksheets. I will help th.e students choose books
to read individually.

ne.gular old reading and '-rriting.

'

'oedshep .

. .

.Tiore

building;
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V.

12 45

-

1:45

Art ax9a...auilt making, vie will be 3akir^ a quilt /walliianging and looking
into the histoir/ of quiltnaking as a craft. Hopefully, as this is
the last period of the day it will be an opportunity to talk over the day's
events as v/e learn to sew a quilt togexte r.
Cctanunioati :r.s arts... area open for

;ah area.

.

.races

,

and

'..'crking \.'ith

f’an

and

ff'>’nes.

elementary'

kids in a nath lab.

Piano .. .with Sue Al’certine. Individual piano lessons, once a week for
each student. Presently all students are beginners.

wierd and r.ot-so -wiord behavior. .Ihe course '.roposed to
study fores of behavi-r invol'ving learning and conditioning,
affiliation, dep<5ndenc7, socialization, and ecotions -onder r.ortial conditions,
and the 3'/t!ir,tocs of deviant"' behavior. Q.w're planning to 'use '-/hite nice
in a caze loaonr.ir.g a:rperinent and to 'use s'ur"-- ey techniques to dig out
cccEon e:n9rience3 of kids in 'ihe school. The ola.: s na-r divide
according to varying interests acong the kids, and can be rade peopleorientei or ercpericentally oriented as the kids desire. Credits
for social studies and science will be offered.

Psychology''-

har'ices'

•

.

Alternative:

The alternative's alternative is a five 'week effort aiced at
T'ne first I!. A.
involvi.ig students in a intErdisciplinary’’ pro;iect.
is a drara project involving four staff and twenty three studnts who 'vill
thA block
put on a production of the
pP?JL d’u^-’f.g the la-'" fv-fo 'weeks of
The :prcuD meets outside the school- presently at St. John's Episcopal
STudents •./ork on acting,
Ch'urch, later at Tames Hall at Cornell.
cost'oeing, set dosior. and constr'icticn, scheduling, and advertising.
Additionally, all students tai:e a theatre course aimed at bringing in
sociological, nathevaticai, and hitorical elements of orama and leaning
All in all, the »;.A. is
to outside reaaings and intellecfuai p'urs'uits.
another w'ay' to reach the goals of student responsdility, awareness
of q-jalit-/, and discovery of new '..•ays of learning.

Appendix G2

Markles Flats Course Schedule
Block II, 1972-73
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HARKIES GENERAL SCHEDULE

-

2nd 6 ’^EK BLOCK

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Lmg/Memry

LmB/Menr7

Lmg/Memry

Snrch Mth

Enron

Motor/Eo3t,s

Enrcn Mth
Motor/Boats

Movementr
d.w./ab

Mowene nts
D.W./AB

WEDNESDAY
Til

1

!

THURSDAY

ail

Lmg/Memry

English
Politics
D.W./AB
Motor/Eoats
Mech Draw
Torture Eng

j

d.,v./ab

J

2

Motor/Boata
.Mech Draw
Torture Enz
T

1

!

!

1

English
Politics
d.w./ab

Lerng/Memry
nnrcn Mtn
Motor/ Boats
Movements
D.W./AE

Erjch Mth

IMth

Motor/Eoats
Movements
d.v,/ae

Movements
D.W./AB

u

1

English
Politics

FRIDAY

English
Politics
D.W./AB

i

)

1

;

1

.Motor/Boats

Mech Draw
’Torture Eng

1

Mech Draw
Torture Eng

)

1

j
.

.

!

|

j

i

English
Politics
D.W./AB
Motor/Eoats
;^ech Draw
Torture Eng

;

8:U5
9:30
j

9:30
10:15

;
’

i

;

,

J

_
i

t

Algebra 9
Career Mth
English
Constitution

,

DAY

3

Algebra 9
Career Mth

Algebra 9
Career Mth
English
Constitution

A-nglish

Constitution

i

Algebra 9
Career Mth
English

j

i

1

Algebra 9
Career Mtn
Snglisn
Constitution

•

I

1

10:15
11: CO
j

j
;

J

t

I

1

SCHOOL

i
i

j

English
College
Algebra 9A

DURING

U

Englis h
College
Codes/Cipbers! Algebra 9
Algebra 9A

Englis h

j

C-enetics

!

11:C0
11:U5

English
English
Genetics
Genetics
1
Codes/Ciphers!
Algebra 9A
Algebra 9A
‘

j
!

j

1

LUNCH

Ft:R10rj

E-nglish

Field Nat
Photo
Art
Oym

5

LUNCH

mKC

1

LUNCH

mar

English
Field Nat

English
Field Nat

Photo
Art
Gy*

Photo
Art
Gym

Englis n
Health
Photo
Art
Gym

English
Geometry
Photo/Art
Astronomy
Gym

English
Geometry
Photo/Art
Field Nat
Gym

English
Geometry
Photo/Art
Health
Gym

!

|

LUNCH
;

1

mm

Shalis h
Health
Photo
Art
Gym

1

12:30
|
i

1:15

1

j

t

1

1

i

6

English
Geometry
Photo/Art
AstronomJ:

Gy»

ir.glish

Geometry
Photo/Art
Health
Gym

DISMSL

—
DeWltt A-3 days:

March 26, April 2,3, April 10, 11. April
April 26, 27, March ii

1:15
2:00

Ifi,

19
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Markles Flats Second Alternative Project
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THE Znd .'lARKLES ALTERNATI^/E
PRISONS PROJECT - 3CCIAL JUSTICE
This project provides an opportunity for full-time involvement with
subject matter that is of immediate interest to students.
Yet
the subject matter is also a vehicle for a larger view of the most
stinging social issues of our times.
Surini^ the five weeks, we will cover the following: the law and how
to change it, crime and juvenile delinquency, prisons, reform schools,
the probation system, rehabilitation, and alternatives to prisons.
We will ask ourselves questions such as these: (a) '.Vhat lies behi.nd
the topics above; that is to say, what are the social or psychological
conditions that lead to so much crime and the need for a penal
system such as ours?, (b) 'Why has it taken until 1972 for "prison
reform" to rise to one of the top priority concerns of Mew York
State and the federal government?

5y locating this project in a downtown church parish for five
weeks, by participating in many common experiences and sharing a.ny
i.ndividual ones, a rat.her unique group experience will be created.
Some of the teaching and learning methods to be used are: conflicti.ng
position debates, research projects, building replicas, spontaneous
role-playing exercises, writing news articles for TC3 and the Journal,
outside speakers, group workshops, field trips, environmental
experiences, films, worksheets, reading, role-revarsals group
meetings, taping a radio show, making surveys, and preparing for
The multi-media production will involve
a final multi-media production.
music,, art work, building sets, light show, i.mprovisational drama,
script drama, tape recordings, video tape and film.
,

I.n

summary, our objectives for the project are:
To give maximum attention to the students and their individual needs.

1

.

2

.

3

.

To develop a working sense of community.

This could
To achieve self-respect through accomplishment.
occur throug.h achievement of academic goals or awareness
of one's own potential.

4.
5

.

6

.

7

.

To develop genuine opinions and an ability for critical thinking.
To understand the logic of an argument
fact from opinion.

a.nd

to separate

them
To tap the feelings of everyone in the groupand give
the freedom and confidence to articulate their feelings.
To

gain a basic grasp of the institutions we explore.
is social justice and its limits?)

('What

_
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25.

3.

k strong' emphasis on DOir’G and .\CTING!

To aid students in turning their destructive sense of
independence and rebellion into a constructive sense of
indepe.ndence and questioning.

9.

Appendix

I

New Junior .High Program Rules and Regulations
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PROGRAJ1:

PHILOSOPU'i ANT) PROCEDURES
I.

PHILOSOPHY
1.

2.

have a strong coranitment to develop a comnunity
of students, parents and teachers.
Tlio staff is committed to work together in a non- top-

TTe

down fa.shion, sharing in the decision making with
equal responsibility and ownership of the maintenance
of acceptable behavior in the school.
(E-*tcepting
Dave, who as principal has the power to decide quickly
in case of emergency, health or safety reasons).
3.

Thus no one staff is designated as "disciplinarian".
TTe believe strongly that unilateral decisions peiTsetuate powerlessness and dependence. Dehavior in
school is everyone's responsibility.

4.

Ve as a community have agreed to the general statement which respects the individual's pursuit of
learning and growth so long as the others' rights are
not violated.

5.

V/e also adhere to school district
policies regarding illegalities in school.
The school, by intent, is open to all from the

Ithaca school district.

’.7e

feel it is essential to

have a mix of people from different classes, backgrounds, e:cpcriencos, styles, and languages.
a school comnunity,

In such

as in the larger culture, conflict

is inherent and sometimes Inevitable.
8.

directly confronted,
and Individual responpower
leads to growth, personal
sibility. \?e also understand that this does not
»7e

believe that conflict,

v/hen

always mean rosy endings.

Thus we have sot un procedures for helping the students
and staff grow and confront disrupting and disturbing behavior,

both verbal and physical.
A key responsibility of tho school community membership is to work with and use the processes set forth, or to

come up with a new process.
Tho processes were also designed with our belief in
helping young adolescents move from dependence to independence.
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XI.

PROCEDURES
1.

When a student feels his or her rights have been
infringed upon, that student should confront, or
with staff help, confront the Individual's disturbing
behavior.

'

2.

If the situation is not alleviated, the student
should then inform the family group leader of the
student who is being disruptive.
(Ue strongly feel

that many situations can be dealt with on an individual basis and should not become the business of

everyone in the school.)
3.

If the situation still persists,

the family group

leader may call a special meeting or use the regular
FG meeting time to deal with the situation.
4.

5.

If by this tine, behavior remains the same, the FG
leader may take the case directly to the Review 3oard.
The Rcviev/ Doard at this point is empowered to hear
all the facts and facets of the specific case. They

then decide cn an appropriate course of action and

recommend the action(s) to Dave for approval.

Remember this is a process, and it needs constant revision.
It will be only as good as we can all make it.

.

Because this is made through nutu.al respect it is important
that the v/hole process respects the right of privacy with
people involved in the conflict, specifically, this means we
actively discourage talking about each other behind our backs.

1

1

have to ajjree to some basic rules if wo are to live together here. So, what can we say as a school conmunlty iiro
things that do not go In the llc\7 Junior nigh Progran?”
"TTe

1«

Ho missing all school meetings or leaving early.
(we need everybody’s ideasl)

'

•

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

No slamming doors.
Ho disturbing classes (people have a right to study tine)
Ho bothering ot IlIC drafting classes or NJIFP groups while
using courtyard,
(only v/hen nursery school bids aren’t out
there)
/

No "taking over" the lounge or ping-pong or pool table.
Ho "horsing-around" in the halls, (thero's not enough room)

8.

Ho "ripping-off" lunches or anything else.
Mo picking on someone else or antagonizing others.-

9.

Ho "borrowing" things without asking the owner.

7.

10.

No breaking-up things in the art room, print shop, or
anyr.'hcre.

11.

Ho leaving trash or other stuff around, inside or outside.

12.

Ho drugs or alcohol or v/oapons.

13.

No smoking outside the smoking area,

(these should be obvious)
(out front across the

parking lot - and no sitting on other peoples cars while
there
I

14.

Mo being late to classes,

(the staff is expected to be

on time)
15.

Ho going through the high school without one of our Hew

Program "Hall Passes" from the staff,

(we've got to play

by their rules on their turf)
16.

Mo visitors who don't agree to these rules.

17.

No squirting water fountain in hallway.

18.

No get'tlng people out of class or projects for phono calls.
Ho excessive, "unnecessary", disrespectful swearing,
(particularly around the front office, phone, or visitors)

19.
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GEIICHAL STAFF*CTUDE!IT*PARE:n’ ACnEEI-lEIIT

Tho riJlIP is an alternative to the other 2 Junior hich
schools in Ithacsi* A cooci deal of cooperation is necessary
profiram a good place for everyone involved.
A?
Although
we e;:pcct everyone to express themselves in thair
own way, the students, staff and parents feel that certain
expectations arc necessary for the program to work.
THE STUDENT
1.
Ue would like the school to look Its best. People are
expected to pick up after themselves and everyone will have
clean up responsibilities.

2.
The school is a place for learning. Running through the
building, shouting, disturbing classes, turning off lights,
slamming doors, and screaming out of windows are some examples of behavior that ruins other people's chances to learn.
3.
Use of unnecessary profanity by students, staff or
visitors offends many people and will not be appreciated.

All destructive behavior ruins the program for everyone.
Fighting, destroying property, and setting off the fire extinguisher are examples of destructive behavior.

4.

5.
Stealing or destroying another person's property or the
school's property will aot be tolerated.

SNOZIIIG;
People are allowed to go outside between
classes, during free periods, after school, and before school
to smoke.
No one is allowed to smoke in school for safety
and health reasons.
(It is understood that people who smoko
will be doing so v;ith their parent's knowledge).

6.

10.

ACCOUIiT/\niLITY;
7.
The school is responsible for everyone
between the hours of 8:45 and 2:00. People will need parent’s
permission through extensions to leave earlier or arrive
Anyone leaving the building should sign out. No one
later.
should leave when he or she has another responsibility.

Everyone will fill out schedules each cycle. Signing up
for a class makes you responsible to attend class or work out
other arrangements with the teacher involved. Teacher counselors, or other staff will be available for scheduling and
credit details.

8.

9.

VISITOR POLICY:

(to be decided at all school meeting)

USE OF GIAC:
t

I
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THE OTAFP

Tho IIJIIP win contact parentn an often na necooaary
(at lonst ovory 7 woolsa) either throunh teacher counaelora
or other staff or pupil personnel purson.
!•

2.
Each staff rnomber v/lll act as teacher counselor to aoine
atudonts. This roouiros:
(a) heopins attondance records,
(b) processing evaluations every cycle, (c) contactlne
parents and (d) advisinc atudonts academically and personally.

The staff will bo as flexible as posslblo to moot tho
needs of each student Individually. Uo ancoura(;e students
and parents to hold us to this.

3.

4.

The staff also acroon to V'a
THE

1

-3

above.

PA.^EIITG

1.
It is understood that parents have rend this acroemont
and support their children's committment to it.

2.
Parents shotild bo l:cpt infomod of their child's procross.
They are encouraged to ecu In contact with the school whenever tJioy are confused about what in golnc on.

Parents need practically every month. People sot to know
each other at those naetincs and docicions aro made that are
’r.po’tant. for the cciicr?.
i.h.iC everyone \7ill
at..cnu aj time aliuv.’.s.

3.

.

AGnEEnEnT VfAG DECIDED DY T3I2 EITTinE GCIIOOL LAST YEAR.
EVERYONE EUGT FOLLOV.’ THIS ACni'C.'lEIIT UNTIL A MET7 ONE 13 TEIITTEN
UP.
PEOPLE ARE RE3POII3IDLE FOR TIIEIP. ACTIONS.

TIIIO

Appendix J

New Junior High Program Course Offerings
Cycle
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ITHACA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
ITHACA, NEW YORK

REPORT ON THE NEW PROGRAM
MARCH 1977

Introduction

This report to the Superintendent of Schools and the Ithaca City School Board
has been prepared by the secondary principals of the Ithaca City School District
and has been developed in a pattern consistent with the evaluations of the Mew
Junior High Program prepared by Or. Eric F. Gardner, Senior Editor, Stanford
Achievement Test, Professor of Education and Psychology, Syracuse University and
Dr. Robert N. King, Coordinator of Optional Programs, State Education Department,
Albany, Hew York. Copies of these two reports are included in the Apoenuix to this
report.
The focus of all these reports has been on the goals originally outlined
in the proposal which established the Mew Program ( Report of the Mew Program Planning
Committee , November, 1973, also included in the Appendix)
In describing the evaluation of the Mew Program, we have followed a format
which lists each goal, the strategies for attainment and the evidence of achievement. The Report of the f!ew Program Planning Committee states on page 5 the
"The overall goal of the New Prccram
following overall goal for the flew Program:
is to establish a small group learning environment that provides students with a
sense of belonging, fosters their positive self-image, encourages self-directed
study, provides easier pupil -teacher-parent interaction and greater program
flexibility, actively encourages learning, exploring and participating in many
different settings." Dr. Gardner in the Executive Summary to__his report states:
"In general the program has been highly successful during 1975-76 in achieving the
stated goals..."

I.

General Goals

Goal 1.

To establish a learning environment characterized by openness, honesty,
confidence and m.utual trust.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By building a close relationship among students, teachers and other
adults in the program.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

Observations by central administrative staff have confirmed the
presence of an informal, close relationship of mutual respeci.
the
between staff and students. Also, summary item number 4 of
program as:
King Report, page 6 lists one of the strengths of the
personal commumca“The informality and small class size that enhances
or
individualization
for
allows
and
pupil
and
teacher
tion by the
a
are
teachers
"The
14:
page
on
instruction."; and Gardner notes
highly successrul
very versatile, dedicated group who apoear to be
has led to effective
in establishing rapport with students which
learning."
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Strategy for Attainment
b)

By learning to;
1) listen, 2) respect the rights and needs of
others, 3) to carry on an open dialogue with no fear or hesitation.

Evidence of Attainment
b)

Various mechanisms have been set-up to provide opportunities for
such learning: small counseling groups (family groups'; led by
staff in the role of "teacher-counselors", a student review beard
with representatives from each family group to deal with behavioral
problems, and whole school meetings called regularly to discuss
various school issues and plan whole school events.
In Gardner's
Report on page 12 he notes:
"There are seven New Program family
groups to wnich each pupil belongs. These grouos contain a
teacher and approximately 10 pupils each. Considerable program
planning and informal counseling, both individual and group, takes
place constantly, and a school psychologist and social worker are
available one day a week for situations which require greater
expertise than the staff possesses."; and in King's Report on
"Personal development skills are targeted through
page 3 he notes:
family croups which meet on Tuesday and Thursday morning and through
analysis of school activities, work on such aims as problem solving,
developing a personal value system, interpersonal skills and other
affective goals. The informal classroom atmosphere with staff also
contributes to the goal."

Strategy for Attainment
c)

1) a sincere commitm.ent
By selecting a staff that demonstrates:
to children and learning, 2) an openness to new ideas and new
experiences, 3) an appreciation for diversity.

Evidence of Attainment
c)

The process for selecting staff as outlined in the original prooosal
New Program Planning Committee
for the flew Prooram Report of_
representative Advisory
wicely
a
utilizes
which
13-14),
pages
Committee, has been followed each year to select staff with these
qualities.
(

^

,

Strategy for Attainment
d)

deal
By an ongoing program that improves the staff's ability to
with students in this kind of setting.

Evidence of Attainment
d)

in mid-year,
Inservica staff workshops have been held each summer and
program
on-going
continue
to
necessary
utilizing consultants when
Prooram Plannino
development (as suggested in the Report of the New
Conmittee, page 16).
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Goal 2.

To establish a learning environment that approximates the
heterogeniety
of the Ithaca conmunlty in terms of race, economic status
and academic
ability.
(Specific data on this goal was collected in the First-Year Evaluation
Rsportf 1974-75 on
57-64, but not for the two subsepuent years).

strategy for Attainment
a)

By making the enrollment open to all children in the district.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

Students at the riew Program have come from all but one of the
elementary schools of the district, or have transferred in approximately equal numbers from Boynton or Del-.'itt Junior high. Schools
and have come from three neighboring school districts.
(Approximately
40 per cent are from the alternative elementary school, about 30 per cent
professional/managerial, 25 per cent from university orofesscr's
families, 25 per cent from non-professionals and 20 per cent unemployed).

Strategy for Attainment
By making information about the Mew Program available to all segments
of the community including students, parents and school district
personnel

b)

Evidence of Attainment
b)

'

Prior to the beginning of the 1974-75 school year New Program brochures
were sent home to all sixth, seventh and eighth grade stucents in the
district; in 1975-76 booklets were again sent to all sixth, seventh
and eighth graders and a one-page report appeared in Education Ithaca .

Strategy for Attainment
c)

,

.

By demonstrating that the program works for the children who have

enrolled in it.

Evidence of Attainment
c)

(Evidence demonstrating this is also available in the "achievement"
section).

Reports of the part-time school psychologist, nurse and social
worker (see Addendum number I) indicate the improvement in educational
Involvement of numerous students they had known at the other two
junior higns and improved attendance was seen for a number of students
with "attendance problems" at the other schools (see the Mid-Year
Attendance Report for 1976-77, Addendum II). Also, see the Gardner
"In order to better meet the
Report on page 13 where it is stated:
needs of the pupils enrolled in the New Program the records of the
students were examined at the beginning of the school year (1975) by
a school group consisting of the New Program Administrator, faculty,
thirty-seven students out of
school psychologist and social worker,
This term is used to refer to
70 were identified as 'High Risk'.
pupils whose past history would suggest that they had been unmotivatad,
achieved poorly, had been truants, might have had difficulty with tha
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police and courts, and in general might withdraw
from school either
psychologically or physically and/or disrupt the learning
of others.
school year June, 1976, all of these students
(except
for one or^two whose families had moved) were
still in the program and
had made pians to continue school the coming year.”

V

Goal 3.

To provide for parental involvement and participation in the
education
of their child.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By actively seeking parental assistance in all aspects of the
program's operation.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

All parents have been regularly involved through conferences at
the beginning of each school year and at the end of every sevenweek cycle in the curriculum. They also have volunteered in
numerous ways from assisting with transportation and chaoeroning
on trips to tutoring and co-teaching students in all areas of the

curriculum.

Strategy for Attainment
b)

By providing a means for formal parental involvement such as
Steering Committee or a Community Forum.

a

Evidence of Attainment
b)

There is a parent board at the Mew Program which has met regularly
and as needed. Also, two parent representatives have been elected
each year to serve on the New Program Advisory Committee.

Strategy for Attainment
c)

By keeping parents fully informed of school operations and decisions.

Evidence of Attainment
c)

As well as the means of staying in communication with parents
listed above, a parent nev/sletter. The Inside Scoop , has been sent
home approximately every two weeks. Also, see page 5 of the King
Report where he notes: “Parents are involved through participation
In
in a Parent Board and are represented on the Advisory Committee.
addition, they serve as volunteers to teach, tutor, transport and
assist in clerical chores. They publish a biweekly newsletter, 'The
Inside Scoop,' ana meet regularly with the staff for parent conferences.
These activities, too, are considerably different than the parent-staff
relationship founa in the typical junior high school and represent a

higher range of parent involvement.”

Strategy for Attainment
d)

By helping parents recognize the heavy responsibility the educational
process places on all the individuals involved.
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Evidence of Attainment
d)

Goal 4.

This has been attained largely through the parent conferences
and
parent meetings mentioned above.

To provide continuing and thorough evaluation of:
1) Overall goal
attainment, 2) Student effort and progress, 3) Small group effectiveness In meeting Individual needs, 4) Strategies and methods of teachers.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By frequent open discussions and conferences.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

(See Item 3-a above regarding parent conferences; these also
Include students and are held with the family group leaders or
"teacher-counselors").

-Strategy for Attainment
I

(

b)

By written documentation and evaluation of student growth.

Evidence of Attainment
b)

Written evaluations of each student's progress for each seven-week
cycle In all areas of the student's program are sent home and a
copy placed in his/her permanent record file.
In Gardner's Report
on page 11 he states:
"They (students' folders) also Included a
detailed evaluation of the pupil's performance In each course
taken.
See Appendix E for the form used and Appendix F for an
Illustration of the evaluation of courses taken by one pupil during
one cycle (7 weeks)."
In King's Report on page 6 he states:
"Students in the Mew Program are given all district-wide standardized
tests including the New York State Pupil Evaluation Program and the
Basic Competency Tests.
In addition, tests for each elective are
prepared by teachers and a general written evaluation for each cupil
Is sent home at the end of each seven-week cycle with copies filed
In each student's folder along with a composite schedule of the
student's program. Students are encouraged by teachers to participate
In self-evaluation and course evaluation as well."

Strategy for Attainment
c)

By administration of individual or group tests.

Evidence of Attalnmient
c)

All the tests mandated for junior high students have been admin(See paces 2-10 of the Gardner Report
istered at the Mew Program.
and page 6 of the King Report cited above).

Strategy for Attainment
d)

By using parent and student evaluation of staff and program.
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Evidence of Attainment
d)

Student feedback has been sought regularly by the fJew
Program
staff as part of their evaluation at the end of each
seven-week
cycle in the curriculum (see King Report, page 6 as
cited above)
Parent feedback has been sought regularly through
conferences,
meetings of parents and end-of-the-year questionnaires.

Strategy for Attainment
e)

By measuring overall program effectiveness against stated goals
and re-evaluating after incorporating feedback and effecting
adjustments to correct shortcomings.

-Evidence of Attainment
e)

II.

Student and parent feedback has resulted in continual modifications and improvements in the New Program, such as the change from
the f1ve-v/eek cycles of 1974-75 to seven-week curriculum cycles
for the following years.

Academi c Goals

Goal 5.
,

To provide means by which all students can become proficient in the
basic skills of reading, writing and mathematics.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By providing guidance in the area of skill attainment so that
each student will be able to advance his accomplishments.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

Students at the flew Program have received such guidance and have
shown growth in the basic skills. This has been thoroughly
analyzed by Gardner on pages 2-10 of his report,
"...the pupils
In Grades 7 and 8 from all three junior high school programs surpassed the performance of the national normative population (on
the Reading Comprehension Test of the Stanford Achievement Test,
Advanced Level). The mean scores for the 7th and 8th grade pupils
in the 'New Program' are unusually high as v/ell as being above
those of the other junior high schools. At the 9th grade level the
scores of the pupils from the 'New Program' are below those from
the other junior high schools and slightly below the norm.

Although there is considerable variability among the scores of the
New Program pupils on the Stanford Reading Comprehension tests,
nearly all are above the national norm and seme are very far above
The few who are below the norm have made greater progress this
It.
year than would be expectea in view of their performance in earlier
grades."; “...with the exception of the 7th graders in the DeWitt
Junior High School (who had a very high mean score), the pupils in the
7th and Sth grades from the three junior high schools obtained mean
scores which were in the vicinity of the norm (on the Mathematics
Computation Test of the Stanford Achievement Test, Advanced Level).
The mean scores of pupils in the other two junior high schools
exceeded the norm by a small margin while the pupils in grades 7
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and 8 in the 'New Program* had a mean slightly below the norm. The
mean scores of 9th graders showed considerable variability. The
mean of the pupils in the Boynton Junior High was slightly above
the norm with the DeWitt pupils' mean as much above Coynton as the
mean of the pupils in the 'New Program' was below."; "As in reading
comprehension, the mean scores of 7th and Sth graders in each school
were above the national norms {on the Stanford Test of Academic Skills).
While these data show some variability among schools, they indicate
a fair degree of uniformity.
The mean scores of the 9th graders,
however, showed considerable dispersion. Boynton was exactly at the
norm, with De'./itt considerably above and the 'New Program' very much
below.

The pattern of the individual pupil scores

v;as similar to that in
reading comprehension. Most of the 7th and Sth grade oupils in the
New Program scored above the national norm. Those below the norm
made satisfactory progress. The performance of the 9th graders was
extremely variable. Seme scored very high on the rather comprehensive English test of TASK; many did well; and a few (2 or 3) performed
well below v/hat their previous records v/ould have suggested.
In
general, the low scorers in English tended to have lew scores in
reading comprehension. The detailed analysis of the Stanford and
TASK data described in the 'Language Arts Curriculum Evaluation 1976
Report' v/ould provide valuable information in identifying topics
needing remedial v/ork."

Strategy for Attainment
b)

By providing periodic evaluation to determine how much time and
assistance each student would need to ensure his progress.

Evidence of Attainm.ent
b)

(See goal 4 above, as well as 5-a).

Strategy for Attainment
c)

By helping the student plan and implement a program that would
maintain an upward progress in the basic skills.

Evidence of Attainment
c)

See Gardner's description of "student participation" on page 12 of
"The curriculum and study plan for each
his report in which he says:
student is set up jointly by a teacher and the student. The results
obtained in courses taken the previous cycle, needs and interests or
and
the student and his parents, recuirements of the Ithaca School
New York State Systems are all considered in constructing these
achieved
programs. The current status of the pupil and goals to be
Goal
are discussed at this time. This orccadure is consistent with
input in
4 which specifies that 'students should have a major
designing how and what they study'."
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Goal 6.

3 -

To provide an extensive range of learning experiences.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By drawing heavily upon the commercial, civic, higher educational,
cultural and human resources of the Ithaca area.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

Note the following quote from cages 10-11 of the Gardner Report,
the section on "Other Aspects of the Curriculum":
"In addition
to competence in the basic skills a good junior high school program
provides a broad curriculum which includes such areas as algebra and
business mathematics; English'", including literature, drama, writing
and other communication skills; Social Studies including history,
geography and civics; science including both life and physical
sciences; languages; art and music; practical arts; and health
and physical education. Most junior high schools select from a
fixed number of possible offerings and establish a curriculum that
is consistent with the physical, financial and personnel resources
they possess.

The New Junior High School Program has an unusually large number
of curricula offerings due both to a talented and versatile staff
and their ability to capitalize cn the capabilities of adjunct
staff. Additional flexibility and broader offerings are also
possible because of the organization cf the school year in 5 sevenweek periods Cycles) and tne course offerings designed in units
which require seven v;eeks to cover." Also, note item number 1 on page
6 of the King Report where he cites one of the strengths of the program
as; "The availability and use of communitv resources."; and paragraph
"In scm.e of the courses, students
number 1 on page 5 where he notes:
have contact with actual situations in a oractical learning environment
which brings a different instructional method to the program."
Strategy for Attainment
b)

By establishing a role of Community Resources Coordinator on the
Mew Program staff.

Evidence of Attainment
b)

Such a coordinator was tried on a part-time basis during the second
year, 1975-76, as one of the responsibilities cf a counseling aide;
however, the position had to be eliminated in 1976-77 when the staff
was reduced to match the enrollment.

Strategy for Attainment
c)

commercial
By developing a library of innovations in education from
and individual sources.

Evidence of Attainment
c)

shelves and
A joint-staff office on the first floor contains bock
programs
alternative
with
dealing
periodicals
and
books
files with
and innovations in seconaary schools.
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Strategy for Attainment
d)

By providing research and development time for staff
meir.bers.

Evidence of Attainment
d)

Goal 7.

(See Goal 1-d above).

To provide opportunities for experiencing success and satisfaction
in
the student's life.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By measuring the student's achievement against the Individual's
potential

Evidence of Attainment
a)

The written evaluations at the New Program have lent themselves
well to such assessment.

Strategy for Attainment
b)

By fostering

a

desire for excellence.

Evidence of Attainment
b)

(This strategy has not been measured specifically.) Contacts
of central administrators 'with New Program staff teno to
confirm that this attitude is being fostered.

Strategy for Attainment
c)

By fostering pride in the student's own work.

Evidence of Attainment
c)

(See 7-b above).

Strategy for Attainment
d)

By encouraging original and creative thinking.

Evidence of Attainment
d)

Observations of staff by central administrators confirm that this
attitude has been encouraged. Also, numerous curriculum offerings,
such as Creative Writing, Clay, Silk Screening, Woodshop, Drama and
Photography have provided opportunities for creative
expression.

Strategy for Attainm.ent
e)

By maintaining a learning environment of small size marked by an
atmosphere of acceptance anc trust.
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Evidence of Attainment
e)

Goal a.

The New Program has maintained a. small size with a student
enrollment
ranging from 59-74. Also, Dr. King notes on page 6 of his report:
One Is Impressed by the enthusiasm ana energy of the student body
1n the New Program."

To create a climate where the student can develop a positive attitude
toward learning; where h1s mistakes constitute an Important part of
the process of inquiry and understanding.

Strategy for Attalrjnent
a)

By providing
are reduced.

a

learning environment v/here the pressures of competition

Evidence of Attainment
a)

Formal and Informal observations of the teaching staff by central
administrators have shown that unhealthy aspects of competition
are being reduced.

Strategy for Attainment
b)

By eliminating a competitive grading system.

Evidence of Attainment
b)

The written evaluation system has been developed at the New Program
rather than a numerical or letter-grade system. At the close of
the ninth year, the New Program counselor in meeting with each
student and in consultation with the staff, will upon reouest,
convert the written evaluations to letter-grade equivalents for
use by the high school counselors.

Strategy for Attairanent
c)

By fostering the attitude that making mistakes is a healthy part of
the learning process and that achievement in life depends largely
on how much we profit from our mistakes.

Evidence of Attainment
c)

Goal 9.

The use of student feedback (or course evaluation) and student selfevaluation have been used to develop this attitude as Or. King
"Students are encouraged by teac.hers
notes on page 6 of his report:
to participate in self-evaluation and course evaluation as well."

To create an environment where each student can learn at his own level
of understanding.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By organizing a flexible and individualized program in a non-graded
system.
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Evidence of Attainment
In summary Item number 5 of the King Report on
page 6 one of the
strengths of the program is stated as:
“Flexibility of schedule
which permits a variety of courses and learning experiences for
students of this age." Also, see the section, “Other Aspects of
the Curriculum", pages 10-11 of the Gardner Report cited in 6-a above.

a)

Strategy for Attainment
b)

By employing evaluation systems that are geared to constructive
diagnosis rather than achievement alone.

Evidence of Attainment
b)

The written evaluation method developed at the New Program has
been designed for such diagnosis (see page 11 and appropriate
Appendices of the Gardner Report referred to in 4-b above).

Strategy for Attainment
c)

By collecting a variety of learning resources that are immediately
available to the student and teacher.

Evidence of Attainment
c)

•

Goal 10.

Observations by central administrators confirm that such resources
have been available.

To help a student make logical decisions and improve his critical
thinking.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By allowing a student to make choices as to how and what he studies
(helping to plan his own program) while satisfying basic skill

requirements.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

On page 12 in the section, "Student Participation" of the Gardner
"The curriculum and study plan for each
Report it is stated:
student is set up jointly by a teacher and the student. The results
obtained in courses taken the previous cycle, needs and interests of
the student and his parents, requirements of the Ithaca School and
New York State Systems are all considered in constructing these
programs. The current status of the pupils and goals to be achieved
are discussed at this time. This procedure is consistent with Goal 4
which specifies that 'students should have a major input in designing how and what they study'." Also, summary item number 3 on page
“Student
6 of the King Report notes as one of the program's strengths:
participation in planning, decision-making and evaluation."

Strategy for Attainment
b)

By encouraging the student to study available alternatives and the
consequences of choosing them.
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Evidence of Attainment
(Same as 10-a above).

b)

Strategy for Attainment
By allowing students to question established routines and
accepted solutions.

c)

Evidence of Attainment

The involvement of students in family groups, whole school meetings,
and the review board (outlined in 1-6 above), as well as collaborative
course planning with students, have been aimed at this goal.

c)

Strategy for Attainment
By insisting on an open dialogue between students and staff where
the process of learning to listen to one another is emphasized.

d)

Evidence of Attainment
Observations of teaching staff by central administrators, the
involvement of students in family grouos, whole school meetings,
and the review board - as well as the comments of Dr. King on
page 6 in summary items number 3 and 4 where he lists as strengths:
“Student participation in planning, decision-making and evaluation.";
“The informality and small class size that enhances personal fommunication by the teacher and pupil and allows for individualization of
instruction."; and Or. Gardner's comments in the section on "Administra
"The teachers are a very
tion and Faculty" on page 14 of his report:
versatile, dedicated group who appear to be highly successful in
establishing rapport with students which has lead to effective learning." - all indicate this strategy has been employed.

d)

Goal 11.

To provide the student with the "learning to learn" techniques
necessary to negotiate with our changing times.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By employing information gathering techniques.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

Such information gathering techniques have been a key part of
“Alternative Cays" - see the discussion on pages 11-12 of the
Gardner Reoort where it states: "In addition to the in-school
academic v;ork the yearly proaram has included three v^eeks of special
out-of-school activities called ‘Alternative '/leeks'. During this
period the students engage in a variety of activities including
trips, visits to points of interest, olanning activities such as
See Appendix H for an illustration of the
dances, bake sales, etc.
use one Hew Program Family Group made of two of its 'Alternative
Weeks' for camping trips (one in the fall and one in the spring).
See Appendix I for a brief description of the way another Family
Group used one of their 'Alternative Weeks'. These activities
provide opportunities for the student to develop social and personal
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responsibility (Goal 6) as well as providing valuable learning
experiences in a variety of other areas such as science, health
and daily living."
Strategy for Attainment
By providing opportunities for real problem-solving.

b)

Evidence of Attainment
It Is stated on page 4 of the King Report:

"In addition, students
The Outside Four
Walls program involves a nature/survival project conducted by the
Youth Bureau staff. The Learning Web is a hands-on learning
experience in the Ithaca community that brings the student in direct
contact with the adult world. Alternative/Adventure trips are conducted in November and February and a special camping trip held in
Hot all students participate in all special programs
the spring.
but all students have experience in at least one."

b)

may elect other types of less academic orograms.

Strategy for Attainment
c)

By offering opportunities to plan and to learn techniques of
planning.

Evidence of Attainment
c)

(Same as 11 -a above).

Strategy for Attainment
d)

By making "futurism" a part of the curriculum.

Evidence of Attainment
d)

Goal 12.

Periodic offerings In the Social Studies area have employed this
strategy.

To offer to each student experiences with the living arts.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

to
By deliberate curriculum emohasis and planned opportunities
the
and
district
of
the
events
arts
performing
participate in the

comnunlty.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

each year In
Several New Program drama productions have been held
^!)e^^istr ,ct,
throughout
schools
various
at
the Ithaca community and
available In the
and a variety of music and art activities have been
have participated
New Program curriculum. Also, each year students
such as orchestra,
Boynton,
and/or
OeWitt
at
In cooperative programs
choir and interscholastic athletics.
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III.

Personal Developinent Goals

(Specific data for these goals were collected only during the first year,
1974-75, and the "participant observer" methodology used v/as not entirely
acceptable to the School board; and future data to evaluate these goals
was subsequently discouraged, although Dr. King strongly recoiTimended this
on page 6 of his report:
"Lacking in the evaluation program are any
measurements of growth in the affective area. Since this is an important
part of the goals of the New Program, more attention should be given to
verifying changes in pupil attitude and behavior as a result of the New
Program. "
Goal 13.

To help each student become a self-directed and independent learner.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By Involving the student In the Identification, shaping and management of much of his learning environment.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

Goal 14.

Students have been actively involved In sharing responsibility for
their learning at the Mew Program - see page 12 of the Gardner
Report dealing with "Student Participation", and paragraph 4 of
page 5 of the King Report dealing with "Parent and Student Participation" as cited in goal IC-a above.
Also, in the State Department of
Education's evaluation of Ithaca's "Guidance Services", it states on
page 2: "The New Program for junior high pupils offers an alternative opportunity for those with specialized needs. Pupils, parents,
staff, and administration work closely together to develop pupil
Independence and self direction. Group problem solving techniques
are employed to advantage in the New Program."

To help each student to create
his own worth.

a

positive self-image and to realize

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By providing each student with individual attention and by showing
the student that someone cares.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

Observations of the staff by central administrators confirm that
the staff was providing such individual attention - as noted by
"A discrete advantage of the
Dr. King on page 5 when he states;
New Program is the attention given to individual learners in the
classroom."

Strategy for Attainment
b)

and
By providing a close workino relatlonshio between teachers
students in which frequent attention can be provided as needed.

Evidence of Attainment
b)

(Same as 14-a above).

strategy for Attainment
By making the learning environment a place where there is an
emphasis on the emotional and social reeds as well as the
academic elements of the student's life.

c)

Evidence of Attainment
c)

Goal 15.

(See page 11 and 12 of the Gardner Report on "Student Activities",
"Student Participation" and "Counseling" as cited in IG-a above).

To help the student relate his school experiences to real life.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By providing the student with opportunities for exposure to and
study of;
social issues, environment, career exploration,
academic areas, technical programs and problems, human relations,
pluralism in democratic society, the function of the arts in
interpreting and shaping man and society.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

Goal 16.

(See pages 10 and 11 of the Gardner Report and his accomcanying
Appendix B which describes a wide range of curricular offerings).
On page A of the King Report dealing with "Curriculum and
"All-in-all, the curriculum contains a wide
Instruction" he states:
variety of novel learning experiences as well as a selection of a
core of basic skills. Whether it provides a quality program would
require analysis of the individual courses and the pattern of
student electives. New Program students may participate in extracurricular activities and interscholastic sports at Boynton or
DeWitt Junior High Schools."

To help the stucent develop social and personal responsibility.

Strategy for Attainment
a)

By encouraging students to actively help in the running of and
caring for the school.

Evidence of Attainment
a)

(See 14-c above)

Strategy for Attainment
b)

By encouraging student participation in program design.

Evidence of Attainment
b)

(Same as 16-a).

Strategy for Attainment
c)

level
By encouraging students to take responsibility at every
possible.
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Evidence of Attainment
c)

(Same as 16-a).

We believe that the evidence herein offered Is a positive Indication that
the
goals in the three areas of the learning environment, academic achievement and
personal development have been successfully attained. Thus, we are satisfied that
the New Program has successfully completed Its three-year trial period.

Other Considerations
In addition to the evaluation of the above goals,
additional concerns v;hich should be addressed.
1)

v/e

feel

there are several

Although It was not one of the specifically stated goals, there has
been concern that the flew Program adequately prepare students for
Ithaca High School. This concern Is addressed on page 4 of the King
Report where he states: "Whereas the stateo goals of the New Program
emphasize both academic and personal development goals, the central
administration has Inclcated a concern that the flew Program does not
prepare students to attend senior high, a concern evidenced by the
fact that approximately 30 per cent of the New Program graduates have
difficulty adapting to the formal high school program.
(It should be
noted that the majority functions effectively In high school). The
failure of seme New Program students could be as much a criticism cf
the traditional high school as It is of the flew Program, particularly
since some students entering the New Program had problems In the
traditional program. Attention should be given to what both the flew
Program and the high school could do to help graduates of the Mew
Program succeed. A study by the high school guidance department and
the administration could help Identify the problems of adjustment and
appropriate steps to eliminate the problems." Also Dr. Gardner deals
with this concern on pages 13 and 14 of his report where It is stated:
"One of the Important issues to be considered Is the extent to wh1cn
the graduates from the 9th grade in the flew Program are able to adjust
A follow-up study of the records
to the Grade 10 High School Program.
of the 17 students completing work in the New Program in June, 1975,
and entering the 10th grade, was described In detail in Appendix L.
Appendix L also contains a letter from James 3.. f^arsh, Sophom.ore Grade
Administrator, to David Lehman giving his Impression of the ability of
the graduates of the New School to adjust to high school. The data
Indicate that these graduates have satisfactorily adjusted to the
requirements of the high school program."
A confidential mid-year 1976-77 report prepared by the Ithaca High
School guidance staff shows a relatively similar pattern for those
sophomores in their first year at Ithaca High School as that indicated
In the "Interim Report" done the previous year In February 1976 (see
Appendix L of the Gardner Report): Namely, of the Z9 ninth graders
leaving the New Program, 6 moved out of the Ithaca City School District,
presently
4 withdrew or dropped-out; 1 went on home-teaching and 18 are
enrolled In Ithaca High School. As of the first marking period these
and 5
18 students had received 25 A's, 29 B's, 7 C's, 6 O's, 13 F's
j had
withdrew,
that
the
4
that
noting
worth
also
It
is
Incompletes.
come to the New Program In their 9th grade year, and 1 In the Sth grade.
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Although approximately one-third of the New Program graduates had at
least one discipline referral" (from minor infractions to more serious
ones), the overv/helming majority of all referrals dealt with the 4
students who have withdrawn (being 16 years old, and of legal age).
Also, in this mid-year 1976-77 report, of the 9 former New Program
11th grade
students still residing in Ithaca, 1 is presently attending TC 2;
is in the vocational program; 1 is preoaring for early araduation
1
and 6 are in the regular Ithaca High School program. Of this group,
their grades for the first marking period included 3 A's, 8 B’s, 4 C's,
2 D's and 1 F, thus continuing or improving their academic achievement

of their sophomore year.
2)

Another concern and source of some controversy has been the number of
students enrolled in the Nesv Program for the past three years. There
has been a consistent need for the program in this community as witnessed
by the October enrollments for the three years of 59, 62 and 67. The
fact that the program has not grown enormiously in numbers to match the
arbitrarily projected enrollment ceilings included in the original
proposal

(60, 85, 120), results from several factors:

a)

The uncertainty

b)

The physical condition of the facilities such as noted on page
"Vlorthy of special comment are the
15 of Gardner's P.epcrt:
From an esthetic point of view they are
physical facilities.
abominable, but the pupils and faculty have capitalized on this
disadvantage to create educational opportunities by improving and
decorating their surroundings."; and, in the King Report on page
"I doubt if few schools in the City
7, where he points out:
operate with the physical conditions under which the Mew Program
"The physical surroundings
works."; or on page 2 where he states:
of the program are not at the stancard of other alternative
programs in New York State."

c)

Observations of both Gardner and King indicate that there should
be evidence of clear ownership of and supoort for the New Program
Dr. King
as an integral part of the Ithaca City School District.
"The need for the Ecara, acministration and
stresses on page 7:
total staff to identify alternative schools as an essential and
desirable part of the total educational system. Commitment to the
concept of an alternative school as a necessary part of the total
school enterprise would increase the possibility of assistance in
developing course work and the curriculum, administering the building
and activities, and providing the necessary equipment and supplies to

of the continuation of the program when each
spring questions of its existence have been raised on financial
or other non-educational factors.

do a more effective job."
3)

Finally there is the question of whether or not the Mew Program should
On the basis of cur experience it is obvious
be extended beyond grace 9.
at Ithaca High School ready for the
arrive
graders
all
9th
that not
escecially
transition to the larger more structured environment. This is
Parents
9th grade.
true of students vjho join the New Program as late as the
.ven
program,
of
the
expansion
urged
have
Board
Advisory
and members of the
recommend
school
high
to
adjustment
the students who have made a successful
On page 7 of the King Report, concern
an extension of the program 10-12.
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number 3 also addresses this question:
"Attention should be given to
the follow-up of graduates of this program Into the high
school. A
study should be made of the three-year experience to determine
what
programs are succeeding and what kinds of help students need
In order
to function effectively In the high school. This Information
should
be given to the teachers In the Hew Program. Conversely, the high
school should look at Its responsibility In dealing with all pupils
not succeeding in high school, including those coning from the New
Program.
This may involve the development of an alternative school,
an alternative school -within-a-school or, at the very least, an
alternative special program at high school level."

Recommendations
Thus, the secondary school principals of the Ithaca City Schools submit
the following recommendations:
1 )

Recommendation :

The full endorsement of alternate education as now functioning In
the Mew Junior High Program as an on-going integral part of Ithaca's
secondary schools.
Rationale :
This recommendation Is in keeping with "concern num.ber 1" In the
final recommendations of Cr. King In his report on page 7 where he
says:
"The need for the Board, administration and total staff to
identify alternative schools as an essential and desirable part of
the total educational system." Secondly, there is the conclusion of
Or. Gardner on page 15 that states:
"The data which have been assembled
by the evaluator (seme illustrative examples of which have been presented
in Appendices A - L) indicate that the New Program is achieving its
objectives with modest financial suoport. The students compare favorably
with those In the other junior high schools and v/ith the national norms
in the basic skills as measured by the Stanford Achievement Tests given
city-wide in May, 1976. The students have a variety of offerings; they
participate in planning their own program; they have opportunities which
most use to develop social and personal responsibility; the classes are
small and students receive much individual attention and feeabac!: about
their progress; and there is considerable parental involvement and
participation." See also the first part of recommendation number 5,
page 3, of the State Education Department's Bureau of iluidance evaluation of the "Guidance Services" of the Ithaca Public Schools done on
"The New Program for junior high school
December 9-10, 1976 which notes:
pupils should be continued and strengthened."
2)

Recommendation :

The expansion of the present junior high alternative school program
Planning for
(grades 7-9) to include grades 10-12, in September, 1978.
an alternative junior-senior high school program, 7-12, as well as
deciding on its permanent location, in an adequate, self-contained facility,
should begin immediately, March, 1977.
We agree that the present New Program facility is inadequate; however,
for
our recemmendatien is to maintain the program in its present location
If
one more year only, during the planning of an expanded 7-12 program.
building is
it appears that the closing of the present New Program
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absolutely necessary in June, 1977, we agree that the Mew Program should
be acconnodated in a secondary school where there is space.
Rationale ;

The diversity of the Ithaca coirmunity requires that this system provide
an alternative program, grades 7-12. There are many students who cannot
adjust to and/or have not had a successful experience in the more
traditional environment of a large school, such as Ithaca High School.
A program to meet their reeds is essential.
This recommendation follows that of "concern number 3" in the final
recomendations of Dr. King in his report on page 7 in which he says:
“Attention should be given to the follow-up of graduates of this
program into the high school. A study should be made of the threeyear experience to determine what programs are succeeding and wnat kinds
of help students need in order to function effectively in the high school.
This information should be given to the teachers in the Hew Program.
Conversely, the high school should look at its responsibility in dealing
with all pupils not succeeding in high school, including those coming
from the Mew Program. This may involve the development of an alternative school, an alternative school -within-a-school or, at the very
least, an alternative special program at high school level." Also,
the second part of reccrmendaticn number 5 of the evaluation of the
Ithaca Schools "Guidance Services" where the following is stated:
"The alternative learning experiences available for senior high school
pupils should be reviewed, and additional programs initiated as indicated
by pupil needs."
3)

Recommendation ;
formative evaluation in order to assess
regularly the progress toward the program's goals and to make appropriate
changes throughout the program's development. Such evaluation should
include a pre-post format in which both academic achievement and social/
personal growth will be assessed at the beginning and end of specific
periods of time, utilizing professional evaluators as needed.

The, continuation of on-going,

Rationale

:

This recornmendation is in keeping with "Concerns" number 2 and number
"A hard look
4 on pace 7 of the King Report in which it is stated:
needs to be taken at the clarification of the goals of the New Program
Further performance
and the evaluation related to the accepted goals.
criteria for the success of this program should be clearly stated and
data collected each year to determine whether or not students and staff
achieve their objectives."; and "A better learning management system
and
is needed to account for individual growth in both the cognitive
affective areas. The present pupil folder, although it contains frequent
of
teacher coinnent on the seven-week reports, lacks data on mastery
Note
specific subject objectives and charges in student behavior.
"Lacking in the evaluation
also the following statement from page 6:
affective area. Since
the
in
grov/ch
of
measurements
program are any
more attention
this is an Important part of the goals of the New Program,
and behavior as a
attitude
pupil
in
changes
verifying
given
to
be
should

result of the New Program."
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AODEIIDUM NUMBER

From:

Art Garbett, School Psychologist
Mabel Nixon, School Social Worker
Catherine Miller, School Nurse/Teacher

TO:

Secondary Principals Committee

I

For the past two years, as both pupil oersonnel and liaison specialists
between Boynton Junior High School, CeWitt and the New Program, we have
found ourselves in a raiher unique position. This has enabled us to assess
the neeas and relative strengths of each environment and to recoinrend changes
of placement for oarticular youngsters when such changes, upon close examination,
were necessary and appropriate.

From our vantage point, one factor has clearly emerged. Namely, there
are a growing number of youngsters, who for a variety of reasons— cersonal
familial, social or developmental, are not able to function in a traditional
junior high school program.
In almost all the cases of transfer to the Mew
Program that we have helped arrange or recommended, there have been remarkable
changes in attitude, behavior and self-ccnceot for these adolescents, and if
done early enough, these changes then contribute to a successful alternate
school adjustment.

Empirically, another important factor has also emerged. That is, some
of these youngsters who transfer from a traditional program to the alternative
one under duress, and who then make a favorable adjustment to the new environment, appear to have some difficulty adjusting to the large, more traditional
high school.
In our viev/, this is evidence that there is clearly a need for
an alternate environment at that level also
in order to provide consistency,
reduce the rate of dropout, alienation and institutional conflict in this
population and to ultimately but gradually assist them in finding a productive
niche in the larger culture upon graduation.

—

From what v/e have been able to gather thus far, from a psycho-social
frame of reference there are clearly a sizable number of students v/ho reouire
Noticeable areas of improvement have been
an alternative learning environment.
Surprisingly,
in attendance, motivation, self-concept and parental attituoe.
this last area of imorovement has apeeared to be a function of improved parentIt has been
child interaction primarily aue to the altered school experience.
reinforced through the parent board which has enabled families who have previously teen hostile to education to have greater participation in the school
community. Much of this changed attitude has emerged unsolicited auring parent
conferences and also contributes to greater support for ecucation for their
In our experience,
children. The social implication of all this is enormous.
therefore, the necessity for continued alternative structures at the secondary
level is imperative.
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1970-79 Annual Report for t.!»G Now Junior High Program and
Alternative Comiiiunity High .'Jcliool

July 1979

The following Annual Report lins. l.oen prepared for Ithaca's two alternative
r.econdary schools - the fJew Jur.io.v llicjii ProcjrcM (l.'JHP) and Alternative Community
High School (ACIiS) - the Corr.er in its fifth year, ond the latter in its first
year of operat‘'.on. Individual school coirjr.ents are made in most sections of the
questions provided, v;niie composite- rematUs also are made v;hcn appropriate. The
"summary" section is presented first in order to change the emphasis of tlic

original outline provided.
Summer’,’
a)

stjv.'iKjths

(iWHP)
Cur intentional small sine continues to bo a comer stone
of the personal i.'j-ad (niucaticn v/e provide. Other key features include - ctt:dentrand staff v/ho i ihe Li-ii.g hari: and loci comfortable; students can (artd do) talk
freely with rtafe (including criLicii-n or qucstionninci)
there are real cnolcrs
for students unci staff ir> the curriculum; small Family Groups involve teachers
as couv.aloj.T. v.-j th stu-Jentc evor'/o’ic has an itctivc voice in U;e school decisions
which affect their evn lives; tc-vrliors have mucli freedom in creating now rourses
and iretrrds of nstr’j-ction; the prograr.i is adaptable and able to respond quickly
to changing st’udunt noids; the asnur.l one ’..'ock spring camping trip is a real
highlight; teachers feel they hnv-’ genuine administrative support; and there arc
positive relations bet\.con the principal, and the students and staff.
(AOIS)
Ttii nov; Alternative Community High Gchooi, in its first y-?ar,
reflected crscntially many of the .'-.ame strengths a.: those outlined above, .-lus
the follov/ing particularly significant aspects of the .progr-rn. AdlS provided
a politically and personally relevant exirriculum in v;hich students could make
full use of the learning resources of the community, including Ifiiaca Higii School
co'irses.
P.eycnd this key fv-aturo, the- most noticeable thing about our first
year '.-.'ac the high denree of student initiative shov/n in setting-up/organizing
the school, three crc.itivc -.riting p. ulicatious, a variety of individual projects
(such as a film on pollution in lUjcca) and Learning V/eb experiences, an active
self-education progron/compaign regarding the dangers of nuclear power, successful organizing of a school wide "Fast for a '.-.’orld Harvest" as part of an
effort in dealing wit): world hunger (including a study of hunger in Ithaca), as
well cs research ebovit rc. -cycled Lotties in Ithaca with a pamphlet about bottle
legislation and personal action. Also there tvas a full-length play put on 3 nights
for tne Ithaca community, a short onc-cct production, a student yearbook (in
which everyone had a page), and a "Mature and Survival" phys ed alternative
which included winter survival, wliite-watcr canoeing, and rode climbing.
need iriproving
b)
record keeping (an old nemenis
sliould co;:tinue to improve our
(ILTHP)
of alternative ’jchouls), cur follo’w-up throughout the year of our August staff
workslwp, locating/attracting m.orc minority students and staff, the academic
rigor available in our program, our Support Team operation, the student Review
Board cempenent of our bchavior/disciplinc processes, our efforts to counter
.classistt^racisia/sexisw, and' assistance to students with drug and/or alcohol problems
;

;
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(ACHS) V/o noocJ to v.-ork on - our split scheduling with IHS, record
keeping (particularly 11(3 grades), Integrating our yearly calendar with KJlfP
and IH3, expanding student involvrnif;nt In running tha program to include all
students; expanding o-ur career cd»iration activities, most specifically the
development of a series of small, cooperative, student-run "cottage industries".
c)
parent/ community realtionc (NJllp and ACH5)
Our two parent Advisory Potcds become increasingly active over the
year and were effective, altl'.ough they need to maintain closer contact with students
next year. Our small informal gatherings of Fcmily Group parents for open-ended
discussions v;ere particularly olioctive and need to bo continued. Parent newsletters and reports were useful, ut cotild he Increased
on a more regular
scliedule.
iloth programs need to continue (-.o v;ork on relations with IKS, and
the community-wide Ad 'icory Coirnittee needs to lie re-activated.
d)
plans (i;J!IP and ACII.*:)
Planning for next year we.-, begun in late April and continued through
the .spring wiUi four combined incr.t rio:: of CJllP and ACHS students, staff, and
parents as v/ell as two v/ritt';.-'. surv'eys. Decisions v;erc made as to the degree
of scparation/combinaticri of the t-.-o schools, three major goal arca.s, a core
curriculum, and the devclormcnt of rettoge in-lustries. Also, the ACHS community
approved gradiiation project.s with individual student graduation committees as
unique features of t!;e program. rinalJy, cr veral specific steps for imple.mcmtlnq
the spring plans v/ill have to ocevu' during next August's prc-scrvicc vrerkshep,
as well as on-going .'ollov;-un of such tilings as a proposal to investigate the
"V/alk-about" program for obtaining r);i lls/conpetunccs in various areas, rather
than accuirrulating "credits".
,

I

j

ha VO VQii adri 'v:.«Td the fiuf.';',- on of min imum comnetrne v?
Both IM111-' and /•.'’.iiS students wciV’ admunistered the Hew Yorf State minimum
competency tests, including tl'.e ivs.i preliiniriary Regents Compi.etency test in 'Writing.
Students v.h.o do poorly on these tests (or v;l-.o generally arc known to us to have
poor ncadcuic skill:;) are \.'or/;cd wilt-, in all areas of- our prrgrnras .since they
are whole persons ai.d bring more than academic needs or problems to school. Tl'.us,
we ront.imied to orovirie on-going courncs/workrdiops for skill development in
"Pra'ctlcai English", "Practical Math" (ACllS), and "Uasic Math" a.nd "Uasic English/
Social Studies" (i.’JiiP) - the latter being a new team taught course meeting
everyday. A core of volunteer ttitev;; (parents, AQIS .-.tudonts, and college students)
provided onc--to-or.e as.si.stancc for m.any of tliese students both in and out of
class. Alco, Family Groups (JIJHP) and Advisory Groups (ACH.h) which provide ongoing support for related .social -emotional needs, and the general involvement
of all students in t)-.c running of cur scliools are important dimensions of our
approach to wor.king witi-. siudi-nLs wiL'n lew aciidunilc skills. Finally our s-jpport
team (described in the next question) brought much needed new service to several
of these students this year.
I,

Hov/

‘'

i

ncluding relation»<hiw betvfcen nrincinal
Operation of your Sunnert Tcani
cultlanc e and su-jrort tcac.-ier
This v.as cnc first year chat cur two alternative secondary schools had a
full Support team. Unfortunately, duo to seniority placement and the reduction
of counselors; we lost our counselor of last year and worked with a high school
counselor Involuntarily assigned part-time to our t»vo schools - an unsatlsfactor*/
arrangement, particularly for our junior high students. However, our counselor
of last year did become our .Support Teacticr, and althuugii much of her time in
the first few months of the year slie was assigned to assist IHS Support Team,
she did learn the new job and lor Uiu first time provided Support Teacher sQrv.tco3
Our part-time Resource Room Teacher joined us
to our student^ (primarily
Ill

( i
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mid-yoar, and although ohn had a very limited arsiernment (0.3), and was able to
work with only a few junior hiqh students, riho h«id considerable success with
them. The final member of our Support Team was our Aide who joined us In late
spring and was particularly effective assisting with our junior high basic
skills courses. Our junior high Social Wocker and Psychologist (who work
with us on Fridays from Devatt and Iioynlon respectively) continued to bo effective,
whereas the IMS Social Worker and l*::ycl>oloqist av.iilable to AQtS students were
of minimal use. The Support Toaia n;ot with mo os a group on Friday mornings and
came to the "staffing" portion of oui- regular Wednesday staff meetings. Cur
relationships contlnui-d to be a.utuaily supportive, and we v.*orkcd constantly to
improve our cofwnunication wiUi each other, the rest of the staff, students, and
parents - a)) In all a very proclurt.i
sear for developing a fully staffed
Support Team in an alternative schM '1 sett'ng.

Setting up a orciram of Caivi.f Kilncation
ho truly systciraujc proni.’.r: o! v.net esuirt ha called "Career Education"
existed at either al ion sa Live stcfiiia.iry school, llov/ever, a number of careerrelated activities exist \;hich wc arc; In the process of pulling together for
next year. Tliose activities at tilili' include roire mini -courses such as '"..’orktng
in Itiioca", nuMerous field trips to visit poor)lc at work (particularly in science
and health), n short-' errr. "resident patter", and the part-time nssigrrment of one
of our staff to coordinate Leorning '.•.'oh placr r,u.'nls. At AQIS more than half of
our students wore involved in one or mere U.arning V/eb placements in the community
(with a part-time steff member and three stuclrnt associates to coordinate then),
sov'cral wore in Work-Study programr., the real world of working people was included in many AQIS courses (most uolahly "Street Law", "Oicrcnt Issues in Social
Studies", and "Current Issues in
Care"), and the planning for a small
"cottage industry" v;as initiated. Although it was tremendously valuable to have
expanded our Learning Web placomcntr, next year wo hope not to have to allocate
any of our own staff resources to coordinating these activities, but to contract
more with the Learning V.'ab for gucIj services.

III.

Curriculum Oovclerrcnt
efforts in developing curriculum this past year
a)
The most significatjt development was that of beginning the Alternative
•Community lllg)i School's curriculvtm. This './as an exciting year-long, formative
process involving t!ie whole scliool coT.v.unity - particularly staff, a rt\!dent
curriculum cormlttca, and a parent udvi .sory boa.rd. Our curriculum rievciopment
for both schools began 'with a "stn't ..'orkshup" In August, prior to school, for
which wr drev/ cn two consultants v'ih r.ucn i*yperlence in other alternative
Such activities continued with a t.'JlIl’ student "Curriculum Committee";
schools.
a staff committee on "Classism", (which expanded to include both schools, students,
and parents); a January ACIS three-day, on-site evaluation/workshop with a consultant from the Alternate Learning Project in Providence, Rhode island; and a
lUlIP two-day, on-site cvaluation/v/oikshop in April with a consultant from the
Hartford, Connccticutt scliools; all follov/ed by a scries of NJKP/AClS-staff /student/
parent planning meetings in the spring. Thus, it should bo readily apparent
that "curriculum development" was, and 'will continue to be, a regular part oi^ the
operation of both our schools.
any anticipated proble!.ii; in moving the 9th grade in 1900-81
b)
Since AOIS (grader. 10-1 Z) now cxist.s right around t.ho comer from NJHP
(grades 7-9), little problem v/ould arise in this change. There would be perhaps
som.e need to reshuffle the space used Ly tJio two schools, and there would he some
change In the social d'/namics of the two schools, particularly for the Qth graders.-.
IV,

-3

Othcn.'ise my qroator concern woulM

l;c

for appropriately meetinq the needs of
a cont nued development of middle schools
.

the in-conlnq 6th graders if there is
(grades 6-Q).
V.

Tcach''>r Kvn)

nation

cjrporicnccs this year
I found precious little time for the kind of teacher obser'/otions
I
really v/ented to do this year, .irKl did not complete nearly enough of them. This
v;as due primarily to the unexpected turn-O'/er in part-time science teochers
(and my subseouently heavier tcachinq load), and my chairinq of two districtwide co.-m’‘ ttees - Affirmative AcU'on and Career Education. Ilov;cver, I v/as able
to maintain a series of individvial staff conferences, coupled v/ith our monthly
evening "Support Keeti nqs” where all of the staff continually "checked" in with
each otl/T, c'nabl'riq re to retain close contact v/ith each mc:rd5 r of the staff,
a)

'

'

b) problems, concerns about tin: process
Any ccriccrns I hnve al-cut. the district’s formal process of teacher
ovalunt.'.on are based on the ch/inecr. in Central Administration this past year,

•

which left several unresolved issvies hanginq in the air. Such things as a
possible change in the reporting fer-.e.t, and the possible development of n
3-level rating system need clarification and further discussion v/ith teachers
if these are to be Ir.plemci'.ted in the future,
c)
suggestions for improvement
Assuming Viier: in clarification from the Central Administration
regarding any changc-s in the di sl;r\ct--v/ido process, I v/ould like’ to see more
opportunities for teachers to observe other teachers and talk v/ith each other
afterwords.
I would lil:e to cor.i.ii.uu to develop and improve upon present our
proccss of student evaluation of V.eacliers both at NJUP and ACIS, as well as our
forms and methods for staff feodhacl: to each other - and I v/ould like to sec
other schools in tlie. dirtrict develop comparable processes v/here they don't

already exist(rrl teria for al locati no funds oeuitahlv to staff)
Roth IlJiiP and ACHE I'.n’/e student/ staff "Qudget Committees" which accept
all requests from students (for special projects) as well as staff, and t.hey
are empowered to act on all rcqvicnt:; under S20, v/hile each program’s regular
"whole school meeting" decities by coiisensus on all proposal s over S20. This
process allows for everyone to have access to, and a voice in, all budget
Hov/ever, it is sometimes time consuming, and a suggestion came up
decisions
in the ACHS Sudget Ca-amittce to make a proposal for some broad allocations at
the beginning of the year v/ithin v/hich things could be purchased more expeditiously.
Also, v/e hope to avoid the problem of leaving too much money in the AQIS transportation code, some of wnich did not get spent due to the unavailability of a
mini-bus.

VI.

•

•

VII.

nvidr«--t

Buildi nns and Grov/nds

general condition , any areas of concern
The past year v;as our second in the "S-bullcl’ng" wing of Ithaca Hiah
School. In general, the space is cramped and has the inherent advantages/disadvantages of any "school -housed-within-a-school". Our most critical need has been
for more outdoor play space, particularly for our active junior highers.
(Hov-zever, the nav/ 7-pcriod dav at IJIS v/iil frcc-up one additional period for
:JJir?/AaiS students each day to utilise all the physical education "stations".)
a)

•
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Also, our kind of alternative schools need smaller quieter' tcochlng spaces
which have not been available* (Again, hov/over, with the capital Inpco'/cments
being made this summer, v/e should have such spaces next year.) Finally, it was
a vnslcome addition to have individual lockers for each student, although wo will
need to coordinate better v/ith IHS the times v/hen students ore in the hall,
daily oistudial schedule
b)
As part of the IllS custodial services, v/e have not hud o separate schedule
and have had rather inconsistent service. This problem wan discussed in Januor/
and February v/ith th.e Head CustodUin and Plant Manager, and some improvements
made in such thiriqs as daily cleaninq of restrooms, emptyl.ng of trash cans, and
cleoniiig of floors. Then again in the spring v;ith the change in custodial staff
at IMS, further discussions v/ore held and some irnproverr.eivts made. Much of the
problem seemed to be in the drastic undc-r-staff Ing of custodial services at IHS
(particularly the complete loss of all student assistance) - v/hich v/o endeavored
to improve by pooling some HJIIP and ACllS funds to hire two of our students parttime for the last tv/o montlts of the year os custodial assistants. I hope that
such staffing is improved next year so there will be adequate personnel to maintain appropriately our new rennovated corns.
i

